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rtirmucTiori 

My interest in public corporations was stimulated by a study 

of the European Coal and Steel Community undertaken during 1952. This 

international public corporation is of particular interest both admin-

istratively, because it has its own "Parliament", "Cabinet", and "Court" 

created to act as channels for liaison, accountability and control 

between the Ccamunity and its partner nations, and politically, because 

it represents one of the earliest positive achievements in the movaaent 

for a United Europe. 

It became apparent to me that, althouOi =eh halbeenwritten 

on the public corporation as the vehicle for nationalisation in Britain, 

no recent attempt had been made in Australia to present an overall 

picture of the use made of the corporation in this country. Maly 

utters. ;Tech as Professor P.A. Bland aarl  Sir Frederick Eggleston, have 

contributed valuable articles fraa time to time over the last thirty-odd 

yeara on various aspects of the corporation, uhile otherhistorical 

accounts of ;articular corporations are available. Altheagh it was 

suggested to me that I might examine closely ane corporation or a sma11  

group of corporations for uk,* thesis, I have preferred to try to 

present a cross-section of all corporations in Australian Coanonwealth 

experience. 

This has involved a brief consideratioa of theordeaa of the 

"corperetion:wctement" in the Aeatralian colonies, of various developments 

in theory VilliCh may or my not have affected the Shape of actual 

corporations, and of the political background to the various creations 

and abolitiona of corporations, as well as the actual tulnintstrative 

provisions themselves. I am well aware that the material in this thesis 
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will not satisfy anyone who is seeking a cavrehensive account of a 

particular eor;:aration. In a sense, and witha few notable mcceptions„ 

the individual studies that are in existence tendto be written from the 

point of view of the function of the particular corporatima-.1muildng, 

or broadcasting, or perhaps economics. NV intention is rather to 

examine the CaaDonwealth corporations from the point of view of public 

administration, which I believe to be closely related to, and an integral 

part of, the wider field of political science. 

There is no universally accepted definition of the public 

corporation. In fact, the tem itself has not been widely adopted in 

Australia, where some of our current confusion on the subject is probably 

bred by the parallel use of a nudber of descriptions such as "semi-

government body", statutory autherity", "covernment instrumentality" and 

"statutory corporation". In this thesis I use the torm"public 

corporation", which is in fairly general use in overseas literatttre on 

the subject. It seems almost impossible, in view of the mew variations 

within the overall field of public corporations, to arrive at a antis-

factory functional or administrative definition. Therefore, with same 

intentional exceptions (such as the Repatriation Comaisaion as now 

coustituted), I regard all the authorities established by Commonnealth 

Goveznments which have been given corporate status as public corporations. 

Most have legislative backing and are therefore also "statutory" 

corporations; some, however, do not, but by virtue of their public 

ownership, they must also be included in the broader category of "public 

corporations". Claanes of authority-which are excluded nrol_ consider-

ation in this thesis, except by Utly of passing reference, are the 

connedity nr.rketing boards which present special problemn, bodies which 
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6 
over-lapping and crow-referencing, end a short index is provided 

specifically to assist in locating relevant references end thee over 

coming the need to repeat various observations. A further reason for 

the distinction between. theory and practice is that theoretical develop-

Inents do not respect the constitutional boundary venich usually remits 

in a clear seearation in practical administration between the Commenwealti 

and the States. It is therefore necesewer to approach theoretical trend' 

from the overall view, as opposed to the purely Comonwealth emphasis 

given the practical develoments. 

The amount of material included on each corporation is not 

intended to be an indication of the importance of that corporation to 

Australian development or public service. For example, I believe 
that the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organis-
ation, . deserves high ranking among our corporations on the basis or 
value of its services to the nation. However, being widely accepted 

throughout the cermunity end therefore non-controversial in character, 

it has experienced few of the changes due to political considerations 

which have been COMM in the affairs of some other corporations. 

Horeover it has suffered no admini.strative disasters and it has not 

therefore been the subject of arzr major administrative enquiry. For 

these reasons, less space is devoted to C.S.I.R.O. (and likewise to other 

corporations in a si miler  position) than to those which have been in the 

spotlight from the point of view of admini.strative change. 

kr method is to trace administrative developments, to assess 

the significance of the more Important of these, and to attempt to got 

behind them to discover basic reasonings. This kind of treatment 

involves skimaing over the detailed administrative provisions of most 

recent corporations, and highlighting only the innovations, for there 
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seems no need to repeat in each case details such as the normea legal 

r‘rovi.ons which accompany the granting of corporate status. Although 

a. study suci as this must inevitably include political questions, I 

have attempted net; to be side-tracked into a discussion of the merits 

of the philosophies for and against state enterprise. kr aim is to 

consider political implications only in so far as they mar alter aknie-

istrative ormniaaticri or affect adnrireistrative efficiency. 

I make no revolutionary conclusion, for example, to the effect 

that public corporations are wholly good or bad. However ley studies 

have led me to believe that there is much truth in the maw arguments 

advanced to reveal the disadvantages associated eeith the use of corpor-

ations by a demcratic ceartunity; that Australian politicians have been 

far too little concerned. with the implications of the corporation - or, 

for that matter, or any other device of regalia aitheinistration; that, 

with some notable exceptions, there has been too leuch inconsistency both 

in the use and constitution of Australian corporations; and that as a 

result there is today a great deal of cenfusien about than. As will 

be shown in my concluding chapter, I believe that the corporate form 

is vary desirable in certain fields of public administration, but that 

these fields should be clearly defined. I recomise that our public 

corporations have been responsible *  and deserve great credit *  for vast 

achievements in natiertal devel.optirent. However, I believe that public 

corporations arc not as a general rule the ideal form of public admin-

istration, and that they should therefore be used sparingly and only 

after a clear and full examination of the adsdnistrative requirements 

of the latiposed functions. I believe ti-xet there is a pxessing necessity 
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nts, parliaments and public opinion to bring themselves up 

to date; to realise that developuents in admini.strative machinery have 

improved the efficiency of the departments themselves while retaining 

as full a measure of democratic control as is possible in our complex 

technological society; and to put behind them the widely accepted 

philosophy which leads for various illogical reasons to th 	justifiably 

wide use of the public corporation. I believe that befort resorting 

to its use, there should be a full examination and justification of all 

the reasons why the departmental form is not acceptable fox. the 

activity concerned. 

An attempt to define the field of the public corporation by 

administrative review would I believe be of great use - In.he11 suggest 

a functional classification as the framework on which such a review 

could be constructed. However, to gain acceptance of the findings of 

such a review, it will unfortunately first be necessary to eliminate 

the biases, misconceptions and crooked thinking on administration common 

at the political level today. This will be particularly difficult 

while our major political parties continuo to dispute the lfmi  ts of 

state activity - yet, no matter what its 3.1.1:Ate, state activity cannot 

reach maxim= efficiency until a body of (Orli ni  strative principles 

governing its organisation is devised, understood, accepted and applied. 

To say that such a body of principles Las governed the use of public 

corporations in Australia is to put one's head ostrich-like into the 

sand and ignore the facts of life. 

The material on which this thesis is based, and from which I 

draw my conclusions, has been drawn p ""ri.x.arily from a stildy over a number 
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THE II; bi communal'. 
Writing in the Journal of the Australian Regional 

Groups of the Institute of Public Administration in 1948, a 

leading British student of Public AaminiAtration, Mr. B.N. 

Gladden, had this to say of the development of the while 

corporation; 

"It is rarely that a current administrative piroblam 

evokes as much discussion and achieves such great 

interest as is at present being devoted to the develement 

of the Public Corporation in its modern form 	 

The reoaer should perhaps be reminded that the rutaio 
Corporation is not a completely new type of government 

authority 4 It existed in the shape of the Boards, 

Cemmissions and Chartered Caapanies in an earlier age, and, 

before the system of modern local government which was 

inaugurated by the Litinicipal Corporations Act of 1835„ the 

local services as far as they existed were often carried out 

by independent corporations such as the Courts of Sewers, 

Improvement Commissions and Turnpike Trusts, end in fact the 

incorporated boroughs themselves, most of which had 

previously an undemocratic form. Daring the ninoteenUa 

century the trend was definitely away from the corporational 

form of government authority in favour of the democratically 

elected or ministerially directed unit; although oven then, 

technical convenience favoured the setting up of a number of 

"ad hoc" organisations, such as the Harbour Boards, for 

special purposes 	 Indeed, the Public Corporation has a 
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long and impressive pedigree, and it would be an interesting 

' quest for some enthusiast to trace it back to the Middle 

Ages"- (1 ) 

This passage provides a. brief indication of the stage 

reached in British political thinking concerning the role of the 

public corporation in administration at the time when the 

Australian colonies were themselves developing the institutions 

of responsible goverment. The belief that administration should 

be responsible to the people, either through an elected. minister or 

an elected local council, was firmly held as a basic principle of 

democratic government, but it was alsovvmly realised that in 

certain circumstances some modification of this principle might 

be necessary for special purposes. The British emigrants who 

peopled this country broueit with *mama:Lay the contemporary 

British ideas an political institutions, and with this basic 

identity of philosohy it is not surprising that the colonists 

adopted in the main the machinery of government of their homeland. 

Yet economic conditions were vastly different in the new 

colonies, and these frequently led to a shifting of emphasis in 

administrative matters. Thus local government has never played 

as extensive a role in Australia, and the preoccupation of 

politicians with questions of expansion and development has largly 

resulted in the neglect of those considerations aimed at improving 

the efficiency of administration, which have been given such wide-

spread attention in Britain. Even so, the same ecamanic 

considerations have sonetilmes resulted in Australia taking the lead 
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in the develorment of administrative techniques. Just how' far such 

developments in the nature and the use of the public corporation 

have been the accidental result of other influences, and how far 

they have been based on a scientific study of the problems of 

wino rii Mantic% will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Responsible government was attained by all the Australian 

colonies except Western Australia between 1858 and 1880. Althouzh 

the device of the statutory corporation, as it is frequently called 

in Australia, did not appear in its modern form until after the 

achievement of responsible government, a. number of incorporated 

public bodies nevertheless appeared in the field of education 

quite early in the century. These included the N.S.W. Church and 

Schools Corporation formed in 1828 and the N.S.W. Board of National 

Education farmed in 1848. Then in 1857 (one year after attainina 

responsible government) Victoria created its Board of Land and 

Works. The corporate structure was also applied to local 

authorities, such as the early Corimissioners for Roads in Victoria 

and the early rAmicipaities. (2) 

The primary reason for the creation of these early 

authorities in the corporate form was a legal one. The legal 

personality of thi "Crown" involved cumbrous procedures connected 

with Crown property; also there were strongly enforced limitations 

on the liability of the Cry/in to legal action. Although the 

Crown's legal position has since been modified in some respects, in 

the circumstances obtaining in the mid-nineteenth century it was 

recogaised that identity with the Cretan was most =satisfactory for 
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the organisation of enterprises involved in frequent dealings with 

ilroperty and in litigation. The statutoryccelxwation of course 

had its own legal personality -which was theoretically =connected 

with the Crown and therefore immune from its restrictions, although 

later judicial decisions have Moen same uncertainty in this regard., 

It was also dimly seen that, in certain activities, the 

close ministerial relationship involved in the traditional 

departmental form of organisation might be dangerous for the 

activity itself and embarassiz' ig for the politicians involved. The 

corporate structure, involving as it aid the concept of legal 

separation frera the Crown, was also rammed for this reason. 

Liven so, the Governor and members of the Legislative Council were 

included on the N.S.W. Church and Schools Corporation, and a 

Minister of the Crown was made Chief Coranissioner of the Victorian 

Board of Land. and Works. As Professor Sewer points out, such 

activities were incorporated "for various reasons of practical and 

legal convenience, and also to give the body at least an appearance 

of isolation frau ccntemporary politics." (3)• 

One of the earliest non-political enquiries into the use 

of the statutory corporation in Australia took place in Melbourne 

in 1860, lthen a Royal Ca3DiESSiOrl was set up to consider the 

of the port of Melbourne from the jurisdiction of the department 

which then controlled it, and the establishment of a separate 

authority for that purpose. The Royal Ocuraissifan drew attention to 

the various Barbour and other Boards in Great Britain, and used these 

as models in recomending the creation of asii* slier statutory 
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corporation. As a somewhat delayed result, the Melbourne Harbour 

Trust was created in 1877, with a municipal link provided by the 

election of se of its raambers by ratepayers (4.). Although the 

practice of electing members to this xist has since been discontimzed„ 

its then representative nature, as with its parent bodies in B.ritaixi s  

satisfied the basic desire for accountability in the democratic 

fashion, and the disputes which more recently have centred around the 

degree of autcnany of corporations did not then arise. 

To this stage, the influence of British practice can be 

clearly seen in the Australian developments. Towards the end of 

the nineteenth century, however, the Australian corporations began 

to develop independently of British practice. The corporate basis 

of the agencies remained sisdlar, but differences appeared in usage and 

in constitution. A similar trend is apparent in Canada, where early 

corporatism such as the Harbour Trust of Montreal which was created. 

in 1830 and subsequently renamed Montreal Harbour Conraission (5), 

were modelled on their British counterparts. Hammer the numerous 

corporations established during the present century, while having 

the same ccemon heritage, have in many matters of detail beccme 

distinctly Canadian in character. The best example of the ear3,y 

independent development of corporations in Australia is afforded by 

the eirpansion of railway services — thi a  development illustrates thft 

dependence of the earlier settlers on govermwaent enterprise. 

The early colonists shared the basic British economic 

philosophy of "laissez-faire." If anything this feeling was 

strengthened by local conditions. Ear3,y public works had been 

carried out by government-controlled convict labour; the convict 
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system was most unpopular in the colonies, and by an association of 

ideas, it bred a general hostility towards public works of any kind. 

Yet government enterprise was forced on umallinggoveamcents. The 

early colonial parliaments faced the tank of providing for the wants of 

rapidly growing and constantly changing communities which were contin-

aally pareseating new problems and maldng new demands for services. 

The community leaders seized whatever instrument was meat readily 

available to than, and this usually proved to be the Stets. 

Private enterprise had been given every encouragement to 

provide rail transport facilities. However it prated impossible to 

get sufficient capital from private investment, for "there were far 

better openings in Australia for speculators than railways could hope 

to offer." (6) Despite liberal government advances, guaranteed 

dividends, free grants or land and other assistance, private enterprise 

proved unequal to the task. The Velbourne, Lount Alexander and Lturraw 
to 

Itiveraailway Company sold out/the Victorian Government for a nominal 

sum, while the Sydney Railway Caspany collapsed and left its uncompleted 

teak to the Government of 11.1".4%,:. To develop the colonies, it was 

imperative that communicationn should be improved and extended; thus 

it was that in Victoria in 1856 : 

	 miter having tried vainly to get the railways to the gold- 

fields constructed by private enterprise, the State borrowed eight 

millions sterling to construct the line. This decision was the 

forerunner of a vast expansion of State enterprise, undertaken at 

first in a mood of energetic decision." (7) 

In like manner later Australian governments with distinctly non-

socialist outlooks have been compelled, 
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for example, to enter directly into the business of providing 

irrigation services late in the nineteenth century, and power 

supplies early in the twentieth. 

The first public railway authority in Australia seems 

to have been that created in South Australia in 1851 to complete 

the project of a private canpany which had failed in its attempt 

to construct a line from Adelaide to Port Adelaide. This authority 

was known as the Board of Undertakers, and had a large measure of 

autoncezr which was shared by the Board of Railway Cated.ssicners 

which replaced it in 1856. However the latter authority was 

abolished in 1859, and control of the railway system passed to the 

Department of Public Works. (8) The first public authority in 

H. S.% was set up in 1855 as a Caanission which was independent of 

any regular government department. Its Chief Commissioner made 

this significant carmen t in his report for the year ending 31 

December 1 857 -(9) 	"Sane apprehensions have at times crossed roy 

mind as to how far it would be possible to work the railway 

efficiently as a purely Government Department 	" He then went 

on to list the requirements he considered necessary for efficient 

mmagement, and emphasised that the railway undertaking should have 

"freed= from political bias*  and freckm fran political 

interfercnce in details." This must surely have been one of the 

earliest administrative pronouncements on the need for autonomous 

management of public enterprises: Despite this warning, the 

undertalcing was included in the newly-fonned Department of PubLic 

Works in 1859, the title of Commissioner being retained in name 

only by an officer of that Department. It is significant that the 
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independent authorities came into existence in both colonies before 

the granting of responsible guvraiament. Conscious of their 

newly...won powers *  the elected Ministers of the Crown lost no time in 

bringing the railways under their direct control. Before long*  

this policy was to have adverse results. 

Following the major gold rushes*  there was a short 

p-iod of readjustment. The colonial economies then experienced 

another period of rapid development, encouraged by the successful 

advocacy by liberal --minded leaders of/vigorous public vxrrks 

policy. This applied especially to railway building *  for many new 

lines were badly needed. Unfortunately, the policy was extended to 

become an orgy of extravagance. The winning of votes became of 

greater importance than economic desirability in shaping develop-. 

mental policy. 	The political sigrd.ficance of the railways soon 

became apparent. Br. H.V. Bvatt, present Leader of the Federal 

Parliamentary Labour Party, has pointed out that the use of public 

enterprise in providing railway services he  enabled Australia to 

escape the "monopoly and. exploitation which disfigured and disgraced 

railway control in the United States." However, he admits that 

some of the lines failed to pay their way from the start, and 

attributes this largely to the log-rollin" g of politicians who 

seemed determined to push forward sectional interests as the pries 

for political support. (10) It is with the efforts to overcome 

the insidious practices of the log-rollers that we are particularly 

concerned. 

Faced with self-made problems, the politicians at last 

recognised that they had to extricate themselves from the expensive 
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policy errors, the log-rolling and the corruption by vbich they had 

brought discredit to railway managesent. They gradr1ly came to 

recognise that technical and caamercial functions were better 

suited for adminis" tration without political interference, and there 

is little doubt that the organisations they set up to =slue control 

of the Government railways in the Australian colonies during the 

eighteen-eighties were the pioneers of the modern eannercial public 

corporation in the British world. Australian observers have, 

however, =rimmed differing opinions as to the relative importance 

of the developments in the various colonies. 

Australia's first and foremost student of public 

administration, Professor P.A. Bland, gives N.S.V. the credit for 

having developed the idea of the public, or statutory, corporation. 

In a submission to the Joint Parliamentpry Cannittee appointed to 

enquire into the operation of Broadcasting in Austra.Ua in 1941 (11) 

he stated that : 

"In Australia, particularly since the eighties of the 

last century, we have made increasing use of the Statutory 

Corporation. Sir Henry Parkes, who developed the idea, 

regarded the Corporation as a device for relieving the Minister 

frau pressures and influences that were difficult to withstand. 

But he also saw in it a means whereby consistent long-ten 

policies might be pursued in a systematic way by a quasi-

independent authority unhampered by the normal play of 

political forces, and especially by the exigencies of annual 

government budgeting." 
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On other occasions, Professor Bland has again drawn attention. to 

Sir Henry Parkes* pioneering work in this field. (12) 

In his memoirs (13), Parkes himself referred to the 

purpose of the 1888 legislation, which he described as a measure 

"to make better provision for the management of the Government 

railways and tramways." He explained that the earlier administration 

was hampered by pressure fran Members of Parliament "on behalf of 

needy kinsmen and unfortunate friends," and that the new system 

involved the appointment of the Railways Ccardssioners of N.S.W. to 

be a body corporate, with perpetual succession, and capable in law 

of suing and being sued and. holding property in its own name; and 

with substantial authority over the appointment of its am staff. 

The legislation drew a distinction between management and 

construction, the latter remaining directly under the Minister for 

Public Works until the division was repealed in 1917. Parkes 

stated that "after much enquiry in different parts of the world, 

and the fullest consideration, the Commissioners were appointed 	 

The Colony was fortunate in its selection 	 ," and that "few 

act of my public life have given me more unmixed satisfaction than 

this change in the management of the State railways." After 

demonstrating statistically the great improvement shown in net 

earnings since the change in management, he asked to be perdcned for 

"some feeling of pride at this practical vindication of the 

railway legislation of our A.dministration it is worth the 

abuse we received frau those who wished to make these gmat 

State properties a field for the exercise of their unwholesome 

influence, and the means of serving their friends and supporters." 
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Rirkes had first introduced his bill in 1887, but in the face of 

much apposition it was not proceded with. However he had persisted, 

and suceeded in the following year in having the Railways 

Ccandssioners Act placed in the statute book. He has been accused 

of demagoguegy on many issues, but we must recognise in this 

measure his broad outlook on problems of administration. 

Other qualified scholars have argued that Victoria led 

the way in the development of the statutory corparation. In 1932 

Mr. F.17. (later Sir Frederick) Eggleston demonstrated (14.) that 

political control of railway administration in Victoria had led to 

flan orgy of nepotism and political appointments" and that "intrigue, 

sectional influence and sectarian bitterness flourished." He gave 

James Service the credit for reaLising in the early eighteen-eighties, 

that sane alternative method of directing and controlling business 

undertakings such  as the railways was essential in the interests of 

sound management, and for suggesting the statutory corporation as 

the solution; largely as a result of his efforts, three Railway 

Commissioners with expert qualifications were incorporated in 1884. 

Writing in 1954, Professor Sewer also credited Victoria 

with taking the first "consciously designed" step to "provide a 

suitable instrument for government in basiaess; that was the 

Victorian Railways Commissioners Act 1883." (15) Mr. T.H. Kewley, 

Senior Lecturer in Public Adn2ini.stration in the University of 

Sydney,cenfirms that the Victorian Act of 1883 was the "first 

deliberate step" towards this goal. (16) Analysing the 

provisions of the 1883 railways legislation, both have sheen that a 
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distinctica was drawn between the functiens of constructing new 

lines and operating carpleted lines. It was recomised that the 

former was "inescapably political", and this was therefore entrusted 

to a ministerial departMent, the so-called Board of Teecls and Works. 

The statutory corporation provided by the legislation to assume 

control of the Itter function was appointed in 1884,  and within 

two years, the railways, which had sham repeated deficits, were 

showing a profit. Both observers comment that the Victorian 

system was later adopted by the other coloaes with certain 

variations, bexinning with N.s.vi. 

South Australia and Queensland also acted in this 

direction at about the some time as 	Under the South 

Australian Railway Carraissiosers Act of 1887, almost complete 

authority for the management and ac3ministration of the colony's 

railways was vested in a statutory corporation of three Commissioners; 

however Parliament reserved to itself the control of railmy finance. 

pt that there is ma only one Commissioner, the provisions of the 

1887 Act, with a few other minor amendrents„ still apply. (17) 

In Queensaancl, railways namirtstration was first under direct 

ministerial control. In 1888, the system in this colony was also 

changed to provide for removal of the railways from the sphere of 

political influence, and for the appointment of three Caratissioners 

with full powers over both construction and management. The post of 

Idnister for Railways was not abolished, but his powers were so. 

defined and limited that his position became in effect that of 

intennediary between the corporation and parliament. As in. South 

Australia, this corporation was later reduced to a single Commissioner. 

(18) 
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Victoria's action in entrusting the management of its 

railways to a statutory corporation thus preceded that of N.S.W., 

while other colonies were taking sivrilap action almost lmil taneouziy 

with N.S.W. Yet Professor Bland believes that N.S.W. developed the 

idea of the statutory corporation in its modern sense. An attempt 

to evaluate the relative merits of the Victorian and 

contributions was made by Professor Shann in 1930. (19) The 

Service-Berry Ministry in Victoria selected Mr. Richard Speiggit 

of the 

 

Midland Railway Ccmpany to preside over the Victorian D' 

  

Railway Coaraissioners in 1138/44  and instructed him to work the 

railways at a profit. Professor Mem pointed out, however, that 

the Ccamissiaaers did not have a free hand in determining 

charges since fares and freight rates remained subject to Ministerial 

approval. Thus, although Speight and his colleagues were able to 

achieve sane successes especially in the field of staff appointraents, 

they were still subject to political interference in matters of 

major importance to the efficient operaticv, of the railway system, 

and. 	..... way shifted tram the lobbies of Parliament 

House to the corridors of the Ccarcissioners' Office." Sir Henry 

Parkas's great contribution in N.S.W., according to Professor Mann, 

was that he not only adopted the form of independent management by 

Commission, but also made it a reality by defending the Ccaraissian's 

independence at all tin= and, against all influence-seekers, hether 

This colleagues in the ministry" or the "pettirogging local mambers." 

It seems fair to point out that, as I have shorn above, the 

statutory corporation was lemma and. used In certain goverment 

activities before either the Victorian or the N.S.1,. experiments in 
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railvw memo:merit during the eighteen-eighties. However, its 

justification had been ?vainly  on legal grounds. The establishment 

of the Victorian Railways Ccemissioners in 1883-4 was important since 

it demonstrated for the first time the realisation that indiscriminate 

political interference can destroy the efficiency of government 

enterprises; the statutory corporation was advanced in Victoria as 

the solution to this problem. However there are many d,egrees of 

independence, and the Victorian legislation did not go far enough. 

Moreover, an organisational form is never sufficient to ensure success - 

it is always necessary for those most directly concerned to have the 

will to make it work. This will appears to have been lacking on 

the ministerial side in Victoria, Mr Henry Parkes' mat 

contribution is that he adopted the form of the statutory corporation, 

adapted this to limit opportunities for political interference in the 

sectional as distinct fraa the naticnal interest, and then, as 

Minister, became a powerful protector of the Cammissica's independence. 

The Assistant Cemmissioner for Railways in N.S.X7. cemented in 1940 

that the Railway Catraissioners Act or 1888,, which Parkes instigated, 

"established an entirely new standard of administrative 

efficiency during the period frees 4888 to 1897 while the 

original appointee, Mr. E.M.G. Edtr, held the office or 
Chief Ccerai'ssicme.r." (20) 

However, efficiency declined under the subsequent regime. 
Sir Henry Parkes died in 1896, the Commi qsi  en thus losing its chief 

advocate; and later unwise appointments led to conflicts within the 

Ccemission itself. 

Concurrently with the new railway policy, a movement was 

developing in the Australian colonies for the establishment of a 
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14110swe Career civil service removed fran political patronage )after the 

- British style. Around the turn of the century the statutory 

corporation, in its regulatory as distinct from ccersarcially operative 

sense, was selected by most Australian governments to determine and 

control civil service personnel policy. The 	Public Service 

Board, created in 1895, was an early example. 

After the eighteen-eidaties the Australian colonies saw a 

further rapid expansion in government activity, and the public 

corporation was frequently selected as the instrument of control. 

A Board of Water Supply and Sewerage had been created in ILS.V. in 

1880; however this Board was subject to any direction which the 

Minister might issue, and. was little more than a government 

department in practice. (21) N.S.V7. politics were soon to become 

dominated by the politit-Ally-awakening labour movment, end in the 

early days of Federation the State becalm a social laboratory for the 

passing of legislation providing for a controlled industrial system 

and various social service benefits. In this atmosphere politicians 

had little time or inclination to turn to a scientific evaluation of 

the various forms of management for state activities. For further 

developments in the theory of the public corporation, the spotlight 

therefore now switches definitely to Victoria. 

The liberal politicians in Victoria towards the end of the 

century were consistent in their advocacy of the use of State 

authority for developmental works. They shared the sine-min' ded 

political philosophy of 	nineteenth century Britain, whoa° political 

liberalim, based on undisputed moral values, led to the application 

of the scientific methods of the developing tachnoloLles to the 
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problems of form and control of government agencies. (22) The 

Victorian liberals adapted this pbi  1  esoph,y to the economic needs of 

their developing community. Too much was attempted during the 

eighteen-eighties, the large suce borrowed by the State (e.g. for 

railway construction) contributing to a period of wild speculation 

and the collapse of the Inineties. The struggle for federation also 

interposed at this time. However,, at the beffirming of the 

twentieth century,_ with federation achieved and many formerly 

contentious issues removed fron the arena of State Perlis' meat, a 

disastrous drought paralysed Victoria until 1903. This situation 

greatly reinforced the demand for State action, to which an 

interesting influence from a new qua.rter also contributed. This 

influence was the world-wide attention focussed on a series of 

enrporiatents conducted in New Zealand under the liberal leadership 

of Ballance and Pember Reeves, which were generally reganled as 

"rash ventures in State Sociellam". (23) Yet New Zealand retained 

its prosperity, and the example proved difficult to resist. In these 

circumstances, Victoria gained a. new and more systematic development 

policy, introduced by War.. Irvine and extended by George Seinburne 

and W.A. Watt. These men were statesmen, not philosophers, scholars 

or writers. Consequently their only personal contribution to the 

literature of public administration has been the acts they framed, 

and it has been left to Sir Frederick Eggleston and, more recently , 

and more briefly, Professor Sewer, to record their great contribution. 

As Premier of Victoria frem 1902 to 1903, Irvine had vivid 

memories of the recent long period of depression. In advocating a 

fresh movement for economic development, he therefore insisted that 
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State finances should first be put on an absolutely safe basis. 

By effecting drastic ecancmies in 1902, he cleared the way for 

sound financial management. He then launched his policy of 

development. Eggleston has described this in his Book "State 

Socialism in Victoria," vahich must be regarded as a tribute to 

the vision and wisdan of these three statesmen, as follows 

"The State shou/d resume and extend its activities 

of development, but its methods must be reformed; it should 

undertake strictly limited. functions through carefully 

constructed incorporated authorities removed fram political 

influence. (24.) 

When he retired from the Premiership, Irvine's policy was well4clown 

and. widely accepted, and it was vigourously applied by George 

Swinbuxne, Minister for 't7ater Supply in the Bent Ministry Wh c h 

succeeded hi* own. In fact o  irrigation is both typical of the 

Victorian developments, and yet of particular interest. This is 

because of the ability of two of the Ministers entrusted with its 

development. 

The first of these was Alfred Dealdn. His biographer, 

Professor Walter Murdoch, remarked that his fathering of State-

sponsored irrigation projects was his most important work in 

Victorian politics *before the cutuse of Federation claimed him," (25) 

As an enthusiastic student of his subject s  Deakin visited the 

United States, Thais  and Beipt to study irrigation projects in 

those countries, and his report snas accepted as saret lung of 

a text-book an the subject. 	For the acignistrative 
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machinery he constructed, however, Professor Murdoch merely 

referred the reader to the debates of the 1886 Irrigation Bill 

before the Victorian Parliament (26); studies in administration 

did not sell books in 1923, any more than they do today) Dealdn's 

scheme was to secure a sense of responsibility in the persons 

benefitting from the irrigation services by forming trusts to 

manage the various undertakings. These were local authorities 

consisting of representatives of the ratepayers, and their functions 

were to build storages, distribute water, and collect rates 

sufficient to pay their own expenses. Deakin introduced large—scale 

irrigation to Victoria; however his policy failed because the 

administrative machinery broke down. The task of reforming and 

expanding the State's irrigation services after the great drought 

was given to George Swinburne, who took over the Water Supply 

portfolio in 1904. 

Swinburne was selected because of his engineering 

qualificatiens and his recognised constructive mind. He directed 

his attention to the problems of storage and finance, and farad 

that the early Trusts were neither sufficientky revere of the tecimical 

requiroments, nor economically able to bear the burden of irrigation. 

projects. By concerted effort they had resorted to political 

action and had succeded in getting many of their liabilities wiped 

off. Overall, it seemed probable that the failure of the system was 

due to the lack of adequate expert central organisation. Swinhume 

recogaised that the legal position of water rights (the riparian 

rights) must be clarified, that administration must be strengthened 

by an efficient central independent authority, and that a syntesn of 
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pavment must be devised to ensure that all improved properties should 

bear a share of the cost. Eggleston credited Irvin* o with devising 

the type of authority required - "a carmissimr of experts with 

original powers which they would exercise independently of politics." 

alinburne himself devised the scheme of chare;ing, and after detailed 

personal attention, he introduced the Water Bill of 1904 which 

established the State Rivers and Water Supply Comnission, and 

prescribed its powers and. duties. The Caunission was an executive 

authority which could sue and be sued; it had full authority and 

was fully responsible, being unable to shelter behind the =mond of 

a Minister or the opinion of Parliament, a provision which was 

expected to ensure caution, security, eccaromy and efficiency. (27) 

camientary on Swinburne • s statemnanship and determination 

to seem* the efficient operation of the statutory corporation he bad 

created is provided by his appointment of its first Chairman, and his 

defence of his appointee against attanpted influence by the Premier 

himself. Mr. Elwood Mead was the foremost irrigation authority in 

the United States; in e.ddition he was the author of the standard 

work on irrigation institutions, and was a man with great forme of 

character. Swinburne wanted him as Chairman. He refused to 

advertise the position, but corresponded direct with Mead. He 

persisted with his proposal despite reluctance on Meadas part, and 

after persuading him to accept, experienced even greater difficulty 

in Betting him to Australia. Mead was so distinguished in his 

field in America "that there was some talk of putting him in the 

class of prohibited emigrant." Syrinburne still persisted and Mead 

duly took up duty as Chairman of the Comas.sion in 1907. Soon he was 
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touring country districts explaining various aspects of the new 

irrigaticn policy, and. Premier Bent, stating that he was not going 

to have public servants going round the country committing the 

Treasury, publicly rebuked him. Mead complained to Swinburne„ after 

which the latter made a public auutouncemen.t to the effect that Mead 

bad. °WY spoken after censultation with him, and that he thoroudily 

approved of the statements made. Bent did riot refer to the subject 

again* (28) 

Stirinburne resiged from the disintegrating Bent Ministry 

in 1908, but his faith in the statutory corporatien as a device for 

the successful administratica of goverment enterprise vas carried 

on within the Victorian Parliament by W.A. Watt, who was Treasurer in 

the Murray Ministry which held office from 1909 to 1912, and then 

Premier himself from 1912 to 1914. Eggleston regarded Watt as ane 

of Australia's most acute political minds; he had great influence in 
which 

Parliament, / "prevented, it from its characteristic error, slack 

finance". Watt consolidated the ga.ins made by the Irvine and Bent 

Ministries, and extended the corporation fann of management to other 

public utilities. Par example, be created the Country Roads Board 

In 1913, and in the some year reorganised the Melbourne Harbour Trust, 

abolishing the elective principle and adopting a proposal previously 

pat forward by Swinburre for the appointment of ono permanent member 

and four others appointed to serve as representatives of the various 

interests concerned. (29) Later, after World War 1, the principle 

of the independent statutory consecration was also applied to the 

Victorian State Electricity Commission, a body which has frequently 

been bailed as an example of successful state enterprise. (30) 
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. swinburneArte Watt were all business men in private life. 

Consequently they regarded the application of business methods to 

public enterprise as a desirable and important corollary to the 

removal of political influence, They believed wholeheartedly that 

the type of public service organisation almost universally adopted 

for the traditional government department was unsuitable for the 

management of business activities, The statutory corporation was 

the answer to their search for a. means of ensuring conditions of 

financial and managerial independence for such activities. 

rtying tribute to their achiev.  ement, Eggleston wrote 

"The device of an independent Statutory Corporation to merry 

out State Schemes of this character has been used in Victoria 

more than in any other part of the world. In Victoria it 

developed fron the idea of Trustees for the Savings Banks, 

and from the Harbour Trust which was in itself adopted fran 

the constitution of Harbour Boards in Great Britain. The 

system has been a conspicuous success. The recognition of 

its importance and its possibilities in the administration of 

State Schemes which would otherwise be subject to all the 

defects of socialistic administration proves the foresight of 

Irvine and Swinburne." (31) 

The lesson waa not well learned nor consistently applied in the 

other States. Thu. N.S.W. established its Water Conservation and 

Irrigation Cammissien in 1916 and its hospitals Omission in 1929$  

but in both the Minister sits on the Commission as Chabnean; the 

N.S.W. experience has ahoen, however, that a Minister cannot be a 

representative party =an and a good adnerietrator at the same time. (32) 
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The Tasmanian Government acquired the hydro-electricity under'-

taking of a solvate =many which failed in 1914.; menagenent by 

statutory corporation was not adopted until 1929, and even then 

this corporation had defects characteristic of the Victorian 

Railways Commissioners of 18844 

After voicing his belief in 1932 that the selection of 

the public corporation as an instrument to operate State concerns 

was the most sigpifica.nt contribution of Victoria to State 

Socialism as a phase of political science, realest= expressed 

regret that 

"British political thinkers who believe that social 

• problems demand an extension of State action are still 

groping for an Instrument and a set of sound administrative 

canons, apparently quite unaware that a relevant experience 

extending over fifty years is available in Victoria." (33) 

Writing fron personal experience, Eggleston also expressed regret 

that a later generation of Victorian politicians had ignored the 

lesson of their predecessors, and that the success of State 

enterprises was compreeised by a return to conditions of political 

interference, by a refusal to recognise the independent managerial 

function of the corporations particularly in regard to finance, and. 

by the generally destructive attitude of the individual citizen 

this, in fact, is the therm of his book "State Socialism in Victoria". 

Twenty years later. Eggleston was to lament the fact that this book 

was relegated to the role of a "secret document", which few read and 

even fewer heeded. (34.) 
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Professor Saner attributes the first clear appreciation 

of the principles of the statutory corporation to Irvine, Watt and 

Swinburne, whom he describes as radical democrats. He has 

summarised concise-1,y the merits they claimed for this ftmm of 

organisation. (35) These were : 

(i) "the technical legal advantages of a personality with 

perpetual succession, capable of suing and being sued by 

ordinary processes of law and of obtaining, owning end 

.giviag title to property ..... free from the cumbrous and 

inappropriate restrictions and immunities of Crown law;" 

(ii) "the political advantage of administration free frau the 

irrelevant issues of partisan politics at any time, vrith 

consequent ability to concentrate on shaft and long-term 

policies appropriate to the activity, and an technical and 

managerial efficiency;" 

(iii) "the administrative advantage of building up a personeel 

structure free from the egiditics of ordinary civil 

service rules, giving more emphasia to efficiency than to 

seniority, encouraging an 'esprit de corps' Athin the 

organisation instead of aresort to parliamentary pressure 

to gain advantages, and adopting classifications suitable 

to the technique of the activity;" 

(iv) "the possibility of representing in the control of the 

organisation various functional interests or outlooks 

appropriate to the activity .....;" 
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(34 	"the advantage of removing frau Parliament the temptation to 

indulge in log-rolling on behalf of consumers, beneficiaries, 

employees, and. others; " and 

"the possibility of careful accounting practice designed to 

run the activity as econemically as possible, and, where it is 

a revenue.earning activity, to run it on "business" lines, that 

is making its income pay for interest on capital, depreciation, 

reserves for development, and running costs." 

George Swinburnes interest in public utility services and in 

the extension of business methods to govemment administration did not 

end. with his departure from the Victorian Ministry. His whole career 

Imas one of great public service. As his chief biographer, Eggleston, 

has shown 

it is the distinction of Swinburneys life that while he was 

never the spectacular leader and got through a colossal amount of 

work, he exercised a powerful creative influence on public opinion 

• • S • Ilk He produced new ideas, elaborated them, fought than through 

Akrirmt opposition, opposed vested interests, got his ideas accepted, 

and put them into operation." (36). 

Before he left Victorian politics in 1913, SWinburne served as Moira= 

of the Victorian Parliamentary Committee of Public Account 3, and also 

acted as Chairman of a Royal Commission which recommended the acquisition 

of Melbourne's private tramways, the reduction of fares and the setting 

up of an antonemous statutory corporation to manage the undertaking on 

behalf of the State. In 1913 he accepted a seat on the newly. 

established Inter-State Camisoion, and served cm this body until 1919; 
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after it was deprived of its basic judicial powers by a High Court . 

decision in 1915, however, he accepted other work, first as chairman 

of a Corarattee to assist the Treasurer on war-time capital issues 

control, and then as Chairman of the Board of Business Administratiaa 

attached to the Defence Department ft-cm 1918 to 1919. 

also served as a =aver of the early temporary Camcil 

of Industrial Research, and played an important role in the permanent 

establislenent of the Institute of Science and Industry in the form of 

a etatutory corporation. In this connectien the Inter'-State 

Commission, in a Report en New Industries mbmitted in October 1915 1  

had recommended the estahlieleneert of a Ccanomealth agency to study 

the problems of pe-inarry and secondary industry with a view to the 

systematic application of science to Australian industry. Strinburne 

lost no opportunity to support this proposal, and, realising the 

difficulties that would 3ie in the path of ecientists if their work 

depended on the support of men whose popularity in turn depended on 

the winning of immediate practical results, he constantly urged the 

Government to establish the Institute aa an independent basis. He • 

pointed out that changing political fortunes might otherwise result 

in a reduction of the grant, insecurity for the scientists thetnselves, 

and. postponement of crucial experiments towards which their work was 

directed, (37) 

Swinburne also served from 1919 to 1926 as Cannissicmer of 

the Victorian State Electricity Comnission, Whose act was drama up 

along the lines of his awn Water Act of 1905; as Civil and Finance 

Member of the Carnomvealth Military Board (1919.20); as Trustee of 
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the A.I.F. Canteen Fund (1919-27); as =Daher of the Australian 

Delegation to the league of Nations Assembly (1925); and for long 

periods as Government nominee en the Melbourne University Council, 

as a member of the Victorian Council of Public Instruction, and as 

a Trustee of the Victorian Public Library and National Gallery. In 

the business veerld he held directorships in many COIVEUACS operating 

in the fields of gas and water supply, hydraulic paver*  mining and 

insurance. Re was elected to the Victorian Legislative Council in 

1928, but died soon after tale g  his seat. 

The career of Swin' burns's chief biographer, Mr. F.W. 

(later Sir Frederick) Eggleston, affords many interesting 

Eggleston was also a Victorian Minister in charge of 

various pub.lic utility undertakings; like Swinbume, he never rose 

to the rank of Premier. As another true liberal, he believed in 

State developmental action, but insisted that this should be 

insulated from the disadvantages of detailed political control in 

the interests of sound management for the public good. A very 

clear thinker, he has constructed a body of literature which 

contributes a great deal to the philosoplky of the public corporation, 

and if his conclusions are, as his critics point out, sarewhat 

embittered, we must remember that his experiences were dram from a 

later p.eriod than Swinburnegs, a period when the conservatism of 

capital deerLnated political thought and =attributed to the econccaic 

class bitterness of the depression years. In later life, Egglestcats 

services were also required by the Federal Goveenment he was 

Chairman of the Cemnonwealth Grants Commission from its inception 

in 1933 to 1941, a member of an Advisory Board on Investraents (1939-41), 
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Chairman of a Cosaaittee appointed in 1939 to consider the 

amalgamatim of Papua and New Guinea, Chairman of Australian 

Delegations to various Conferences of the Institute of Pe.cific 

Relations, Minister to China (190.-44) and Minister to the United 

States (1944.46). (30 

Swinburnels two major partners in the great Victorian 

liberal -contribution to the philosophy of the public corporation both 

held directorships in various companies, both attained the Premiership 

of their State, and both later entered Federal Parliament. Irvine 

held office as Attorney-Gemaral of the Cassonwealth frcea 1913 to 

1914., vras knighted in 1914., and became Chief Justice and Lieutenant 

Governor of Victoria from 1918 to 1936. Watt entered the House of 

Representatives in 1914 and before his retirement in 1929 had 

served as -Treasurer, Acting Prime Minister end. Speaker. Irvine had 

prepared the case for the first Double Dissolution of Federal 

Parliament in 1914.; however, it seems that the contribution of 

both men to constructive political thought &treat-she as they becalm 

entangled in the partisan conflict whith developed following the 

ftizion of the old political parties and the rise of the Labour 

Party as the alternative government. In fact, one observer, 

=meeting on Irvine's whole political career, has described. him thus : 

"A. strong ocasentative, he had all the prejudices of 

Ulster, and did not hestitate to show them in State and. 

Federal pelitim. A dauntless political fighter, he was, 

however, respected by all." (39) 
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Watts  however, deserves credit for introducing the public 

oorporaticn on the Victorian style to Ccenicamealth affairs for it 

was he who, as Minister for Works and Railways, introduced legislation 

in 1917 to create the Commomvealth Railways Casnissico• Although *  

as will be seen in Chapter Itro(a), this corporation consisted of a 

single Commissioner only, the legislation included mew of the 

soundly-based principles used In its Victorian models. 
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To sue up, the Victorian liberals, particularly in the 

early pert of this century, demonstrated the value of the public 

corporation as a device of government for managing enterprises of a 

cceraercial nature. As business men, they advocated the wanagerial 

independence of thel corporation frail all forms of political control. 

The managers they appcdnted were generally from their can econcmic 

class, and the system did not therefore offend their notions of 

democracy. As the political influence of the labour movement 

increased, however, there developed a new theory of political 

administraticn which had the opposite effect. 
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1101-31_  , (Melbourne, Brom or and Co., 1933), p.205. 
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LIUM111 PARTY MD ONE= 	CAL AWITUDE3 

Tenants the clam of the nineteenth century, colonial 

politics were dominated by often poorly-diertinvished Mara and 

conservative oups. The met contributian of the Victorian liberals, 

whose unity aryl intecrity were partly responsible for delaying the 

rise of the Labour Party in that State, Ins already been discussed. 

In other colonies, however, political opixxrtuniem and even corruption 

were bringing discredit to the old ardor, and new doctrines sere betire 

generated by various wral groups of intellectuals Wbo banded together 

to advocate =oh advanced ara SO13,titlein near-revolutionary ideas as a 

United Austraia, Juvatralian rep:lb/Lc, direct Action and the rizirt 

to strilm„ land natiarlaliention, single tax and Lomita reforr.. Out 

of this intellecttvtl ferment/arose the Australian labour Party. 

Anstralit.r. nationalist sentiment was most strongly felt 

smog the wage.eszning disown. Inteilectuals sur.h an 17.G. Sponco 

in lt.SX. and Victoria, and 	Lene inQueensland, believing 

that organised strength was eanential to ammo social salvation, there-

fore built up powerful traria unions, and in this they were assisted 

by the worsesim econauic conditions of the early 'nineties. Lane, 

founder of the Australian T;orkers" Union, Inspired the format:1m of 

the political Australian labour Federation in eueenannd, and in 

LS .172 the Labour Bloctoral league„ a similar body formed to give 

political expreseion to the trade WACO emergent, returned Austrelia's 

first labour members of parliamrsit In 1891. 
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46 
to found a socialist co-operative commonsvealth in the jungles of 

Paraguay. Various accounts of the failure of this attempt were 

brought back to Australia and even wide publicity in an attenpt to 

discredit tene's motives. These tended to minimis' e the difficulty 
of establishing any form of settlement 
in the virgin South American jungle; however the story of "New 

Australia* also reveals glimpses of a dictatorial side to Lane's 

nature, which caused bitterness among his followers and contributed 

to the failure of the expedition. This, as with later larger...scale 

experiments particularly in Russia, suggests that hunan nature may 

always defeat attempts to establish a true Utopian or communist 

society, and the Australian press made capital of the situation. (2) 

This episode has a bearing on the later emergence of a syndicalist 

theory. 

Even so, socialisation remained popular with labour 

p3.atforn-framers. The N. S.17. political movement adopted on 

Objective calling for nthe cultivation of an Australian sentiment 

and "the securing of the full results of their industry to all 

producers by the collective ownership of monopolies, and the extension 

of the industrial and economic functions of the State and the 

itunicipality." This was also adopted as the Federal Cbjective by the 

1905 Federal Conference. The wide attention accorded to the 

historic Rei&liolman debate on "Socialiear in Sydney in 1906 is 

indicative of the great theoretical interest attached. to the subject. 

The debate concentrated chiefly on the extent and economic justificatica 

for socialism, although on the machinery side Mr. Gait. Reid, who had 

been both Premier of 11.S.17. and Prime la:sister of the Commonwealth, 

alleged. that the "Government stroke' would ruin any socialised 
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intiustry. In refitting this suggestion., Holman pointed to the 

improved efficiency of the civil service, for example, "There was 

a time when the gag that the civil servant need have no brains vas 

true; today it is note" 	reply shows clearly that he hall 

not censidered any special form of organisation apart front the 

normal departmental structure for the management of socialised 

enterprises. (3) 

The degree of socialisation envisaged at that time thus 

involved no major reorganisation of the machinery of gov=rient, 

and was acceptable only to moderate interests, mainly the Pabian 

Socialists. (4) Varxist sympathisers left the official movement 

to fonn splinter organisations such as .5 the Socialist Party, the 

survivors of these organisations later combining to fom the 

Australian Carmunist Party in 1920. Moderate Official Labour) 

thrown at last into the business of practical politics with 

considerable strength but not sufficient to fonn the Goverment, 

wisely adopted a "gradualist" policy, offering support to any 

government which was prepared to grant concessions to labour opinion. 

In this mood, great advances were r :adep particularly in 	and 

Cannomealth legislation, towards better industrial conditions and 

other evolutionary social improvements such as electoral reform. 

General eocialisatiaa was, however, too extreme for the political 

tamper of the canaunity, and the practical politicians, as they 

have many times since, were content to back—pedal on this issue. 

In one direction, however, after many unsuccessful attenpts 

and finally a piece of swift political manoeuvring, the policy of 
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Socialisation was given practical effect, and, the Canmonwealth 

Parliament created its first public corporation. Tma was the 

Commonwealth Bank, and the circumstances surrounding its creation 

will be discussed fully in Chapter Two of this thesis. It is 

aaffici'ent to say here that the National Bank was included in the 

N.M./. platform as early as 1891. Holman, an early proinganclis' t 

for the Bank„ aid see clearly on this particular issue that 

independent control would be necessary since direct political 

control, could open the way for mismanagement ar, even worm. (5) 

itr. King O'Malley took 'up the struggle and the party's InteraState 

Confereace in Brisbane in 1908 included the "People's Bank* in its 

Righting Platform, adding that this should be conducted purely as a 

government department, absolutely free from political control. (6) 

The party in 1908 had no idea of the difficulty that vats later to be 

experienced in recta:wiling these two concept S; and when Federal 

Parliament created the Commonwealth Bank in 1911, it also had little 

understanding of the administrative principles involved. The 

relevant debates show that in framing the bill, Andrew Fisher, Labour 

Prime Lrinister anti Treasurer, •sought merely to adapt an onganisation 

he did understand - that of the private banks. He paid no attention 

to recent Victorian experience with appropriate administrative fermal 

in fact the whole Parliament seemed barren of such ideas, and even 

Irvine, now in Fedoral politics, was content to oppose the socialist 

measure on principle and not to (Alter constructive suggestions on how 

to make it work efficiently. Despite the absence of theory or 

planning, however, the original Dank did function efficiently, 

aprarently due to the good. practical sense of the first Governor of 
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the Bank and the Ministers with wham he came in contact. 

Mearnibile Labour Governments were being forme& in N.S.W. 

and Queensland, and were losing no time in expanding the area of 

public enterprise. N.S.W.'s first Labour' 

 

t vam fanned in Ilti 

 

1910, with J.S.T. McGowan as Prettier, Arthur Griffiths as, Min' tater 

for Works ero  W.A. Holman as Attorney-Generea. The two last-named 

were staunch advocates of the use of' public enterprise to defeat 

=sumer exploitation by private monopolies and cembines,s, and lost 

no time in establishing a State Brickworks. Holman became Premier 

in 1913, and after leaving the Labour Party with the Prime MI  *14   star, 

W.M. flueles,, on the conscription issue in 1916, continued as 

Nationalist Premier until 1920. Under his Premiership the 

Brickworks was followed in quick succession by other undertakings 

such as the State Metal Quarries*  the State tiorder Pipe .a.nd 

Reinforced Concrete Works, the State Sawmills, the State Bakery and 

the State Trawling itrterprise. Dr. R.V. Evatt regarded. Holman's 

bold work in establishing state industrial enterprises to compete 

with private concern.s as being "perhaps his most important 

contribution to Australian life." (7) State industria3, enterprises 

were also appearing in Queensland under the Labour regimes of T.J. 

Ryan and E.G. Theodore during the period from 1515 to 1920. For 

many.  years Labour in Queensland had been more ancemprexissingly 

socialist that in the other States, probably due to the early 

influence of William Lane. The network of state enterprise was 

thus oenatnwted to mbraze a wide variety of activites ouch as 

butcheries, fish shops and cattle stations. Such enterprises were, 

of oeurse, examples of governments 	oannereia.2. activity, 
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51 
in the field of state enterprise; he might fairly have pointed out, 

however, that this financial freedan granted by Holman was an 

advance on much corporate legislation from the standpoint of 

efficiency in the amaneraial sense. 

The Queensland Parliament legislated in 1918 to reorganise 

and co-ordinate the monagement of its various state undertakings, 

The State Enterprises Act of that year constituted a State Trade 

Office under the =mend of a Trade Commissioner who was a 

corporation sole, who held large powers of control over the activities 

of the various enterprises, and who was responsible to a Minister 

only in the restricted sense usually applied to public corporations. (10) 

We Mtit3t conclude that certain aspects of the administration 

of these state enterprises had been well thought out, and we must 

recognise that anny of these enterprises were successful. The N. S.1. 

Auditor-General furnished =eh evidence to this effect, and cemented 

thus on the management of the State Brickworks in his Report on State 

Industrial Undertakings for 1924: 

"The Brickworks undertaking undoubtedly danaastrates the 

ability of a captain of industry of high judgment, to make 

good in an honestly conducted business, even when hampered 

by drawbacks insep•arable fraa ordinary departmental control. 

It is an =questionable arample of the fact that in the open 

market, a properly organised State business, cempetent3y 

managed, can more than successfully campete with private 

enterprise and reach an assured finnnrial stability." (11) 
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Losses were, hcratesrer, incurred by the State Bakery end the State 

Traylitig  Service. Sirn41 A-ray in Queensland most of the state 

enterprises were profitable but the cattle stations proved to be a 

disastrous experiment. 

Despite the recognition of the Llanagers' peculiar role in 

these enterprises., the retention in many aspects of normal depart-

mental organisation. precluded ;them from exercising the same degree of 

menagerial independence as as provided for the levilly autonomous 

corporations; it limited that continuity in policy and planning which 

was possible under a corporation; and it paved the wny for the 

exercisim of destructive influence by later Ministers who were open 

to external pressures or wished to furnish proof that a sociall  sed 

activity could not be a successful ,one. With a. few notable exceptions, 

then, the Labour legislation concerning state enterprises did not show.  

evidence of that careful scientific evaluation of sanirrifitrative 

detail so necessary to pave the way for efficient management. Dr. 

Evatt has remarked that Holman and Humes showed little patience for 

detailed crnalysis of legislation (12); J.T.:Lailo, has commented 

cynically that those engaged in the "rough and tumble" of labour 

politics had had little time for theori.  "sing‘  (13); and that very 

•successful Labour orearciser9j.H. Gotta, spoke in 	obvious regret 

that hi a  was a lone voice in the wilderness, at least so far as 

Federal Parliament and the Labour iZo' ver.ent vvas concerned, when he 

said in 1915 t 

*Organisation is in the manes:me/it of luanan affairs what 

machinery is in manufacture. The creation of either requires 
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resource and ingenuity... It is the adoption of method as 

a science, as an economy of government, of business, and of 

individual experience. Its study, develapaent, ondapplicatian 

is an important governmental function in Germany, and a 

primary commercial activity in the United. States. In both 

countries master minds have been induced to devote themselves 

to it especially. 	Unfortunately, organisation is net a 

strong point with us. To the observer and student, one of the 

most amassar- lgo  and one of the moot depressing phenomena in 

Australia is the:most appalling apathy 2  the appalling dis-

organisation, the appalling overlapping of effort and the 

appalling waste. It must exist in the nation, for it exists 

in its national Parltment, and what is Parliament but the 

reflex of the mind and purpose of the cammunity r (14) 

During the second decade of the twentieth century, advocacy 

of the public corporation, or at least of a greater degree of official 

independence for public commercial enterprises, seems to have become, 
except in Victoria, 
the almost exclusive prerogative of commissions of enquirywhichwere 

set up by various governments, but whose reccamendations were rarely 

acted Up1M6 Thus, the report of the Royal Ccamissian on Postal, 

Telegraphic and Telephonic Services, presented in 1910, recommended 

the vesting of the at Office In a Board of Management consisting 

of a General Manager as Chairman, a Postal Director, anda Telegragh 

and Telephone Director. This Board was to control all the activities 

of the Department, inoboing staff and works, and the minister's 
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position was to be reduced to that of "the connecting 11 ,11c" between 

the Board and Parliament. (15) The Anderson Report of 1915 an the 

Business Ltanagement of the Ebstmaster-General's Department stressed 

the need to introduce "business methods", including appointment of a 

General Manager vrith statutory powers and. a corresponding reducti.' en 

in the Minister's powers, the meeting of all expenses from revenue, 

and the abolition of the "indefensible system" of Public Service 

Board control over staffing (16). A similar plea for greater 

managerial independence in the Post Office was made in 1919 by the 

Economies Royal Ccmnissicn, which rem:mond/3d : 
tt ..... that the saministration of the Department be placed in 

• the hands at a ccmpetent Board of three Ccamisai.oners, one or 
'whom should be a financial man  , one should be a postal 

expert, and one should be a telegraph and telephone engineer, 

the first mentioned to act as chairman." (17) 

This CORIASSi011 also drew attention to the savings which it 

considered would have resulted if the earlier expert recannen.dationa 

had been acted on. Post Office management seems to be a perennial 

question, for similar suggestions are still being made by various 

expert authorities and interested groups. In the State field, 

lir. G.U. Allard, Royal Ccmuissioner on the II.S.W. Public Service 

from 1918 to 1920 reccramended the vesting of the administration or 
the State Lands Department in a permanent Calt3i8B1.021 in an endeavour 

to overcoMe problems raised by vacillating political control. The 

same Comalssicner, reporting on the operations of the State Timber 

Yards, recararended that the manager should be "in a position to 'el:Induct 

the business untrammelled by rules and regulations from which his 
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competitor is free," and the Minister should be "in a position -similar 
-t 
to that of the directorate of a private trading company .  In being kept 

fully advised at the course of the business." (1S) 

Significantly*  the Haldane Commission on Machinery of 

Government in the United Bingdon„ in its report in 1919*  declared its 

opposition to any departure free the traditional method of accountability *  

cceraenting that there should be no omission in the case of any particular 

service of those safeguards which Ministerial responsibility to 

parliament alone provides. (19) The Comnonwealth Parliament was at 

this time*  in the absence of a philosoptor of its own*  quite •openly 

borrowing froa state railvms legislation in establishing the 

Commoznyealth Railways and the War Service Homes Commission; and it 

was floundering in its efforts to devise a suitable organisation for 

its repatriation activities. 

Verging interpretations have been offered of the 

Australian socialist achievements to the claw of the First World 

War. %he nexus expression "Le socialisme sans doctrine" had been 

coined by the Preach observer M‘ti.ir to deseribe the Australian 

situation after a visit in the early part of the century*  .and W.G. 

Spence excitedly declared that "Socialism is herej " in his book 

"Australia's Awakening" published in 1909. Other notable observers 

such as Sir Frederick Eggleston and Professors WK. Hantook and 

R.M. Crawford*  have devoted considerable space to a discussion of 

"State Socialism" in Australia *  the latter suggesting*  however*  that 

the expression "State .Paterzi:9:Lifsn" might be more appropriate. 

More recent critics have argued that the syErtem cannot be regarded. 
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in any sense as a socialist one while private enterprise is retained 

and accepted by the society. Interpreting Australia for United 

States readers, A. Campbell Garnet considers that the various emperdenents 

conducted in Australia in public enterprise and social reform may at 

best be described as "pieeemeal socialise or "state capital-in,' arid 

that the latter si= up the Australian political philosophy which 

prefers to use state undertakings, not to curtail private enterprise, 

but to develop opportunities for it to function more profitably (00) 

Many have pointed to the early plank of the N.S.X. Labour Party, whicIr 

sought the establishment of a State steelworks, and then to the labour 

Governnent's agreement with Broken Hill  Pty. for the establishment of 

this industry by private enterprise, as evidence of the fact that the 
to 

labour movement itself is content/ea-exist in a capitalist society. 

Another American student of Australian affairs, C. Hartley Grattan, 

in revieseamgfre. Evatt's biography of Holman in 19/0„ described the 

latter's state enterprises as experiments of a "pre-industrialised 

meaty." After describing water supply, forestry, fire protection, 

and harbour operation as "inevitable fields for government activity 

even in countries dedicated to private capitalism, and reviewing the 

fate of Holman's enterprises, he commented : 

"As the theory of the superior validity of private enterprise 

in the industrial field gained power, so the disposition to 

scrap the experiments, whether they were profitable or not, and 

to oppose all new ventures, gained ground. It also seems to 

me hi sfply significant that the Australian State which now 

operates the most miscellaneous group of inAwstries,  Westexm 

Australia, is also one of the least industrialised. States." (21) 
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The development of a capitalist political theory was 

probably in large measure a reaction to the movement of labour 

philosophy towards the extreme. left, which was influenced by the 

glamour and notoriety of the Russian Revolution, and associated 

proletarian movements in airopea Spearheaded within the trade unions 

by militant groups such as the tnanntrial Workers of the Vorld (ITN), 

this movement had a twofold result. First, the Australian Ccamunist 

Party was formed in 1920, and secondly, in thefollowir'ig year the 

Brisbane Federal Conference of the Australian labour Party adapted 

an all.out "Socialisation Objective," which went much further than 

previous objectives, =die of particular interest to this study 

because of theattentionglven to methods of achievement. This is 

the so-called "Soudicalst" erainAmmtralia's public corporation 

Philos°Pkr* 

Mr. G.D.H. Cole has commented that before World War 

British Socialist theory was concerned far more about "the basis of 

compensation than about the forms and methods of future management and 

control" - it was automatically assumed that the State, on acquiring 

an enterprise, uould put a, Minister of the Crown in command, and 

conduct the activity under the usual civil service methods. During 

World War I, however, the problem came to the fore with the develops. 

ment of the doctrines of Syndicalim, and Industrial Unionism, which 

opposed State omagardUkp and control, and instead wanted the workers to 

amelage their own industries as trustees for the • op w a 7  ty, The 

compenion doctrine of Guild Socialiam accepted State ownership but 

repudiated State control. All three advocated management by self-

governing National Guilds, which would rukcesent the various grades of 
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merkers included in the industry. (22) This notion of representative 

memo:cent followed the early Soviet RUssian plan, but even -  the U.S.S.R. 

has in practice moved away from the cruder forms of workers' control. 

The influence of this thinking is obvious at the 1921 

Brisbane Conference. The new Objective, and the accompanying 

-statement of "Methods", was stihreitted to Conference by an All—

Australian Trade Union Congress, Definitions were telly discussed 

for the first time with Theodore complaining that "no two delegates 

would agree as to what socialisation of industry means," and 3.11. Scullin, 

later to become Prime /Ai:deter,. mcplaining that the purpose of the 

new objective was 

"to introduce soe.ialiaa instead of nationalisation. National. 

isation is really State Capital  i nm  .... . I do not believe the 

workers will ever make a success of nationalised industry, or 

inametries controlled by the people collectively, unless they 

aro made responsible themeelves. A.s industry is nationalised, 

the vorknrs will be given a say on the boards of control alongside 

the representatives of Parli'ament." 

Conceding that Parliame.nt would be necessary to nationalise the 

industry, Scullin PAAPd 

"The industry would then become a group and each group would 

elect representatives to the sur)reme Economic Council. Soil= 

as industry itself is =corned in the socialised State, the 

Council would really tele* the place of the political Parliament: 

The political Parliament would not disappear, It would legislate 

on other national. questions". 

Theodore, a political realist ., led the opposition to these revolutionary 
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proposals, arguing that they would split the labour movement, and 

that they would sovietize Aultralien industry and prostitute Australian 

labour to communism. However the new Objective was carried by a 

substantial majority, and, as finally incorporated in the A.L.P. 

platform, reads as follows 

OATEOZPVE 

The socialisation of industry, production, distribution and 

exchange. 

flN COS 

Socialisation of industry by ;- 

(ii) The constitutional utilisation of industrial and 

Parliamentary machinery; 

(b) The organisation of workers along the lines of industry; 

(c) Nationalisation of banking and all principal industries 

(d) The municipalisation of such services as can best be 

operated in limited areas; 

(0) Government of nationalised industries by boards upon which 

the workers in the industries anti  the commani.'ty shall have 

representation; 

(f) The establishasnt of an elective Supreme Economic Council 

by all nationalised industries; 

(g) The setting up of Labour research and Labour information 

bureaux and of Labour educational institutions in which 

the workers shall be trained in the managangnat of the 

natinsnl  sed industries. (23 ) 
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At about this time a plan of the economic organisation of 

Soviet Russia was published in "The ProletaHnn", the official monthl,y 

journal of the Australian Communist Party, for use as a model in 

framing an identical Australian system. (24.) This plan is reproduced 

In Appendix A. Had these syndicalis' t proposals been acted an, 

Australian industry could have been managed by a network of public 

corporations after the style of France's nationalised industries. However, 

• by 1927 the Australian Labour Party had seen the wisdom of Theodore's 

stand, arid his Queensland colleagues Forger) Smith and Coiling" led a 

successful move for the revision of the "Methods' to delete all 

reference to the Supreme Economic Council and its subsidiary Boards 

in favour of a vaguely worded substitution : 

	the constitutional utilisation of the Federal, State 

and Larnicipal Government, Parliamentary and administrative 

machinery." 

Fran this time syndicalism has been a1most 7but not quite,a dead issue 

in Australia. The N.S. 1.7. Lobour Party, which had been the only one to 

vote solidly against the Federal Socialisation. Objective in 1921, 

adopted a similar but short-lived objective in 1931, in the midst of 

the confusion and turmoil surrounding the Lang re5lne. • The more 

militant cf the trade unions have continued to advocate at least 

employee representation on boards of managoment of nationalised 

inanntries„ and the Canmonwealth Government even indulged in sane 

short—lived and unsuccessful experiments to this end during World Tar II 

in the coal-minin, ;kipping and stevedoring indmitries, Dr. F.R.E. 

Maradon, in his &tailed account of the Hunter River Valley in 1927, 

thus surearised the attitude -,xhich broup,ht about the end of syndicaliem 

as a popular philosophy in Australia 
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"With the growing realisation during recent years that State 

ownership of industry gives yaw little new help in the solutica 

of difficulties between management and employees, there is today 

but small enthusiasm ancogst the millers for nationalisation. 

And even the most dass-conscious critics of capitalist enterprise 

in executive positions in the Federation question the miners' 

present ability satisfactorily to run the industry 

with democratic machinery. It is undoubtedly realised, although 

never publicly confessed*  that factional and personal objectives 

would endanger the economic working of a socialised or syndirali sed 

control." (25) 

The Labour Party's federal parliamentarians reflected the 

rise and fall of the ayndicallst mavemade It seems likely that they 

sensed danger to their own interests in. the appointment of "independent" 

corporations by the Bruce-Page Coalition Ministry, and, in the debates 

on the Shipping Board and Bank Board legislation in 1923-24., they 

demanded inclusion of employee representatives in rznaeament. Over 

the next few years, hover, their attitude seam to have changed; 

beginning vrith the Federal Capital Cc:mission legislation of 1924, the 

Party's sp,Imsmen almost invariably -  devoted their attentions to stressing 

the importance of maintaining full ministerial responsibility as a basic 

democratic safeguard. For this reason they opposed altogether the 

creation of autaactious corporations *  and. by 1930 they had evolved a 

• definite policy on the issue *  to which the Scullin Government was able 

to give sore degree of effect. As this development is essenti  ally  a 

practical one *  it is considered in detail in Chapter Two, in connection 

with the creation and abolition a 	tions such as the Developraent 
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and lagration Canmission. However, it has had a far greater effect 

on Australian-  political and administrative history than has the purely 

theoretical syndicalist contribution discussed above. Th4  *4  is just 

another example of the Australian habit of placing practic before 

theory. Australians generally have been impatient vzith the theorist 

and the planner; as Dr. Hugh Dalton wrote in Britain in 1929 

"It would be easy 	 to systenatise Australian practice 

unduly, and to seek to present it as a ocaprehensive and well- 

rounded whole. It is not this. It is not a single great 

plan, but a series of varied and tentative experiments." (26) 

The nineteen-twenties saw many cross-currents in Australian 

politics. It was also the period in Welch J.T. long reached the 

height of his political power in U.S.ti. In his memoirs, that 

controversial figure recounts many examples of his hostility to senior 

public servants who allegedly presumed, to their subsequent sorrow, 

that he would follow in the footsteps of his predecessors and accept 

their recommendations. To Lang, the minister was de faetc:v as well 

as do jure manager of his department - there was no problem of official 

independence; and if there was a distinction between the department 

and the corponation, it was simply that it was easier for tbe 

politician to manage the staffing of the latter eince it was not 

protected by Public Service Board authority. This attitude left the 

way wide open for the exercise of patronage and other UZIVASO interference, 

and "Langian" proved equal to the ocetrudaa. Leng wrote of his  threat of 

dismissal to the Railway Canmissioner in 1925 to secure that officer's 

compliance with his wishes on a staffing matter, and of his appointment 

of an Independent Labour Member to the Lleat Board in order to ensure the 
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replacement of his doubtful support in the State Parliament by the 

certain support of the Official Labourlitember likely to be elected to 

the resultant vacancy. There had of course been precedents, as Lang 

was quick to point out. As a condition of the Holman - Natinnnli  at 

Coalition after the conscriptic:m split in the Labour , Party, Holman 

insisted on the appointment of a loyal follower, the Labour Mather for 

Broken Hill who could not possibly hold his seat under Nationalist 

colours, as Railways Camissioner. (27) In all these cases, the 

least important consideration had. been the appointees' qualifications 

or suitability for the post - political rewanl and political advantage 

were paramount. And of course the political appointments of one 

Ministry were not always acceptable to the next. Professor Bland 

illustrated the ludicrous situation of the N.S.V7. Western Lands Board, 

in respect of which the State's taxpayers were in 1935 paying for three 

sets of manbers, two of which had been dismissed with compensation 

because they were unacceptable to succeeding governments. (28) 

Nationalist leader, V.M. Hughes had retained his old 

labour faith in public enterprise, although it will be remembered that 

he was inclined to be neglectful of miming etrative detail.k  He had. 

hoped to convert the new party to his beliefs, but in this,yras not 

successful: the conservative elements triumphed, and after the eclipse 

of' the Hughes Ministry by the Bruce-Page Coalition, federal government 

adopted the practices of big business. Where public enterprise was 

retained, the government endeavoured to reorganise it according to 

accepted business principles, and the terms "corporation" and "boani of 

directors" came to be widely used in this field. Bruce, however, did 



not believe in public enterprise, except in the developmental sense 

to increase opportunities for private capitalism; the period was one 

of concentration of economic power. The Nationalist and Country Party 

coalition governments of the 'twenties used the full weight of their 

propaganda machines in an endeavour to prove that public enterprise, 

where this competed with private commereiza. and 4nAustrial interests, 

had inherent defects and could not succeed. After considerable 

colouring of facts, and. disregerding of the position of many private 

industries which Imre also facing great difficulties in the approaching 

financial crisis, they were able to close down many public enterprises. 

For example„ until the 1957 du:aim Queensland had had a Labour Government 

continuously since 1915 except for a short break in 1929-32, but the 

non-labour ministry found this single term sufficient to close down all 

the State's industrial undertakings. (29) 

With increasing bitterness and, extremism in Australian 

politics at the time, it is not surprising that there has been much 

controversy among historians as to the merits of the administrative 

work of the Bruce-Page Government. Professor Greenwood referred to 

Bruce's intellectual quality, and his capacity for i'the most telling 

analysis of highly complex situations." He illustrated Bruce's views 

that the overall objective of expanding the Australian Gamow could 

only be attained if there was the closest co-ordination in planning, 

and that the time had come to use scientific and technical skills as 

"assistants of government Policy." Pointing out that the Bruce-Page 

administration made extensive use of boards,comndssicees and similar 

agencies, Greenwood cited the Tariff Board, the Developsent and 

lagratien Commission and. the Council for Scientific and Industrial. 
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quoted since to justify the labour assertion that full ministerial 

responsibility for administration must never be cemixcemised; and the 

preoccupation of Labour theory with considerations of banking policy and 

banking nationalisation, to the general neglect of other issues, has 

dated from this time. 

Summarising the impact of the various currents of Australian 

political thought discussed above on the theory of the public 

corporation, Professor Bland has casmented. 

"Until the 'twenties of this century, it was possible to assert 

with some degree of truth that the Statutory Corporation had become 

the settled method of administering any public utility or service 

that required a mare judicial or detached administration than Was 

. possible under party politics, or which demanded leng-term, 

planning for its success. Railways, banking, water conservation 

or supply, electricity, and public service, personnel provide 

illustrations. During the 'twenties in N.S.17., a new temper was 

introduced into our politics, and it n o t only still influences 

State politics, but has affected other States and the Federal 

field as well. Under that influence, which savoured of "spoils 

to the victors," the Statutory Corporation in N.S.I7. lost much of 

its quasi-judicial, detached and impartial nature, and became 

instead a fninAP., behind which party politics exercised even 

greater influence than in the conventional government departments 

where certain rules of the game had to be observed. Not only has 

the prestige of the Statutory Corporation suffered, but people and 

parliaments have become confused about its status, its powers, 

its duties." (34.) 
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Whereas the earlier liberal statesman had demonstrated the 

intecrtant benefits that could be obtained by entrusting public enterprise 

to autonomous statutory corporations, the labour movement has not 

generally shared this faith. To its trade union leaders *business* was 

anathema; one of the cardinal features of the carpnrat.ion, as devised 

by the Liberals, was that it should be organised on business lines, end 

therefore in this foxm it autcmaticaLly stood =thorned in socialist 

attitudes. 

Yet and here is the great contradication in the Labour 

contribution - despite this often expressed labour belief in maintaining 

complete accountability for all admini.strative agencies (which reached its 

peak in clarity of expression during the closure of the Development and 

Migratien Carmissicn in 1930) Labour did not oppose on principle the 

establishment, by the Lyons Cove=sent in 1932, of the Australian Broad". 

casting Commission, which was quite %milky modelled on the recently-

created Britiaa Broadcasting Corporation. In fact, the Ivens measure 

differed only slightly from a bill prepared by the previous Labour 

Government just before its defeat. 

The theory clearly enunciated in 1930 bad thus been igaored. 

One must be excused for asking whether the only reason for clarifying and. 

utilising the theory at that time was to get rid of a temporary irritation. 

the Development and Migration Cannission, which bad become something of 

a *white elephant." Its specific practical task achieved, the theory was 

imnediately wrapped up and conveniently tucked away out of sight. The 

passible reasons for, and implications of, this developnent will be 

discussed more 1113.1y in Chapter Dio(C) of this thesis. 
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.However, the theory thus renomaced in practice is more 

deek rooted in labour philosophy than is inacated by this 

particular sequenCe.  or ,events. Another 
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Goveremerrt me to express silniur sentiments in 194.7 in justifying 

the closure of two corporations and the reduction in staffing 

autonomy of others; while it is also noticeable titbit the two 

Australian States which have had the greatest experience of Labour 

Govennent ip. N.S.W. and (continued on next page) 
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Queengl  ands  have generally been more faithful to departmental 

administration. Even where they have resorted to corporations, in the 

twentieth century as distinct from the earlier "liberal era," they have 

been champions of accountability. The N.S.7.. practice of appointing 

ministers as chaimen of corporations is a case in point. In New 

Zealand too, the Labour Governmenyvhich asstmied office in 1935, did 

away with public corporations in the fields of railways and broadcasting 

in favour of departmental administration, and drastically reduced the 

autonow of other corporations. 

In the Commonwealth field however, maw of the public 

corporations created in recent years have been established by Labour 

Governments. It is perhaps not surprising that the Labour politicians 

who have created these corporations, despite their own basic philorlopby 

on the subject, have shown little interest in thinking out their 

problems and inplications., Sir Frederick Eggleston has contrasted 

their attitude to that of men like Swinburne : 

"Ono would think that politicians connaitted to a Socialist 

policy, or even to a moderate State socialism, would have 

realised that large projects cannot be successfully launched 

without the mat elaborate planning and that they risk personal  

discredit, as well as a blow to their favourite policy, if they 

do not take the utmost precautions and secure the best advice. 

But the insouciance with which the Labour Government embarked 

on the Snot‘y Mountains Wm-electric generating scheme in 1949 

shows that these considerations weigh very little with them." (35) 
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Thus a thecmy had been rather laboriously constructed, but recent 

practice is quite inconsistent and shows a typical Australian 

impatience with Tali 1  osophy. %areas the "corporatica movement"-  in 

the nineteenth century had followed a clear and definite course, the 

influx of class politics and the extension of state activity following 

the advent of the labour Ihrty introduced numerous complications and 

divisions of opinion, and the earlier note of near-harmony became one 

of major discord* 

However there have been, over the last twenty-five years, 

certain highlights related to this corporation movement" which have 

emerged from commissions of enquiry into the operations of various 

existing authorities : 

(a) 	The deterioratitmt of -state railway finances over the 

depression years led to the appointment of a number of such commissions. 

These invariably emphasised the unwise policy of governments in merging 

railway profits into Consolidated Revenue, and preventing adequate 

maintenance activities or provision for depreciation. The Royal 

Camaissicn appointed to report on the control sadministration, and 

financial position of the South Australian Railways in 1931 furnished 

a detailed comparison of methods of ccntrolling public utilities, and 

of the qualities required of the executives of these industries. 

Despairing of obtaining such qualities by the normal method of political 

appointment it recommended the creation by Act of Parliament of an 

independent Selection Board to consist of - 

(i) the ianister of Railways, as C 	*ills 

(ii) the Leader of the Opposition, House of Assembly 
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(iii) the Chief Secretary 

(iv) the Leader of the Opposition, Legislative Council, end 

(v) the Public Service Commissioner. 	(36) 

This radical suggestion was not adopted, but it actually preceded 

the United Kingdom's' much.voted experiment with a panel of 

Appointing Trustees for the Londcm Passenger Transport Board. 

created in 1933, 

1 937 
(b) 	Another highlight was the/Report of the Royal Cosmission 

on the Monetary and Banking Systems in Australia. This was the 

first Australian =mission of enquiry to demonstrate a realisation 

that the independent corporation is inconsistent with democratic 

principles. Conscious of the bitter controversy generated by the 

high-banded attitude of the Comonwealth Bank during the depression, 

the Royal Comisaion suggested. machinex7 to ensure that final 

responsibility should remain in the government's hands. Although 

this Commission was appointed by the Lyons Non-labour Government, 

it had to wait for a labour government to give effect to this 

recomendaticn, The Royal Cs:mission also provided a reliable 

forecast of future developnents, although Lew realised this at the 

time. Csne of its members, Mr. J.B. Chifley, in a dissenting minority 

report, put forward his views on the nationalisation of the trading 

banks; a decade later, as Prime Minister of Australia/  he was to 

endeavour to translate his strong personal views on this subject into 

practical effect, only to see them founder on the rocks of an moo. 

operative judicial system. 
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(0) 	The Joint Parliamentary Conmittee on Wireless Broadcasting 

(the so-called Gibson entriarittee), appointed  in 1341 to consider ariticiams 

concerning the operations of the Nationa3. Bmadcasting Service, made a 

detailed survey and some important mcumendations which helped shape 

the course of not only the Australian Broadcasting Coannission but also 

other Commonwealth Corporations created in the immediate post-mar 

period. 

(d) 	Then the Pinner Camittee„ appointed by the Curtin Labour 

Government in June 1945, to review the organisation and staffing of 

Coinnonwealth Departments conr-erned with war-time activities, drew 

attention to the desirability of' establishing uniform standards of 

staffing and similar salary classifications for all Commonwealth 

employees whether under the Public Service Act or not. This was one 

of the few informed cortments on that tendency to breach the sanctity 
a 

of the PUblic Service Act, which had become/widely, adopted habit in 

Australian political practice. It was supplemented by a further 

clear statement of policy, in line with previous hostility towards 

public agencies outside the regular public service sby the Labour 

Government in 194.7. Yet the same government soon proved itself 

prepared to give only partial effect to the policy it had outlined. 

Again, labour had enunciated its theory of opaositien to autonomous 

public corporations, but again it was not prepared to translate this 

theory into practice. 

(a) 	Finally, the Report of the sensational enquiry of the 

Parliamentary Joint Standing Comittee on Public Accounts into the 

affairs of the Australian Aluminium Production Commission was 
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submitted in 1955. This report included sections Aealing  with the 

nature of the "Statutory Corporation" itself, and represented the 

first active interest shown by members of parliament since the 

beginning of the post-mar development boner, in the administrative 

requimments as distinct from political results of go-own:sent activity. 

Detailed reference will be made to this Report together with those of 

. the Banking emission and the Gibe= and Planer Committees, later in 

this thesis. 

Broad2,y, the first of the five enquiries discussed above 

reaffirmed faith in the corporation free of political interference for' 

the efficient management of public enterprises; the ascend and fourth 

recomised the need for ultimate ministerial responsibility to safeguard 

deraocratic principles; while the third and fifth endeavoured to find 

a logical campromise between the two requirements. 

Apart from these enquiries there has been little recent 

clear-Winking concerning the public corporation. Rgitically„ as 

has been shown, Australian attitudes over the past twenty-five years 

have degenerated into a state of confusion, and our public corporations 

as a whole reveal bewildering varieties of form and purpose. 

Professor Bland wrote in 19341  that despite fifty years of experieno 

no political appraisal had been made of their suitability as a device 

of government, and that the constantly recurring variations could not 

be dignified, as experiments. (ye) This is almost as true today. 

Discussing -unsatisfactory legal aspects of Australiaz public corporations, 

Professor Sewer illustrated the case of the Queensland Fish Board, which 

comieted of four members and yet was designated "a corporation sole." 
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He suggested that the draftsman responsible must have been thinking 

of the succulent products to be offered for sale by the Boardo.and 

commented : 

"It may be doubted whether the draftsmen, who have thus imitated 

the personification of the British Crown, had much idea of the 

peculiar and unsatisfactory nature of *corporation sole' theory 

at law." (38) 

Few politicians devote as much attention to the administrative detail 

of the measures they initiate as did George Swiriburne. Consequently 

the Parliamentary Draftsman becomes an important unit in devising the 

administrative scheme; and if his knowledge of legal aspects can be 

limited as the above passage suggests, then how much more limited must 

be his knowledge of administrative techniques : 

In the State sphere, where Labour Governments have generally 

proved more popular, there is far less understanding of the public 

corporation today than there was fifty years ago. All sorts of 

authorities and activities are given the legal status of "body corporate" 

- even, on occasions, ministers themselves. This app6aria ierticidarly 
true in the smsller States. In Tasmania, for example, there is no 
clear distinction, either in common or legal usage, between the terms 

"department" and "commission." Thus the Transport Commission is 

sometimes c11  ad a department, and the Forestry Commission is regarded 

legally as a department for the purposes of the Public Service Act. 

Illogically, in the case of the Government Tourist and Immigration 

Department, the reverse is true ; although administered by a minister 

in the usual meys  this department is completely separate from the 

"Public Service." The Hydro-Electric Commission is also completely 

separate in staffing and salary fixation, and is reqmtred to be 
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financially self-sufficient; yet its price policy is subject to 

Cabinet approval, and has on occasions been the subject of no-moridenoe 

motions moved in Parliament acpinst the Government. In Queensland, 

the Government Statistician cemented that the staff of the Main Roads 

Commission viere bronert under the Public Service Act in 1951,   and 

"the Cc:mission became a Department." (39) Cne might assume from 

this that the application of the Public Service Act in that State 

decides whether the ororthation is a department or a public corporation: 

let we find bodies such as the Queensland Barbour Trust, which am 

typical of conventional corporations but which are subject to the 

provisions of the Public Service Act. In South Australia also, the 

application of the Public Service Act obviously has little relation to 

the distinction between departments and corporations; there the State 

Bank is subject to the Act, while the State 3ilvis:1v Bank is not. The 

concept of the public corporation is probably most widely appreciated 

today in the two most populous States, N.S.W. and Victoria. Yet most 

of the recorded abuses have occured in those States, and the femmr 

in particular has a habit of appointing ministers as Chairmen of 

corporations. Western Australia at present operates the widest range 

of State industrial enterprises - there ital ministerial control, even 

over so.called corporations pas been supported by all puttees  ther 

typical view being that it is inconceivable that a Mini giter, beina 

answerable to Parliament for the missions and misdemeanours of ljanagemsnt, 

should not have power and authority to resaedy the defects. (0) The 

distinction between policy and detailed administration, widely 

appreciated in Britain to the extent that the Speaker of the House of 

Cannons will rule out of order questions concerning the latter in 
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n.one of the unifying legislation which has clarified. the status 

of the modern British public corporations. It is precisely 

because the dual status of the modern public oprporatian its 

Jame head as a public authority and a legal person of private 

law, has not been sufficiently recognised in the Australian Courts 

that the judicial authorities on this subject are in a state of 

great confusica." (42) 

We can only conclude that the States follow no commonly-eocepted 

basic criteria Idiaterrer In their use of the public otxrpcxratima. 

Commonwealth practice in the form and use of the public 

corporation also reveals many inconsistencies, although in recent 

years some definite trends have emerged, e.g. in regard to personnel 

policy. Federal politics offer greater scope for the able politician, 

and many of the better-class State members gain °promotion" to the 

"higher" Paxilannts We might therefore expect to find evidence of 

more clear thinking and greater attention to principle at that level. 

However Commonwealth debates have in recent years shown LEtbour members 

still prepared to defend the principle of full ministerial responsibility 

for'all government activities; while Camenwealth legislatien, much of 

it introduced by labour Governments, has continued to establish public 

corporations. 

Perhaps the wide gap between labour theory and practice in 

Australia may partly be expilained by the fact that British socialist 

theory has come to the opposite conclusion. Labour manly took over 

frau the British Liberals that leadership in economic' development which 

recognised the dangers inherent in the almost inevitable trend, towards 
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monopoly in public utility services, which at first endeavoured to 

regulate these by private enabling eats for each concern, which later 

relieved this burden on parliament by creating autonomous quasi-judicial. 

COMA SAW'S to regulate and co-ordinate the various enterprises 

operating in the major public uitlity industries, and which finally 

extended the use of such comnissicos and related authorities to assume 

full control of the nationalised industries. In fact, recent 

enquiries have shown that the faith evidenced bY the Attlee labour 

Government (i 945.50 in the public corporation as the vehicle of 

nationalisation was altogether too overwhelming and to naive. 

Australian politics are normally influenced to a large extent by 

British experience; and Australian labour leaders ware very conscious 

of this British lead. However in Austral a. labour drove the liberals 

Into a "big business" alliance with ocaservativa interests, in ethich 

the true liberal philosophy has been largely, although not absolutely, 

submerged. This opposition of the two pb 4  losophies, as opposed to 

their continuity in Britain, is reflected in Australia's muddled 

thinking on the public corporation. It might be argued that this 

basic difference =plains the opposing standpoint of British and. 

Australian Labour theory on the public corporation, but that the 

Australian habit of adopting British goverment machinery has led to 

the frequent use of the public corporation by Australian Labour 

Goverments despite the fact that this is contrary to their own policy. 

Certainly the ciremstences surrounding the 'chow support for the 

creation of the Australian Broadcasting Cardssion lend weight to this 

supposition. 
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It also seems likely that Australian Labour leaders in the 

period of reccostraction after 1945 paid attention to the views of 

their econanic advisers on the subject of arganisation of goverment 

activities. Cne of the foremost of these *  Professor D.B. (now Sir 

Douglas) Copland, forecast Improved organisation after World War II *  

dreinter 	" to the widespread experience of the statutory corporation 

and public utility =pang (which) have .slumn that goverment etiterprise 

cm be highly successful in at least same spheres." (40). That 

Professor Copland shared the British faith In the public corporation 

is shown by :his statement*  in connection with a study in 1945 

emphasising the belief in the importance of ocepensatary goverment 

action to counteract fluctuations In the econew, that t 

nmples such as the British Broadcasting Coxparatiaa, the 

Imam 1:twee:Amp Transport Board, the Tennessee Valley 

Authority*  and the State Electricity COLIMASSi011 of Victoria 

indicate the possibility of reconciling independence of manamment, 

efficiency and financial success with political expediency ..... 

• The statutory corporation has practically all the advantages of 

• the joint stock company in the public utility field plus the 

added advantage that its very structure, and the source free 

which it derives its authority, guarantee that it is working in 

the public Interest.' (4f) 

A ccapetent observer of the British situation has described 

.seven motives to illustrate the perplexities of twentieth century 

collectivism, which he considers must to scale extent be held to 

•explafut the inconsistencies in the forms of twentieth century public control . 
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These =times are : 

(i) 
the desire to substitute the service motive for the 

financial incentives of entrepreneurship in the Wiest* 

industries, 

(Li) the desire to achieve workers* control, 

(ia) the desire to abolish competition, 

(iv) the desire to secure the benefits of centralization, 

(v) the desire to do army with rewards to private capital, 

(vi) the desire to prepare the ground for econcudo Taainting" 

(vii) the desire to substitute open public-spirited operation of 

monopolies and vasi.monopolies for their private, secret, 

and mercenary operation. (45)- 

if such motives have complicated the British scene, then there is 

little wonder that their application in this country, with its semen 

legislatures and governments, its greater earmanic dependence en 

public enterprise, its added parochialimn, and its corparative absence 

of attenticer to administrative principles, has resulted in widespread 

confusion in theory and in practice. 

Oa the other side of the political fence, the approach of the 

Australian non-labour parties has changed in emphasis as conservative 

elenents have tended to outnumber the radical democrats of an older 

gen.eration. The fusion of the old parties, which drove liberal 

interests into a positicer of hostility to Urge-scale public enterprise, 

was of course brought about by the advent of the Labour Party. 

Ministerial, announcements acconparwing the disposal of such enterprises 

today almost invariably refer to the ccepletian of the task of developseat 

to 4141 they were applied. This attitude has been clearly expressed 
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by Mr. B.G. Casey*  who described public enterprises as 'development 

stimulators* in an essentially capitalist economy. (46) The 

interesting implication is that the organisations ford to manage 

these enterprises cannot be expected to peg their own way, for once 

they are in a position to do this they are to be handed over as going 

concerns to private interests. A belief in the superiority of 

business methods, and in the case of activities such as comiodity 

marketing in the desirability of the representatian of appropriate 

interests in management, has resulted in continued support for the 

public corporation by these parties, but because of the public moneys 

invested in them, they too have been unable to provide conditions of 

full auton.ony. 

Yet the rum-labour belief that these favoured business 

methods cermet be found in ordinary departments, although still strong, 

is not absolute, for in defending the Ccemonwealth Reale Service 
Liberal Party 

against external criticism, the/Minister associated 'with the Public 

Service Board recently made the following statement in the House of 

Representatives 

*Too frequently, Public Service critics tend to infer that there 

is such a thing as a businessman who exists outside of the 

Public Service and that the public servant himself knows nothing 

about business. I do not find that opinion shared by the people 

who have responsibility for the direction of big private enterprises 

and who know at first-band the quality of the senior officials and 

effectiveness of the administration which they control. In fact, 

they are frequently so impressed that they attract officers of the 

Service into their businesses. There have been many examples of 
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this in recent times and we have lost staff as a result. Others 

fortunately, have stayed with the Public Service notwithstanding 

attraetive offers which they have received from private enterprises- 

When we can see tram the reports of the Public Service Board that 

sections of advehrt4 ‘tratica such an the Taxation Branch and the 

Department of Social Services have been able to reduce staff in 

the face of dramatic increases in the voltme of their business and 

that the 'brat Office staff increase is very substantially less 

than the increase of its business turnover, we in this House have 

little cause* I suggest, to waxy about the management aptitudes 

and attitudes of our Public Service. Pew businesses could show 

better perftemance. I conclude*  W. Speaker, by expresesing sly 

great regard for the integrity, steadfast purpose *  efficimw and 

loyalty of the Ocemenwealth Public Service = a sentiment •wtdch I 

confidently feel will be shared by all honorable members of this 

Rouse** (47) 

The overall effect of the developments described above has 

not been the general diaccatinuance of public corporations, but rather 

a drastic modification of their antramey• As a result, the Labour 

Partes basic objection to corporations has lost much of its force. 

What has not generally been realised is that the traditional justification 

for the corporation thus no loner exists* 

Recent studies in the warldngs of British corporations by 

expert messittees, by the adednistrators themselves *  by academic 

Interests, by laymen and even by the labour movement (48), have 

revealed valuable information* In fact*  in Britain the revelation 
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of weaknesses in the corporatism form of management led to widespread 

disillusionment with intatirmaliceation, and even the • • Party is now 

eamitted to a policy of *Gonsolidatice rather than further national-. 

isation. However, those engaged In politics and administration in 

Australia seem to have paid little attention to these British lesson.s (49). 

Political argunent centres wound the nature and purpose of goverment 

as it has done for the last quarter of a century, and the study of 

administrative methods Iva been a neglected field for the great 

najority of those active30,  concerned 'with them. Ibr constructive 

thinking on this subject, we =at therefore turn to the students of 

the camparatively new academic subject of *Public Administration." 
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ACALMC STUDIES 

With the rapid enension of government services during the 

early part of the present century,. and particularly during World War 1, 

there developed a pressing necessity to critically examine and overhaul 

traditional aira service organisation and procedures. At first this 

need Was oray dia3,7 realised, but the 1918 Report of the Haldane 

C ttee on the Machinery' of Government in the United Kingdom acted 

as a variable stimulus. - The peculiar nature of civil service 

administration was coming to Ve recognised*  and the Institute of 

Altaic Adminitstration (now the Royal Institute) was launched in Britain 

in 1922. The quarterly journal of the Institute, which has proved to 

be a moat important medium for the stuctr at this new subject, was first 

published in January, 1923: 

The first reference in this 41‘) 	to the public corporation 

as an integral part of the subject arlAtration is, rather 

suprisingly*  a review of a Canadian study, "The Problem of Official 

Independence, by Professor R. Mace: Damson (1). The reviewer 

recorded that distrust of the traditional civil service, Which followed 

the American conception of office bang primarily a party reward, 

figlized largely in the background of public administration in that 

doadnion*  and that as a result the Canadian civil service had had little 

opportunity of demonstrating the achievements possible alder a sound 

adminiistrative system. It was thus inevitable that Professor Damson 

should devote considerable attention in his study to a description Of: 

• various novel or special organs of government erected 

outside the regular circle of Canadian public departments, end 
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specifically endowed with senel-autenanous powers and immunities 

in order that they might be in a poeittai to render public services 

requiring aptitudes supposedly unattainable under the normal type 

of administrative centrol.” (2) 

Britain of course already had the Bart of London Authority; the Tyne 

Improvement Cannission and similar bodies; and the Forestry Calmissica 

was .created in 1919 as the forerunner of many others and despite the 

warning given by the Haldane Caamittee against departing from 

departmental administration. The Journal's first account of a British 

public corpcxration was an article aa the Mersey Dock- and Harbour Board 
the 

in/July 1925 iStrUC• Tben the Institute convened a Summer Conference 

at Oxford in 1926 to examine the questioa of obtaining the hikAiest 

possible efficiency in the provisica of public utility services. &me 

of the major papers mead at this Conference were published in the Journal. 

of October 1926 *  and from that time an the Journal has featured many 

valuable articles dealing both with particular corporations *  and with 

general characteristics of the corporation as a separateepecies of public 

authority. 

Regiemal Groups of the Institute of Public Administratic1 

were soon formed in the larger Australian States *  and the Vic:teeter' 

Croup made an early attempt to publish in journal form the papers and 

proceedings of its various sea:Lags. The first issue appeared under 

the title "The Institute of Public Administration% in 1929, but after 

a number of irregular appearances the jotunal was discontinued. 

Australia was not to be for long s  however*  without a medium for 

publicising the various studies being =ducted in the field of public 
interest 

actataisttatiem. Stimulated b3i-  the.lof Professor P.A. Bland*  the N.S.W. 

Regional Group of the Institute begin publisiiirg in 1937 a journal entitled 
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"Public Administration" and modelled fairly closely or the United 

lingken parent journal. After carly a few issues, this journal was 

expended to become the official organ of all the Austria-lien Regional 

Groupe'. 

During its full seventeen years of publication in its 

presecut fans, this journel hasfratained many Informative reports both 

cet individual public cerpora.ticns and at those general features which 

characterise the corporations as a whole. A reference to these various 

• contributions. which have beer made both by persces•actively engaged in 

atbdnistering State activities and by Ibiversity staffs and students 

whose prrely academie interest ensures impartial objective treatment 

of their subject .svey be timed in a ccawrehensive index of articles 

which have been pablished in the Jamul during the period 19374956 

prepetred by Irtria. M. Daniel and Hr. H.S. Parker and issued in 1957, 
as a companion volume to the September Journal of that year. 

The importance attached by the Australian Regienal Groups of the 

Institute to the study of the public or statutory corporation may be 

gauged by the fact that that their Journal for 'arch 1957 (Vol. XV/ No.1) 

was a "Special Number" devoted entirely to the subject of "Public 

arterprise in Australia" — for this is the field of the public corporation. 

Having thus referred to the part played in furthering this 

at by the Institute Groups and their Journal, which is the primary 

although by no mans the only vehicle for recording the results of such 

research, I shall rallf endeavour to discuss briefly the -contributions or 

individual scholars. It is emphasised that the following treainent does 

not pretend to be exclusive; rather it should be regarded as a selection 

of the more readily available material. 
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Prceessor Dassoes Canadian study of 1922, and that early 

issues of the United Kingdom Jounal of the Institute of Maio 

Aolerinistrationlamor justly be regarded as picaeers in the academic study 

of public administration. As shown above, both deactestrated sui early 

realisation of the important role of the public co:qv:ration. Australia' 

first such study was published in 1923, and its author, Itr.. P.A. (later 

Professor) Bland, not may deserves to be ranked mons the ideneers, 

but by virtue of his later extensive contributions, must also be 

regarded as we of the wor/dts great scholars, both or public *Ada

istratiou as a whole, and of the public corporation as an integral pert 

of this subject* 

"Shea= and Realities of Government * was publizahed under 

the auspices of the Workers' Educe ,- - Association of &S.W., with 

which Professor Bland was then closely associated as Assistant Director 

of Tutorial Classes, thriversity of Sydney* This book diescussed saw 

aspects of public service organisation, and than examined various 

departments at the time operating in N.S*W. The term "department s  

was used in the wider sense to cover all kinds of public authorities* 

After recording the Australian aoceptance of the principle of uniform 

nonpolitical staffing organisation under the various RibLi.o Service 

Acts, Bland arew attention to the maw breaches of this principle, by 

force of tradition and stress of political expediency, which led to the 

*mushroom growth or Casaissions and departments independert of the 

central public service authority," (3) Describing the ovverell 

organisation of the public service in this early work be distinguished 

between the various departments grouped beneath the Cabinet, according 
to -whether they operated directly under a Minister of the Crown, 
bar whether they operated under the control of a quasisantorbonoui Board 
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or 	■ 41 0 6 Other difrerentiaticos„ which might cut across this 

primary distinction, concerned the degree of staffing autemany, the 

degree of decentralisaticn, and, in the case of "public utilitor 

departments", whether the management was reprezentative of various 

interests, or axmlnated by the Groan. (4) 

The book also ecntained a warning of the dangers inherent in 

the developing errpertness ef officialdtm• To Bland, 

	 the very factors which have contributed to improving 

the quality of public servants have also wrought a subtle change 

in the outlook of officials, and are tending to produce a 

bureaucracy 	(which) 	is mainly distinguishable by its 

irresponsiveness to the public, wills" (5) 

lie believed that "the indefiniteness and insufficiency of 

Parliamentary control and Ministerial responsibility for admini.stration" 

mem striking at the very foundation of popular government. As the 

twin processes of removing departmental staffs from political influence, 

by means of Dahlia Service Acts, and of setting up independent boards 

and caukt.ssicns to reamer *tidier evils from the conduct of public 

utilities, were thus contributing to the cre.ation of a bureaucracy, it 

was vitally necessary to work out the implications of this polity. (6) 

more than saw other scholar in Australia, Bland has himself attempted 

to az this. 

In so far as the *hoards and coaretssions" are concerned, it 

will be remembered that the labour movement was at this time comeitted 

to >syndicalist objectives, ana that its parliamentary representatives 

were soon to damage their tactics and to develop an attitude generally 
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opposed to these boards and cansissices at the ground that they did 

not allow for adequate democratic control at administration. One must 

be excused for speculating as to what extent their views ware influenced 

by Bland's early writings on the subject; although, or course, Bland 

himself recognized that there was a place for the statutory oceTaraticn, 

and only desired to develop a set of administrative principles to govern 

its use. In *Shadows and Realities of Goverment", he outlined the 

contemporary cessfusion cc the subject, sixering that the corporations 

were created because of past political ineptitude; they had been given 

powers sufficient to reduce Parliament to adrdnistrative impotence; and 

yet they permitted dangerous veiled political direction through the use 

or patronage in the appointment of commissicesers. 

To overcame this confusion and abuse In the use of easzoimicoz„ .  

Bland suggested that it was urgently necessary to diritingirich clearly 

between Parliament's scapremacy in natters of policy and the commission% 

rightful independence in matters of day-to-day admini.stration. He also 

suggested the formation of Parliamentary Standing eciamittees to discuss 

the activities of the various =missions, and thus to preserve the - 

principle of popular criticism; and the appointment of Advisory Councils 

to allow expression of opinion by those interests especially affected by 

the operations of each carmission. The first suggestion strikes at the 

root of the matter the distinction between policy and administration 

has been widely accepted and embodied in statutes cresting corporations 

In Britain, but Australian politicians do not generally appear willing 

to do this. Both the other suggestions have since been widely discussed 

and scuetimes tried in practice - however they have proved difficult 

instruments to perfect and this reflects Bland's own difficulty .  
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in satisfactorily reconciling the standin,g committee system with the 

recognised need for administrative as distinct fraa policy independence 

in the acirmissixes. Bland was himself to have more to say an these 

questicas. 

His first work to deal specifically with the subject of 

management of public enterprises was published in *The Bocnced.o Recxxrd" in 
1929 (8). He caamenced by recording that PUblic iteltereistration 

students at the University of kidney had compiled a list of aver sixty 

gmernment boards, connissions, and enterprises operating in N.S.W. In 

1928, which *exhibited wide diversities in methods of constitution, 

amazement, sad relation to the Government machiner and that it= a 

paper on the subject was read before the 33412:ay Branch of the Eccnamic 

Society at Auftrau a and New Zealand, the discussion 

almost exclusively revolved round the guesticat whether 

the State ought to embark upon activities other than those which 

are essential for the existence of the organised commmity." (9) 

He suggested that it would be more profitable to discuss "haw" rather 

than *aught*. Too often the fate of State mcpeziments depended on 

memories of imst governmental methods or merely ca emotionally...tinged 

attitudes. Set State activity could be •econasically and socially 

desirable, and it was therefore of primary Importance to ambler the 

problem of the instrtment or agency, i.e. to discover whether this 
as 0_devise efficient administrative techniques, and 

could be no constituted/so silence the critics. New fa = sere being 

hastily and rashly adopted in recogaition of the inappropriataness of 

conventional public service procedures, and these mast be critically 

rambled. 
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He contrasted. the Australis= policy of creating a special 

*ad hoe" authority whenever a new service was required with the British 

plan of vesting that service in the appropriate local authority *  and 

suggested that the latter method was preferable as it kept down the 

number of iiuvernettellt agencies and provided both for better co.ordinatica 

and greater aocamtability. He also =mined the bewildering varieties 

of these °'ad hoof bodies in Australia (i.e. the boards*  ocendosions 

and similar authorities) *  and concluded that in many fields "variety 

rather than uniformity seems to have been consciously sought.* (10) 

He than pointed out that the Australian policy If it might be so 

called raised the yew difficult problem of reconciling administrative 

• efficiency and poplar oontsoll  the solution to which depends 02 three 

conditions t a highly developed political capacity*  a firm administrative 

tradition*  and sound knowledge in the electorate, none of which were 

satisfied in Australia. The British Economic bliss:Lam recvgpised the 

defects of ministerial interference*  and advised A ustralian goverretents 

to go no further with state enterprises. Bland would have ;referred 

to see them improve their methods of managing such enterprises *  and 

again suggested that the answer lay in the ability to discriminate 

between policy and administraticn o  and to limit ministerial respons-/- 

ibility to the former. 

Next he ermined various experiments and enquiries into the 

management of public enterprises. He compared the reports seeldng 

increasing independence for the Australian Ernst Office with the GICIST1 

System than operating*  which recognised the post and telegraph 'service 

as a separate autonomous undertaking; he contrasted the balf■bearted 
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for efficient administration, and Blend prerezTed the intro:biotic:a of 

the Whitley Cowen reystem to prcrvide the e‘ployees with the opportunity 

to en:press their views to, executive boards. (11) 

After reaching this point, he mentioned many cam= abuses 

in the appointment of members of "expert" nominated bodies, and at this 

stage his argtesxrt rather surprisingly assumed a foils which might best 

be described as modified syndicalism., at least in so fax as monopoly 

enterprises were concerned. "Railways, Ports, Bests, and Water and 

Sewarage," he wrote, "would be more appropriately conducted on a beads of 

representaticn of interests 	Oily when the authority is representat- 

ive can we delegate financial authority with complete coefidence." (12) 

Thus the State railways *44 have a representative Board of Directors 

and a marinated Manager. Such a lieerd would ensure answerability to 

effected interests on matters or policy, but would not endanger 

administrative erficieney• 	he did not believe it was neoessagy 

to provnepresentation in undertakings such as the N.M. Brickworks; 

apparently the element of 	tion was sufficient to eliminate the 

abuses possible in monopolistic enterprises. 

Finally he noted the tends:1(7 to merge the firpnces of 

government enterprises in general revenue and expenditure, illustrated 

the danger of this pair:7, and stressed the need for financial autoncmy 

subject to co-ordination of borrowing activities; and he comented an 

the difficulty of ensuring that administrative personnel were reelected 
he 

solely an the basis of merit, 	In order to achieve this end/was 

prepared to canpremise managerial insieneedence to this extent s 
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witr oval inclination would be to use the public service csvmaission 

machinery to select all administrative, professional and clerical 

staffs, leaving the auployment of the manipulative and camel 

staffs to the various managers, I believe it would also be 

possible and desirable to transfer the sestions of rammeration 

and discipline to the public service =mission* More is lost 

by the overlapping of existing personnel manestment than is 

gained by independence." (13) 

Bland has written many other books and articles dealing with 

various aspects of the study of public sattrirristratien t  and in many of 

these has demonstrated his continuing interest in the public corporation. 

His book *City Government by Ccenission" „ for example 9  dealt with an 

early experiment in this appointment of a statutcey corporation to 

replace the normallyielected lAychey City Council *  with a resultant loss 

of effective public control over municipal aikeinistration (IQ; 

autonomous amesissions have tbms 	established frac time to time in 

'various Australian States gamily as temporary expedients. The 

for separating the finance of business and trading enterprises and the 

overall problem of accountability, were briefly referred to in his 

*Budget Control". (15) 2hen,he developed and refined his early ideas 

on the inapisopriateness of traditional goverment machinery for the 

new Social Service State, and the consequent danger of a 'bureaucratic 

despotism,. in "Manning the Modern State," in which he drew not only 

on his own  •experience but also that of other students such as Eggleston 

in Australia and Sir Arthur Salter, Mr. Herbert Morrison and Professor 

Daiwa• avezeetass• 
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In this book, which was first published in 19341  he 

examined at length the problem of official independence, and, after 

discussing many of the abuses and implications, concloied that the 

modern ministers are not in feet„ and mot be expected to be 

responsible for all goverment activities. lie believed that 

it is not inconeistent with the principle ar the 

theory of representative government to remove certain functions 

or certain agents of goverment from the immediate control of 

Cabinet, provided responsibility can be sheeted he to the 

official far his acts." 00 

This at cozwee is the basic problem of the public corporation 

there are good pructical reasons in MAI, cases for creating then, 

but how do we then "sheet home" this responsibility? An important 

part of the •answer lies in the impartial selection of officials, and 

Bland quoted other authorities, such as the liciamblen Roral Causiseden 

on the Ccuarnsoalth Riblic Service in 19194 in surcort of his 

previcuslyienressed view that the *event exclusims tam the 

supposedkruodfng Pattie Service,Boa rd control open the way far 

the exenliang of those sinister influences which the non-political 

agency was intended to eliminate. (17) 

later in the book he =mined the peculiar requirements of 

modern government acting as an entrepreneur. Was it possible to 

reconcile the demand for popular control in the democratic sense 

With the need far efficient and economical mansgenent of state 

enterprises? Sir Arthur Salter, vatting in Britain in *1933, had 

sugemeaed that promise, would lie in the develcgment of mai ,. 

autonomous bodies within the State, imbued with the idea of the 
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public good and auto:mous in the ordinary coaduct or their affairs. 

This, of course, is the public corporaticwi in the ideal sense, but 

Bland pointed out that lengthy Australian experience ritiSed MOW 

doubts as to the practicability of this solution. Socialist 

=Comers, determined to secure their objectives at all coasts, 

neglected consideration of abstractions each as principles of 

oripurisation. Many types of statutory corporation had been created 

in Australia, but there had been no attempt to appraise relative 

suitabilities„ and the constant variations could not be dignified as 

experiments as their worldngs were not observed nor their efficiencies 

estimated. Be used Egglestones experience of the disastrous effects 

of political tampering with these corporations to cast doubts on Mr. 

Morrisonts faith in similar machinery as the vehicle for socialisation 

in Britain, and expressed the view that legislation alone was not 

sufficient to ensure effective autonomy. What was needed, but seemed 

so difficult to obtain under eadsting circumstances,  wes 

..... the sanction of a public opinion that will feel a similar 

resentment at eaw attempt to interfere with the adainistrative 

discretion of these statutory corporations as the best informed, 

citizens now feel at any attempt to tamper with the jlidiciary. 

They should feel that resentment because their own in:terests, 

or shall we say, their Chin liberties and opportunitieirk,are being 

attacked ..... And it also should be clear how much the citizen 

is at present being defrauded by having to make up, Us un_ 

necessarily high taxes and charges, the losses which have been 

incurred as a result of capricious political interference with 

State trading and business enterprises.* (18) 
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Before this ideal could be achieved., however, it yes 

necessary both. to Inform and to activate public opinicei* In the 

meantime, the principle of official independence bad to be accepted 

perforce In the knowledge that grave dangers existed in azy .  wain-

titian of democratic and socialistic legislation* Some enterprises 

onad be made answerable by the zbeixesentetire of interests. asa 

greater use should be made of seswialpal councils; other refinements 

were also possible, and, above all, it was vitally necessary to 

improve the nathod3of selection of the personnel of statutory 

authorities, for 

n e • nothing destroys the prestige and efficiency of the 

statutory corporation so much as appointments of persons 

whose principal claim to consideration is that they have 

consistently sported a political part y4ts (19)* 

The sigaificance attached to this aspect In particular was not 

surprising in view of the recent imiact of the Lang regime in N.S.111* 

later In the same year„ in an article entitled wItaitics 

and fildik(ntratica  ,ft (20) Bland endeavoured to give substance to his 

belief, already voiced In 1923 and 1929, that it was essential to 

overcame the general confusion between policy issues and administration, 

Which he maintained were separate functions* To him, *Politics* 

Involved the expression of the popular will, and "Aaoinistration" 

its execution; or the formar dealt with what and when the latter 

with hew* After linking the develoiment of this confused attitude 

with the meergenoe of the twentieth century Social Service State, he 

traced its effect an the statutory corporation* This "IndependeaV 

tievibe -  had been resorted to in an attempt to introduce business 
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efficiency into state enterprises *but we overlooked the fact that 

the manner in which that independence was exercised would be bound to 

provoke demands for political control. The constant reorgenisatices*. 

(following changes of government). ...of recent years*  therefore *  

chedlenge us to do same fresh IV reiring  about the whole problem.* 

A solution had been hinted at in tiPlanning the Modern State.* We 

had built up a specialised system for the rarbwim etration of justice 

which was independent of political control *  and this system had been 

accepted by public opinion as a major principle of the democratic 

state. The problem could be solvtA if we could convince public 

opinion that there is an adalinistrative function quite distinct from 

the political function*  and then extend the principle already widely 

accepted in the case of the judiciary. Bland suggested that an 

Vidniniatrative Tribunal", erperhaps even an "Mrairdstrative Sulam= 

Court", night be established,befare which*  for example, a government 

which clezired to alter the personnel of a corporation would have to 

appear and plead its case that the members haditiled to dischene 

their duties with ascretion and effic' iency. Such a restriction 

would relieve the political element of government fres* much petty 

time-wasting activity and allow it to concentrate as it should upon 

the larger problems of policy. 

Whether it is possible to drew such a clear-cut distinction 

between policy and adndnistration as Bland suggests is open to 

erg:nest *  and a relevant debate on the Coal Production (War-Time) 

Bin in 1944, between the present leaders of the major parties in 
(20A) 

the House of Representatives, will be discussed later in this thesis* 

There can be little dokibt *  however*  that Bland's efforts to promote 

the study of public administration in all its aspects were meeting 
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forms and tense could be applied equally to Victoria,. His sweet.. 

ions,almed at introducing scow clarity into or  and termin-

ologylwill be referred to in Chapter Three of this thesis (22). 

In another address before the N.S.'ff. Regional Croup of the 

Institute of Public Adainistration in 1937, Bland dealt specifically 

with the implications of the statutory corporation. (23) He began 

by restating his views on the bewildering variety of types of 

corporation established in Australia, and the absence of any attention 

by goveraments to their Implications or relative merits. In view of 

the pressure of socialist opinion on the one hand, and the advocates 

of a planned ecencsor on the other, it could be assisted that state 

enterprise, Wal3 here to stay. It was therefore profitable to 

examine how best to administer these state entergases„ end consider-

ation of the statutory corporation was inseparable from eng discussion 

on this question. 

Bland then posed four provocative questions% designed to 

bring out the implications which had to be faced. These were 1- 

(i) Do our objects in tweeting statutory corporations (to 

manage national undertakings) 124:kly that gclvernment can be 

efficient a1,1,7 if it ceases to be popular? In modern 

politics, one who suggests detailed investigatico, or govern- 

ment MengErell is stamped as an obstructionist. The 

nineteenth century state was designed for otter ends, and 

efficiency was only a by...product. But the avargence of 

state undertakings leads to confusion of objectivesr  some 

believing that efficiency it be the first principle and 

others being prepared to sacrifice this for other ends. 
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(ii) Da our methods of creating .statutory corporations imply the 

existence of inconsistent political ideas? Neither effic-

iency nor popular control can be absolute*  for social 

results must be considered as well as balance sheets. 

(iii) Is the existing Eystem of creating statutory corporations.  a 

means of deluding the people? The answer to this depends on 

pnblio opinion• thfortunately in the nineteen-thirties 

people had been "lulled into inaction by a system which 

operates quite differently from what they believe ** 

(iv) Is it desirable or possible to create statutory corporations 

which are autonomous? Advocates of the planned economy and 

the "positivist stater *  those who fear exoesses of lnomau-

craw*  and those who believe good govesnment is no substitute 

for self-govarnment agree that this is undesixable, let we 

have to face the hard facts cd" experience *  and in the 

nineteen.thirties the democracies could not afford to be less 

efficient than the dictatorships*. Ultimately *  of course*  

the ability to create autonomous corporations depends on the 

conditions of appointment *  and there is no room for the 

representative principle in a managerial board. 

For good measure*  Bland also threw in the problems of finance and 

personnel policar• He considered that *  in its use of the statutory 

corporation*  Australia had been trying to get the best of two opposed 
his 

worlds *  and it was an outstanding task ocr*Irowismart generation to 

find the answers to these problems. He still maintained that the 

answer would, have to include the political education of electors and 

representatives*  a sharp discrimination between the functions of policy 

and administration*  and the constitution of administrative tribtmals 
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empowered to decide re3.evant issues in the light of public interest 

as instinct from the caprice of a political party. 

Two years later, in a preface to his published collection 

of donseents relating to public adminiatration in Australia (2/4.), he 

mentioned the serious absence in this country of text and reference 

books dealing with govenessatal methods despite an oversees reputation 

• for being a pioneer in many relevant fields, and then want on to refer 

again to the statutory corporation. He pointed to the Australian 

*Immillingereas to accept the \ implications of a policy deed.gne& to 

substitute expert management for the vagaries of political coatrol.* 

During fifty years* experience with statutory  corporations in the 

management of vital public utilities, we have repeatedly asked -admin.. 

iii rative experts *to diagnose the reasons for the failure or these 

corporations to achieve expected results,: yet tup to the time of 

writing (1939), cm:3y the Revel Comainsien on the Banidng and Monetary 

Systems seemed to have reoogdsed that the independent • ••-tion in 
inconsistent with democratic theory. However the *very volume of 

expert opinion* pointed to the need for inventing new xsachinery to 

ensure both effiedent operation andpopular control as distinct fres 

political control. 

Up to this tim, litand's writings had concentrated to a 

considerable extent •on develmmants in N.S.W. *  with WIWI he was Jost 

familiar. and ehich were in mew respects typical of the overall 

Australim%  scene. More recently, however, his attention has tuna& 

towards the Commeemealth field*  in Which new practices were emerging 

with the widening federal use of the public corporation. His 

submission to a Joint Parliamentary Select — ttee appointed in 1941 
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to enquire into the operatioo of broadcasting in Australia ftirmtsbed 

one of the first academic studies specifically related to , , 	th 

corporations. (25) 

Bland examined the factors xmiderlying the creation of the 

Australian Broadcastsn' g Camdssion, and concluded that those concerned 

had been 	influenced ter the British model (i.e. the British 

Broadeasting Corporatice, created in 1927); hence the A.B.C. differed 

in way respects from the corporations femiliar in Australia since the 

eithterntreighties. The social purpose of a broadcasting service had 

been clearly recnosised in Britain, and the Crawford Committee which 

studied the pz•cblem had stressed that the controlling body must be 

"a public body of diarity, independence and unusual responsibility 

a public corporation acting as trustees for the national interest: 

Bland recorded that this was one of the earlist uses of the term 

public cerx3oration" in its modern sense — however be and other 

Australian wri.ters generally preferred to oontirase using the expression 

*statutory corporation." Britain had created an • 	corporat■ 

icet which embodied a form of management almost .universaLly applied to 

kulalic joint stock campanies, i.e. a Board of Directors and & t 	; 

*sager; and it had aced the dignity, sense of responsibility and 

public spiritedness of the key personnel to the 	t that successive 

Speakers in the HMSO of Cannons bad refused to aLlow vest:ions 

'concerning its operations or to permit the asmaction that it smut a 

government organisation in the usual sense. 

Blend then preceded to 	that although s this type of 

organisation was adopted for the National Broadcasting Service in 

Australia*  it appeared impossible to get the retcp.dred degree of 
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detachment in twang top appointments or in otherviee dealing with 

the affairs of the Cesaission, lie discussed difficulties that had, 

arisen, and then distinguished, eight different kinds of controlling 

authority which might be used in such aLecumstances• Briefly this 

classifications  which will be considered in Dore detail in Chapter 

threes  was as follows t 

(i) the ordinary department under the control of a minister s  

(ii) a single comissioner with statutory independence, 

(iii) an evert or specialist comission of three (or more)„ 

(iv) a large representative cossigission operating through a 

manogir4 chain= or a general 	• 

(v asend-officials, semi.irepreaentative boards  

(v1) a representative booze of directors operating throckgh a 

general managers  

NO a necurepreserstative comission operating through a general. 

manager, and 

(viii)en expert °omission wider sdnisterial ohairmanship• 

All eight types existed in that public utility field in Australia; not 

only had they been created wi3ly-s41ty with no appraisal of results, 

but also the supposed autonomy of the corporations had been abused to 

such an extent that per • 	and people sere utterly cord'used *bout 

their status*  pagers, and chlties• Despite the success of the British 

modal the operatimms of the A.B.C. had been subject to match criticism, 

and. this experience emphasised that 

*•••,.. institutions are nothing apart from the personalities 

who control them, sumi that the beat drafted paper constitution 

will fail if the readiness to work it is absent.* (26) 
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Bland's staggestions to in,rove the Australian• broadcasting 

torten included reorgenisatim of the A.B.C. as aa independent 

commissice with safeguards to ensure its caeforevity with the Cranford 

Carattee specificatiass; and the appantaent of a standing committee 

to create( elle0T01110- relatimship between parliament and broadcasting,* 

and of advisory onsmittem "to do the sane thing for- the public." 

The provisiaa of a standing committee under the 19142 amendment to the 

broadoasting legialation shwa that his views were not without 

Influence. 

Bland's postaisr railings show a distinct development in his 

thinking towards the view that the solution to Australia's administrat. 

ive problems lies largely in the direction of 	and expanded 

loos/ government, althouge., of course, he had in the past frequently 

expressed regret at the absence of ay omprehensive system of local 

government in this country. His contribution to a symposium cm 

Australia, pOlished in the *United Nations Series" in 1947 (27), 

began with the assert:1m that the outstanding characteristic of public 

administratim in Australia is an evidicticae to centralima. The 

substance of papaw gcrvernment was impaired Ity this weakness in local 
by 

goverment, and/the resultant "overly free use" at the device of the 

statutory corporation to menage cover:mut business and other 

activities," A parallel result sus the emergence of a near•bureaucracy, 

both in the regular public services and the corporations, and this was 

complicated both by the we use of paid-cal pressure, "sheltering 

under the respectable mantle of austere political theory" in the 

context of emnant omacerning the nature and purpose of goverment, 

end by the readiness of the goverment employees themselves to invoke 

political alliances to their own benefit. Public control over the 
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administration was sadly 'banking, and despite sixty years of 

experimentation there bad been little political assessment of the 

implications of the various administrative methods, in which the 

statutory corporation figured so largely. Bland =med up the current 

situation as one of drift, and stressed the need for more attentive 

government to restore this public control. 

In the following year, In an address on the subject at 

Decentralisation at the Sumner School of the Australian Institute Or 
the 

IbLitical Science (28), he amplified further his thoughts on /desirable 

localisation of government. Bringing government closer to the 

people, as contemplated ter decentralieatian, had its advantages. 

But this'aimed at administrative efficient tsr alone; in itself it 

could not do much to improve the quality of democratic goveument. 

To achieve the latter end, it was essential to *afford more 

opportunities for the people to participate in making  decisions that 

affect their way of life." This Involved devolution*  by which 

administrative responsibility for specific,  services would be throe at 

elected local bodies. In a deviation in this address, he rather. :  

surpris:ingly repeated his Stith in the parliamentary standing committee 

system to provide better popular supervision of public utility services 

entrusted to statutory corporations, despite the recent failure of the 

Ccemramealth Parliament's 13roadeasting Camaittee which he attributed 

to the fact that "getting the right man is often ooze difficult than 

inventing the most appropriate Mn." iblitical interference had 

been proved disastrous both for the various enterprises and for the 

public', and the standing comed.ttee, which should be less unwed by 

party doctrines, should provide a more competent and impartial rev. 
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If we were not willing to face up to this situation, we would seen 

be faced with the further complication of renewed demands for 

representative management - "the conflict between eandicalism and 

socialise. 

Take  all great thinkers, Bland had his share of critics, and 

on this occasion he was accused of twisting the word "decentralisation" 

to suit his own ends, and of being more collocated with improvements in 

a centralised system of government than with aseisting that cause. 

These criticisms were possibly true - being a realist, he endeavoured 

to divert thought frail a subject which seemed in Australia to lie only 

in the realms of fantasy, to considerations which involved merely the 

refinement of existing machinery; and in doing so he showed that his 

interest in the statutory corporation and its implications were as 

strong as ever. 

In 1948 Bland retired from the Chair of Public Administration 

at the University of Sydney. tre was soon to be elected as a Liberal 

i:lember of the Federal House of Representatives, and as Chairman of the 

Joint Cmnittee on Public Accounts his lifelong interest in public 

administration was not lost but rxrely transferred fan the academic 

to the political plane. The Ccnraitteo'stenty-first tteport on the 

Australian Alernimum /reduction Commission, a landmark in administrat-

ive history, considers at some length the implications of the statutory 

corporation as a device of goverment, and represents a continuation 

of Bland's work in this field. This landmark is considered in detail 

in Chapter Two. 
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It may be thought that too much attention has been paid in 

this thesis to the ideas and writings of one man. However, he is 

without doubt Australia's greatest student of the public corporation, 

and it is pointed out that the Australian Regional Groups of the 

Institute of Public M ia an tratLon saw fit to devote:At:ire issue 

of their Journal to the consecration or Professor Bland's services on 

the occasion of his retirement. The articles and addresses referred 

to above are representative of a career of more than thirty years 

devoted slant entirely to lectures and addressesland to the encourage-

ment of interest in the academic study of public administratics• His 

work may at times have appeared sanewhat untidy and inconsistent, and 

s. 	have alreaity been recorded. He has been accused of 

toxins such as underestimating the difficulty of separating politics 

from administrations  ambigrEty in his notion of official independence, 

being out of fashion in attempting to impose the idea of checks and 

balances on the twentieth century, and advocating a seater oentreaised 

bureaucracy in his proposed system or adadzastatative tribunals than 

that which he hoped to overcome• Sone of these criticism mew ,  have 

been valid, but in academic and administrative if not political circles 

Professor Bland had gone a ling way towards achieving his object of 

provoking thought on the subject of administrative practice and organ. 

isation• His apt description of his own method vies recorded by 

Mr. R.B. Parker in the comancestive Journal 

"I -cannot pretend to be able to answer all the questions I have 

been asked. That, after all, was not net intention* itr main 

purpose was to ask questions, to raise problems, and to offer 

'sane memento which 	it provoke a discussion** (29) 
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In this mencriall  lir. Parker recorded that Professor M.and work on 

the statutory con:oration was among his "most penetrating anslyses of 

current pro/Zes t°  and that in his attempt to answer the dilemma of 

popular control versus administrative efficiemv "lies perhaps his 

most distinctive contribution to our thought about public administrat-

ion.* (30) 

Sir Frederick Eggleston, whose valuable service in providing 

a literary record of the constructive work or the Victorian liberal 

statesmen, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has 

already been referred to, is another of Australia's foremost scholars 

of the public corporation. Eggleston's awn faith in the effectiveness 

of the truly autoacmous corporation for the management of public enter-

prises was clearly shown in his biography of George Swinburne (31), 

However his writings, after first.hand experience as a Victorian 

nistexr of the Crown •during the period 4924-27, provided a most 

informative study of the dangers to which this device was subjected by 

the frequent recourse of politicians to the exercising of patronage and. 

other partisan influence in the affairs of the various corporations. 

His ez,cerienoe led him to repudiate very definitely the cam= content-

ion that public enterprise was domed to fail because of the lack of 

incentive and initiative an the part of the public servants themselves - 

where the state had selected competent and responsible men to manage 

its undertakings, and had given them the deg;ree or autonomy outward 

by the designers of the statutory corpora a  , the result was almost 

invariably good. But parliament had been jealous or parting with its 

control and had usually retained sone power over administration, the 

result being *unsconeness", (32) 
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costs, and had ma:mended a corresponding increase in fares and 

freight charges. The Liberal Pretnier followed this advise, but in 

doing so presented his Conservative opponents. the traditional exponents 

of sound finance*, with a golden opportunity to gain public support. 

They therefore censured and defeated the Govan= nt. fought and won an 

election on the question of railway fares *  and at taking office reduced 

these by five per' cent*  thus augmenting the already large deficit. A 

goverment came close to defeat on an even more trivial matter coacemmin 

the railways. The Consaissioners bad granted free passes to voluntary 

fire brigade members to allow taxis to travel by rail to attend the 

annual denonstrationa. Agitation commenced to have the period of the 

pass extended*  but the Ccandasioners refused. On this patty issue a 

censure notion was threatened*  and would have succeeded if the govern. 

mut bad not intervened to effect a compromise. (A 

A final womple to 	that the elemocratic electorate has 

no thought for the future is furnished in Eggleston:is memoirs *  

published in 1953. Here he mentioned his: 

"vivid recollection of the way in which Victorian bills to 

and develop the forests were vigorously opposed by 

the Country Party 4...4. Itr. Owen limes *  the bee.d or *be Forests 

Costaission*  came to Cabinet pleading for the reservation. of a 

forest of eucalyptus global= near Cape °taw He said it would 

be a crime to let it go for settlement. it was spared far the 

time being*  but when I was out of Parliament I motored through the 

district and sew singe of men c4ting dom and blaming the trees. 

'tett{ have no vote.. There are now acre at theme bluevass in 

California than in Victoria. it is acknowledged that wind, 

greaten ea a grand scale is threatening north-wee Victoria. 
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This was first realised in the early 'twenties and a plan was 

put 1113 to Cabinet tasking for a provision compelling Italica holders 

to reserve a chain strip ar trees aroundeah fens., This vas 

3nughed out by the Count* Party sembers.n  (35) 

%gloat= recognised, in casual with the earlier libeanals 

wham he aastred so much, that develomental works such as irrigrtina 

end closer settlement pzeojects ince unattractive to private capital: 

Yet these Imre at seat naticoal importance ?  and he concede& that in 

such oases, because of the inevitable interest or the 'treasury in the 

provision of fixels, sole overriding ,governeest authority vast linavccidable. 

However, his writings axastituted a plea that the political sector of 

government should lift iteelf frau the decadent condition to vdrIch it 

had suck, that it should 	itself to the isepcctent policy issues, 

and that it shoal be content to progress seedy but surely by utilisirg 

to the greatest possible extent the findings at scientific istreestigat-

tale and the services of evert advisers. In brief, he believed that 

in such activities, political enthusiasms and ambitions had over-

stepped the bounds of misdeal, and that it we urgently necessary to 

stop the drift in government finance by introaning a more objective, 

more scientific and more restrictive attitude into this phases ,  at state 

politics. 

That such observations and lessons did not have erAplication 

in Victoria alone is apparent frog 'the similar strain of FraCessor 

Bland's work on the N.S.W. institutions, and .f. the dissertations of 

students such as B. Pitzpainek. and D.J. As in the Cossionwealth 

sphere. Any =maxis= is merely a matter of degree ?  and although the 

pcaitioal tcne of the Careersealth Parliament my usualix be aceseshat 
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higher than in the States where parochial ceosiderations assume 

greater importance, the interference and lack of encouragement shown 

to Comemealth enterprise4, particularly during the period of the 

Natievalist-Country Party Coalition Goverment, revealed "like  

tendencies. In these circumstances there is little incentive towards 

efficient operation. A ainilny* trend is apparent today, for the 

recent prolonged political uncertainty regarding the future of the 

Cetsaccriealth shin:Cu:1g and air lines surely. could not have passed un-

noticed by the staffs of the corporations involved. 

In the case of enterprises such as the railways, which had 

graduated frm the develomental stage and were capable of earning 

considerable revenue, Eggleston saw little or no excuse for the maint-

enance of political controls. He was firmly convinced that the 

efficient management of such enterprises depended on financial self. 

support. Ile wrote 

”The very highest economic authorities have stated that in a 

service of this kind it is a matter of cemplete indifference 

whether the cost is charged to the railway users or to the tax-

payers. This principle is absolutely unsound; in an ecenemic 

system the charges made for each service tend to stirtulate the 

activities Which depend on, or spring from, that service; there 

is a natural interaction, Which may be adjusted by conscious 

effort, but cannot be improved by arbitrary action to serve an 

unecanonic end." 

Ile instanced the uncertain prospects of industries established en. the 

basis of below-cost transport charges, and the vicious circle of land 

values which rise because of such undercharging, and thus themselves 
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prohibit any economic adjustment of charges. However, 

rt..... the chief reason against operating the railwws at a loss 

is the slackening of efficiency; no service can be efficient 

unless every worker in it feels sane reaponaibility for its success; 

the best wag for him to measure success is to co-operate towards 

an achievement which can be seen and realised; the best goal is 

a balanced 	and loss account. To budget for a loss is to 

discard a tangible measure of success and so diminish the incentiva 
wholesome 

But the/political power of the taxpayer had been replaced by the 

bravado of politicians, and "large losses have been cheerfully faced to 

gi've concessions to big interests, and cheaper fares and. lines to new 

districts." No efficient business would tolerate such practices. 

What then, he inferred, had become of the aim in creating statutory 

corporations of introducing business methods to public enterprise? (36) 

His view was that t. 

"As on instrument for public operation of. economic undertakings, 

the statutory corporation leaves little to be desired, but the 

austerity and restraint necessary to ensure success are regarded 

with hostility by the socialistic or labour politician, and ia 

practice the system has partially broken down." (37) 

!lost observers have argued that the purpose of public 

enterprises is not merely to make profits, but also to render a public 

service, and that, if a choice between these two piton is required, it 

is riert to sacrifice balanced budget sheets to permit continuation of 

COMMIllity services. Although there is much to be said for this point 

of view, our thanks are due to Sir Frederick Eggleston for showing us 
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so vividly the dangers which may result frau such a policy; and there 

is much logic in his argument concerning the effects of public intrigue, 

political blundering, and the absence of a balance-shoot-type measure 

of success. To him, heksever, these questions appeared to override the 

social service value of entesilvises operating below cost, lie therefore 

rem/mended a reduction in state enterprises, and the throwing of 

respond:W.11'V back onto the individual citizen, and way fraa the 

mantle of a. paternal and indulgent state. This =elusion gave a hint 

to the direction in which his future interest lay, for besides a life-

time of public service as an active participant in, and writer on l a 

wide range of topics such as financial enquiries, the dm:11=d of living 

foreign affairs and territorial administration., he lins  probably devoted 

more attention to the search for an Australian social philosopkv than 

any other scholar. (38) 

Eggleston's work on the public corporation is of inestimable 

value since it stresses the other side of the picture to that 

emphaaiscd by socialists and idealists whoselwritings meetly outnumber 

those of the classical liberals of Eggleston's type. Mere can be no 

question that the answer s  for our present-.&y cosmunity)lies somewhere 

between these two extremes, and Eggleston himself provided a partial 

answer to the quest for compromise, for as i 	ah Socialist AL. Rouse 

recognised (39), Socialism has to be efficient to justify its existence. 

Eggleston was one of the few Australian observers to cosasnt publicly as 

the high idealism, public spiritedness and sense of responsibility 

sham by senior public officials in this country, when permitted a large 

measure of initiative and freedom from irksome controls. In this, be 

preceded English authorities such as Sir Hubert Roldsviorth, who praised 

the sense of duty of the administrators of Britain's nationalised 
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the railways is economic - let us say 'efficient service at cost 

price?. t The economic end of the railways is a means to the 

ethical end of the State. If this distinction is blurred, the 

railways became the prey of selfish interests enetching for 

advantages in the name of Justice; and the State, perpetuaAy 

vexed and tormented with problems of mere living, is not free to 

take thottott of the good life." (40 

Eggleston's vices were opposed by Professor VI. Liacmahon Ball, 

who paid considerable attention to the etatutory corporation in an 

address on "The Ptaitical Implications of Planning" before the Sumter 

School of the Australian Institute of Political Science in 1934. In 

discussing the goal of planning, the place of the expert end the 

problem of authority, he put forward the view that the best prospect 

of achieving a fun,Toplarmed economy lay in the develop:tent of statutery 

corporations. This sort of control was much favoured by the English 

socialists, and many had been established by Conservative Gave.rtunents„ 

partial-I/ark, in Victoria. He believed that Eggleston, had, 

interested only in indi.vidualism and the "tent° effects of individual 

respectability," and that he had little vealvtliy fox. social and 

ecxxionic changee. He criticised Eggleston's narrow view of the 

measure of success, and himself outlined various possible goals to 

which the corporation zridat consciously be directed. It might be 

required to pay its way each year. Alternatively, however, it might 

be required to carry out develosemtal policy in the belief that 

inmodiate losses would be outweighbd by ultimate in to the cortraunity; 

or it could be directed towards some "extraneous social end" which 

could never be measured by a balance sheet. He believed it right 

that state activity should be directed towards both social and 
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economic ends. But here arose the complication, and in stating this 

his views were not far rammed free: those of Hancock we must never 

identify one end with the other, and we rust be quite clear in our onn 

minds as to "whether we advocate a policy because it is economic, or 

in spite of its being uneconomic." Having reached agreement on ends, 

we must then "patientkr learn to master the principles of an efficient 

administrative technique," and a possible solution, he .uggestedImight 

lie in perfecting the device of the public corporation and in utilising 

in its management the services of the emerging class of high.ly-skilled 

business administrators who se primar'y incentive is that of public 

service. (45) 

The overall 1.-re,,Ec1amess in this sort of argument, vihich 

in effect attempted to provide a theory to justify contemporary 

practfne;  lay in the fact that the very directing of public corporations 

towards social ends associated with overall national planning in itself 

meant an inevitable restriction in their managerial independence. The 

legal justification having by WM lost its force because of judicial 

inconsistency and the reduced area of Crean privilege, the remaining 

basic reason for preferring corporations to normal departmental 

administration had therefore disappeared. 

In recent years the academic spotlidit has been taken by 
of the Australian Regional Groups of the Royal Institute 

contributors to the JournL-1/of Public Administration. lir. Leicester 

Webb, then Reader in, and now Professor of, Political Science at the 

Australian National University, furnished an original and unusual 

interpretation of the change in the Australian attitude towards corpor-

ate auto:now after the financial depression of the nineteen-thirties, 

In a .1954 address entitled "Preedan and the Public Corporati;an." (46) 
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Re first sannarised the confusion of political philosophies in regard 

to the public corporation„lboth in Australia and abroad, during the 

present decade, with refreshing candour : 

"The history of public corporations is ate:A/daring one. At 

different times in different countries they have been resarded 

as the instruments cceSocialism and as devices of political 

reaction, as a means of bringing enterprises under donocratic 

control uma as a means of delivering enterprises fnma the evils 

of donocratic central; they have been acolairod as the only 

solution of the problem of managing nationalised industries and 

denounced as a hopeless failure in the management of nationalised 

industries. The conclusion to be drama from this diversity is, 

•I think, that to classify administrative bodies in accordance with 

whether they have corporate statits, is about as useful as 

•classifying nflimnig  in accordanowith. whether they have taile.q0 
• 

•Professor Uebb than summarised the conventional arguments used 

to justify the public corporation in preference to departmental manage-

ment; these included the corporate properties of freedom of operation, 

flexibility, business efficiency and opportunity for asperimentation. 

Yet, he arguedl  if this haunted freedom meant freedom on the one 

hand from political pressures and on the other hand from civil service 

staffing and financial =trap, "then it has to be said that the 

modern type of public corporation seldom has any of these advantages." 

For the lent twenty years, the trend, not only in A ustralia, but also 

in countries like Canada, the UnitedIfinulom and the United States, has 

been to restrict the freedom of the corporations. This has been dem 

tor 
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(a) tidatening policy control by increasing the range of 

decisions requiring 	approval and appointing 

Public Servants to the boards of the corporations; 

(b) impairing financial independence in various ways; and 

(c) insisting on staffing uraformity with 1.1ablie Service 

conditions. 

These restrictions have been the 	st inevitable result of the 

extension of government interest in the economic structure of the 

cammunit7 since the depression. Governments are ZION vitally concerned 

with problems such as national ixivestment and the level of employment 

hence public corporations cannot function in their con vratertidat 

compartments. Decisions must be made, not in the isolated context of 

the requirements of a particular industry *  but in the light of their 

general economic consequences. As 17ebb pointed out,"the end of 

laissez-faire was the end of the autonomous public corporation," and 

"the conventional case for the public corporation - that it permits 

greater flexibility in management and therefore greater efficiency than 

is possible in a governmnt department has therefore largely gone by 

the board." (48) 

Ile then asked whetherthis dwindling margin of freedom 

compensated them for "certain disqlli 14  ties which arise fron their 

internal structure." Such disabilities included the complex task of 

maintaining harElatii 011S 1703311218 relations between chairman and minister, 

and board and general manager. Ile believed that : 

ft 	 the public corporation, once it has ceased to be an island 

of administrative autonomy, is usually at a disadvantage because 

of its cumbrous structure at top, and seldom achieves the smootIrees 

and, simplicity of functioning which is found in a deportment with 
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a good permanent head and a minister who knows his mind 	 we 

are apt to forget that by the test of a century of experience, 

the departmental form is still the best device for reconci 

the conflicting requirements of clear allocation of responsibility*  

policy co-ordination with other agencies of government, and 

acconaitability to elected representatives of the people 	 most 

public corporations are handicapped because they have lost theirs 

autonomy and have nevertheless retained an administrative 

structure which requires, for its effective functioning, a 

considerable measure of corporate freedom 	 The orthodox type 

of government department is, for a parliamentary democracy, by far 

the best form of administration ytit devised." (49) 

he retreat from the earlier philo.sopkr of the public 

corperatton, being associated with the state's acceptance of overall 

responsibility for the national oconcely„ was not likely to be reversed 

as the state was not likely to relinquish this responsibility. In what 

cizeutostances, then, could the public corporation still serve a useful 

purpose? lie believed the arguments he presented ad not imply that 

the corporation was losing its usefulness, but merely that "its 

justificatien must be sought on mounds other than those of managerial 

efficiency." In federal states, for example, it provides a convenient 

method of managing enterprises vthich overlap the barrier between central 

and provincial governments. It also permits repzesentaticn of 

interested groups in management, although in this field there is much 

roam for improvement • L'ebb feared the problan of conflicting loyalties 

of the government nominee an marketing boards, while other observers 

have drays) attention to the same problem in the case of representatives 

of sectional interests. 
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Professor Webb suggested that a third field of usefulness for 

the public corporation "arises fran the requirement that public serventm 

Shnll  not, individually or collectively, criticise publicly the actions 

or policies of the government*" Thus : 

0 	 departmental administration Is inherently unsuitable for 

institutions of higher learning, for research institutions, and 

for services such as broadcanting Which are required to provide 

the cassmaitywith news services and to promote discussion of 

social and political problems*" 

Be quotedineidents fran the depmrbmuftUymenaoad/retional Broadcast-

ing service of New Zealand to prove his assertion that the two foams 

of control will inevitably produce signif'icently different results 

wherever discussion of social values is immelved, and that "no 

community should tolerate day-todaylifiristerial control of a cultural 

institution." Tho device of the public corporation is thus of extrane 

value in provieringaframsork within which cultural autonagy is 

possible. But the organisation itself is not sufficient t competent 

andeourageous administrators are required to overcome the tendency for 

those influences which result ftan the curtailment of economic autonagy 

to intrude also into this field of cultural autonemy. (50) 

ProfesaorWabbls mblished interest in the statutory corporat-

ion has not been confined to this single mnression of opinion. He 

has also contributed an article on the public corporation in New 

Zealand, in company with Professor G. Samaria article on Australian 

corporations, to the Canadian symoosiun edited by Professor W. 

Friedmemn. (51) Again, man,y of his views summarised in the proceed -

ins parekgraphs have been repeated pith added emphasis due to their 

relevance to a specific current problem, in further contributions to 
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the Australian literature cm public corporations at the time of 

enquiry by the Public Aci....unts Cantnittee of the Canenonwealth Parliament 

into the affairs of the Australian Aluminium Productien Crimissicia 

during 1954. and 1955. (52) The latter contributions will be 
Two 

considered, in relation to the report of thisenquix' 7, in Chapter / (f) 

of this thesis, while, at the risk of some repotiticn,his views will 
Three 

be referred to in Chapter /, since they represent probably the 

most important attempt to ratienalis' e the public corporation in the 

post-war Saltstralian setting. (53) 

Another academic coatributien of great importance is tbat 

of Ur. T,II. Kewley, Beni= Lecturer in l‘iblic Administratien at the 

University of Sydney, and his associate, law Joan Ryden. A joint 

article in 1949 was devoted to the study of anc imter-governmental 

corporatien, the Joint Coal Board. (54) Later joint articles 

contributed MAIMS of personnel practice in the Cannonwealth Govern-

ment Corporations, and of the statutory provisions governing the 

cyripnisatica and operation of these corporations. (55) These articles 

were fo/lowed by a searching anal,ysis by !Asa lilyclon, in two instalments„ 

of the history of the Australian Uroadcasting Canmission. (56) This 

work involved a detailed examination of a number of issues clearly 

auggesting that post-deperessicsi trend may from the autonomous 

corporation which formed the keystone of Webb '13 "Freedom and the 

Po.bLic Ccrrporatiaa," and it will be referred to in '•estex- detni 1  in 

Chapter Two of this thesis. 

Early in 1957„ Mr. Kewley contributed an introductory 

article to the special number of the Australian Journal of Public 

Administration devoted to "Public Enterprise in Australia", in which he 
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discussed the public enterprise setting for the Australian statutory 

corporations, and restated the main issues of continuing argument in 

this field. (57) In this introduction, he traced the early history 

of the Australian corporations, the numerous diverse functions for 

which this device had been utilised, and the more recent Ccurtonwealth 

dWmelopmnts. In the latter connecUon„ he referred to the competitive 

nature of many Commonwealth corporations, to the parallel existence of 

business activities rim by •ordinary departments, and to the occasional 

recourse to the mixed undertaking in which both goverment and private 

interests hold shares. After commenting on the recent tendency to 

subject corporations to an increasing measure of political control, he 

furnished a comprehensive analytical account of certain aspects of 

major importance to the study of the public corporation, i.e. the 

conditions of appointment and tenure and the composition of the gamm-

ing boards, personnel, finance, and public accountability, including 

nrinisterial end par 

 

tory control, lie concluded by observing it to ant 

 

that the trend towards restricted freedom had inevitably resulted from 

the increase in government coonorrit, activities, which, in the words of 

American writer Leonard El. Yani.te, required the co-ordination and control 

of the policies of corporations "to the end that the policy of the 

government as a Whole shall be free fran contradiction." This trend 

had emphasised the problem of reconciling accountability and managerial 
the 

freedom, and/confusion created by various attempted solutions to this 

problom had resulted in a situation whereby : 

	 the citizen has often to endure the worst of the two worlds 

of bnsinPss and governmnt, rather thno to enjoy the best of these 

two worlds, as was claimed would be the case by some of the 

supporters of the statutory corporation." (58) 
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The public corpara.tion has also proved a fruitful field 

of study for lem..1 scholars. Thus Professor G. Sewer contributed a 

valuable =nary of the Australian position to a syraix)sitm in 195/1. 

edited by Profeesor W. Friedman, who at that time held the Chair of 

Ccarparative Law at the University of Toronto, Conada. (59) This 

summary  covred historical and administrative aspects, and, as was to 

be expected, also devoted considerable attention to -the legal status of 

the Australian corporations. Thus, Professor Sewer shoed that a 

recognition of the legal advantages of corporate status actually 

preceded the realisation of managerial advantages. He also shooed 

that, with the gradual modification of the legal doctrine of iximaity 

of the Ormi, these legal advantages became less obvious and less 

aintinct, with the result that Australian Courts todm share the general 

confusion about the nature of the public cerporation. An earlier 

interest in the legal position was sheen by Professor LII. Bei/ey, now 

Solicitor-General. (60) 

Professor Friedmann, who edited the eymposium to which ' 

Sower contributed, is also a student of the" legal aspects of Australian 

corporations in his oval right. He developed this interest robi.le 

holetinf3 the Chair of Pablic Law at the University of Melbourne, and 

in 192i8 published a comprehensive maalyas and commentary on the 

judicial position. (61) In this article he referred to earlier 

investigations by Melbourne University authorities into the question of 

liability of incorporated public authorities in relation to the shield 

of the Crown; demonstrated the loss of urgency of this problem to the 

extent that the Crown i-bEekr has been made lieble (except in Victoria 

itself, -where the CrOcel retained its impunity in tort); cited and 

discussed relevant decisions; examined the disconcerting argtments of 
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various legal authcrities; and pleaded for the full leaal 

of incorporated public authorities and far the abandonment of the 

fallacious judicial distinction between governmental and nen—goverrtrntal 

functions. Writing Later of caripori'tive judicial &magma:rats in the 

United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia, he observed that British 

countries 'broadly concurred in regarding the public corixantien as the 

best tethod of combining the principles of public service and ownership 

with those of imager-IA,  responsibility and financial scam:ratability. 

He outlined the general characteristics of the corporations *, and 

briefly referred to problems of practical adtrinistration. lie believed 

that : 

'There is no contradiction between the . principle of the widest 

possible autarchy of monagement„ and the right of the nation, 

represented by Cabinet and Par 	t to call  the corporations 

to account on netters of goneral public policy, or the misuse of 

publics money 	The public corporatien is an 3?-mtitution 

deliberately desibaed to integrate public entet-kwise with the 

carton law 4rstem. The courts can help this purpose by a full 

appreciation and application of the principles governing the 

public corporation. Thect can hinder it by applying nineteenth 

century ideas to twentieth century problems." (62) 

There can be no doubt that the courts have contributed to the general 

confusion regarding the nature of the public corvacation (scee examples 

of this were referred to in the preceeding coatis= of -this thesis), but 

one =ciders whether Professor Friedmenn's legal interests have not some-

what clouded his critical appreciation of the difficulties currently 

associated with discovering the "principles govcrning the 1-A.:bile 

corporation.' 
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A pleasing development is the increasing number of administ-

rators who are sharing in this academic study of the public corporation. 

The very able analysis of the history and characteristics of the N.S.W. 

Railways organisation by Mr. P.C. Garside *  then Assistant Ccenissioner, 

is an early example. (63) Studies of particular corporations by their 

semi= officers have appeared in the Journal from time to tirrl, while 

Mr. L.R. East, Chairman of the Victorian State Rivers and Water Supply 

Ccumission widened his interest to discuss the question "Wily have 

boards and (=missions?" (64). Mr. W.J. Campbell *  Auditor-General of 

has also published a valuable onalysis' of the use made of the 

statutory corporation in his own State *  portiornarly frau the point of 

view of financial practice. (65) 

Another outstanding contribution was the prize-winning essay 

"Official Independence and the Statutory Corporation," by J.E.Willoughby 

of the Metropolitan Water, SI3VtieraZe and Drainage Board s  Sydney. In this 

essay, Mr. Willoughby examined the position of the judiciary, which 

represented "to the highest degree the phenanemn or official independ-

(weer he then traced the effect of the growth of the social service 

state on traditional administrative organisation, outlining the 

movement towards the corporation and the later movement to restrict the 

autcrimy of the corporations so created. le contrasted the "de jttres 

independence of many corporations in relation to statutory powers with 

the "de facto" limitations imposed by Cabinet's ability to threaten 

amendment or reconstitution, and saw a pressing need for acceptance of 

the implications of the public corporations into our theory of governmer 

tiith other administrators he discounted fears of bureaucracy; his fear 

was rather that of capricious political interference. However s  he 

recognised that in a democracy official independence could not be 
absolutes  since 
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responsibility was fundamental. The best icind of administrative 

organisation, he believed, -eould be are intended primarily to cam 

out its duties effialently, but which in addition showed clearly Where 

resided the responsibilities for policypeaking and exeoutien, which 

provided effective safeguards against political interference in the 

detail of administraticn, which facilitated continuous symathetio 

understanding and interpretation of public opinion, and which perrnitted 

Wonted action "in the litp.t of changing social needs and scientific 

and technical propiess." It %%es also important to recognim that 

"the spirit and morale of the highest officias affects strongly and 

deeply the tone of the whole orgardsation." The tank of satisfying 

all these reoluirements is obviously an itzmense one -Lit. Willoud)hy 

examined various existinp, types of corporation, attempted to assess 

the best features of these varier= types, and pleaded for a clear 

appreciation of the primary purpose of each : 

"Mere efficiency is the p rimo objective, it seems that 

independence should be increased. where direct parliamentary 

control 	 is desired, then independence should be at a 

minimum." (66) 

/lore recently, Sir Richard Boyar, Chain= of the Australian 

Broadcasting Cermission, has contributed to the literature on the 

public corporation, first to refute certain opinions expressed by Miss 

Joan Item whose study of this corporation has already been referred to t  

and then to dim= the statutcey corporation as a democratic device. 

In this latter contribution he a:mined the reasons fbr creating 

corporations and the much-debated conflict between democratic princriole 

and governmental aflame:7. He believed, homier, that the statutory 

corporation 
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	 has proven itself a deraocratic device which can be use 

fully employed to relieve our legislators of much of the 

intoldrable burden of public administraticia." 

The basic distinction governing the operations of statutory corporations 

was that they were responsible, not to their ministers as were the 

departments,but through their ministers to parliament - or, in other 

words, parliament required of its carpi:retie/is the same degree of 

accountability CZ it required of its ministers. 

The relative simplicity of this view conflicts stran,gely 

with that of many of the observers quoted above. It is a very 

satisfying interpretation of the wag a corporation should work in a 

democracy„ and has been supported by 17.3. Campbell, the 	Ate's  tar- 

General. Campbell wrote of the corporations as paralleling ministers 

in the executive branch of government, and Vlorking throueb than only 

for liaison purposes. He eamented 

".... just as is the miriisterial executive, so also is the 

corporation answerable to Parliament, which having created the 

corporation can restrict or enlarge its powers or terminate it 

at will." (68) 

This could be described as the idealist view. However, it 

leaves =answered the important ouestions of how this accountability 

is to be effected, rm.) thether, since this is still required and a 

minister will presumbly act as spokesmen, the cenventicnal derxixotrant 

with its fully responsible minister is not on infinite3,y smoother device 

of public arlrrini  stratial. liareover, in New South Wales, the State about 

which Campbell was writing, the parallel mid equal exietence of corporat- 
other: 

ions and mixHisters has net been achieved, far, as Professor Bland and/ 
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have pointed out by po1itic1 appointrents tand other serious 

modifications of corporate autonomy, the status of corporaticriz has 

been compromised. Such an idealist interpretation also raises a 

fkirther problesn, demaristrated by the controversy which centred around 

the role of the Cannonwealth Dank Board in the depression. 	This 

board opposed and hindered the reork of the populorly-elected Government, 
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end yet it was Obvioual47 in harry with the feeling of the Senate. 

Thus, by virtue of the accidental allocation of fames in a bi-cameral 

parliament (accidental from the point of view of public administration), 

it is possible for a corporation to reflect the majority will in 

parliament and yet for its policies to be camletelyunacceptable to the 

Government. This of course is a problem for the constitutionalist. 

It is sufficient to say here that this situation is by no means 

undesirable where cultural activities are concerned, but that it should 

not be allowed to interftre with the government's responsibility for the 

health of the economy. This throws us back to ErafesexaC;ebb's view on 

the justification of corporations, expressed in 4954. 

The above situation, whereby the Government VW out of step 

with the majority will of the 

 

Houses of Parliament, is not, • • 

 

of course, the general rule, and it does not imply that the idealist 

interpretation of the role of corporations should not have vide 

application. Yet it is just as well that other Observers have broucht 

under notice the problems that can develop, and have on many occasions 

seriously damaged the working of numerous corporations. We cannot 

doubt that Sir Richard Boyer is in the best position to camment on his 

own corporation, and other-evidence suggests that the Commonwealth 
have 

governments / been more disposed to respect the peculiar characteristics 

of corporations, subject to the recent limitation of overall autanaw, 
their 

than have I state counterparts. The general effect of the academie 

work on public corporations. in Australia has been, however, to high.. 

light the difficulties associated with the various attempts to reconcile 

accountability and managerial freedom. 
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This nituatj on has perhaps been beet described by American 

observers. Professor Pritchett, for example*  entitled an article on 

the subject "The Paradcze of the Government Corporation.° (69), and 

Harold Seidman, after obeervIngEk.itidh Probasmrlibbsoa's view that 

the public corporation was "one of the most sigaificant institutional 

innovatione of our time," cemented that he "miartemll have added .... 

one of the most controversial institutional innovations of our time." 

Seickxuewent on to describe "the contradictions and strange paradoxes" 

of literature on the subject, and concluded that "if there is a single 

underlying theme ...., it is distrust of Epvernment." While this 

=elusion is more applicable to the United States and Canadian 

corporations, there is almost universal validity of his contention 

that public corporations are created for public purposes, that in this 

they are just 11Tro any other govennment agency, and that the difference 

is only in the method employed to perform their functions. The 

objective, in his view, should therefore be, not freadm franc a/1 

goverment regulations, but only from those unsuited to business 

operations. (70) In Australia, of course, Labour politics have 

prevented the observance of even this modified principle of autonamr. 

This philosophical paredax is as obvious in the political as 

in the academic field. Fbliticians have created the various corporat-

ions, mit yet one of them, Ur. U.A. Leslie, is reported to have asked at 

the Public Accounts Committee enquiry into the affairs of the Alereirelum 
us 

Frodnetian CommieAon : "Is there a machine to protect/against Govern- 

ment Coomiesimer (71) Politleal actions and judicial decisions have 

contributed to our muddled thinking, and much of the resulting 
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literature, despite the best of intentions *  seems rather to have 

added to this confusion. Friedmann was not the orily writer to see 

the adimin' istvative issues ii a simple lidit s  and .mirely to overcame 

confusion there must be a general return to implc propositions, for onl: 

in that way 	lies clarity of thought on the st.212Ject. 
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1901.1 p2 	EMILY TEM. 

The Ccemonwealth Parliament, after its inception in 1901 

lost little time in legislating for the amazement of its Public 

Service, and in doing so, it adapted the by then widely-accepted 

principles of uniformity of control by an independent non-political 

authority, and uniform staffing conditions. The Public Service Act 

of 1902 (1) exempted frau its provisions only very special categories 

such as Justices of the iligh Court, Members of tie Inter... State 

Camissim, the Auditor-General, and mothers of the Naval and 

Military Forces. 

Four decades later, however, the Public Service Board was 

able to record, after listing the Departments under its control, 

that 

"Maw important Commonwealth agencies are not subject to 

control by the Public Service Board, for example : 

Australian Broadcasting Commission, 

Australian National Airlines Commissioa, 

Commonwealth Bank, 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, 

Commonwealth Railways, 

High Commissioner's Office, Landm, 

Joint Coal Board, 

Maritime Industries Commission, 

Stevedoring Industry COMILS13102, 

Overseas Teleccmuunication.s 002/11iSSiarl (Australia) 

Officers of Parliament, 

Commodity Boards under the Department of Comwerce." 
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and to comment very mildly that : 

"As origine13.y designed, the Public Service Act was 

intended to cover Coornonwealth employment generally, with acme 

limited exceptions. The successive establishment of these 

independent authorities has led to a multiplicity of Ccamonwealth 

staffing and wage-fia. -ing controls, with consequent anomalies and 

inequalities in conditions of Ceeraanwealth employment. 

Obviousl,y such a position requires co-ordinating machinery, 

and the Board is making enquiries with a view to its 

establisher:a." (2) 

Public Service reform was first seriously suggested by the 

Northcote-Trevelyan Report of 1854. After a half-century of 

agitation, the principles enunciated in that Report ware widely 

accepted and practised in British countries - so that public opinion 

and the reformers sought new fields to conquer. A principle is 

always in danger when it is so widely accepted that people no longer 

bother to defend it, and thus each of the "independent authorities" 

created by the Connonwealth Parliament during the twentieth century 

has involved a further weakening of these wise and soundly-based 

principles. The development of the public corporation has brought 

with it a new set of principles which will be cliscussed in their 

application to the Ccemenweath corporations in the following sections. 

lion/ever the existence of conflicting principles has confused thinking 

an public service orgarus* ation and weakened resistance to abuse even 

in many areas where one set or other of these principles is zenerally 

applied. The consequent compromising within the regular Public 

Service of the basic and allied principles of liniried control and 
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The party in 1908 had no idea of the difficulty vihich was to be 

experienced in later years in reel:maim% these two concepts. 

After its election in 1910, the ftsher Labour Ministry 

was persuaded by private banking interests- that there were no 

profits in banking, and it dt•opped the bank frau its prozgramme. (14A) 

Most observers attribute the defeat of the Government on this issue 

by the rmikmend-fi.'le in Caucus, and the forcing of the introduction 

of the Camel:tweeIth Bank Bill, to the unshakeable faith of 094falley, 

and to his patience and political organising ability through the 

so-called "Torpedo Brigade"; although O'Malley himself„ in a 

national broadcast as the Australian Broadcasting Commission's 

"Guest of Honour" on 28 January 1951, attributed his final succe.ss 

partly to the sudden approving interest shorn by Archbishop Carr, 

the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne. (5) nuis it was that, 

in moving the second reading of the bill under compulsion in 1911, 

Andrew Fisher (Prime Minister and Tzvasurer) made no reference to 

any difficulties In the current banking situation, but stated that 

"the question of a State bank has been preminently before the people 

of Australia for many years" and that "this is the time to legislate 

.• a time of prosperity and financial calm." (6) 

The legislation T.vas attacked both inside and outside 

Parliament on the ground that it was a socialistic measure. A 

more specific objection or the Fusion Dirty Opposition (Liberals 

and Conservativei to the Bill centred around the proposed Savings 

Bank functions _:n the grounds that State Governments were already 

operating Savings Banks and that unnecessary davlicatiLen of services 
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would result - in fact, by 1932, all State Savings Banks except 

those of Victoria and South Australia had been absorbed by the 

Conmoneealth Bank, The Oppositien also criticised the wide powers 

given to the Governor and suggested instead a Board of Directs= - 

however they had no clear ideas on the division of powers between 

their proposed Board and the Treasurer. Replying to these 

criticisms, Fisher stated 

"....`the circumstances are new and peculiar. I do not 

think the fact that there is caly one man makes the conditions 

dangerous - in fact they are stronger and safer because we axe 

pitting our trust in one man, with another man ready to take his 

place - in scan respects he will have an autocrat's position 

(but)if we get the right man I have no doubt that we are pursuing 

a right course in that regard. No doubt there wifl be 

criticism of this proposition, and it may be contended. that the 

general manager of any of the existing banks is controlled by 

his directorate. / have heard, , however, on excellent authority, 

that about the best thing a board of directors of a bank ever do 

is to select a coapetent general manager and then religiously 

draw their fees. In our case we have what is equal to a Board - 

• what I mean is that Parliament meets at least once a year  

provision is made for Parliament to be informed (of failures on 

the part of the Governor of the Bank,) and it can by legislation 

reevide a =reedy." (7) 

This rather naive statement nevertheless shows that the Coxmcnweath 

Parliament had for the first time in its biztory considered the 

desirability of an alternative kind of public authority desimed to 
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bring the freer .management or private enterprise into the field of 

public adm3n4 :itratice. That the views held by the Federal 

politicians on the organis' ation and coatro/ of such bodies were 

immature and even infantile can be seen frcm a single example: 

cn being questioned as to who would decide what constituted good or 

bad behaviour on the part of the Governor, Fish.er replied that thi-q  

was not explicitly stated in the bill, but he understood that the 

High Court would make any necessary declaims. (8) 

The Cormanwealth Bank Act of 1911 (9) provided that the 

Bank should be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a 

common seal and. that it could hold land and sue and be sued in its 

corporate name *a this phraseology has been copied by the Cormarraealth 

Parliament for almost all 'boards and COMELBSi0113 entrusted with the 

management of public enterprises to give them a legal identity in 

their 	 riert. A Governor was placed in charge with an Assistant 

Governor whose only speoifieal.ly defined duty was to deputise for the 

Governor during his absences! They were to be appointed by the . 

Governor-General for a term of seven years subject only to good 

behaviour, and they were elieble for re-appointment. The Act 

provided that their salaries were to be fixed by the Governor-General; 

the first Governor, Sir teaser) Miller, was in fact appointed at a 

salary of Z14000 p.a., this figure being fixed by agreement between 

himself' and the Prime Minister - he accepted office oa °encliticsi that 

the Bank was to be absolutely free from political control. (10) 

The powers delegated to the Governor were prescribed by the Act. He 

was completely free to engage his own staff, to fix their conditions 

of employment, and to establ mkt branches of the Bank in any part of 
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the Comonwealth or its territories; and with the Treasurer's 

=went, he mad establish overseas branches, and. make rules for 

the good goverrmwert of the Bank, for the classification a Bank 

officers *  far the ovision of a superannuation fund, and for any 

other purpose to facilitate the carrying on of the business of the 

Bank. 

The Act provided for the issue of debentures by the Bank 

to finance its operations. These debentures were to be guaranteed 

14, the Ccxamonwealth. In fact, however, the Bank borrowed Z109000 

frail the Canaolidated Revenue Arid, and as profits were made almost 

frau the start this advance was soon repaid. It has never been 

necessary for the Bank to issue debentures or stock, and the Act has 

been amended from time to time to provide for the disposal of excess 

profits. 

One historian has commented on the "Almost autocratic 

pewee placed in the hands of the Governor as a means of overcming 

early fears that the institution would becalm' subject to political 

control. (11) In fact, the Governor was given very wide powers in 

coder to establish the Bank on a sotaad footing in competitim with 

private.ly-oened banks, and the Goverment agreed to Governor Miller's 

condition of appointment that it should be completely free fraa 

political control. Three laws were left open for the Treasurer *  or 

Parliament, to intervene 

(i) Certain of the Governor's powers were subject to the 

Treasurer's consent;, 

(ii) the Governor-General had power to make regulations affecting 

the Bank, and 
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iii) the Bank was required. to present detailed finanei 

, statemente regularly for the information of the Treasurer 

and Parliament. 

A comparison with more recent corporations veal *  however, confirm 

that opportunities for political intervention were indeed slight. 

It is obvious that when the Federal Ittrliament created the 

Como:wealth Bank in 1911 *  it had little or no understanding of the 

nature of public corporations. In fact the founders of the bank 

sought merelr a canpromise between two forms which were then well-. 

known*  i.e. a ministerial department and a private bank. Sale 

government omanisations, forermmers of the modern public 

corporation*  had already appeared in the Australian States*  in the 

United Kingdom end. elsewhere*  with features which differentiated 

them from the ncomml department - yet the debates on the Commonwealth 

Bank Bill suggest that members of the Federal Parliameat *  lacking even 

the eorperience of other legislatures in this field*  were groping in 

the dark to devise an alternative fora of organisation for a public 

entenrise for which political aawinistraticn did not apsear to be 

suitable. From these modest beginnings have grown the very 

powerful Central Bank of today*  and indeed*  all the other non-  

departmental public authorities of the Comnonwealth. 

The original bank was simply a publicly.owned financial 

institution operating in car/petition with private institutions with 

similar rights and functions.' Although at the time the legislation 

was widely regarded as being a socinli  At  measure*  later observers have 

weed, while conceding the great work of the first Governor*  Sir 

Danison Miller*  in consolidating his position and paving the way for 
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future advances, that in its original form it was "not a bank which 

could be used to bring about 'socialism in our time". (12) There 

was :then no strong attempt 1>3 carry through a conwehensive national-

isation of the banking system, and Fabian observers Davies and Serie 

have expressed the general opinion clearly by describing the 

'establishment of the Bank as "the rounding•off of liberalism." (13). 

Thus the Commonwealth Bank was launched* it is probable that 

not eien the visionaries like tritallety could foresee the major role it 

was soon to play in the Australian economy, for in the early part of 

the centany-  concepts such as central banking and governmental respons-

ibility for the overall national economy were scarcely recognised* The 

Bank's record in World War 1 &wryer, gave hints of things to COM% 

An amending Act of 1914. (14.) had given the Bank power to issue debentures 

up to a =mina of L1%000,000, and to take over other banks, but without 

making iamesdiate'use of either provision, it was able to render Inmense 

services during the ter, rt acted as VW flyi,iP1  flout for the 

Canronwealth in Landon, it raised vast sums of loan money for the 

Cormamiwealthis war effort, it handled the gold trade and financed primat7 

industries to the extent of £436,000,000, and on the urgent request of 

Priam Minister !babes, cabled from London In 1916, it found £2,000,000 

almost immediately for the purchase of the Comnanwealth Line of 

Steamers* (15) At the end of the war, the 	s standing ausatInanaial 

institution, if not as a central bank in the mode= sense, was firmly 

established; and a further emending Act of 1920 (16) transferred the 

Australian note issue from the Cam:wealth Treasury to a seperate 

*Note Issue Deportment" of the Bank with the proviso, however, that In 

times of national emergency the Treasurer could 'by proclamation resume 

ccatrol. 	This department was placed under the 
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ocntrol of the Australian Notes Board, which included the Governor 

of the Bank as "ex-officio" Chairman, and three Directors of whom 

one was to be an officer of the Canso:wealth Treasury. Operating 

loosely within the framework of the Casmcrevealth Bank, this Board 

aid. not itself have the legal identity of a public corporaticn, but 

it is of significance because the teems at al:point:sent of the three 

'Directors" vvere embodied in mew later acts establishing public 

corporations. Initial appointments were, subject to good behaviour, 

for periods of five, four, and three years respectively, this 

staggering being designed to avoid a casplete change of personnel 

at any crae tims and thus to preserve ectitinuity in administration. 

THE COLEIONWEALTH RAILWAYS. 

Other develop:tants during the seccami decade of the 

Canmonwealth Parliament were to lead before leng to the foxmation 

of new public corporations. By 1917 the Commonwealth had accepted 

responsibility for the censtraction and operation of three railway 

systems in sparselyvopulated parts of Australia. These were the 

Trans-Continental Railway, whose construction by the Ccassrmealth 

Department of Works and Railways was nearing ccmpleticn; the line 

northwards from Bert Augusta, which was constructed and serviced by 

the South Australian Government on the Commotwealthts behalf; and 

the line south from Daroin which was controlled by the Northern 

Territory AckinistratIcn. 

The new Nationalist Goverment decided to place the three 

systems under unified control, and Iht• W.A. Watt (now Gaimonwealth 

Minister for Works and Railways), speaking on the FtedJ.ways Bill in 

1917, informed the House that the bill provided "for non-political 
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control by a Oannissioner.° He explained that the intention was 

merely to faller/ the practice of the State Governments which in 

every case had decided on non-political control as the more 

• preferable for railways administration; and that as a result maw 

of the pePolrisions of the bill  were borrowed from state railerg 

statutes. (17) Thus the provisions relating to the =loyal of 

the Ceramissicner were copied from the Victorian railways legislation 

while the limitation of expenditure without ministerial approval to 

a maximum of £5000 was already applied bromily in all state railway .  

systems - both Ixrovisions have been repeated many times in later 

Cannanwealth legislation creating public corporations. Two 

interesting questions were raised during the 1917 debates. One 

water asked Whether the proposal involved the creation of a new 

department and the MilliSter replied, in the affirmative • it was not 

until many years later that members recognized the separate identity 

of public corporatichs. Then an Opposition spokesman suggested 

that Parliamert should have a say in the appointment of the 

Cannissionert  the Minister replying with the rhetorical questien 

"We have responsible government. ilow can Parliament appoint except 

by intrusting the Executive with the selection?" (18) 

The Cannoneealth Railways Act of 1917 (19) provided that 

the Governer...General was to appoint "a fit end proper person" to be 

Cannonwea-lth Railways Cannissioners  and added that a bankrupt was 

not eligible for selection. The Oconissioner was to hold office 

cbrring good behaviour for a term not exceeding five years, and was 

eligible for re-appointment. He was to be a body corporate with 
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legal rights and obligations SirTrilev  to those of the Commormenith 

Bank. The Minister was empowered to sursend the Ccranissionexr for 

inability, inefficiency, mismanagement or mi-sbehaviour, or red'usal 

or neglect or failure to carry out any of the provisions of the Act. 

Following a suspension, the Minister was required to 3.67 a full 

statement of his reasons before both Rouses of Parliament, within 

fourteen sitting days; if within sixty days both HOUse3 presented 

an address to the Goversper.General seeking restoration of thee 

Comoissioner, he was to be restored to attic° - otherwise- the 

•Governor-General would =elm the suspension and declare the office 

vacant. The office was also to be regarded as vacant if the 

Casoissicner engaged in any other emplegnuat; if he absented. hiumnelf  

rdthout leave; 	if he became bankrupt or perranerrtly incapable of 

performing his duties; or if he became ccemerciaLly interested in 

any contract or agreement nvide by or on behalf of the Commonwealth 

Railways. Salary was to be fixed by the Governor-General before 

each appointment s  but this was not to exceed £2000 p.a. The 

Comaissioner was empowered to appoint staff to hold office "during 

pleasure cnly," and to determine their salaries and conditions of 

esqlloyment. Re could certify to the Minister that certain edifices 

should be permanent, and could make appcintinents to these offices 

and submit lists of such permanent appointments to the Minister for 

gazettal. Variations of salaries above £500 were subject to the 

approval of the Governor-General. Retiring age was from sixty to 

sixty-five. The staff of the Railway Service were covered by the 

Arbitration (Public Service) Act; and an Appeal Board was 

constituted, to consist of a Chairman who was to be a special. 
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magis' trate appointed by the Minister, a member appointed by the 

Consaissicner from the Railway Service, and an elected representative 

of the employees. This Board was to her and determine appeals 

o.gainst dismissal or desoticn; its decisiaa was final, and it bad 

power to talcs evidence. The salary of the Comdssioner was regarded 

as a straight.out charge on the Consolidated Revenue Fund, into which 

all receipts were to be paid. Other moneys as required were 

subject to Parliamentary appropriatics„ the Ccuraissicner being 

required to sub:lit annual estimates in a form approved by the 

Minister. 

In spite of the Government *a cceitention that the Act 

provided for non-political control, the Minister's povmers Imre 

fairly comprehensive. has approval was needed before the 

Commissimer could enter into any contract exceeding £5000 or 

purchase farm overseas sources material costing more than £1000 or 

railway engines, rolling stock, or power. Sindlarly Idnisterial 

approval was needed before the Commissioner could fix fares and 

freight charges, incur expenditure on special work or lease Cannon. 

wealth Reilly/vs property. The Minister was empowered to request 

the Camdssioner to carry cut matters of general policy, and the 

Act provided that "if any doubt or difference of opinion occurs 

respecting the provisions of this section, the doubt at difference 

aay finally be determined by the Cove:mar-General." It was further 

provided, however, that if such a direction adversely affected 

railway finance, the mount of the loss should be made good by 

Parliamentary appropriaticte. Parliament reserved for itself the 

rigit to approve the construction of rew railways by special 
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legislation in each case and the ridat to =view by-laws made by 

the Commissioner; while the Minister had specific power to compel 

the Commissioner to fence railways. Finally, quarterly reports 

mire to be furnished to the Minister getting out approximate 

expenditure and receipts during the quarter, the general condition 

of lines and traffic accommodations  special rates fixed, and 

appointments and removals of permanent employees; annual reports 

and balance sheets were required for presentation to Parliament, 

showing in particular stocks on hands  depreciation of property, 

promess of railway works and an account of all. mcneys received and 

eavended; and the Commissioner was expected to furnish any other 

reports or documents required by the Minister. 

The detailed administrattve provisions in the Caumonmealth 

Railways Act contrast strangely with the vagueness of the Coroxzwealth 

Bank Act 1911.   The reason for this difference would appear to lie in 

the fact that in each case Parliament had attempted to copy 

contemporary organisations with similar functions. Thus private 

banks with no provision for political control were taken as a model 

for the Commonerealth Bank, whereas, since railway development in 

Australia had. always been regarded as a province of goverment, the 

models on which the Caxxxrwealth Railways orvnisatiom was framed 

were characterized by greater emphasis' on channels of accountability. 

The Coomenwealth Railways function today with an orgsnisatiaa that is 

virtually unchanged (except for details such as an increased salary 

for the Cosmissicnex). The Cczmdssioner now controls the Trans. 

Australia Railway from Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie, the Central 

Australian RaUway from Dort Augusta to Alice Springs, the Northern 
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Railway five Darwin to Etirdum, and a few miles of railroad within 

the Australian Capital Territcag from Canberra to Queanbeyan an 

the N.S.W. border, 

THE WAR SERVICE HOITES  

With the end or the 1914,-48 War in sight, the Australian 

people enthusiastically supported the Hughes Nationalist Governmaat 

in its plan to make repatriation a national obligation. Thus it 

was largely due to pressure of public opinion that the Federal 

Parliament in 1918 rushed through a bill to make provision for 

haws for Australian soldiers in the dying hours of the Session. 

In this hurried measure the Government proposed to appoint a 

Commisedoner who, subject to the Minister, should be responsible for 

the adminis' tration of the Act. The organisation was obviously 

modelled on that_ provided for the Commonwealth Railways in 1917. 

Replying to a questioner who asked whether the Comassion would be 

a branch of the Repatriation Department, Mr. Groom, Minister for 

Works and Railways, stated that it wouldbea separate branch 

working under the Minister •far Repatriation," (20) As mentioned 

previously, the separate status of the public corporation was not 

then recogoised,in the Commonwealth Parliament. 

Despite this obvious lack of understanding of the 

principles of the public corporation, Members nevertheless 

demonstrated a greater interest in the Wilms adminia' trative 

clauses of the bill than is normally shown today. For ezaraple, 

there was same discussion, during the Committee staps, or the 

relative merits of multistmember board and single Comissi.oner types 
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of management, of the desirable period of tenure, and of a suitable 

salary for the Cceadssioner. The original proposal had provided 

or payment of salary to the Commissioner at the rate of £1500 p. a, 

and also that the staff mould be subject to the provisions of the 

Public Service Act. Roemer the actual mount of the salary was 

deleted due to a "constitutional doubt" as to the authority of 
Parliament to prescribe such matters, the decisicn being left to 

the eemoutive subject to a verbal guarantee given by the Ili 	ster 

not to exceed this figure; while the Government, despite sores 

streets objections freer the Opposition in the Rouse of Representatives, 

also accepted/Senate amendment removing the staff frcm the Public 

Service Act, members having raised a number of objections of which 

the following were typical 

(i) it was considered very difficult to remove incenpetents 

under the Public Service Act, and the Camisnioner should 

have power of appointment and disedasal; 

(ii) it was necessary to ensure easy entry of returned servicemen, 

whereas the Public Sea-vice Act as it then existed provided 

malt' 	for the recruitment of youths le,aving school; 

(iii) the activities of the commissien were likely to be of a 

temporary nature only. (21) 

in view of later developments, it is also interesting to 

note certain statements made by Senator =len, Minister for 

Repatriation, during the passage of this bill 

(i) The Coemissioner's proposed relationship with the Minister 

was defined thus 
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"Of course he will be subject to the Minister in 

respect to all large matters, and, indeed, to all matters 

which, in any sense of the term, may be regarded as matters 

of policy." 

(ii) In reply to a question drawing attention to the "extra-

ordinary powers which it is proposed to vest in the 

Cannissioner by virtue of his corporate status, "he 

replied 

"This is rather a legal question than anything else. 

The clause is intended to provide that if by reason of 

any act that is done, a person has a grievance against 

the Ccemissicner, the latter may be sued. A 54“41 1411* 

provision applies to the Railway Caanissioner and to many 

other public officials. It constitutes than a legal entity." 

(iii) In answer to queries on the proposed salary, he explained: 

"It is essential to get a thoroughly good son for this job, 

and two things which will appeal to him are the remuneration 

and the tenure." 	It was the Minister's belief that the 

relatively poor remunexation offered justified the 

canparitively high tenure of seven years. 

The Opposition's attitude was that, since the Govenemant was to 

appoint the Commissioner, it would therefore take final responsib.ility 

for administration of the Act. 
(23) 

The War Service Homes Act 1914/provided for the appointment 

by the Governor-General of a "fit and Fewer person" to be Commissioner. 

Bankrupts and uncertified insolvents were ineligible. The ecamissiener 
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was to hold office during good bellaviour for seven years, vas given 

legal identity as a body corporate *  and was me.de responsible for the 

administration of the Act subject to the directions of the Minister. 

He could be suspended for misbehaviour or incapacity *  s six:mica:2 

procedure and grounds for vacation at office being identical to those 

for the Commonwealth Railways Comerisaioners The Carmedssioner mas 

empowered to appoint his on staff to *hold °Mee during pleasure 

only*" and all receipts*  including moneys appropriated by Parliament *  

and expenses were to be accounted in a form approved by the 'Zriessurer. 

The Minister's approval was necessary before the Camdasioner could 

acquire any property valued at over £5000, and the Governor-General 

had power to make regulations under the Act. .  

The early operations of this corporation afford en 

interesting insight into the confusion which characterised contemporary 

ConnionweIthpoLitical thought and legislation concerning adminitrative 

organisation and the mismanagement which resulted probably 

contributed in sane measure to the closer attention paid by makers 

of parliament to such matters during the nineteen-twenties. 

A sub-ocernittee of Cabinet selected Lieut-Col. James 

Walker*  D.S.O. *  from a number of persons who submitted applications 

for the advertised office of War Service Hanes Cannissioner, and 

Walker was formally appointed by the Governor-General on 6 hatch 1919. 

The affairs of the Caanission were placed under the general ditneetion 

of the Minister for Repatriation. Almost fran the bedrirong of 

operations*  Walker's administration was subjected to strong criticisms 
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and seen the original Parliamentary Comoittee of PubUo Accounts, 

following an investigation of the Coamissients affairs at the 

request of the Government, submitter aXeflagby reports conmenting on 

foolish instructions issued by the Calmissioner, badly-chosen work 

supervisors, =warranted sackings of staff, faulty construction of 

houses, and generally poor management. (24) 

An amending War Service Homes Act of 1920 (25) extended the 

provisions supposedly safeguarding the ultimate control of the 

Minister. The requirement that theMin' Later's approval was necessary 

before expenditure of amounts over £5,000 could be incurred was 

extended to cover the exercise of any power by the Connissioner, not 

coly the poorer to acquire land; a statutory limit was placed on the 

cost of houses constructed by or for the Comvissioner; and the 

Caxmissioner was for the first time required to furnish to the 

Minister for presentation to Parliament an annual report to in.clude - 

(i) a report on the atiministration and operation at the 

Acts  showing for each State 

(a) number of applications received and dealt with; 

(b) number of houses erected; and 

(c) average cost of each he erected, 

(ii) a balance sheet showing cash and stocks on hand and an 

account of moneys received and expended, and 

(Ili) a balance sheet shoeing trading operations of industries 

and manufacturing concerns acquired  by the Carmissioner, 

and a profit and loss account for each. 

Cabinet took the unusual action of appointing an Assistant kt4vii-e4ter 

with the sole task of assisting the Minister for Repatriation in 
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supervising War Service Hanes activities. These changes did not, 

however, curb the •extravagances of the Cceraissiener, and on 11 March 

1921 Lieut-Col. Walker was given leave of absence kr the Minister for 
18 March 

cne week. Then if 4921: the Governor-General declared his 

appointment null and void on the pretext that he was an. uncertificated 

insolvent and therefore ineligible for office. (26) The whole 

matter was reported to Parliament, which examined at length the 

maladministration of the Cannissioner, and the locaticn of responsibility 

for that ma.ladainistratien, during the debates on the Appropriation 

Bill in December, 1921. (27) 

Senator Millen, Minister for Depatriatien and Minister-in 

Charge of the War- Service Homes Caenission, admitted that "errors, 

=emus and serious" had been made, but he pointed out that there 

had been a tremendous public demand for the Government to construct 

hares for returned soldiers with all possible rapidity, and that 

consequently the new "department" had no time to train its staff or 

to gpin experience before engaging in AM-scale operationa. The 

Senator Eitateds "I do not desire to shirk my share (of the 

responsibility), but I ask honorable senators, in fairness, to 

examine the question of where responsibility rests." 	He then 

referred to the many examples of arimeenagement revealed in the files 

of the Ocamissiaa and in the reports of the Public Accamts Ccumittee, 

and described a number of issues cn which he had been at variance 

with the Cauxissioner. 
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In December 1919 the Itinister had issued the foLlowing 

direction to the Cairtssicner : 

"I consider the present estimation of our requirements 

too high and do not approve of considerable land areas being 

purchased for anticipated requirements over and above our 

building capacity. No land should therefore be purchased 

for more than our requirements for twelve months hence." 

Yet examination of the CannissicOs files showed that within a few 

weeke of receipt of this direction the Oconissicner instructed his 

Deputty-Cornissioners in each State to proceed with the purchasing of 

sufficient land to provide for estimated requirements for the 

ensuing five years. On another occasion the Oencrismioner submitted 

a recomendation to the Minister for the purchase of property near 

Newcastle at £8,100 in these terms "a good sound ready-to..build 

proposition, without doubt one of the best 	it compares 

favourably with property in the vicinity." The Minister approved 

the purchase (since the amount involved was in excess of £5,000) 

after perusal of the report. Subseqaent investigaticti showed that 

the land was swampy and quite unsuitable for human habitation and 

that it had changed hands one year previously' for "2,600. The 

Yininter asked s "I am not a valuer of town lots 	Mat would 

any kNnister do in such circumstances." 	Soon afterwards, the 

Coanissioner recoameaded to the UtraPiter the purchase of the Grave 

Estate near Hobart for an amount in excess of £5,000. The Minister 

turned dam the proposal on the ground that he had been given 

Insufficient data to make a favourable decision. Then, as the 
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Minister was proving difficult to hanclle, the 'Como est,  oner Sought 

the estate in two separate Usnsestions in order to bring the amount 

in each case below the £5,000 limit authorised by the Act. Many 

other cases of a td-m4lar nature were revealed. ibrecrver there was 

ample evidence that the Commissioner had disregarded the provisions 

of the 1920 Act by continuing to build houses in excess of the 

statutory maximum cost which; had been imposed. 

The Minister stated that the Commissioner had. also 

entered into a number of large contracts for the supply of timber for 

hame. building, and had. bought smaa.millirig plants without his being. 

consulted in any way. Finally the action of the Commissioner in 

attempting to lease two rislian Islands for the purpose of getting 

timber supplies was revealed to the Minister by a private business 

man whom the Commissioner was endeavouring to outbid. The Minister 

immediately summoned the Commissioner and demanded full particulars 

of all existing and proposed contracts. Yet on the following day 

the Commissioner, made a formal and definite offer for the lease in 

complete aiareg9-rd. of the Minister's intervention. The Minister 

then wrote to the Commissioner this 

"To me the purchase of saw-milling plants and other requi.sites 

to meet your timber needs is a matter of policy as distinct 

from, the acquisition of material through ordinary channels ..... 

I had not the ali*Etest idea you were taking such action wail 

recentl,y • 	 It was, obviously, the intention of Parliament 

that in all matters of policy the Minister should stand as the 

final authority, and this practice is invariably followed in 

other Departments controlled by Commissioners 	You will, 
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I em surer  recognise the desirability of refraining for the 

present frost completing any other arrangements or contracts 

of the character refereed, to.* 

Senator lialen asked Parliament to ermine the question 

of 

"....where responsibility rests 	for acts which were 

distinctly forbidden by the Government, =Emitted without my 

knowledge, and perpetrated in violation of definite 

instructions," 

He continued 

"Where a CeeldSd.oner is appointed, the purpose is that the 

Minister shall lay dem policy, and that the Comni.ssioner 

shall be relspensible for its execution ..... The Minister  must 

have power = if he thinks at any time that matters are going 

wrong = to interpose. If he is of opinion that his policy is 

not being carried out he must certainly have the right to 

intervene. But, until he Ins reason to question the manner in 

which the Commissioner is performing his duties, he hes no right 

to step in 	 Power and responsibility must go together. 

To say that one man has the right to do a thing end that another 

man is heM responsible for the way he does it is to violate the 

canoes of fair play and justice." 

Although there were sane critics the general feeling of members was 

expressed by Senator Gardin' er (Labour N.S.W.), who congratulated the 

Idnister them * 	 so soon as he realised that things xvere going 

wrcmg launderings for hich0 he must take the responsibility — he at 

once assumed that responsibility." (28) 
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As a result of all this, the Assistant Minister, Mr. 

Hector Lamond._(Naticnalist illrevarra, N.S.W.),introduced a bill in 

the House of Representatives the following year, aimed at "ressecXying se 

of the defects which have been found in the original Act," and at 

liting "the powers which the Commissioner may exercise without 

reference to the Minister," The GOVellament felt that most of the 

evils which had fallen on the "War Service Hanes Department" were 

traceable to the fact that the Cannissioner had practically 

unrestricted power with regard to general administration and to the 

acquisition of land and property. Tee measure was supported by most 

members, of whoa Mr, laird Smith (Nationalist Denison, Tanzania) 

was typical, Be 'believed that it was necessary to "restore to a 

Mi n4  gter for Repatriation that which the House should never have taken 

fro= him,* Mr, Planing, (Goinitry Party Robertson, N.S.W.) voiced 

the view of opponents of the measure, thus " 	the ortgaial 

Candssioner having proved, according to standards of business, a 

failure, there is no reason why the Government should restrict the 

opportunities of others." (29) This bill received the Royal Assent 
in 1923, and, as the War Service Homes Act 
.1. -  1923 (30) it contained the following provisions :- 

(i) the 126.21/M221 expenditure without Ministerial approval was 

reduced to £2,000, 

(ii) the tenure of office of the Cosaissioner was reduced to a 

term not exceeding three years, with the priviso that the 

•Caaaissianer would then be eligible for re.app.datarent for 

a further term not exceeding five years, 

(iii) the area of Ministerial control was increased in other ways, 

by limiting the Casaissioner's overall powers in regard to 

dealings with clients, local governments and so en, 
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Dearly/bile, Col. J.M. Seramens, already Chairman of the 

Repatriathan Caumission, had been given an acting appointment as 

Vier Service names Ccernissicner, and in the First Annual Report of 

the Commission presented late in 192i, he recorded that: 

*After full enquiry, the Government decided to abandon the 

policy (of the Cammissicner) of building houses, in 

anticipation of applications, and to ccrifine constriction to 

individual and definite applications for specified houses. 

It was also decided to abandon the scheme of construction by 

day labour and in substitution to offer all constructicnal work 

to competition by public tender. Under the day labour vstn 

numerous contracts to secure supplies of building materials were 

entered into and naturally with the change of policy in regard 

to construction steps had to be taken to arrange for the 

tenein' ation of these contracts on the best terms possible." (31) 

In the Second Annual Report, the Acting Commissioner advised that 

Z1,000,000 was needed to write off the commitments entered into by the 

previous administraticn, that a consulting accountant had. been 

appointed to re-crganise and place on a satisfactory basis the 

Caani'ssion's Accounts, that Adjustment Boards had been created in 

each State (except South Australia) to deal with the many complaints 

by victimised clients, and that Central and. State Subsidiary Disposals 

Boards had been established to get rid of excess materials. (32) 

Labour Members itieSsed the arrangement whereby Col. 

Seam= was occupwing two important posts, one at LI 9000 per annuta 

and we at £1 #500 per annum, main' g a total remunersticsa of £2,500, 

on the grounds that he could not be expected to give the required 
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attention to the duties of either position, and that the dual 

arrangement would lead to unddling in administration. Even a 

Government supporter, Senator Wilson (Nationelist, South Australia) 

in seealdng on the Supply sin (No. 3) 1922-23, drew the liinistees 

attention to press criticism an the subject, and pointed out that 

Col.. Seamus, who before his appointment to the two commissions 

had been a public servant, and a battalion commander in the A.I.F., 

was naor earning more than the Prim Minister. (33). Apparently, 

however, the Nationalist Govezmort was determined not to run the 

risk of obtainin" g the services of a second Col. Walker. Cabinet 

supported the establishment of a link between the Ccumission and 

the %rim and Railways Department; and therefore campromised by 

appointing the Permanent Head of the latter department, 

as War Service Homes Commissioner in place of Ca. Sams V410 

asked to be relieved of this post in 1925. Under a remarganiaation. 

of the acindnis• tration daring the early nineteen-twenties the Cainission 

arranged for State Instrumentalities to act on its behalf in 

Victoria, Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania, and its 

own branch offices were closed except in New South Wales and 

Queensland. (34) It was, however, to come into prominence again after 
World War 

THE INSTITUTE CS' SCIENCE AND INDUSTRr,1920.26. 

.Another major Camonwealth Corporation was conceived 

when. the IntetoZtate Casmissions  in a Report on New Industries 

presented in October 1915, suggested the creation of a special. 

Cammonwealth "bureau" with a view to the "eystematic.. application 
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of science to Australian industry.° At the time Departments of 

Scientific and Industrial Research were appearing in the Thaited 

Kingdom and elsewhere, and a temporary Counc:U. of Industrial Research 

was set up In Australia. As a result of the reduction in the powers 

and duties• of the Inter-State Camission in 1915, this Council was 

enabled to share both the accemmodatien and the personnel of that 

Ccernission, and thus George Swinburne, that great advocate of the 

public corporation, became a Blether. Seinburne oenstant urging 

far the parlament establishment of this body en an independent non-

political basis, and the reasons therefor, have already been referred 

to (35) The proposal received strong support from primary producers' 

organisations, Chambers of Cannerce and traiversity authorities, and a 

conference attended by Prime Minister Hughes and representatives of 

science and industry agreed on three essentials for the organisation 

(i) entire freedom from political control, 

(ii) direction by three men, two to be men of scientific 

attainments and one a "practical" man, and 

(la) establishment of an advisory council, organised either 

centrally or al a state basis, and caasisting of 

representatives of various branches of science and 

industry, (36) 

The original bill, d,esigaea to implement these proposals, was not 

prooeded with, and the Goverment brought doma amended legislation 

in 1920 to provide for the establishment of the Institute under a 

single Director. Reasons of econcews were stated to have caused this 

change:, although elsewhere the Minister for Trade end Custans 

(Mr. Greene) endeavoured to justify this on the ground that the 
come 

council system would be/too urcwieldy. (37) 
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Under the Institute of Science and Industry Act 1920 (38) 

the agency was placed under the executive control of a Director who 

was to exercise his powers subject to any regulations or directions 

of the Minister. This clause was inserted as a compromise to tile 

Labour opposition view tint a "new spmaing departrent" should be 

directly under the control, of a Minister to safeguard the expenditure 

of public maaays. The Director was a body corporate with a legal 

status similar to that of the early Commissioners. He was appointed 

for a terra of five years and was 	1igLble for re-appointment; he was 

to serve in a full-time capacity and his salary was to be fixed by 

the GovernorsGeneral; and although he could be suspended by the 

Governor4oneral for incapacity, incompetence or misbehaviour*  

confIrmation of such suspension was dependent on the passing of a 

resolution pawing for his removal by both Houses of 13arli  Ammt.  

This provision, by requiring positive action on the part of 

Parliament in getting rid of the Director, rather than the mere non. 

disallowance of a ministerial decisien as in the case of the Railways 

and War Service Homes Ccamissioners, furnished added protection for 

the Director's independent position. Staff were excluded from the 

Public Service Act and were to be appointed by the Governor-General 

on the recommendation of the Director. 	irs appropriated by 

Parliament to finance the activities of the Institute were to be 

spent only in accordance with estimates of expenditure submitted to 

and approved by both Houses of Porliament, and the Director was to 

furnish a detailed Ferm210  report to the Minister for presentation to 

Parliament. Provision was also Made for the appointment by the 

Governor-General of a General Advisory Council and Advisory Boards 
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in each States  but opol 4 ficatiens for and conditiaas of such 

appointmeat were not prescribed. As will be shown later, however, 

the overall organisation proved inadequate, and the Institute was 

soon reduced to a position of near-impotence. 

It will be noted that the four corporations established 

during the second decade of the Caoraonwealth Parliament all featured 

one•man. =tray  Whether because of the beliefs  as expressed in the 

Commonwealth Bank legislation of 1911, that the Governor's position 

corresponded to that of General Manager in a private corporatioa s  

or because of a desire for economr as expressed during the debates 

an the Institute of Science and Industry in 1920. It was not until 

early in the ninetaara-twenties that any serious challenge to this 

practice arose. Mearachiles  however, the Ccomvermalth was 

experimenting with a unique type of administration for the 

rehabilitation of mcmiservicemen. 

MATRUCICH CCIAMISSTM, 

The War Service Homes legislation has already been 

discussed. In the first year of the wars  Parliament had also 

legislated to create a War anlEACELS Board to consist of three 

meml)erss  ale of than had to be a qualified medical practitioner. 

The function of this Board was to decide and assess claims for war 

pensions, although in all cases its decisions were subject to 

Ministerial approval. The relevant Act was the War Itinsions Act of 

1914 (39); however the Board so created was not constituted as 

body corporate s  and therefore cannot be regarded in may sense as a 

public corporation. 
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Other activities intended to provide for tho needs of 
repatriated ex-servicemen were instigated by the Federal Parliamentary 

War Comnittee s  which constituted State War Councils in 1915. These 

Councils consisted of representatives of Federal and State Parliaments, 

chambers of carmerce and manufacturers, and organis' ed labours  and their 

function was to find employment for the returning men, and. to grant 

relief and assistance to them and their dependents. An Australian 

Soldiers Repatriation Fund, to be raised primarily by voluntary 

subscriptions, was set up in 1916 to further this purpose; but the 

experience of the Fund's Trustees, who worked through the State War 

Councils, revealed that complications arising from the division of 
of 

the fieWgovernment between the Commonwealth and the States would 

seriously enbarrass their work, Therefore, they recommended that the 

Camtonwealth should endeavour to secure fuller control in order to 

facilitate and co-ordinate the spending of the Fund. Accordingly 

an Inter.State Conference of Federal and State llin' isters held in 

January 1917 resolved that, with specific exceptions, "the entire 

question of the re...establishment of returned soldiers and sailors, 

and the care of dependents of soldiers and sailors generally, be made 

the concern -of the Commonwealth Ealthority. n  OW It was in 

pursuance of this resolution that the Conmammealth Parliament 

legislated to create the original Repatriation authority. 

Australia is generally considered to have been the pioneer 

in this field. In introd=ing the Australian Soldiers' Repatriation 

Bill in 1917, Senator ifillems  Vice-President of the Executive Council 

in the Nationalist Government s  commented that "repatriation is an 
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entirely new proposition," and. that its acceptance "as a, national 

obligation reveels a new conception of public duty." Thus for the 

first time the Gannolawealth Parline/nit  bad no comparable organisation 

to copy, and the agency it created had many ,enueuel experimental 

features. In outlining the detailed provisions of the bill, the 

Senator added. that the government /  having accepted responsibility 

for the work/  had to have control over the agencies carrying out that 

work, et the same time securing as lame a measure of assistance as 

possible frem private citizens. There had to be sufficient of the 

methods of a public department to ensure continuity and precisicno  

but the Goverment sought to secure with this that ansistance which 

would tudoubted.1,,y be rendered if a portion of the work and scare or the 

responsibility devolved upcn the comsat' ty. (4.1) 

During the Ocemittee stages of the bill Senator ranee 

eeplairt' ed that the government had been faced with three ponsibilities 

in creating the orguaisation. These were 

(i) An ordinary departraert with paid officials under centrel 

of a Iienister this method would give adequate 

parliamentary onntrpl /  `"but woule shut out altogether that 

association of priwte citizen life to which I attach much 

importance." It muld cause the returned soldiers to 

regard the scheme with acne uzpicion due to the general 

distrust of the ordinary department. 

(ii) A Coaniesioner/  ;each as the Railvre.ys Gezentasioner — theme 

men "get their sailing 'rutms and vve rely on their 

integrity and =pert knowledge to Manage a business concern. 

A definite responsibility is placed an them /  but this could. 
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not be done in the case of Camnissioners for Repatriation 

because it cannot be said that way one is an expert in 

tbin department of our social life 	 We could only 

say that we wanted him to deal fairly with cur soldiers." 

The third method, which was adopted 0. "inviting the 

assistance of private citizens," particularly returned 

servicemen, acting as an advisory board to the Master 

in the breaking of this new ground, (42) 

The central orgenisation created under the Australian 

Soldiers' Repatriation Act 1917 (0), was loosely referred to as 

"the Repatriation Department." It consisted of a Commission of 

sewn, includir' ig the Mix' lister of State for Repatriation as Chairman. 

The other members were private citizens, et least' trio of them ax. 

servicemen„.'who were appointed by the Governor.C-eneral to serve in 

OA honorary capacity, drawing evenses (e.g. for travailing) only. 

This Comiseion, which was a body corporate, was required to reccemend 

to the Governor-General the makan' g of regulations providing for the 

granting at assistance and benefits to discharged soldiers and to the 

dependents of deceased or incapacitated soldiers* Although not 

clearly stated in the original Act, it was intended that the Minister 

should act as the chief executive of' the organisation* There was a 

large measure of decentralisation. State Repatriation Boards, each 

consisting of seven members appointed by the Governor-General and 

incbeling at least two ex.servi cemen, were required to execute the 

policy determined by the central organisation, to which actiaP of the 

State Boards were subject to appeal. Members of the Boards also were 
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private citizens serving in an hcaorary capacity, and. each. Board was 

a body corporate with its om. legal identity. Local Committees, 

intended mainly to raise and spend money for repatriation purposes 

were also appointed by the Gavernor-General, members aepin being 

private citizens serving in an honorary capacity. The staff of the 

Department were to be appointed by the Governor-General on the 

recommendation of the Minister. They were not subject to the Public 

Service Act but were engaged for the periods and subject to the conditions 

prescribed in the Instruments of appointment. Officers transferred 

from the Public Service of the Canncemealth or a State retained all 

their existing and. mulling rights. Funds necessary for the 

adminis' tration of the Act vrere appropriated fron time to time by 

Parliament 

The Bill itself was treated as a nom-party measure, and 

there 'was enthusiastic acceptance of repatriation on all sides of 

Parliament. There were, however, critici  m'itr-1  of the proposed machinezy. 

Senator Gardiner (Lebour, N.S.170 for esenple, wanted the scheme 

pat under a separate department of our Public Service end thus kept free 

frets the influence or anybody who is not responsible to Parlianent; 4  

and Senator Bolton (Nationalist, Victoria) expressed disappointment 

that the administraticn of a most important Act was to be placed "in 

the haneut of honorary caarissices, board and committees - organizatims 

which, like corporations, have neither souls to be saved nor bodies to 

be kicked'  - he described the scheme as "a direct invitation to a 

great deal of confusion." Many members preferred a paid Commissiaa 

of three members, on the ground that the nation should be prepared to 

pay in order to get the best brains. Outlining in Committee the 
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Government's reason for the exclusion of the Department's staff froze 

the Public Service, Senator Millen explained that it was reasonable to 

expect the work of the department to decline after a few years, and 

that if the staff were appointed under the security of the Public 

Service Act, them difficulty would be found in placin.' g them in other 

departments. (44) 

The original advisory Ocemission consisted of the Minister 

aB . Chain:an (Senator =len was appointed to this post), two ex-

servicemen, the Secretary of the Australian WorkP.-ras 'anion as a 

representative of organized labour, a newspaper proprietor, and. two 

others with business and ccamexeial eeperience. This was the only 

occasion al which the Ceemeneealth Parliamerat adopted that practice 

more common in sate Australian States of providing for a corporation 

imder ministerial chairmanship. The State Boards each consisted of 

four business-men, two ex-servicemen, and one representative of 

organized labour. Over ninety per cent of the staff of the Department 

were ex-service personnel. 

An extending Australian SolCiers • Repatriation Act of 1918 

(45) provided for the extension of the benefits to the dependents of 

all returned servicemen, and for the centreing of all executive power 

in the hands of the Minister. Thus the Minister of State for 

Repatriation became a corporation sole with perpetual succession and o. 

cosmon seal, and the Cconissi.on and the State Boards were deprived of 

their separate legal identities in confirmation of their advisory and 

honorary roles. This step was taken since it was considered desirable 

to have power and property vested in the Minister in the event of a 
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possible conflict with the other members of the Commission. For 

the first time the Department was required to present to Parliament 

an annual  report of its operations; and any officers of the Corpronwealth 

Rablie Service transferred to the De/mementos staff vstlre to be granted 

leave without pay and on termination of their employment by the 

Repatriation Department they wetre to be re-appointed to the Geemormealth 

Public Service with such advancement as the appointing authority 

thought just. The organisation could still best be described as a 

ccmbination of departmental procedme and voluntary, effort. 

Then in 1920, Senator Millen introduced a further 

Australian Soldiers' Repatriation Bill, which provided for the 

incorporation of the separate War Plantlittle a*dministration into the 

Repatriation organisation, and for the substitution of a paid 

Ca:mission with certain executive duties, and paid State Boards, for 

the existing honorary bodies. The measure was due to 	ixessure 

from the Returned Soldiers' and Sailors' Imperial League of Australia 

(R.S.L.). 

The 1920 Act repealed all previous Repatriation and War 

Pensions legislation, and provided for the appointment by the 

Governor-General of a "Repatriation Cm:mission which &nil, subject 

to the control of the Master, be charged pith the general admin-

istration of this Act." The 0eamir3sion was to be a body corporate 

with perpetual succession and a common sea?, and was to consist of 

three members, one of whom was to be appointed from a list of at least 

three =mimes submitted to the Minister by "an organisation of 

returned roldiers and sailors." Despite this rather loose wording 
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the debates on the bill showed general azreement that this jAvvvision 

was designed to ensure representation of the Returned Soldiers' and 

Sailors' Imperial League. The tl'overnor-General was to appoint one of 

the Commissioners as Chairman and was to fix rates of remuneration. 

The tern of office was three years, and members were eligible for re-

appointment. Previsions relating to the suspension of Commissioners 

and to the vacation of offices were identical to those for the 

Commonwealth Railways Commissioner with the exception that performance 

of outside duties did not constitute a ground for vacation of office. 

The powers of the CallIi3Siall Were outlined separately in respect of 

pensions and of assistance and benefit schemes - in so far as matters 

of policy were concerned they were to be to be exercised by 

recomfferaing  to the Governor-General the making of regulations. The 

Minister's approval was required before any executive action could be 

taken involving the expenditure of more than 45000. 	The Reratriaticn 

Commission was to appoint its ONN1 officers, otherwise staffing 

provisions were as for the original Department. The Conissicn was 

required to present an annual report of its administratien and 

operations under the Act to the lanister for presentation to Parliament. 

Expenditure was financed by parliamentary appropriation. 

Repatriation Boards of three members were to be appointed in 

each State by the Governor-General on the recommendation of the central 

CCRIMASSitirk Again an organisation of ex-servicemen" was to submit a 

list of ncadnees from which one of the three members in each Board was 

to be selected. Members were to be paid such remuneration or fees as 

the Governor-General determined; and they could be suspended an 
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similar grounds to Conmissioners although parliamentary review was 

not permitted. The Bcxtrds were required to decide each application 

for pension or other benefit according to policy laid &en by the 

Comissicet, itheir decisions were subject to appeal to the Commission s  

which could in addition review the decisions of a Board even thougs 

no appeal had been lodgei. The Boards had no control over the 

administration of the Cm:mission's staff and finances., The Local 

Committees established wider the 1917 Act were retained. 

For the sake of convenience sane later developments in the 

Repatriation Commission s  up to the time of its return to departmental 

administrations  are discussed in this section. For commie, in a 

series of amendir̀ 14/ Acts pawed between 1921 and 1946 the rates and 

conditions of payment of pensions, were °Imaged many times. In 

addition, the 1921 Act added to the CI:mission's legal pagers the 

necessary provision that it could hold property in its corporate name. 

The 1929 Act created the first War Pensions Entitlemmt Appeal 

Tribunal, with three members whose conditions of appointment and 

suspension were simi 1we  to those which applied to the Coamissionors 

themselves, and the High Court held. in 1933 tholt this Tribune.' was a 

statutory body set up to carry out functions prescribed by the Act 

and not a court of law, 1.e. it was an madednistre.tive tribunal.". 

The 1934. and 1935 Acts clarified the position of the State Boards 

and Local Cannittees and increased the control over the latter 

exercised by the Ca:omission. (47) In view of the nineteenth 

century legal distinction which resulted in the creation of many 

public corporations, it is also Interesting to note that when a doubt 

arose as to its constitutional position, the Nigh Court ruled in the 
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case of the Repatri.atien Cannission v. Kirkland in 1923 (48) that 

the Ocemissitn was so closekv identified with a department of the 

government as to be indistinguis' bible from it, and that it was 

therefore entitled, with respect to the property vested in it pursuant 

to the Act, to the same Pennvo  ty and privileges as the Crown itself 

wetild enjoy. This decision emphasises that the earlier clear 

appreciation of legal advantages in the corporate theory had been 

lost by legal as well as political minds in the general twentieth 

century confusion regarding administrative organisation. 

A note on the degree of independence in administrative 

matters actually possessed by the Repatriation Commission is provided 

by the Comenwealth Public Service Board which, in its Tenth Annual 

Report for the year 1932.33, mad.e this interesting oannent 	"The 

Board has also been requested by the Government to examine the ratter 

of staffing arrangets in the Repatriation Department." The 

investigation was limited to the activities and staffing arrangements 

of the Connission in the States of New South Wales and Victoria and 

was carried out by an Inspector and an Assistant Inspector of the 

PUblic Service Board's staff. A confidential report was submitted by 

the Board to the Prime Minister, but in a letter to the Repatriation 

Candesion the Chairman of the Board advised that the office establish. 

meats inspected were generally organised on sound principles; that 

aavinistrative and executive lines of control were considered to be 

satisfactory; that procedures were mainly covered by suitable General 

Orders and Instructions; and that supervision was adequate. (49) 

The significant feature,of course, is the action of the Government in 

instituting such an investigation. 
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The three men who bad borne the brurit of the work of the 

RepatriateIan Department (the text= "department" and "ccemiseice 

were used interchangeably during the nineteen-thirties). were Co]. 

3.14. Seamans (who has already been discussed in =lattice to the War 

Service Homes Connissicam), Chaim:in 1920.1935 1  L.E. Velhey (ex-11.SX. 

public servsnt, and also a Returned Soldier), 1923-1935, and Major 

MB. itreja 	naninee)1926.1935. Oa their retirement, the 

ammo  report of the Repatriation Commission for the year 193104935 

=merited as folloos 

"Viewed in retrospect it is x..omatirable that such splendid 

indivifincil and collective organised public service should have 

been given by officials mostly,  unversed in Public Service 

routine, and whose pm-war experiences were of such widely 

differing arti.  vazted natures 	there is a certain 

gratificat.ion in the knowledge that the Department is on 

sound and workable lines." (50) 

The new4-appointed Camission stated in its report for 

1935.36 that it was "a matter for very deep concern to the Caunission 

that the staff' has no retiring or furlough rights such es are enjoyed 

by the Cannaawealth Public Service." (51) The next report commented 

that the Government had. approved the extension of superannuation 

benefits and furlough rights to the staff or the Cm:mission. (52) 

This fact is significant since it is evidence that the Government 

recognised the permanence of repatriation activities; the primarzr 

reason for exclusion of the staff from the Public Service had 

therefore vanished. 
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The Repatriation Counission has already been discussed. 

The first Boards of Directors were those set up to manage the Callak011■6 

wealth Shipping Line in 1923, and the expanded Camaonwealth Bank in 

1924. The =aversion of the Directorship of the Institute of Science 

and Industry into the Council for Scientific and. Industrial Research 

in 1926 is also indicative of this changing outlook, while the three 

Dervelogmental Corporations which had a limited life during the middle 

interwwar period provide an interesting insight into the crystallising 

political and administrative theory regarding the public corporation 

form of administration. In fact, 13erhaps the eleatst official 
ever made 

statement/on the subject came with the abolition of the Development and 

and Migration Commission in 1930. It is also interesting to note that 

in two of these Developmental. Corporations, municipal functiaas usually 

associated with elected local authorities were complementary to the 

functions of planning and development. 

THE ALGTRALIAN  COMMONV/EALTII SHIPPING BOARD. 

It is necessary to record something of the history of the 

national shipping service to set the events surrounding the Australian 

Commonwealth Shipping Board in their true perspective. EVen before 

Federation, the Australian people had feared the almost inevitable 

substitution of combination for competition in the shipping services 

on which they were so dependent. As early. as 1906 a Roja.1 Commission 

Report Egtve substance to these fears by recommending that the Common-

wealth Government should acquire a fleet for overseas trading. The 

Report weighed the advantages and disadvantages of public cernership„ 

referred to the British Post Office and the Australian State Rai'lway 

systems, and. concluded that the element of connetiticn should provide 
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the incentive to ensure the efficient management of the proposed 

Comonwealth Line; however it made no attempt to suggest detAiln of 

management, and drew no comparisons between the examples of departmental 

and corporate management to which it had referred. (2) This 

recommendation was in general accord with Labour policy, and a national 

shipping 1 .the was promised by the Labour Party during the elections 

held immediately after the outbreak of World War 1. Althougja. Labour 

was successful in the elections, nothing was done until Prime Minister 

14nelest visit to 	d n 1916, at which time he was finally 

convinced of the acute shortage of shipping which not only menaced 

food supplies of the Allied countries, but also threatened the liveLt. 

hood of Australian primary producers. 

Hughes took the bold step of purchasing a fleet of fifteen 

ships, whose immediate task was to transport Australia's wheat surplus. 

In takin' g this action he consulted only the Deputy Prime Ilinister and 

the Treasurer, the latter arranging for the Commonwealth Bank to make 

available in London an overdraft of approximately £2,000,000. The 

secrecy,. of the transaction was excused on the ground that 	any 

open discussion would have sent the price of the ships soaring; and no 

legislation whatever was involved, the money concerned being drawn from 

loan funds raised by the Bank. 

Sone years later, the Australian correspondent to the journal 

"The Round Table" wrote of Austra.lia'a reaction to Hughes' venture 

"The coup degtat was publicly announced in Australia late in June, 

1916, and was received rith general enthusiasm by the Press and 

public, although prominent shipoing men did not hesitate to 

predict that the experiment would be a failure." (3) 
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Yet an earlier article in the same journal reveals that the political 

fever, which was to damage nl  finally destroy the line, was evident 

from the start. Recording the suspicion that there was more politics 

than economics in Hughes* action, it voiced a popular view that the 

shipping line Iwo : 

it 	one good gift which Mr. Hughes is brinilijt. me to the Caucus 

comrades who may be inclined to gaze disapprovingly at other 

articles in his wallet." 

Hughes was, of course, shortly to be expelled free his party over the 

conscription issue. The Sydney"Uorker!! had described the deal as 

something to help the ex-propriation of capital, and Mr. Cook 

(LeaaAr• of the Opposition), in referring to this corment as "gloating"„ 

had asserted theethe buying of the Strath line may be carrying out 

the Labour l'arty•s policy, but it is not carrying away our wheat." (4) 

The Carmonwealth or "Austral" Line was quickly established, 

with its head office in London, under a Manager directly responsible 

to the Prime Minister himself. Through a policy of competing with 

private companies at existing freight rates, it earned considerable 

profits in its early years of operations. In order to fight this new 

=petition, the private companies drew together and fanned the London 

Shipping Conference under the leadership of Lord Inchcape. After the 

war, the Austral Line continued as a thorn in the side of the 

"Incb.cape Monopoly", and the latter resorted to a deferred rebate 

system in an attempt to overcome the competition. Under this system, 

rebates on freight charges were available to traders who could show 

that over a period after the actual shipment involved they had not used 

the services of a shipping line outside the Conference. The Conference 
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also enlisted the support of Australian interests opposed to public 

enterprise in any shape or form, in building up hostility to the line 

and pressing for its use on unprofitable services. Incensed by what 

he nalled "a monopoly of the worst type", Hughes began a large-scale 

local ship building programme in the realisation that the existing 

ships were old, slow, and lacking in refrigeration space, lie secretly 

ordered the construction of the five "Bey" liners in Britain in 1919, 

while twenty-one ex-enemy vessels were also added to the line. Then, 

late in 1921 *  Lard Inchcape offered to bwr out the line on beieLnle of 

the Shipping Conference. (5) 

There has since been much argument about the benefits 

Australia was receiving n the Cormonweath Line. Hughes presented 

a financial statement showing that -the line had earned 4071444 4819 in 

profits u to 30 eTtme 1921 *  but *  as Cenmvanwealth Treasurer Ira 1922, 

Mr. S.M. Bruce (now Viscount Bruce of Melbourne) strongly criticised 

this statement, largely on the ground that Hughes had not made adequate 

allowance for depreciation. (6) Yet figures produced in 1919 *  and 

quoted by Coomunists L.L. Sharkey and E.W. Campbell (7) shamed that the 

Conrnanweelth Line had been shipping wheat for about £6 per toga, 

compared with charges from £10 to £15 per ton by the private lines, anti 

that in many other ways the line was providing a beneficial public 

service by transporting Australian primary produce either more cheaply 

or on generally unprofitable routes where the private lines were not 

interested. Most participants in, and observers of, these events 

were either strongly for or strongly against public enterprise, and 

it is therefore difficult to obtain an objective assessnent an this 

question. It is only these extreme sociaLists, for example*  who have 
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bothered to point out the weat and valuable stimulus *limb. the Cannon- 

wealth's shipping activities provided for the development of a ship-

building industry in Australia. The late Professor E. Mann, who could 

be erpected to furnish a reasonable assesmeent odescribed Bruce as *a 

capable critic", and wrote rather causticall,v of Hughes that, although 

he was no longer labour leader when the war ended, "he bad not forgotten 

his Kaiser-like enthusiasm for a fleet on the ocean flying the 

Australian flag and observing the Australian seaman's log of sages and 

conditions." Nevertheless, he saw the experiment of the Ccamonwealth 

Sapping Line as a "splendid adventure". (8) 

Up to this time*  Parliament's interest had been primarily to 

criticise the uaconetituticnal methods by which Ikidles founded the line 

and bought the ships without =limiting it. raced with the Inehrape 

offer of purchase, however, the majority of members concluded that this 

offer revealed the Card'erenoe's uneasiness and thus proved that the line 

had acted as a shield for Australian interests - even the majority of 

the Nationalist and Country Dirty members were in favour of its contin- 

uation. It would appear that the acceptance of this majority parliament-

ary opinion at the time by the Auatralim contributor to "The Round 

Table" in December 1922 is perhaps the most valid assessment. Indeed, 

as late as 1927, when the disposal of the line was iseninent,the Comm-

wealth Parliament's first PubLic Accounts Committee reemmended its 

continuation both bemuse it had been responsible for actual freight 

reductions and because it bad exerted on the private operators a restrain. 

ing influence which was beneficial to the nation (9). 

Although Midvale was now Prime Minister of a Nationalist 
Government, he remained true to his basic labour principles; while 
Bruce, through an early career in the world of private capital, had a 
diametrically opposed attit ude to state enterprise. Whwn he displaced 
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fours or five members to the Board as it thought justified from time 

to time. This is the only occasion on which the Comisonwealth 

Barlimment has allowed the executive to use its discretion in this 

way (cf. the modern British practices  where frequently minims and 

=damn limits cmly are prescribed by -statutes  the actual raxaber 

within those limits being determined by the Minister). The debates 

on the bill also revealed one of the few instances - , Q the Labour 

Parte& declared syndicalist policy of the day ems raised in the 

Federal Parliament — in a long speech stressing the importance of 

the Whitley Council experiments in Britain, and other moves in the 

same directions  Mr. Charlton (Leader of the Opposition) unsuccessfully 

sought the appointment to the Board of an elected =presentative of the 

employees of the Shipping Lines  his argument being that the granting 

to the emplegees of a voice in executive managenwint would ensure 

harinonious industrial relations. (12) later experiences haves  of 

courses  cast considerable doubts on the validity of this argument. 

The Commonwealth Shipping Act 1923 (13) thus provided that 

the Australian Commonmealth Shipping Board was to consist of not less 

than three, and not more than five directors, all appointed by the 

'.- 
	 In the first instance one member was to be appointed 

for file years, ow for four years, and the remainder for three years: 

all further appointments were to be for terms not exceeding three years. 

Members were eligible for reiappointment, and bleld office during good 

behaviours  provide:I that a member was deemed to have vacated office it 

he 'became bankrupt. Rates of pay were fixud "ky the Corernar•Ceneral. 

The Board's pone= to dispose of ships, laud, offices, ship-wards, 
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wharves and other premises, could be exercised ally with the Minister's 

cement. The annual report -consisted of a balanoe sheet only, wthich 

after certification by the Auditorweeneral, was forwarded to the 

Minister for presentatice to Parliament. The Board appointed *such 

officers and servants as it thought necessary far efficiently conducting 

its business.* The 4923 Act also gave statutory recognition to the 

*Australian Comernwealth Line of Stammer and it vested in the Board 

all right, title and interest of the Commannealth to the ships of the 

existing line, and to Cockatoo and Schomer Islands in Bart Jacks. 

The financial provisions were am:Meant. The Treasurer 

was to advance meth amounts as he thought necessary to provide worldng 

capital itan Consolidated Revenue. He could also guandatee bank over ,. 

drafts so loos as the total advance to the Board did not exceed the 

wig1nal emelt &Itemized, which amount could then be increased only 

by resolution of both Hauges of Parliament. The Board was to issue 

Canwaxwealth debentures in prescribed farm to cover all advances. In 

effect*  the Goverment vested its property in the new Board, which was 

obliged to issue debentures in return to be held by the Treasurer. 

According to Sharkey and Campbell (14), these debentures amounted to 

£4,750,000, and the rate of interest charged was five per cent; Bruoe 

thus virtually acquired a mortgage, which could be foreclosed at any 

time if the Board defaulted on its interest payments; and the Board 

had to increase its charges to pay this interest. In addition the 

Shipping Line, now divorced from the Crawi,. had to pay taxation, and the 

Board itself meant additional administrative expenses. Thus the Line 

which was serving the naticn beneficially was forced by Govartment policy 

Into a difficult financial posltiai. While there is no doubt that 

Sharkey and Campbell had a particular axe to 
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windithe Bruce-Page Ministry appears., during the mid-twenties, also to 

have been winding an : 	extremist axe, and it is not hard to 

imagine the effect of open and continued hosttliV;tretarPo=ent 

leaders an the morale and efficiencv of the personnel of the Comm-

wealth Line. The results of this political influence will- be 

discussed in the next section. 

IE COM1131WEALTH BANK 1924.45. 

The year 1 924 saw a major reconstitution of the Commonwealth 

Bank. The impetus given the develoment of the Bank by the 1914.-1S 

War has already been mentioned. The Queensland State Bank was 

absorbed in 1920, and the Commonwealth Bank's share of savings bank 

business increased accordingly. However its general -.banking. 

business was limited by a policy of not competing aggressively with 

the private trading banks,, and it still had no direct control of the 

note issue despite the fact that the Governor was Chairmen of the 

Australian Notes Board and had a casting vote on this body. 

Professor Giblin suggests ,that three factors seer to have influenced 

the Bruoe•Perge Government in its declaim to expand the Ccaraorwealth 

Bank first, the notion of central banking was given great stimulus 

by various post-war imperial and international ere:comae and monetary 

°conferences; secondly, there was a growing need to take positive 

action to aback the 4150011COlie drift appearing in the form of sterling 

depreciationand7general shortage of one for investment pa-poses; 

and thirdly, inharmonious relations existed between the Government 

• and the Notes Board, whose policy contributed to the shortage of 

money. (15) It has also been suggested that earlier tactic= would 
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have been taken but for the decision to let well alone during the 

capable governorship of Sir Denitacei /tiller s  lobo died in June, 1923; 
while socialist writers unite in attributing the change to the desire 

of the Coverrnmezrt to rearm the Bank as a source of potential danger to 

private capital interests by taking its s menagemesat Emmy from an 

• independent public orficial and placing it in the he:ads of representatives 

of the primate capitalists themselves. (16). 

In introducing the 1924 legislation which provided for 

the substitution of a board of eight directors in place of the single 

governor, far the vesting of central of the note issue in this boards  

and for other technical changes to facilitate the leDrking of the Bank, 

Dr. (now Sir) Berle Dago (by then Treasurer) predicted that the bank 

would quiddiy be transformed from a mere goverment inatitution in 

caspetition with the private banks into an effective Central Bank which 

could be the keystone of the financial arch of Australia.“ (17) 

Professor L.P. Main asserts *  however,. that apart frau the control of 

the note issue, the 1924 legislation did Little in itself to turn the 

Bank into the desired but then little-mlaretood central bank. Central 

banking in Australia, he wrote : .  

	  did not grow naturally as the result of practieel experience 

and accumulating tradition.. Neither was it. the sequel. of patient 

expert enquiry into the need for central banking and the techniques 

appropriate to the econcesy axicerneds. Nor was it allowed to grow 

quietly and gain experience before venturing on strong controversial 

actions On the contrary, it has: been in the hisrley.burley forst 

its beginning; every stage in its -developmmt has been the subject 

of violent dispute in ParLianent and press." (18). 
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Professor Giblin has provided in his book °The Growth of a Central 

Bank" a detailed and comprehensive account of the ecommtc* and 

political events which shrtped the development of the Bank during its 
second stage from 1924 to 1945, and this thesis will 
attempt to cover only those administrative developments which have 

added to thecry and practice cxmoernin' g the use and organisation of 

public corporations. , 

The labour Party, which founded the Bank under a single 

Governor in 1911, has not always been hostile to the idea of a Bank 

Board. Thus an observer ms able to record in 1933 that W.G. Higgs 

(then Labour Treasurer) had suggested. a board of directors or advisors 

as early  as 1916  on the mclerstPncting that the members would "be like 

judges placed beyond the reach of outside influence", and to ccument 

that "all along Labour had regarded the Bank as an economic institn tion 

rather than as a political convenietwe." (19) During the debates on 

the 1924. legislation, Labour did not object to the proposed board 

itself, but merely to its canposition. lbe Party then proposed  an 
alternative board to consist of the existing Governor, who would be 

Chairman with a casting vote, together with three Deputy Governors; 

Labour feared the representation of squatting and commercial interests 
have 

would be harmful to the peoples' bane and woulcr preferetl to see - 

directors appointed because of financial knowledge and experience, as 

well as representatives of empilmyee, interests. Labour's opposition to 

the Board system of manavvent developed rather in the decade following 

this legislation, as the new Bank Board, including as it did three 

company directors, a merchant, a retired chairman of the Associated 

(private) Banks in Queensland, and. a manager of the New South Wales 

Wheat Bools„ wdually revealed itself as being far more harsfUl to 
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Two Senate amendments af considerable consequence were 

accepted. (22) first, the originel bill provided that the Bank 

Board would consist of a Governor, the Secretary to the Treasury*  two 

representatives of industry and camerce, two of agricrultur e s  and two 

currency experts. Senators argued that the best available men should 

be chosen, irrespective of their special intex.ests, and Emended the 

bill to provide instead for the appointment of "six persons• who are or 

have been actively engaged in a,griculture, commerce, finance or 

industry." The warding of the amendment left the way open for the 

establish:mut of •a Much narrower and less corwrehensive board than was 

originally envisaged. Secondly *  the original bill proposed to retain 

' that provision of the earlier act relating to the notes issue to the 

effect that control of this part of the Bank's function might be 

resumed by the Treasurer by proclamation should he consider circumstances 
such action, 

war-ranted 	The Senate deleted this provision, which, if retained, 

would have permitted the Labour Government during the depression to 

give practical effect to its financial and public works policy, instead 

• of involving the Gevermeat end the'Bank -in a hee.d'.ci 32iaixwhich 

helped geaerste that ea Ltrese bitterness in AUIStra3.i8n politics which is 

still felt today whenever the banking issue is raised. 

Broadly*  the change to Board administration was justified by 

the Treasurer,. Dr. Earle Paw, on the following grotmds (although \. 

Professor Giblin has since disputed the application of this reasoning \ \\ 

to the 1924 situation (23)): 

it is now wide* recognised that the government of a central 

banking institution should include all that varied experience end 
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mature judgment can supp3y. It is too much to expect that all 

the necessary qualifications can be found in one man." 00 

As mentioned above, the Board of Directors, first constituted by the 

Nationalist-Counti7 Party CoaLition under the Commonweelth Bank Act 

1924. (25), consisted of eight members, including the Governor of the 

Bank who was to be Chief Executive Officer but not necessari3,y Chairman 

of the Board, the Secretary of the Treasury, and six others who were 

appointed by the CovernoraGeneral and who were or had been actively 

ezigmged in Industry, =nerve, finance or agriculture. The Chairman 

was elected annually from among the members of the Board. The 

position of Deputy Governor remained, but the occupant was not a member 

of the Board. The six nominated members received initial appointments 

of seven, six, fives  four, three and two years respectively, all 

subsequent appointments being for seven year terms; they served in a 

pe.rt*time capacity and received £600 per annum, or if elected as 

Madman £1000 per 1323111191. Like the Governor and Deputy Governor, 

whose conditions of appointment were unchanged, they held office during 

good behaviour, and they were required to Make a declaration of fidelity 

and secrecy. Directors and officiabs of other banking enterprises were 

ineligible, while conditions of vacation of office were as provided in 

the case of the other early corporations. The Board was empowered to 

appoint an Executive Carroittee of not less than three of its members to 

carry on the Bank business between meetings. The 1924. Act also 

provided. for the appointment of a Landon Board of Advice of three 

members to watch the London Mr ley market, it allowed Bank officers the 

right of appeal against the actions of any Bank authority other than 
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the Board. of Directors itself, and it set up an Appeals Board, cm which 

Bank officers were represented„ for this purpose. Other provisions 

relating to the appointment of officers the furnishing of returns, etc. 

remained unchanged. 

In appointing the members at the original Bank Board„ the 

Government adopted a rather unorthodox representative principle. By 

virtue of the Senate amendammt„ it no longer had to ensure :Inclusioil. • - 

of interested parties ar professions; but it did follow an unofficial 

pattern of regional representation. Professor Galin has pointed out 

that throughout the life of the Board, representation was f8ir3,y evenly 

divided between N.S.W. (with Queensland) and Victoria, with the 

Riverina (and later - 	) included to provide a "neutral* vote. 

This distribution was apparently used to make it possible to ensemble - 

the Rzecutive Committee of three members quickly, either in Melbourne 

or Sydney, for urgent decisions between regular meetings of the Board. 

Another important aspect of the Bank Board brought out by Professor 

Giblin was the relationship between the Governor and the Chairman t 

for if the Governor was not appointed Chairman, this relationship 

become a critical factor in the operations of the Bank. After the 

strange early retirement of the unoo-operative Mr. Ken, Sir Etsaest 

Riddle became Governor and Sir Robert Gibson became Chairman* The 

fonmer's interests were directed towards ordinary banking, and the &colt 

offered plenty of scope for his activities in this field. It was 

therefore left to the Chairman to concern himself with developments in 

central banking, and by 1929 *the canplete subordination of the 

Governor to the Chainman was firmly established." (26) It is 
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significant,however„ that a later proposal, the Central Reserve Bank 

Rin of 1930, was specially framed to prevent any reoccurreace of 

this division of powers, 'Allah could have prcrved embarrassing if two 

strong personalities had been involved. 

THE MERU, CAPITAL COMMISSICV. 

We now came to the first of the developmental oorporaticns. 

After its acceptance by the Ccemonwealth Govezement, the Federal 

Capital Territcey (now the Australian Capital Territory) was 

controUed by the Home Affiars Department tram 1909 to 1916. In the 

latter year this department disappeared, and works and administrative 

functions within the Territory came under the control of the Department 

of Works and Railways and the Department of Home and Territories 

respectively. Mr. Stewart (Country Party Mamma, Victoria' g.  

Minister for Works and Railways), stated in 1924 that "the affairs of 

the Territory new require the attention of two Ministers and the 

employment of two departmental staffs under separate control.* He 

added that the Goverment felt that the existing arrangements should 

be superseded by a single local authority subject to the control of 

the Minister for Home and Territories. (27) Thus the Seat of 
was introduced to 

Goverment (ministration) Bill/provide for the establishment of a 

single authority to be knover as the Federal Capital Comeissian, with a 

complete range of municipal ftmctions insaltimeg construction works, 

provision of cammity services and general administration. 

In his seconcloreading speech, the Illnister outlined. a 

number of reasons for the avvernment's decision to establiah cannissien 

government in the Territory. (28) This reasering went as follows 
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The dual eystem of control ams proving cur:bermes and the 

need for a single authority was generally accepted. 

The need for a large measure of freedom from day-to.day 

political control was emphasised, with certain 

qualifications, The Minister explained s 

The Government has endeavoured in this Rill to 

strike the haply man. It has sought to give the 

Coe:mission ream:ably full powers so that it may 

discharge its duties without being unduly hammed, 

and at the same time to retain sufficient authority 

to ensure that the Comaission shall at all times be 

under parliamentary control 	Generally, the 

whole future of the Territory, financiall,y and other.. 

wise, is really the responsibility or the .0 VI 	 a 

(however) the Bill contains sane restrictions on the 

Ccernission es powers." 

Revenues were to be credited to a Seat of Goverment Finul 

which was intended: 

to dissociate the Carmissionts financial 

operations fruit the ordinary alb. rs of the Government. 

The Ccisaission will have independent funds and it will 

be required to make the best use or the revenue and 

resources of the Territory." 

The belief was held that persons with a wide variety of 

valuable knowledge and experience could only participate 

in executive control of operations under the Gasuission 

form of management. Mr. Stewart emplained that s 
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H..... the members of the Canaission will be appointed 

for their special knowledge of such matters as 

architecture, engineering, general construction, town 

planning finance and general administration. 

The new attitude of the Labour Party to the question or 
commissica management vska outlined by I. Charlton, leader of the 

Opposition, in reply to the Minister's secondoreading speech, thus 
"The •control which it is proposed to give the Commission should 

be retained by this House 	this Bill gives power to make 

reg.aations, and although provision is made for such regulations 

to be laid on the table of this House, and for objection to them 

to be tam within thirty days of wesentatiaa, hanareble members 

know that very often little notice is taken of them. Ccesequentl,y 

administration is left entirely in the hands of the Board or 

Commission which frames the regulations. While the Government 

retains control, matters which benorable members consider should 

be ventilated can be brought up in this House, and the persons 

concerned can be dealt with if necessary, and first-band knowledge 

Can be ,vb 	...*, the time has arrived when,:  except in 

special cases, we should no longer delegate our powers to such 

bodies.* 

He =timed 

"Governments should be prepared to accept the full responsibilities 

of office. They should be obliged to administer the legislation 

passed by Parliament, and they should accept rvaponsibility for 

mistakes. We have had. too many blunders by recent Ccamissices to 
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justify the appointment of another one.* 

Here he refermed to the Ild.SISEInagement of the affair= of the War 

Service Haus Camdssicer, and also criticitaed =cart instances of 

ineffective 	 control. In relatior to thm Shipping Board 

and the Military and Naval Boards. He went cat 

*Theoretically .  these Grnmissions are under the cmtrol of 

Ministers, but actually they have very little aantlinrity over 

thee* ....• It is idle to sky Parliament has arcettrol. Even 

Ministers are unable to obtain the information that honorable 

members desire to procure.' (29) 

To a suggestion on the grounds of seamy that a sizsg,le Coseissioner 

only should be appointed, the Government replied tliss.t no cne man could 

possess all the desired qualifications. tabour enenters claimed that 

the Covert was merely looking for jobs in wad& to *shelve" certain 

of its less disciplined supporters, but the Minister. denied that pre-

selection of Cosaissioners had taken place. (.30) 

In those days interest in the merits of Casseissicrt 

government extended beyond the co:eines of Parilemirxt House. Thus 

the *Register*, an Adelaide neirmaper, referred to this Bill in a 

leading article as 

an elide:mien of the pernicious system or- handing over the 

business of Gowermsent to commissions which aver only remotely 

responsible to Parliament *  which involve the ermatim of 

additional billets, and which, bedng largely inedependent of the 

Minister*  nay be used by him as a means or evadzing responsibility 

for extravagance and inefficiency." (31 ) 

Newspe.pers tend to emphasise the onusational, and ecententious political 
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arguments satisfy this requirement. In 1924 the question or 
ocaudssfuxi government was rapidly becoming a live political issue — 

today, unfortunately„ it is left to the academics. 

The Bill originally provided that the Comnisaion should 

appoint its own staff, althougi se officers of the two departments 

sho were already stationed in Canberra were to be transferred to the 

Comassion subject to the Minister's concurrence. Officers of the 

Comassion were not to be subject to the Cormcnonalth Public Service 

Act, although provision was made, in the case of transferred officers, 

for the preservation at existing and accruing ri4trts. Objection was 

taken to this proposal, brwever, on the grounds that the Comnissionts 

staff, if excluded from the Public Service Act would be deprived of 

the opportunity to seek promotion in the other departments and that the 

horizon of their ecareer-servicen would thus be restricted. It was 

also claimed that the greater flexibility in administration gained by 

the interchangeability of staff between departments under the Public 

Service Act was an advantage. Subsequently an amendment, bringXe 

staff of the Commission under the Public Service Act and giving the 

Chairman the powers of a Permanent Bead under that Act*  was actually 

proposed by the Minister and included in the Act which ultimately 

received the Royal Assent. (32) This formula is quite cannon in 

Australian State legislation, but unusual in Federal Statutes. 

The Bill further provided, that the Minister was to publish 

a plan of the proposed layout of Canberra and its environs, end the 

Conmission was bound to follow this plan in all its operations. 

Parliament alone was empowered to approved changes to the plan. 
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An interesting sidelight revealed by these debates in 1924. was the 

general agreement that the transfer of the national capital to 

Canberra was an unfortunate move and against the best interests of the 

Australian people. Members of both parties voiced this opinion, but 

stated that as Parliment was already committed nothing could be done 

about it. 

Under the Seat of Government (Adaini.atration) Act 1924. (33) 

the Governor-General appointed three Conaissicners„ one to be Chairman, 

and all to serve in a full-time capacity. Original terms were five, 

to and three years, later appointments being for teams not exceeding 

three years. Commissioners were eligible for re...appointment, and if 

previously public servants, their 	o and accruing rights were to 

be preserved. Preference in appointment was to be given to returned 

servicemen. The Chairman was to receive a saLary not exceeding 

£3,000 per annm„ while the other members were to be paid prescribed 

fees, the total amount of which was net to exceed £4,000 per annum. 

Grounds for suspension and parliamentary review before &missal, and 

also for vacation of office, were similar to those for the Commonwealth 

Railankys Contaissioner. As maitioned previously„, staff were recruited 

under the Public Service Act, the Chairman having the status of a 

Permanent Head under that Act; the Commission was however required to 

utilise as far as possible the services of staff of the Department of 

Works and RailwAys in carrying out constructional work. The Camdssion, 

was a body corporate in the usual terms. 

Revenues were to be paid into the Seat of Governmeant Fund, 	° 

which was to be applied towards the payment of salaries and other 

operating expenses; however Parliament was to repay to the Comaissian 
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all moneys expended on the construction of Parliament BOUM and the 

Governor...General% Residence. The COMILSSICal was empowered to raise 

provided that the amount and terms of each loan were approved 

by the Treazorer, and that the loan itself was approved by reaolution 

of both Rouses of Parliament. Any suxiplus was to be applied to the 

reduction of liabiliteces and thereafter to the Consolidated Revenue 

Eitel& Accounts were subject to Inspection and audit by the Auditor. 

General and also to examination by the Canaittee of Public Accounts. 

The Commission was to prepare annual estimates in such form as the 

Minister directed, for the approval of the Minister and the concurrence 

of the Treasurer, and any expenditure outside these estimates could be 

Incurred only with the Minister% and Treasurer's approval. Special 

parliamentazy approval was needed before the CogniseLon could embark on 

a project costing more than £25,000. 

The Coevaissien was required to prepare an Annual Report to 

the Minister for presentation to Parliament, containing an account of 

its control and, management of the affairs entrusted to it under the 

Act. Quarterly reports were also to be furnished, setting out 

approximate expenditure and receipts during the civarter, the progress 

of works under the Commission's control, and details of staff appointments 

and separations. In addition further reports were to be furnished as 

the Minister required. The Act provided that the Governor.Ceneral 

could make regulations, not inoonsiatent with the Act, for carz7ing 

out the provielona of the Act. The Commission itself could make 

byeamen subject to the Governor Genera's approval. 
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An amending Mt of 1926 (30 changed the title of the 

Chaisson to Mar Commissioner, and gm- the Minister the power to 

convene a meeting of the Commission at any time, The Interesting 

circumstances =Idler 'hid% this pewer was to revert to the Chief 

Commissioner in 1929 sill be discussed in Sectien (o) of this chapter. 

THE NMNI AUSTRAM COMCESSION. 

Another of the derweicsmentel corporations was the North 

Australia Commission, created in 1926, The Northern Territory. Which 

had previously been cidreinisterfx1 by the South Australian Comment, 

inas trtmatforred. to the Corernwealth in 1 911, During the following 

fifteen zeers the Commonsmal.th Comnmr-nt was forced to concentrate on 

war end reoonetruction,„ see 001MSOVeltrny the affairs of the Territory 

were hegleeted, Then, in 1926*  Senator Itmwce, Nationalist Minister 

ftxr Mae and Territories, outlined a raw policy aimed at developing 

the Territory', For rem= slar to those outlined in the debates 

en the bill to establish the Federal Capital Commission, the Comment 

decided to establish a dervelopmental commisaim to be known as the 

North Atailgralis Commission, 

The follovdng extracts from the Minister's speeoh are 

siznificarct 

"We should ask ourselves whether we =any think that the 

gtrlisamentary machine es it is constituted today is the proper 

moans f= =Tying out develogaent . 	 The meows that has 

attended the appointment of the Federal Capital Comdasian is 

justification for the Government and Parlament deleting some 

of their business powers to men selected because of their special 
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fitness to carry out such duties, and Parliament, vdthout 

depriving itself of the ultimate power of control of the purse, 

will have sone guarantee that the tasks it wants carried out will 

be carried out effectively. and 1:tranpt3y by men competent to 

undertake them 	We wish to ensure continuity of polic7, and 

we believe that the appointment of a Commission vested with the 

authority outlined. will result in the initiation of useful 

developnental schemes extending aver a period of years." (35) 

Many speakers thought that the people of the Territory should be given 

a voice in its goverment, and Senator Thomas (labour N.S.W.) armed 

that "..... if we agree to the appointment of the North.Australia. 

Coard.ssion, the Minister will be able to evade his responsibility." (36) 

The North Australia Comd,asion., created by the 	h Australia 

Act 1926 (37) was a body corporate with the leml status =mon to such 

corporations. Its duties, which extended only to that pert of the 

Territow to be biotin as North Australia, included : 

(a) the mairrteriance and operation of rail/says !, subject to any 

a,gree.ment made between the Minister and the Ccomonwelath 

Railways Commissioner, 

(b) the locust:v=4m ,alzd astintenence of roads, 

(c) the erection of telegraph and telephone lines, 

(d) water boring and conservation, 

(e) operation of ports and harbours, and 

(f) the administration of CTIOWII lands: 
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The Cata:}i' anion was to prepare a scheme for the develorernt of North 

Australia, and subject to the Minister's approval, it was to carry out 

the works involved. If the Minister did not prove the scheme it vas 

the Commission's duty to prepere and submit a new whew; in addition, 

the Minister was empowered to request the preparation of a plan for 

any particular phase of development at any time. The constructing of 

railways, or of any other public work costing mate than £25,000, was 

subject to the passink of a special authorising act. 

The Act divided the Northern Territory into two distinct 

divisions, North and Central Australia. The latter was wholly under 

the control of the lithister for &me and Tearitories, through a 

Goverment Resident at Alice Springs, an Advisory Colman and a separate 

territorial service; while in the former, the same pattern or 
adrdnistration ves provided for those local pavernment functions which 

did not cow under the jurisdiction of the Commission. 

The constitution of the Commission was liffrilAr to that of 

the Federal Capital Conalission with the following exceptions 

All appointments were for terms not exceeding five years. 

Provision was sede for agreement with States adjoining the 

Territory far their asaistance in the development of the 

Territory, and in pursuance of such agreements, membership 

of the Caamission could be increased by the additicaa of a 

representative of each State concerned, 

Rates of resmaeration were fixed by the Governor.General. 

The Ccemaission appointed its own officers, who were not subject 

to the Public Service Act or to the Territorial Public Service 

Ordinances. They were to be engaged for specified periods 
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and subject to prescribed conditions. Provision for the 

grant of leave without pay to officers transferred from the 

Coesamrealth Public Service was identical to that for the 

Repatriation Commission. The creation mui filling of 

offices at a salary of over 400 per annum was subject to 

the Minister's approval.- 

THE DEVEIDEMENT AND MIGRATICIT CCISaSSICM. 

The third. of the developmental concretions, and the one 

which was at the same time the most significant and the most 

controversial, was the Development and Migration Cosnission. It was 

bus/Axed by enthusiastic schemes for empire migration as a means of 

strengthening the growing Cossonwea3.th ar Nations and develesping and 

impending its resources, which slung from the Imperial loyalties 

rekindled during the 1Pirat World. War and the groping acceptance by 

the dominions of the dictue *populate or perish." An &spire Settlement 

Coneittee established during the War recommended the creation of 

Imperial machinery to control and finance settlement and development, 

but peace fotaxl the empire components, flushed with their new adulthood, 

unready to participate in joint administrative machinery of this kind. 

However the co-operative spirit was confirmed at the Imperial 

Conference of 1921. An ltnixixe Settlement Act was passed by the United 

Einem Parliament in the following year to authorise British particip-

ation, and the Camennwealth and certain State Governments signed an 

agreement providing for the portinning of costs between theme 

The States, who handled the absorption and settlement of migrants, 

produced and implemented generous but hastily conceived schemes, whose 

unfortunate results quickly revealed the danger of rushing into 
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expensive development projects without a comprel=sive and expert 

preliminary survey *f all factors necessary to ensure success. Revised 

ligation Agreements with the British Government in 1925 and 1926 had the 

effect of liberalising finance and permitting greater attention to the 

provision of services canplementazy to land settlement schemes, but 

Prime Minister Bruce asserted. that ultimate success depended az 

satisfactory marketing arrangements. He vigorously advocated 

preferential tariffs Oil the British market for Australian farm products, 

and in partial answer the United Kingdom set up an Empire Marketing 

Board in 1926, which perfumed valuable work in promoting emrdre trade 

with the assistance or an ge03101AC Committee through which direct 

liaison with the dominions was maintained. For its part the Australian 

Goverment first created a combined Ministry of ibrkets and 'Migration 

in 1925, and it then followed this with the constitution of the Develop-

ment and Migration Commies:1m in 1926. (3S) 

Basically, this Camaisaion was designed to introduce order 

into the spending of the money available under the Migration Agreements 

(especially the so-called iC34,000A00 Agreement). The Cemonwealth 

had. the overall respcasthility for this money, and forme it necessary as 

a result of bitter experience with, previous lack of planning and 

investigation by the States, to appoint a body which could ccesider and 

advise on the State schemes, and. which would be 

V.... composed of men of such a high standard of knowledge as 

to command general respect, and of such security of tenure as 

to be beyond the reach of pressure.* (39) 
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The Commission was also required to assume direct control of the staff 

previously employed on migration duties in the Department of Marimba 

and Migrations  which as a consequence was redesignated the Department 

of Markets. 

The attitude of the Bruce-Peep Government to the question of 

canission administration had already hewn shown in the debates on the 

Federal Capital Commission and the North Australia Camission. The 

hardening view of the labour opposition was repeated in the debates on 

the Dervelopaent and Migration Bill in 1926 by Mr. lassarini (labour - 

Werriwa  N.S.W.) thus s 

"We are deliberately handing over the general functions of 

Parliament to an outside body ..... By introducing this measure 

the Government is asking Parliament to sign a blank cheque. 

Of course, if necessary, evaenaing legislation may later be 

introduced, but it frequently happens that in such cases its 

introduction is too lens delayed." (40) 

4-1) 
The Development and Migration Acf/provided that the CORIMiaSiCal 

was to be a body corporate, and to •consist of four members appointed by 

the Governor...General, one to be Chairman and one Vice.Chairman, and 

each to "devote the whole of his tine to the duties or his office." 

Terms et appointment were 

Chairman 	- not exceeding seven years. 

• 	 Vice-Chairman • not exceeding six years. 

Others 	- not exceeding five years. 

All were eligible for re-appointment, and if previously public 

servants, their existing and accruing rights were to be preserved. 

Renameration was fixed by the Governor.General, who could remove arc, 
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Cosadssioner for proved misbehaviour or incapacity. By nor, the idea, 

of permitting parliamentary review of ariverspension by the Minister, 

which had placed Canaissioners in a position somewhat akin to members of - 

the judiciary, was losing favour. An office was deemed to be 	• if 

a Commissioner became bankrupt or if he became commercially Interested in 

any contract or agreement made by the Connission. Staff were not subject 

to the Commonvealth FtzbLic Service Act, but were appointed by the 

Commission subject to "prescribed conditions"; the maximum period of 

appointment was five years, and officers were not entitled to ecompensatica 

for any tenad.nation of anointment howsoever arising." The Consolidated 

Revenue Fund was appropriated to the extent necessary to reeamerate the 

Commissioners while for other purposes the Treasurer was ecapowered to 

advs.:we money to the Camiissico. Accounts were subject to audit and 

inspectioky the Auditor-General s, an annual report was required, and the 

Governor-General had the usual. power to make regulations. 

The Commission possessed greater legal independence in regard 

to its migration ferotions than to its developmental functions. The 

Act provided that insofar as the development of resources and the 

establishment of new industries were concerned, it couldact only after 

the Minister had et.11N11 approval for each specific project or investigat-

ion. Cr. the other hand migration schemes prepared by the Commission 

were to be accepted by the Commonwealth as final unless both Houses of 

Parliament by resolution agreed to differ from the opinion of the 

Cc:mission; in the preparation of such schwas, and in the supervision 

of immigration activities, it was not subject to Minigterial supervision. 

In many ways it could be said that this Commissicra approached the smith 
of corporate power in Australia. &waver its decline actually played a 
more significant pert in the history of the "corporation movement" than 
did its rise to power. The later events will be considered in Section 
Tirc(c) of this thesis. 
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THE COMM FOR SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL MiSEARMI: 

Despite the musual degree of security granted the 

Director of the Institute of Science of Industry, his dependence 

en ministerial reglaaticas and directions and rd parliamentary 

control over finance had reduced the Institute to a position at 

near.impaterme. No finance had been provided far the erection of 

tortes; ithile the States were 3.uke.werm in their support, 

• claiming that in view of the need for inter.ermerreeental 00-

operation in the work of the Institute, control centralised in a 

single Director was unsuitable. (42) Accordingly, the Nationalist.. 

• Country Party Government forecast a re.argardsation of the Institute 

in the Governeneral's speech opening the 1 926 Session of 

Parliament, and it obtained a report on desirable reforms from 

British expert Sir Frank Heath. 

This report attempted to suggest means of =pending the 

lostitute with a view to increasing its usefulness, and enabling it 

to co-operate with Sivreiller organisations in other parts of the 

likcAre. After outlining the desirable functions of a reoonstruoted • 

Institute, Sir Frank Heath went on to detail what he crnsidered to 

be the necessary pattern of organisation. His view was that the 

Institute should consist of the responsible Xildster (mho was to be 

the Prime Moister) plus an Advisory Casicil to the 	er. Tive 

Council should consist of a Chairman and two 	r members appointed 

by the Governor.General for six year terms (these three been them 

to constitute an ;fr. - 	ve Caneittee of the Council), together *with. 

the Chairman or his deputy of the Advisory Committee in each State. 

The State Camnittees were to be appointed by the Governor.General on 
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the nomination of the State Govermaents, and were to consist of 

scientific and industrial experts* Ite believed that the full Advisory 

Colman should meet twice a year, and that *  at an annual Keating, it 

should prepare and submit to the Minister a programme. of work for the 

next year,and estimates of the costs involved. He also recommended a 

desirable sectirmalisation of the scientific staff or the Institute, 

which he considered should be constituted as a bcdy corporate. and rammed 

the Department or Research in Science and Industry* (43). 

Sir Frank justified his preference for a multiimauber 

Institute with this plausible arguments- 

"The present Act appears to re to have been lipanly  influenced 

by the psychology of war, which leads to highly centralised control 

and tends to serk a solutioi to urgent difficulties calling far 

proper decisions in the granting of wide powers to a single strong 

men. But democratic corammities in normal times are impatient of 

oneocan control, an *patience likely to be emphasised vitten the 

activities of the organisatica it is intended to create must 

inevitably operate within the boundaries, and for the benefit or 

the reverse, of a rester or sovereign States, while if it is to be 

successful it must secure the active co-operation of those States 

and their peoples. Mere is, moreover, no sphere of work in which 

a centralised direction and control is more hostile to the free 

Writ of enquiry than that of scientific investigation, which must 

proceed with a constant and keen appreciation of local conditions 

and needs. Accordingly the basis of the proposed reorganisation 

is sought in a co-operation of all the States with the Corrammrealth 

in the formulation of advice through carefully selected men 
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of responsible position and wide outlook 	The anymei-satiar 

of scientific effort on a national basis can as little bet 

onnpessed by we man as the orgsnisaticn of natio:sal defence." . (44.) 

Justifying the need for an independent organisation, he drew ass 

British experience to show that, it was 

"..... very advantageous to free scientific work from ther 

erabarrasesents of departmental administration, which is often of 

regulatory kind under statutory control, and from any passibility 

of suspicion that its findings are under the influence or 
administrative exigency." 

Eta might weal have a&led " - or political caprice," On these grounds 

he deemed it mast important that the organisation should be sope.rate 

frit avy "e.daircLatrative depazvtreent.. (45) 

The influence of these recommendations is very apparent in 

the Science and Industry Research Act of 1926 (46). In a pasture 

worthy of George Swinburne, however, the Government dispenaed with 

Sir Prank's notion of an Institute or "Department* under a ministerial 

head as the adrainrs' trative entity, and instead constituted the Council 

itself (i.e. the proposed Department .nus its political head) as the 

body corporate. State Causittees were also to pley an impartant part. 

The Camnrurealth Council for Scientifin and Industrial 

Research, as it was called, was still required to advise the Banister 

an matters of policy and finance, but it was also given mew specific 

powers and duties in the scientific and industrial field. It consisrted 

of : 
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- (a) three members nominated by the Minister and appointed by 

the Governor-Genervils  to hold office for terms not esneeding 

five years, and eligible for re-appointment; one of these 

was to be appointed as 011441113ens 	masher was increased 

to five by an amencling Act in 1945. (44, 

(b) the Chairman of each State Camiittee, and 

(c) such other members co-opted by the Council *  with the consent 

of the Ministers  by reason of their scientific knoarledges  

for a specified period. 

Remuneration of members was fixed by the Governar4eneral and the 

Consolidated Revenue Fund was appropriated to the necessary extent. 

Members could be removed by the Governor•weieneral for proved misbehaviour 

or incapacity; their positim in this regard was much, less secure than 

that of the old Director. The Council appointed its oval staff and 

fixed their conditions of services  subject to the Ma:dater% consent; 

under the 1920 Act staff had been appointed by the GavsynoriGeneral Ui 

the Director% reoctanendatian. Its activities were financed by the 

appropriatica of a lump mai by Parliament *for the purpose of 

scientific and industrial investigaticn" (in the first instance €250,000) *  

but this money was to be spent on.ly in accordance with estimates of 

expenditure submitted to and approved by both Rouses of Parliament. 

The Council was required to submit an annual report to the Minister 

for presentaticn to Parliament oontaining "a misery of work done and 

proceedings taken by the Council." 

For many years the Council concentrated on work affecting 

the primary industries of Australia,. and even today such work plays a 
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nab"- part in the activities of the Commonwealth Scientific and. 

Industrial Research Organisation which succeeded the Council in 194.9. 

The activities of the Council and its successor are widely recognised 

today to be of inestimable valite,  to Australia; yet it has been pointed 

out that the Council would probably have failed if it had been dependent 

solely on Treasury funds, As early as 1929 it was being backed b;r 

private financial support, and during the depression. year 1932.33 forty 

per cent of its expenditure was contributed from sources outside the 

Treasury, quite apart frna the Etubstantial value of gratuitous services 

and assistance in kind. Varna Jansen, historian of the 	and 

C.S.I.R.O. has. recorded that 

"TWA centribution giVe the 	unique-  Position among 

4governmentally controlled institutions in Australia, because it 

meant that private interests were influencing the poLicy at 

C.S.I.R. by directing research into particular fields of 

investigation through the provision of finance for special wore. (48, 
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1926 was the Jubilee Tear of the Commonwealth of Australia. 

With the virtual creatice of three new pubLic corporaticns during the 

year, it also marked a peak in what Professor Greenwood has described 

as that "treuendous use of boards, camlissions and other agencies" made 

by the Bruce-Page administration in its attempt to develop "a 

scientific approach to industry, production and government nrimini  sitrat-

ion." (1) At the end of the year, the Cariiwealth adectnistrution 

oonsLeted of ten ministerial departments 2 

Attorney-General' e, 

Defence 

Health, 

Haw and Territories, 

Markets, 

lbstmaster-General • „ 

Prime Minister•o, 

Trade and Customs, 

Treasury, and 

Works and Railways; 

and nine major public corporations : 

Australian Coonctmvealth Shirring Board, 

Commuwea/th Bank, 

Ccamonwealth Railways, 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, 

Dcrvelopment and Migration Commission, 

Federal Capital Ccomission, 

North Australia Commissica, 

Repatriation Ccenisaion, and 
War Service Hcmes Ccatnission. 
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There existed also a. nvi  number of other autancmous 

bodies crested by the Coamont-tealth Parliament, such a-s the Auditor-

General, the Ccemisaioner for Taxation, the Tariff Board and the 

Bablie Service Board itself, which operated within the framework of 

parent departments for ad:nal' strati= pm-p.oreei. During the early 

nineteen-twenties, the Comronwealth had also became a. major shareholder 

in company with private enterprise in two "nixed entrprised" in the 

developnaital field, Amalgamated Wireless (Australia) Limited and 

Commonwealth Oil Refineries Limited; while the year 1924,-26 saw the 
permanent 

creation by the Commonwealth. ParLiamant of its first three/Comuedity 

Itarketing Boards, the Dried Fruits CrIntrol Board, th Dairy Prooduce 

Control Board, end the Canned Fruits Coatrel Board. These flarlmting 

Boards were forerunners of many other boards, constituted as corporate 

bodies to permit the inclusion of re esentativos of appropriate 

interests, such as producers, processors, traders ania scmetimes workers 

together usually with a Government nominee as Chaiminn; in many ways 

they must be regarded as public corporations, but tar reasons of space 

and time-  they have been excluded from this survely.0.71-_--dlot for a brief 
expl Liatory note At ;1_ 1 	D. 

This rapid increase in the ruriher of publi.c boards and 

comassices staffed outside the Public Service Let lcd to the drafting  

of the Officers" Rights Declaration pcm.. In 1928. 	Describing the 

purpose of the legislation, Senator Sir George Perirc (ITationaList, 

Uestern Au.stralia Vice-President of the Bsecutivo Council), pointed 

out that there were maw separate acts iiroviding for the erceployment 

of persons Iva Commonwealth business, and yet outside the scope of the 

Public Service Act. These acts all we the authord_ties concerned 

power to determine the conditions of employment of tbeir own staff, 
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but usually provided in addition that if the persons appointed (either 

as members of the authority itself or as the employees of the authority) 

eero previous/7 officers of the Public Service, their misting and 

accruing rights were to be preserved. The viemeing„ however, was not 

always identical, and in some cases the provision had been overlooked 

altogether. Accordingly, certain difficulties had arisen, and this 

legislation v. 'as intended to make uniform provision in regard to the 

preservation of rights of Cceemwealth officers transferred to these 

other authorities. (2) The rights involved were sick leave, furlough 

or payment in lieu thereof, superannuation, child endowment (now dis-

continued) and the marriage allowance to females. Officers involved 

were no longer required to resiep frma the Peblic Service, but became 

instead °unattached officersu during their period of employment as or 

by the authority concerned. On termination of that employment, they 

were entitled to reappointment in the Public Service with such advancement 

as the Public Service Board thought fit. 

The Officers' Paghts Declaration Act, as amended to 1953, (3) 

schedules specifically the Acts creating the following authorities, 

whose members or staff are excluded from the .0iblic Service Act, to 

which its provisions apply :- 

Commoneealth Dank (and staff) 

Council for Scientific and 'Industrial Research (and staff). 

Court of Conciliation and Arbitration, and the Conciliation 

Commissioners. 

Development and rigration Commisoion (and staff). 

Pederal Ca-„ital Commission. 

North Australia Commission (and staff). 
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Northern Territory Public Service. 

Public Service Arbitrator. 

Public Service Commisaoners. 

Superannuation Board. 

Taxation Commissioners and others holding statutory office 

within Taxation Administration, e.g. Members of Valuation 

Boards. 

These provisions have since been extended to cover almost all the modern 

Commonwealth public corporations by the insertion of a clause in each 

individusl Act to the effect that it should be regarded as if it were 

scheduled in the Officers.' Rights Declaration Act. 

Ileanwhile the attitude of the Bruce-Page Government tms clear. 

It endeavoured enthusinsticaAy to apply methods of scientific invest-

igation to the development of Auetralia s  and it found the public 

corporation a suitable device for this purpose. It encouraged such 

public activities in those fields which have been described by later 

"Liberals" as development stimulators, but on the other hand s  being 

firmly committed to that school of philosophy which believed in the 

morality of private capitalism as compared udth the immorality of 

socialism, it seized every opportunity to limit those state activities 

capable of offering competition to private enterprise. Indeed, as has 

already been hinted (4), that stang7 figure of ILS.. Labour politics, 

J.T. Aqsgs  went so far as to apply aLlarxist interpretation to 

Brace's liking for boards and commissions : these s  according to Lang, 

permitted Bruce to render valuable aid to the capitalists by vesting 

control of public services in their hands and thus furthering the 

exploitation of the workers. 
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The position of the Labour Opposition was also clear. It 

had reversed from its advocacy, in the immediate post-war period s  of 

eyndicalist workers' corporations managing nationalised industries and 

superseding parliament. Its outlook was still ESOC4  a tt,  but it was 

strongly asserting the basic democratic principles of responsible 

goverment as public corporations involved a modification of these 

principles, they were rapidly losing favour with the labour Ibrty. 

In its attitude towards public corporations in fact, the Party's 

policy had moved on to a position closer to "democratic socialism' 

than that which is today officially described by that name. With the 

declining popularity of the Haticnalist-Country Party Coalitiol 

Government, VIA  the approaching financial crisis and depression, the 

stage was now set for the effective strangulation of one public 

corporation, the legal abolition of three othera, and a series of 

events involving a fifth which were to bave prolonged and influential 

effects not only on the national economy as a whole, but also on 

political theory and practice concerning the public corporations 

themselves. 

THE AOSTRALIAH COICION-EALTH SHIPPING BOARD CCUTINITM: 

The Australian Carmonwealth Shipping Board faced not only 

political but also economic difficulties. Host of the large profits 

earned during the war were lost in the business depression, and the 

Governmant was easily persuaded to imoro the fact that rime:ram private 

concerns were facing similar difficulties. The ships began to be sold. 

by Bruce himself, on the principle that any sale was bettor than none 

at all. For example, although the British Government had valued the 
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ee-enemy vessels at £337,000, Bruce calculated his own version of 

their value at Z197,000, and he is alleged to have paid the British 

Government appraelmately £300,000 to gain a clear title to them before 

selling at scrap-iron prices. The seven ships remaining in the Line 

in 1928 were relatively new, having been built free three to seven years 

before at a cost of £7,500,000; yet Bruce sold these for ,e1,900,000 to 

be paid cliff in instalments. Ironically, they were added to the 

Confereace Lines, and Australin receivecl a first instalment of 4580,000. 

Then Lo1  IcYleart. 'who beetiled the business, *very cenveniently went 

bankrupt"„ and Australia had neither the ships nor the money. Sharkey 

and Cempbell rev have eraployed meatier 'aally t'incvd language in describing 

-these events, but ma must be ezeaueed for 1.1ympathiaing with their 

following coment 

"Bruce carried on like a mad floor 'walker at a remnant sale." (5) 

The final sale wee authorised and effected by the Government 

itself, and the legality as vle.11 as the wisdom of this action drew 

strong censure fraya the Labour Opposition in Parliament. Quoting 

the Prime Miro  Liter's announcement that the Board me not consulted by 

the Goverment concerning the sale but that the Government did not 

anticipate legal or other difficulties, Mr. Frank Brennan (Labour - 

Batman„ Victoria), described as HeXtraardinary" and"amazing" the action 

taken by the Government in selling without consulting the authority in 

whom the oteneraltip and control of the vessels had been vested by Act of 

Parliament. The weak justification of- the Attorney-General, Mr. Latham 

was that the Government's band had been strengthened by two parliamencter, 

debates on the matter, and. that, as mortgagee ,the Goverment had the 

right to foreclose on the Shipping Line. (6) Brennan held that under 

the powers conferred en it by the 1923 Statute, the Board alone held 
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this right of clisposal. However, in 1928 Bruce had the numbers in 

Parliament, and the first Cormormalth Shipping Line went out of 

existence. No legislation was involved. 

The Australia' n Ccemonsmalth Shipping Board remained, with 

the sole function of holding and managing properties an the two 

islands in Sydney Barbour. With the gradual disposal of the Line, 

the Cockatoo Island Dooletard had to look elsewhere for business, and 

it had succesefully tendered for a large engineering job at the 

Bunnerong Porzer Station, with a rather amazing result. The Common-

wealth, through its Attorney...General, sued its own creation, the 

Australian Camonwealth Shipping Board, and the Sydney City Council in 

an attempt to have the contract voided, and the High Court held that 

the Board. had no power to enter into such agreements.(7) The Dockyards 

were forced to bear the cost of the case, and shortly afterwards they 

were leased to a private compan,y. This lease was placed on a 

statutory basis under the Joolcatoo Island Dockyard Agreement Ant of 

1933 (8), parties to the agreement being the Australian Cameo:wealth 

Shipping Board, the Coemonwealth of Australia, and a private comany 

known as Cockatoo Docks andEngin.eerir' ig Pty. Ltd. This arrangement 

continued until 1949, ;teen a new public shipping line established 

during World War II under separate corporate management was Oxen 

legislative backing. (9) To avoid the confusion of having two 

Shipping Boards., end in long-delayed recognition of the fact that the 

earlier Board had continued for twenty0ctie years without shipping 

fematione,. a cempanion Act (10) abolished the Anctralian Commonwealth 

Shipping Booed, returning the administration of the two islands to the 

Commennealth Government through its ministerial agency, then the 

Department of Shipping and Fuel. 
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CAPITAL COMISSION CONTINUED: 

The federal Capital Corntrission vms beinz subjected to 

increasing criticism for its alleged lack of gymptathy Wards the local 

needs of the Capital To:mita:7 *  and Prime Ifinister Bruce promised in 

1928 that action would be taken to provide for representation of the 

residents on the Commission. In fulfikaent of this promise *  Sir 

Nevine Home (Minister for Home and Territeries) introduced a bill 

providing for the reccentitution of the Camission to consist of 

Chief Ccertlesioner and a Second Corrxissio' ner to be appointed by the 

Governor..General for five year terms *  and a Third Commisaioner to be 

elected by the rate paying lessees of the Comiesion for a three year 

tem. The elected cannissienervas to be entitled to attend and vote 

at all meetings*  but was not otherwise to take part in the executive 

or administrative work of the Commission. (11) 

The bill was *Nosed in the House of Represaittatives by 

Labour spokesmen ,Blakeley (fleasling, N.S.V1.) and Riley (Cook, N. S.W.). 

These representatives voiced the policy of their Party *  which sought 

full restoration of parliamentary control over all activities then 

undertaken by ccern.'ssione• r. They also criticised the limited 

representation envisaged by the bill, which gave the rieht to vote to 

only 600  out of an adult population of 4*600*  and in fact the bill was 

finaliy amended in committee to expand the franchise to embrace all 

adult owners and occupiers of property. A further amendment reduced 

the tenure of appointment of the Second and Third w u seioners to one 

year. (12) 

The Third Corrdesioner was duly elected*  and took his seat 

on the Caznission. Fran this time*  friction developed within the 
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side of the Commission's activities form a small part of its 

everyday work, and obviously its general activities could not be 

made subsidiary to the mailer but troublesome points associated 

with local goverment." 

Chief fig= in the mounting friction was Irisli-educated Dr. R.M. 

Alcorn, second of the elected 	- 

The Corszdasicn system of government in the Territory was 

thus being sabotaged by the very attempt made to secure  its democrat-

isation, and the &lice-Page Government announced its intanticn of 

chantcing the systems However, this Goverment was defeated before it 

could act in the matter, and the chapter of events not only played 

into the bands of thee3ucceedix" ig Labour Ministry, which was opposed 

on principle to commissicn government, but also resulted in a lack of 

serious opposition to the forthcoming abolition of the Comission. 

The Labour Government under Mr. 3.H. Scullin began by setting up a 

committee of experts to make recamdations on the steps necessary 

to restore departmental control to the affairs of Canberra. 

Dr. Mown assured the incoming Labour Minister for Roue 

Affairs, Lir. Blake3.ey, that he *mid not eMbarrass, but rather assist 

the new Goverment. Very little time elapsed, however, before he 

wrote to the Minister submitting his reirierntien as a. protest against 

certain actions of the OCCEASSiaa in relation to matters upon which he 

held definite views, despite the fact that only the Governee-General 

could accept such a resisnatioaa. suhaequaatly  he  neon  wrote to the 

Minister withdrawing his resignation s  but his impaired health prevented 

him frail attending further meetings. Mr. Blakeley outlined this 
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sevence of events to justify amencling leglalation (114 which he 

introduced in 1929. He added : 

"In order that the Government may net be embarrassed, and that 

the functions of the Camas` sion shall  be carried al until the 

d.epartments are ready to shoulder its responsibilities, I propose 

to give the Chief Cmeissiener the power to call meetings 

when he so desires, the object being to prevent a declaration 

that the efice of the Third Commissioner is vacant when that 

gentlemen has absented himself froze three rteetingee'' 

He also proposed the further safeguard for the eristing Coutaission er 

increasing rem three to retx the meter of meetings frzt which a 

Coemissioner could he wilfully absent before oompalling dismissal! (1 5) 

For the opinaitiorydr• (now Sir John) Latham (Nationalist — 

1Coeyong, Victoria), actually viished the Govarnment well in its efforts 

to improve the edoinistcation of the national capital. "The last 

goverment* he said, 

"••••• endeavoured to give the residents of Canberra a share in 

its goverment in relaticn to certain matters. The two gentlemen 

who have filled the positiais of elected Third Comexissioner were 

unable to recognise Tibet was meant by a share ••••• Apparently 

it tea their desire that the residents should have caepl.ete 

control. I say *apparently' advisedly, bemuse it has been 

difficult to ascertain what they really vented. Canberra is 

the national city, and =net he &excelled entirely by its 

residents • • • • • r' (1 6) 
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The Comenvealth bed  had little trouble with the pertly-

representative corporations it had established in the fields of 

repatriation and marketing. The events described above demonstrate, 

however, that there are limits to the successful application of this 

representative principle, and similar sad results were in later years 

to come from representative corporations established to serve the 

coal mining and stevedoring industries. It seems that a degree of 

success with such bodies can well be aditieved where there is substantial 

identity of interests, but that success is impossfblertere conflicting 

interests load to dissention within management itself. 

The abolition of the Federal Capita/ Camissicn followed as 

a. matter of course. The Commission had handled the actual transfer 

of the federal capital to Canberra. Its programmes had involved 

millions of pounds and the appointment of a largo staff, and the value 

of the major works it carried out was recogaised by all parties. Yet 

there was again little opposition when Mr. Dlakeley introduced a. further 

bill in 1930, in fulfilment of Labour's declared opposition to the 

commission system of government, to provide for "more direct Ministerial 

responsibility in the control of the Territory." The 1930 Seat of 

Government (Adtinistration) Act created an advisory and 7;artial1.y 

elected Federal Capital Council in place of the executive Commission; 

while the general naministration of the Territory was transferred to 

the Home Affairs Department (now Interior), with certain specific 

functions being entrusted to the Health, Works and Attorney-General's 

Departments. (17) 
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THE DEVIIIIMIT ATM LWIRAITal C1IS3/01/ CCM:1MM: 

The actual appointments to the Develop:ant and Migration 

Commission vindicated the sincerity of the Brace-Tana Governeant 

creating a body which could expect to cerseand respect fzun all sections 

of the co:malty. Al 

 

constituted as an expert as distinct from * ki" 

 

a representative canisziaa t  it could neverthelees be described la a. 

sense as representative of all the major political parties; while the 

prestige of the members therneelves was very hi(' sh. The Chairman 

Mr. T1.17. (later Sir Ilerbert) Capp s  fermarly General Manager of the 

Electro3„ytic Zinc Ccepccatiaa; while the other Con'aissioners inoluaed 

Mr. W.P. Devereuxs, a man of wide pastoral and financial experience s  ,mrd 

Mr. J. Gmns  formerly Labour Premier of South Australia. (18) The 

fourth member was a lir. Itavany, who had previously been Dernment /Lead 

of the Department of Marlots and Migratto n. The British Boonanie 

Mimic% which 'visited Atmtralia in 1929, melee:zed the creation. of the 

Ccendssion in the following teem 

"The Development and Migration Cour3i0VICTI LS in a position not 

only to bring its cern critical faculty to bear an the projects 

laid before it end to gime its valuable services for their 

perfeotions  but also worang as it does throude coomitteete 

eetablished in each State (to ensure) that collection and co-

oranatiem of available Imeriledge before =hems are undertelm 

which hes been too often laoldng in the rest. The DevelcTmrnt 

and M17.aticn Ccosiscion is s  in shorts  the nucleus of combined and 

co-lordinated effort for prudent develoment s  and for the wk which 

it has done upoui the subjects specially referred to it by the 

Connenwealth Goverment as well as for what has been done in 

eons equence we have nothing but praise to offer 1 " (19) 
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Work in cornea-Um with mieration was resinensible for the 

bulk of the expenditure by the Commission. This work, however, 

received considerable criticism, which was not xprising in view of 

the physical limitations on the nrimation grogranne imposed by growing 

unemployment in Australia. Even so, ease of the most valuable work of 

the Commission consisted of thorough economic investigations which 

resulted in the prevention or postponement of rash development schemes 

drawn up by various State Governments under the Migration Agreement. 

On the pure.ly developmental side, the Casmissial mad.e a major survey 

of the econcxaic condition of Tasmania and its need for Casmonwealth 

assistance, and its advice had beneficial results for the States  

particular3,y in the fields of agriculture and forestry. Other 

projects included investigations into the gsa.d mining and dried fruits 

industries, and also the &manic position of the Murray Valley Regions  
with 

The Canalosien =eked in close co-operation / the Counoi3' . for 

Scientific and Industrial Research, to wIdch it applied when scientific 

assistance was required. 

It was also suggeested in 1929 that the Conexission should be 

used to provide en objective economic and scientific investigatim of 

the claims of the smaller states for Cormonwealth grants to assist In 

the balancing of budgets, and thus to separate this important question 

fron political influences and pressures (20); but, umfortunate3y frau 

many points of view, the life of the Lbvelopnent and Migration 

Cemaission was to be a short one. Yet three years after its abolitien t  

a new expert and autenemous body, the Commonwealth Grants Oasnissien t  

was created for this very purpose. An interesting camentary on the 

lack of continuity in democratic administration is provided by the 
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became indimAamipartial. The Develormmt and Llit7atien 

Cc:emission, being a. creature of Phrliament built up its own 

organisation, engaged and employed Its own staff, and, within its 

ambit, defined its internal policy free from the control of the 

kinister. The present Government seeks to amend the law tá 

provide that the complete control of developnmat and migration 

shall once aepin be vested in the executive." 

The statement of principle was included in the following 

passage 

"The case for the Government In support of its contention m4y be 

conveniently stated in the following propositions : 

(1) That our syntem of constitutional government implies, 

an a general rule, that executive administration shall 

be supervised and controlled by individual Ministers; 

and 

	

(2) 	That necessity only, as opposed to convenience, should 

be the exception to such general rule, and such except-

ion, once it is created, should continue only so long 

as the necessity exists." 

Be amplified these prepositions thus 

	

"(1) 
	

The responsibility to Parliament of a Ministry, 

individmlly and collectively, is secured by the fact 

that Linisters are, in effect, diaaissable at the 

pleasure of Parliament through thoir inability to carry 
on the government without its support; and 

	

(2) 	A. member of the Public Service may be dismissed by the 

Crown 	 (On the other hand,) cammdssioners are not 

dismissable by Parliament and neither they nor the 
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members of their staff* are "'ambers of the Public 

Service." 

Senator Da3,y eluded 

in the case of a Minister :::yr a Mir' listry being overayrked, 

the remedy is for Parliament to increase the number of Ministers 

and not to create comexissions 	. Even if the necessity to 

appoint the Development and ILigyaticxx Caanission did exist when 

the pzrevioue government appointed. that body, that necessity no 

longer exists 	The Goverment has no desire to detract frcen 

the value of the work done by the Coteeissian.ers and the staff 

But I ask T7i13.t work has the Camision performed which could not 

have been done as efficienti,y and. as economically by a Minister." 

lie showed that the Omni  sgon vies costleag Australia over £100,000 per 

annum, and was maintaining a special weal': in London, independent of 

Australia House; and that the salarie bill for the Gomgri  ssioners 

themselves exceeded that of seven Cabinet Ministers. 

The Act vhich abolished the Comaission provided that officers 

of the Cc:emission would continue to hold office under the Coranonwealth 

abject to good behaviour for the reedy/41er of their terms of appoint-

ment and subject to the conditions of pointment; and that compens-

ation. would be paid to the Catunissionex-s for the unexpired portions of 

their terms. (22) The Opposition accepted the closure of the 

Ocrsaission in view of the prevailing economic-  situation, but it did 

not subscribe to the Labour Party* expressed attitude towards 

comeiSSiOTIS generally. 
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Thus, miler the 1951 Act (24) the Cocnisaion was abolished, 

the division of the Territory was terminated and the system of 

administration in force before the passing of the North Australia Act 

1926 was restored. Provision was made for the completion of the 

Periods,  of engagement of members of the smil  staff which the Commission 

had set up, and for the transfer of =sets and liabilities to the Home 

Affairs Delrirtmnt. 

Thus, one major state enterykise under corporate management 

had been disposed of by an anti-socialist 

 

t %/Lich neverthe- .rrr 	n. 

 

less favoured corporate management, while three other corporations were 

closed by a socialist but avemedly anti-corporate Government. 

lleanahile another corporation, the Cemmonnealth 13priki was rapidly 

moving into position first to embarrass and then to force its will on 

this popularly-elected Labour Government. Apparently convinced that 

corporate management was a matter of necessity ad distinct from con-

venience an far as the Bank was concerned, the Labour Party did not use 

these events to justify conversion of the Barb: also to departmental 

stration. It did, however, use them an the basis for a strong 

advocacy of Epeater ministerial control over the Bank, an advocacy which 

was to result in the application of a clear fornala  on this vital 

subject for the first time in the 1945 banking 

BAITIC 1 92443  COTITIMAID, 

The Cormonwealth Bank's organisation had been expended in 

1925 by the addition of a special Rural Credits DerAirtrent. This 

change was accompliahed by the passing of special legislation (25), and 
influential 

it marked the arrival of the Country Party as at/political force in 
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!entre-lie. Other spacial purpose derartments have nce been added 

by simelleT• means, and two years later further legislation was passed 

aimed at separating the r..,avings Dank business from the other activities 

of the Bank. Although the earninietrative provisienz were never acted 

upon., this legislation had some unusual features. 

The Commoremalth Dank (Savings Bank) Act 1927 (26) provided 

for the appointment of a Commizeion„ independent of the Board of 

Directors, to manage the new Savings Bank. This Coarrission, whieh 

was to be a body corporate, was to (resist of a. Chief Coard.ssioner, who 

vim% to be Chief Itrecutive Officer, and Wu other CerreesIzionere„ one of 

whomeas to be a Director of the Comonwealth Bank (other than its 

Governor or the Secretary of the Treasury). All three were to be 

appointed by the Governor4eneral for terms not exceeding seven years, 

the Commonwetelth Bank representative following a neednation from the 

Board of Directors of that Bank. The Chief Commiseioner was to serve 

in a full-time capacity, and his salary was to be fixed by the Governor 

General; while the other two Ccrelissionere were each to receive a 

salary of £500 per turizra. AU three T..ere required to aisaa deelerat-

ion of fidelity and secrecy, end eere to hold office 012.1111C, good 

behaviour only. The office of Chief Comiszioner me to be regarded 

as vacant if the occupant accepted other remunerative envloyrnent; 

while any of the three offices would be vacated if the occupant becam 

a director of a bank other than the Commonecalth Bank, became bankrupt 

or insolvent, absented hie- aelf for the ixescribed period, or became 

permanently incapable of perforce:rig his duties. 

After dealing with the payers of this Commission, the Act 

further provided that; 
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".....until the e.ppointment of the  Oemizzieri, which shall only 

be made on a resolution passed by both Houses of Parliament 

approving such an appointment, the Savings Bank shall be managed 

by the Board of Directors, and the Governor sbnll  have pewer or 
Chief Commis' d.oner'under this .Act." 

Thus Parliement retained for itself the right to consider further the 

need for separate management for the new Savings Bank which the Act 

created; in fact the resolution was never carried and the provision 

for separate management of the 	Savings Bank was repealed in 1945. 

Likewise the 1927 Act provided that the Camassion (if and when appoint 

ed) should appoint its own officers and servants. The Act further 

provided however. that "so far as possible practical arrangements 

may be made by the etzesissiaa with the Commonwealth Bank of Australia 

for the utilization of a canon staff of officers.* In fact, of 

course, the Ccamissian as never appointed, and the business of both 

banks has always been carried on by a conmon staff comprising the 

"Cemmonvealth Bank Service." However this was not the only occasion 

on which separate management for the various activities of the Bank 

was proposed. Such moves by the Scullin Labour administration in 1930 

will shortly be z'eeerdea, while in 1957 .a.1":13):1- action Ilas again been 

under consideration, with further sensational restate. 

However, the finenci'al proviaosas of the separating legislat-

ion of 1927 were carried out. It has been alleged that the 

. legislation was a further step in the destruction of the "peoples' 
ed 

bank" by the capitalist-bad 	.Page Goverment. Socialist 

pamphleteer D.J. Amos. for example attributed the measure to the visit 

to Australia of Sir &nest Harvey, Comptroller of the Bank of England 
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(which was then a private institution), early in 1927, for Sir Ernest 

had stated that savings bank business did not came within the ambit of 

a central bank of reserve. (27) Amos argued that avines bank deposit 

rvpresented the greater gut of the cupital of the Canon:wealth Bank, 

end that the bill which thus deprived the Bank of its cash reserves and 

at the sate time its most profitable activity, made no compensatory 

provisien to 

 

1 other banks to lodge their reserves with the so- 15-1110 

 

coiled "bank of reserve". Thus the Cannotwealth Bank was to beceme in 

the words of the then leafier of the Opposition : 

	 neither a trading bank nor a savings bank, nor yet a 

reserve bank, but a thing of shreds and patches, at the mercy of 

private institutions, and which could be destroyed at any time (28) 

Even Professor eriblin„ a qualified observer without such a partisan out-

look, has criticised the advice given by English banking experts on the 

subject of central banking, but to a certain extent he uses this 

sriticion to excuse whatever indecisiveness and errors there meg have 

been on the part of the Australit.o. authorities. (29) Yet some vadat 

is given to the socialist view by the very fact that, although the 

separate administrative provisions of the 1927 Act were not invoked, no 

time was lost in transferring Cemonwealth Bank securities to the 

account of the new "Saving,s Bank". 

The year 1929 won a marked deterioration in Australia's 

financial situation, and, in October, the advent of the Scullin Labour 

Aamin.i.otration. At the insistence of the Dank Board, the Government 

almost immediately introduced legielation to provide for the reirtlisat-

ice and regulation of the gold reserves. This, the Commonwealth Bank, Act 
(30) •  

1925/was supported by a letter to Parliimmt from the Chairman of the 

Bank Board strongly recormending the proposed action and approving the 
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Bill, and its mechanism placed the Board in a very strong position in 

relation to the Government, although the significance Of this was not be 

become apparent until later. The strength of its position was increased 

by the seemingly accidental fact that the Senate bad in 1924. deleted from 

the Bill creating the Bank Board the provision that the Treasurer might 

resume control of the note issue by proclamation. 

The Scullin Government attempted both to follow the lead of 

many overseas countries in creting distinct central banks, and. at the 

same time to regain the lost wears, by dividing the Bank into two 

separate entities, a Central Reserve Bank, and a new Comeomea.lth Bank 

which was to beccan simply a Government trading and savings bank operating 

in competition with the private banks, railL1 lik.• E.G. Theodore, then 

Federal Treasurer -, introduced the Central Reserve Bank Bill on 2 April 

1930, The Reserve Bank was intended to control the note issue and the 

gold reserves, to hold cempulsorily a fixed proportion of the reserves of 

all other banks, and to act as a breikers' clearing house. It was to be 

sonaged by a Board which ma to be appointed by the C-overnor-C,eneral, and 

which was to consist of not more than nine persone, namely : a Governor, 

not more than two Deputy Governors, the Secretary of the Treasury, and 

five other Directors who, as in the existing Bank Board of non-Labour 

creation, were or had been actively engaged in agriculture, commerce, 

finance or industry. Exp,erience in labour organisation was included as 

an alternative qualifying interest. The Governor was to be Chairman of 

the Board and chief executive officer, and the other five Directors were 

to retire in rotation by means of the now accented principle of staLgered 

terns of appointment. (31) A col Tanion measure , the Conmentvealth Bank 

Bill (No. 1) of 1931, aimed at reconstituting the Commonweslth Bank under 
a Governing Manager who was to be advised by a ccInnittee of various 
officials of that Bank. The first Bill passed the House 
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on depression problems, notIvithstanding its. fl  

 

honest diselnimer of political bias." (35) 

Early in 1931 2  a Conference of Premiers and Treasurers agreed 

on a policy for the recovery of the ecancxy and submitted its proposals 

to the Commonwealth Bank Board and representatives of private benkis. 

31.r Robert Gibson's rep.ly, dated 12 February 1931 0  was tr‘gvill  not 

conciliatory s 

"Subject to adequate and equitable reductions in all vnges i  

•salariei3 and allowances s, pensions, social benefits of all kinds, 

interest and other factors which affect the cost of living, the 

•comenwcalth Bonk Board will active3y co-operate with trading banks 

and the Government of Australia in =staining industry and 

restoring employment." (36) 

Various suggestions were made by men such as the Conrionvrealth Treasurer, 

Theodore, and the new Preaer of 	llr. J.T. Lang; these led. to 

the so-called "Battle of the Plans" (37). The Conference was not 

prepared to accept Sir Hobert Gibson's conditions, and it authorised 

the Commonwealth to proceed with a Fiduciary Notes Bill &dosed to 

overcome the Banes objection to the Gervernmentis request to raise the 

note issue beyond the 'limits set by lair in relation to the gold 

reserve. Theodore introduced. this Bill on 5 ?larch 1931. 

On the follming day Sir Robert Gibson vrote to the Treasurer 

stating that the Rank was unable to find £5,000,000 to cover the 

Government's impenaing debt commitments. The Treasurer then proposed 

leolsOntion to enable the note issue reserve to be utilised in this 

emergen.cy, and requested the Bank's agreement to this course. The Bank 

Board replied that it was unable to give its approval. Professor 
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Giblin euegested that : 

ris*. e this replay= meant not so Muth  to disapprove of this use 

or the gold as to throe the whole respeensibilit,y for the decision 

on the Governnent.' 

Be went on : 

It seems in fact to have been one more move in the effort to 

force ecenotry and retrenchment on governments, and opinion in 

banking and business circles was hardening to the view that this 

objective was inconsistent with the continuance of Ur. Scullia's 

Goverhment." (38) 

Veverthelees, an 17 march 1931 the Government introduced a 

Bank Interest Bill designed to control interest rates by reducing bond 

interest to three percent. This was followed on 2/ellarch 1931 by a 

further Cannamealth Bank Bill (Ne. 2) which was desimed to give the 

Government pomer to cameandear the gold reserves held by the Bank. 

Parlimment was thus by now considerieg five ceparate bills dealing with 

the bauldng pr6blem. The fate of those respecting the creation of the 

Central Reserve Bank and the reorganisation of the Canecervealth Bank ha: 

already been recorded. , Likewise, the Fidiciary Notes and the Bank 

Interest Bills went to inevitable slaughter in the Senate. In view of 

the grave urgency of the situation it seems that there was some 

possibility that the remaining bill the Commoneealthilenkaaltke 2, 

night escape the Senate's axe (39). However the conservative elements 

in that ehenber took:action to produce the climax of this chapter of 

unhappy events. 

On 2 April 1931 Sir Robert Gibson had deli  vered hi e  long—

awaited utinatt_un.. On behalf of the BAnk Board, he set a limit an the 
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amount of advances the Bank was prepared to make in 'relerion  the limit 

had already been reached, while a. few weeks vzould exhaust the limit 

Australia (40. The Goverment 's only remaining hope to avoid. de-

faulting lay in this Bank Bill. However the Senate took the unpreced-

ented aegis= of SIEK2012ing Sir Robert to the Bar of the House on 6 May 

1931 for questioning on the merits of the Bill. The Senators 

questioned him in order. His attitude was one of general opposition 

to the Bill, and to any attempt to depart free the gold standard, 

although he arlaitted that it would be hotter to ship gold overseas than 

to default. However he made it plain that he ccv.sidered there was 

another alternative, although pressed on this point by various 

Senatore and later the Treasurer, he refused to amplify. Professor 

Giblin supliestml that Senator Sir C-eorge itarce understood the political 

nature of this alternative, for after Sir Robert's examination, he 

=amended rejection of the Bill, saying that 	the only ray in 

which Australia's credit can be restored is by this Government being  

torn away from the Treasury benches." (41) D.J. Amos thought, 

however, that the alternative was sieply acceptance of the Dank's 

conditions already advised to the Government, i.e. econacw and re- 

trenchment Amos alleged that during the questioning, Senator Daly- 
in referring to the Bill 

(Labour - South Australia), had said/ t "You might have let the child 

live," to which "the grim old man" had replied "It is not my child." 

(42 ) 

The reeeeinder of this story is zometbing of azi 

Sir 1.3.obert Gibson had el ready been reappointed Chairmen of the Bank 

Board for a further term of seven years by the very Government whose 

mastery he had acceranlished. The legislation leas thrown out by the 
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Senate. The Generalrelanager of the Bank of N.S.t7., gr. A.C. (later 

Sir Alfred) Davidson, -oho had been prceeinent in the banithag negotiat-

ions of the varied, actually redo an unsucceesful atteent to mediate 

between the Bask'Boerd and the Goverment. But sane compromise had 

to be worked out, and the acceptable *Prmiersl Plan", which provided 

for drastic retrenchments and increased tazation land was at the some 

time the nucleus of a scheme for reconstruction, (=creed from a 

Premiere* Conferenee. held during Maze and Jima I 931 	The Bank 

compreerized by accepting depvciation in the exchange rate Anil deficit 

financing, the GOVertment by accepting economy end retrenchment. 

After June 1931, an uneasy alliance between the eamecnwealth Bank and 

the Australian governments remelted in the financing of revenue 

deficiencies, althoweh &Neel:wee continued between the Bank and the 

Loan Council ..in regard to loan moneys required to create public works 

end relierve employment. (43)  In January 1932 11r. Scullinon -Govern-

ment was replaced by that of Ur. J.A. LemeS, who a fee months 

previously had led a breakawAy group of Labour members =roes the 

Rouse to coalesce with the Nationalist Party and to form the new United 

Australia Party. Although roarer difficulties were still to be faced in 

bringing about an economic recovery ee2nerally speak:bac the new 

Government and the Bank Board found each other far more amenable than 

had previously been the case, and four years were to elapse before any 

critical analyeis of the events described above was attempted from the 

administrative point of view. 

Professor P.11. Partridge has recorded eatery attacks made by 

Theodore I  who MS rfcarnored and smarting under the s craewhat leaperious 

ere.rninZA.,"" he had received from Sir Robert Gibeon," against the 
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alth Dank in 1931. The Treasurer had aszerted, for example, 

that the bank was quite illegally trying to presaribe the Government's 

policy, and that the Bank's own severely deflationary policy hna  been 

responsible for at least some part of the economic distress (44). 

Indeed, modern economic theory is far more liberal than that applied 

by the essentiaLly conservative Dank Board in 1930-31. Yet, as 

11-ofessor Partridge has shown,in the strvgale between the Labour 

GOVOMIICTrt and its Treasurer on the one hand and the Ceamonwealth Bank 

and its Mailman on the other hand, it was the Treasurer and his 

Govenment who loot ground in the electorate. The desire of the 

latter to establish political control over the banking system, 

reasonable as it may seem in retrospect, actually contributed to the 

alliance of opposition Groups and strengthened their electoral support. 

Nevertheless, the conflict : 

ft . :raised very important questions of principle. In pa.rticulAr s  

it raised the question of the power -which the government should 

have in relation to the central bank in order to carry through a 

financial policy for which the osvernment assumed responsibility. 

The attitude of the governor curing the last few months of the 

Scullin government, and his euceess in dictating temp to the 

government, left its mark on the thinid.ng and the purposen of the 

Labour party, and helps to explain cane of the steps taken by it 

when it MIRO to office again during and after the war." (45) 

In the context of the events of the later nineteen-twenties 
and early nineteen thirties, 
which have been described in the foregoing pages, it is now necessary 

to examine the significanee of the policy of the Australian Labour 

Party in regard to public corporations. This was the policy which 
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)'o  been developing qklite obviously since the decline of the sydnicalisl 

doctrine, vihich vas expressed so emphatically in Senator Dales state-

ment of 26 'larch. 1930, end which reaulted in the closure of the three 

develorrental corporations during the term of office of the Scullin 

Goverment. Its basic argument was that responsible goverment 

required the administration to be fully accountable, and that to ensure 

this ministers must possess full rvid effective respensibility for all 

goverment activities. The use of autonc;mous commis:lime was a 

negatien of responsible government s  and the re= convenience of govern-

ments ei.d net warrant dait,7 departure firtti this principle* Such depart-

um could only be justified where the necessity for this actien vas 

proved* It was further implied that env =di necessity would be of 

Limited duration only;a..?id the solution to en overworked. ministry was 

the appointment of more ministers. This theory represented the first 

clear =pooition of arleiǹ istrative principle in relation to the 

orgarasation of governmat activities in the history of the Federal 

Parliament; end Senator Wes statemnt was perhaps the clearest of 

all official statements relating to the place of the corporation in 

public administration in this country* 

In retrospect, Senator Sir Gccrge Pearce (then Senate 

Opposition Leader) attempted to justify the National-tot-Country Party 

poliey towards public corporaticns during the nineteen-twenties, in his 

reply to Senator Do2y• s statement on the DevelogrEnt and Lligration 

ilmmbaston Bill in 1930. Put together, the araraent ran as follows 

that parliamentary government had originated in an age when society was 

not nearly as complex; that, as the ramifications of ee..ety and 

business have been extended, the problcsns of government itself have 
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become more complex; that, in view of tIre limi'tations an parliament's 

ability to cope with COM of the mere complex probleme, it was 

inctsabent on governments to bring to their aid the most expert and 

•businesseplike advice available; and that this was possible only through 

the creation of boards and cornae_ons since sufficiently attractive 

remunmiation and viefrking conditions could not be provided to officials 

within the framework of a ministerial departzaent• The last point was 

intended as an =seer to Senator Dales view that the desired staff of 

experts might just as conveniently have functioned under, and reported 

to, a Minister. 00 The great problem for both practioners and 

students of modem puLlic administration is that there is much truth in 

both the Labour and the non.lebour points of view, as outlined in these 

passages, and effective democratic goverment depends on finding some 

satisfactory reconciliation of the two. 

Uith the Labour Party apparently firmly convinced of the 

wisdom of its own policg, one might have expected to see evidence of 

its applicatten to other fields of government activity in which public 

corporations uere operating during the tire of the Scullin Government. 

But no serious attempt was then made either to abolish or to transfer 

to departmental arwitristration the Coemonweeelth Railways CC22:21tizsials 

the Repatriation Conniesion, the 17er Service Homes Commission, the 

Council for Scientific and. Industrial Research, or the Australian 

th Shipping Board vtaich had already been shorn of its major 

raison &etre. And in the space of three short years, the Government 

which bad. expressed this conviction drew up proposals for the emotion 

of a Central Reserve Bank, the constitution of whose menaging board 

Tras obviously modelled on the existing Comnonwealth Bank Board, and 
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for the creation of a further cal:missies to control the National 

Broadcasting Service. 

Admittedly the Government was propozing to replace the 

existing Bank Board by a single Governer, or "Governing Manager's. 

The Belief that coe.nan control was dependent to a greater de 	On 

political goodwill, e.g. through power of re -appointment, than a multi-

member executive where rotation O appointments facilitated continuity 

of policy, and where strength accrued through very numbera, had been 

convir* toingly argued; ,and Labour saw that a single-member executive 

. was therefore likely* to be more amenable to political influences. It 

was this desire to Liodify the independence of corporations which was 

actually to &ape future labour policy'. There mu  no atteppt in 

1930 to de/wive the Bank of its separate corporate status. 

These coves were In direct contradiction to the declared 

policy of the Government, and leave the impreesion that the Government 

did not regard the principle it had expounded as important in itself, 

but used it merely as a means towards getting rid of a particular 

irritation at the time. 

14arhaps the pressure of work relating to the economic crisis 

prevented any attention being given to other corporations- whose work 

continued despite the depression, and which were functioning fairly 

smoothly. These might have received attention later had the labour 

Goverment remained in office. Two of the corporations then function-

ing, the Repatriation and War Service Homes Cennissions, were in fact 

converted to departmental administration by a Labour Government 

seventeen years later; but the some Government also created many new 
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corporations. Careful research through proceedings in Parliement 

durine the period of the Scullin Govnrnment has revealed no evidence 

of any real attempt to tackle the other corporations then operating. 

•Senator Sir George Pearce reminded the Government on 23 March 1930 

that before its election to office Labour campaiolers had toured the 

country castioating all boards and commissions. Feeling on the issue 

had apparently been so strong that the 1923 Labour Campaign leanual 

edited by Ur. E.G. Theodore bad listed for extinction= fever than 

forty-eight Comenwealth boards and commissions, but the Senete 

Opposition Leader sugeested, an emotional rather than a rational basis 

to the campaign in viaa of the fact that this number nes arrived at only 

by the inclusion of defunct Royal COMMISSiOUS and bodies such as 

Toentien Boards of Review and the Cennoneealth Literary Fund Board. 

•In fact,• and as he pointed out, the Labour Government dealt with only 

the three develoewentel corporations out of "this formidable list." (47) 

Mach has been said about the Senate debates an the Develop-

ment and Migration Dill of 1930. In the house or Tkvesentatives, 

however, this bill occasioned scarcely any consideratirn of administrate 

ive principles except that lite Francis (Natinrolist -.Moreton, 

Queenslend) reminded the Government that same of its eembers had 

publicly announced their surpriee„ on coming to office, at discovering 

the valuable work being performed by certain corporations (which taunt 

drew the reply that the previous Governer:An= to lame for this since 

its publicity work had been so poor I) Ur. Francis accused the Labour 
of acting 

Government/ against its better judement, aribeoxtebeg "at the dictation of 

those:who are premptine it from outside, to abolish this commission in 

accordance with its undertaking to do army with all boards and 

commissions." (42) The inference is not hard to follow in view of 
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recent events within the labour Movement which have demcnstrated the 

often overriding power possessed by its non.parLiamentary organs. These 

organs, such as lirecutivas and Conferences, were proposing a large 

programme of nationalisation„ but thei T.  attention to administrative 

method was limited to the criticising of the comnissclon form of manage. 

neut. 

In proposing corporate control for the Central Reserve Bank 

and the National Broadcasting Service, the Government was no doubt 

influenced by contemporary developments overseas, and it seems that it 

was persuaded to attach more importance to these than to its own 

expressed policy. Thus, in his second reading speech on the Central 

Reserve Bank Bill, Theodore referred at length to the organisation of 

overseas Reserve Ban' 	Again', the Government's broadcasting 

proposals were obviously influenced by the creation of the British 

Broadcasting Corporation in 1926; yet New Zealand was content to use 

conventional departmental machinery for this purpose. 

A less likely explanation of the contradiction between theory 

and practice is one which involves a play on term. In 1924 and up till 

1928 labour Mel bare were criticising boards as well as omnissices. The 

1930 statement referred to commissions ally, and the Bank at least was 

managed by a board. However it is hard to conceive that Labour members 

chow any distinction because of this difference in wording. The 

looseness of names has always been a characteristic of Australian 

government agencies, and there has not been any purposeful different. 

latter batmen the two. 

Or perhaps by 1930 the Federal Labour Party was beginning to 

realise what Lan,g had already recognised in N.S.W. what the Adelaide 
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"Register" had feared as early as 1924 (50), and what Professor Bland 

was to lament in '1934 (51); and decided to try its band too at the 

exercising of under-cover pressure through the manipulation of 

appointments to the supposedly-autonomous public corporations. 

However valid the above suppositions may be, Labour members 

did probably genuinely believe that the developmental corporations had 

been creatures of convenience only, whereas banking boards and broad-

casting commissions were probably regarded as necessities. Yet despite 

the clarity of expression of Labour's administrative principle, its 

weakness is that such judgments in themselves may be political. What 

criteria satisfy the test of necessity? respite the fact that the 

independence of such commissions is relative and not absolute, all 

parties in Australia have agreed on the necessity for commission 
Yet New Zealand did not share this judgment. 

management of the National Broadcasting Service. /Moreover, as Professor 

Giblin has shown, questions of central banking cannot be divorced from 

politics, since national economics are at the root of most political 

issues. The great problem with Senator Daly's definition of a 

desirable policy in regard to the use of public corporations was that 

the two key words in this definition, convenience and necessity, were 

open to varying interpretations. Thus, in effect, no clear policy 

had been laid down, and even Labour Governments themselves were in 

later years to create many corporations in settings where the absolute: 

necessity was open to doubt. The factors which were held to constitute 

necessity were not defined. Even so, the debates concernin'g the 

creation and abolition of public corporations during the years from 

1924 to 1931 are in marked contrast to those a:recent years, for they 

show that, no matter that standpoint they adopted, parliamentarians a 

generation ago had a much clearer concept of the place of the public 
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corporation in arbrini  straticom; or, at least, that they played much 

closer attention to the rethod of management of goverment business. 

The decade of develogcrent and depression thus produced 

constructive thought on the problems of administrative organisatiam. 

Non-labour interests had developed a reverence for the (panties of 

expertness and business method, in non-competitive fields, which were 

satisfied by the corporate form of management. Labour interests, 

those socialist beliefs demanded a far greater intrusion by governments 

into business and commercial fields, were nevertheless inherently 

hostile to these qualities; and instead, in theory if not in practice, 

they stressed the fact that such mana rsverment ms ferciga to the 

principles of rer3ponsible goverment. But to a large extent this 

constructive thinking was fort,-Totten in the depresAon and its after-

maths- The bitterness engendered at this tire has left a distinct 

tendency for the banking issue, particularly in its more emotional 

aspects, to be regarded in political quarters both as far more 

important than and separate fres:3 other aspects of adsdnistrative 

organisation. Developments in relation to the Commonwealth Bank 

have, as a result, frequently followed a differest course frcm those 

affecting other corporations. 

In anothPi- sense also, the year 1931 really 'arks the end of 

the old era and the beginning of the new insofar as Aurstrelian public 

corporations are concerned, for it was in that year that fina1. plans 

were being drawn up for the establishment of the Australian Broad. 

casting Commission, whose evolution reflects the changing concept of 

the status of the public corporation, and whose framework has been 

extensively corded for other modern corporations. 
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There is, however, little evidence of any positive attempt 

to reconcile the live "banking" issue and the politically dead 

commiesionn  issue. Amajor enquiry during the nineteen-thirties was 

to suggest a, solution to the problem of the relationship between the 

government and the central bank, and this solution was adopted in 1945. 

Yet in regard to other corporations we have generally proceded on our 

merry inconsistent way. There is much to be said for the view that 

the varying functions of corporations require varying approaches to such 

questions. Nevertheless some attempt to find an overall set of admin-

istrative principles is essential to clarify administrative practice - 

this has been attempted in other countries. There has been no full 

enquiry in Australis, for example, an to whether the banking formula 

would be appropriate to other corporations; and it therefore comes as 

something of a surprise to find that the Denzies Government has made 

some use, without any accompanying explanation, of the relevant 

provisions of the 1945 banUng statute in creating new corporations 

such as the xport Payments Insurance Corporation in 1956. This 

unannounced development will be referred to in Section (f) of this 

Chapter. 

.13E11.11.111CFS  

Greenwood, C.„ "Development in the 42Wentied t  in Greerwood, 
G. (M.), Australia. -A  Social and  Fblitical riistor,v  
(S;dney, Angus and Robertson, 1955)5--ages7-47 and 339. 

Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 13 June 1928, p. 5982. 

Act No. 16 of 1928, as amended by Acts No. 19 of 1933, No. 86 
of 194( and No. 'I of 1953. 

See supra p. )87- 
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Sharkey, L.L., and Campbell, EX., The Stacy of Government  
Entisoin Australia (Sydney, Australian Comma:List Party, 

PP. 33-34. 

(6) Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 24. and 25 November 1927, 
p. 1968. 

(7) 39 Commonwealth lex Reports 1926-27, p.1. 

(8) Act No. 73 of 1933; see also Caanoravealth Parliamentary 
Debates, 5 December 1933, p. 5495. 

(9) Shipp.ing Act No. 6 of 194.9, for details of which see Section 
2 (e) of this thesis. 

(10) Cockatoo and Salmloser Islands Act No. 30 of 1949; sea also 
Carmonwealth Parliamentary Debates, 29 June 194.9, p, 1612. 

(11) Can:accreteIth Parliamentary Debates, 13 September 1928, p.6695 
and 19 Septeatber 1928, p. 6895. 

(12) Seat of Government (Administration) Act No. 44. of 1928. 

(13) Federal Capital Commissim, Fifth Annual Report for year 
ending 30 Jtme 1929„ in Commonwealth Parliaraentary Papers, 
Session 1929-30-31, Vol. In, p. 2931. 

(14) Seat of Government (Adtministration) Act No. 29 of 1929. 

(15) Coenonwealth Paz'aismentary Debates, 12 December 1929, p. 1168. 

(16) Ibid, 12 December 1929, p. 1169. 

(47) 	Act No. 2 of 1930; and Carmenwealth 1ar1iaments/7 Debates, 
12 March 1930, p. 35. 

(18) .Bland, P.A., "Development and Migratiaa", in Pacific Relations 
Series No. 3, Studies in Australian Affairs (Melbourne, 
Macmillan, 1928), p. 69. 

(19) Quoted in Australian Quarterly No. 4., December 1929, p. 125. 

(20) Mid, po. 124. 

(21) Ccacarayealth Parliamentary Debates, 26 March 1930, p. 

(22) Development and Liimation Act No. 11 of 1930. In fact, the 
cempensation provisiene Were not invoked, as the Caraissioners 
either accepted placement in other Gairerament emplcrsment, or 
(in the case of Co) were =aged by agreement as part-time 
consultant to the Deport/tent tvhich took over the Development 
functions. 

(23) Cammontalth Parliamentary Debates, 5 November 1930, p.70. 
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: nzzovred AND  WAR. 

The following seven years saw the rise or Fascist Power in 

Europe and the weak:ming of the Le,..qgue of Nations, 17ith the result that 

Aastralian politico became core concerned Vith questions of foreiEp 

affairs and defence than ever before in peace tim. Moreover both 

the Australian Labour Party and the national econccy as a whole faced a 

period of very gradual recovery fran thedie' organisation of the 

depression period. Consequently there ma no possibility or a 

repetition of the enthusiastic develommtal activities of the nineteen-

twenties, and in cemparisen with this period the countly did little more 

than mark time under the guarded stevmrdship of Ur* J.A. 

On the adrriinistrative front, sate or the ashes or the 

Develorinent and lagratien Comiesien were rekindled in 1933 by the 

creation of the Commenvealth Grants Cearaission, an advisory and noinpi 

corporate body which alms its administrative services frac the Prime 

llinisterse Department; while the Australian lieat Board and the 

Australian Apple anil  Ibex Board were arlded in 1935 and 1938 respectively 

to the lint or Comenriealth cc:meaty marketing boards. The issue of 

national Insurance was raised Arpin in the latter part of the period *  

and a National Insurance Comission was constituted by the National 

Health. and Pensions Insurance Act of 1938. (1) 

AWE NATrITAL INSURANC:r:: COMISSICINI 

Although this National Insurance scheme proved to be an 

abortive ece, the admitristrative provision* of the legislation involved 

IMMO Interesting innovations. There was nothing very unusura about 

the National Insurance Camission itself, which was to consist of three 
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members appointed by the Govezner-General to =rye for terms not 

exceeding seven years and eligible for xv-aprointment. Qmlirications 

for office were not prescribed. Comnissioners were not, without the 

approval of the Gooernor•Genteral, to engage in other pnid errployment. 

Conditions of suspension and dismissal were similar to the other early 

corporations, rfaile the Commissien wae 	constituted as a body 

corporate. It ms charged with the general administration of the Act 

"subject to the control of the Master°, and wan to present an onrrual 

report to Parliament. ikwever, the staff or the Comnienion were to 

be subject to the provisicns of the Ikablic Service Act, and in this 

respect it resembled none of the earlier or contamporazy Commememith 

public corporatiens except the Federal Capital Ccxemission. For this 

purpose the Chain= of the Ccorrlesion was to have all the powers of 

a Permanent ilea.d under the Public Service Act. These administrative 

provisions occasioned little or no cement in the parliamentary 

debates, although it is interesting to note that the Treasurer, ar • 

R.G. Casey (thited Australia Party - Corio, Victoria), who introduced 

the 13111, answered a question at the amennt of salary the Govemor+- 

General was likely to approve for the Canzissienere in the following 

way s 

"The practice of the Government is to consult the Public Service 

Board on such matters, and unlese there is any good reason to the 

contrary -I de not think there will be - to accept its atisice." 

(2). 

The three Cecrrissieners wore (:12`1,7  appointed, and one of them, 

Zir. D. McVey, was responsible for en interesting article on the 

akkrinistrative aspects of the ethane in the first issue of the present 

series of the Journal of the Australian Regional Groups of the Institute 
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benefit and such other associated smatters as the Commission might refer 

to it; and also of Radical Benefit Committees of doctors and (shallots 

in each State to deal with complaints and other matters of local 

importance. Still further, in Mr. McNees words 

"Both the acetate and eh —mists will have their mem special organ. 

isaticns, which will be recognised by the Commission and through 

which any matter mew be raised affecting the interests of these 

professions, or any suggestions 'which they think the Commission 

should refer to the Medical Benefit Council for cc;nsideration". (5) 

The comprehensiveness of the contemplated system of advisor7 

and consultative bodies has not been paralleled before or since with 

Cormacessealth public corporations, and from the academic point of view it 

is unfortunate that there was little opportunity to stuct, the working of 

the scheme in practice. It vas frankly admitted at the time that any 

aspects of the scheme were modeLled on the British pattern of medical 

benefits and naticsmal insurance administration, although no attempt had 

been made to disguise the British department as a public corporation.. 

Moreover, more recently many British observers have expressed doubt as 

to the success of the device of the a.dsrlsoly or "Uansumer" council ( 4). 

After a nucleus of staff had been appointed, the krona Govern,- 

sent decided not to proceed with the project, and Mr. R.G. Menzies (then 

AttornersCeneral) resigned from Cabinet In protest. Finally the aches, 

lapsed, the legislation was suspended by the National Health aml Pensions 

Insurance Act of 1939 (7), aud the Ccumizsioners and staffs had to be 

fated new jobs. Mr. *Rey, for example, was appointed Ramsnent Head 

first of the Department of Supply and Development and then, later in 

1939, of the lbstmaster-General 
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Department; end Jr.L A.D. Smith, Doeuty Gamic:donor for Tameania, 

becere Public Service Inspector -In that State. 

It is interest iris to cocreere the adednistrative details of 

the 1938 National. Insurance Scheme vrith corner propos3ls submitted 

to Parliament by the then Treasurer, Dr. Earle Page, in September 1928, 

and with the later National Health Scheme which embodied one onky of 

the two phases of the earlier plans and which was finally given practiced 

effect after being submitted to Parliament by the same gentleman (by 

then Sir Earle Page, and Master for Health), sore twenty-five years 

later. • True to farm, the Bruce-Page Government envisaged acteirri stmt. 

ion of the oehme by a board which was to be a beet, corporate end to 

"act under the torte of it constitution eith practical freedom from 

political interference." (8) The vortious conditiene 	rding 

constitution of the propoeed board, clismisaal of embers, etc., were 

enerally similar to other correratione created by the same Goverment, 
the 	be 

except that/board was to/representative in the sense that the Repet- 

ria#C11 	 tIt.13 representative. Br. Peep explained that the 

board nould coneist of not less than three and not more than five 

members to be appointed by the Governor-General, one of whan was to be 

appointed fro:a repreoentatives of the employers and one from represent-

atives of the employees. One amber was to be an actuary, and one was 

to be "President" and in this capacity to serve on a full-time basis as 

"permanent &mite  strative officer of the board." (9) The deteriarat-

ing econemie eiretimstances, hcreever, evented this 1928 Bill frem 

getting beyond the seectid-mading stage. The 1938 legislation 

described above retained the public corporation as the at 

 

trative 

 

orgartleatice but eubstituted, an elaborate rv-stem of advisory agencies 
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responsible for a mass of administrative action s  =eh of it of a 

temporary nature ways  and usually within the framework of the 

National Security Regulations. Many new boards and coord.sW.ons were 

thus established, some of which were. later given permanent status by 

legdiziatica; Mier& affre-10-11TailtZ 	 zi-XFul this-  perLed arul 

• -concerning public corporations were the establishnent of joint 

Cocrrnwealth-State undertakings, and the attempts to nationalise the 

banking and air transport industries. Planning for post-war recon-

struction also corm:need airing the later war years and Innny of the 

post.war corporations were on the drawing board during this period. 

For the as4e of convenience corporations established up to the close of 

1944, the last full year of war, will be discussed in this section s  

while the others will be treated under "Ilast.11ar Reconstruction." In 

any case, the two corporations created in 1944 had a close relationship 

to the war effort s  while most of the post-1944 corporations rather 

looked ahead tom/lards conditions of pea° eful development. Pirst, 
ho.../ever, I shall consider the banking and broadcasting developtsnts. 

TUE COLOCR,7EALTII  BANIC TINUFA): 

The enquiry into the banking system referred to above was 

conducted by a Royal Commission appointed an 15 Havanbor 1935 
ft

reovs to inquire into the Monetary and Banking Systems at 

present in cperation in Australia, end to report whether nny,  

and if so what, alterations are desirable in the interests of 

the people of Australia as a whole, and the manner in which any 

such alterations should be effected." (13) 

The Royal OCtlaiO3iOrt comenced taking evidence in Melbourne on 15 

January 1936, visited all States of the Ccamorwealth during its 

lengthy proceedings, and. presented its report on 16 July 1937. This 
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report woLo an exhaustive one, coaprisins 693 paragraphs together with 

dissenting rimioranda and appendices, end it covered all pbAse.s of the 

remetary and banidng systems. 

In so far -as the management of the Corraonwealth Binlc  was 

concerned, it sought a continuaticn of the Board of Directors, but 

recommended sece.changes in the constitution of this Board. The 

,desired changes were 

(1) that the Governor should be ex-officio Chairman of the Board, 

and that he "should possess cpali.fications and -receive a 

.salary-  commensurate with the importance of the office"; 

(ii) that the six Directors other than the Governor and. the 

Secretary of the Treasury should be appointed for sl -31.  instead 

of soma year teams, end that a corapasory retiring age of 

seventy .should be instituted for Dircctors; and 

(iii) that these Directors "Should be selected for capacity and 

diversity of experience.' DM contact, and not as ropresentat- 

iVeS of special interests," and to =cum this, the legislat- 

ive limitation on the field: of choice should be moved. (f4) 

The Chairman, judge J.M. (now Sir ItTellis) Ilapi.er of the Supretne Court 

of South Australia, and Mr. E.V. Nixon dissented from the. first 

recommendation vrith the rather obscure argummt that "the status and 

responsibility of the directorate would be seriously impala: rd by the 

alteration;' while Kr. 3.P. Abbott made the rather roactiarry r3urgest-

ion that one director ..ould be a resident of the State of western 

Australia, for "after listening to the evidence given in Perth I have 

come to the conclusion that the problems of thftt State are in .rnany 

respects different from those in the eastern States." (15) 
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From the point of view of this survey the most significant 

recommendation was that concerning the desirable relationship which 

should exist between the Government and the Central Dank. The Royal 

Commission considered the two possible =frames : first, that the Bank 

should be at all t3ries under the direction of the Ckniernment, Genus 

advocated by the Labour movement, and second, that in exorcising the 

authority delegatedbylhrlienent, it should be entirely independent 

and should refuse to accept Governmnt direction. Thieves, of 

course, the existing position, whereby 

if the Government is determined upon a policy which the 

Bank Board gill not accept, the Govermumt1711l have to obtain 

any legislation required, and if neoensary„ appoint a board which 

will carry out that policy." (16) 

In dissenting from the majority opinion of the Commission, which 

favoure2 a =promise, Ur. 14.A. Fitt (then Director of Finance in the 

Victorian State Treasury) desired a continuation of this rvistem : 

It is impcn-tant that the public should not only have faith in 

the judgment of the Board, but should be satisfied that it rail 

be prepared to preserve its spirit of independence. Sacrifice 

of independence will involve loss of prestige. Confidence in the 

administration of a central bank is essential, awl this may be 

disturbed if it is thought that the adninistration is in the hands 

of a gelatinous Board which may set aside Its judgment on pressure 

from the Government. The Board should not lichtly disregard the 

views of the Government and should do all it reasonably can to 

avoid conflict, but occasions cay arise when it considers it 

essential in the public interest net to sacrifice its judgment. 

The Bank is the creation of the Parliamant and not of the Govern- 
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mcnotary policy, and the Government of the daz;7 .  is the executive 

of the Parliament. The Counoncealth Bank has certain pacers 

delegated to it by statute, and the BoarOs Ciuty to the community 

is to exe.i.--aee those eczers to the best of its ability. Vhere 

there is a conflict between the Governuentts vicet-of what is best 

in the national interest, and the Board's view, the first 

essential is full and frank discussion between the two authorities 

with a view to exploring the whole problem. In most cases this 

should ensure agreeuent on a policy to be carried out by the Bank 

which it can reconcile with its duty to the commity, and which 

has the approval of the Government. In cases in which it is 

clear beyond doubt that the clifferencee ore irreconcilable, the 

Goverment should give the Bank an assurance that it accepts full 

responsibility for the proposed policy, and is in a position to 

take, and will take, any action necessary to implement it. It is 

then the duty of the Bank to accept this assurance ond carry out 

the policy of the Goverment. This doeo not impl,y that there 

should at any time be interference by the Goverrrecat, or by any 

merl'er of the Goverrement in the administration of the Ceneacnwealth 

Bank. Once the question of authority is decided there should be 

little difficulty in preserving close and cordial relations 

between the Camnonweelth Government !Intl the Oamonacalth Ilank."(20) 

The other principle claim to fame of the 13aniting Royel 

Ceuminsion lay in the dissent of 1.1.16. 	Chiflcy, who put forward the 

labour view on the questioa of bank natioealisation. The Comission 

had recamended a continuation of the existing system rthereby both 

state and private institutions functioned in the bankinG field. Fix= 

"the evidence given before the Ccemission, and personal observation 
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and experience; ra... Chifleg concluded 

that there is no possibility 	. of any well-ordered 

progress being made in the ceemunity, under a system in which 

there are privately-owned trading banks which have been e stablislad 

for the purposes of caking profit ..... Banking differs freca any 

other forts of business„ because any action - good or bad - by a 

banking systeu affects almost every -  phase of national life. A 

banking policy should have one aim - service fox the general good 

of the caxiunity. The making of profit is not necessary to such 

a policy. In r4sr opinion the best service to the coununity can 

be cAvon only by a bankin v-stem frem which the profit motive is 

absent, and, thus, in practice, only by a system entirely under 

national control." (21) 

Had any proplit in 1937 been able to forecast that in eight years' 

time the then little-known Mr. Mifley would become Prime Mei  ster of 

Australia, considerably more attention would have been paid to bin 

opinion. However the episode furnirhes an indication of the direction 

of future develogr...nts concerning the Comnonwealth Bank. In the 

meantitaa, the National Broadcasting Service had been established, and 

conaiderable controversy was developing also over its form of 

management. 

Tnu ItisnELica;  a-Roaciika2MG CO:•=31CM  

At first glance it may seam surrxrising that a major 

corporation.eh  as the A.B.C. should have been created in the very 

year which is generally noted as being the lowest ebia. in the state of 

the national finances. All parties were seeking °commies in 

government Emending, end the Labour Party had. (repressed its open 
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.alstili -ty to col-mission managermnt. ilowever, scientific and technicsAl 

proLres.s cent1T=0, despite the depression, and the creation of the 

was only the culmination of events concerning the development 

of wireless services during the vrevious decade. 

Broadcasting of general entertainment and infornatim 

services began in Australia in 1923, and the lbstmaster-General eiTerim-

canted with various inothoclo of licenr.en^ -  4f. In July, 1924, the ntvo-

eines° service that we know today was introduced. Class A stations 

were to receive the major proportion of the revenue collected by vezr of 

listeners' licence fees; advertising was restricted, and a better class 

of service was to be provided. Clam D stations were subject to no 

such restrictions and received no shore of the listeners' licence fees; 

they had to pay their vay from advertising income. Although this two. 

class scheme has, in its basic form, .existed to the present days  several 

weaknesses were revealed in the early stages; the A.D.C. came into 

being as a result of the efforts to overcome these. The main difficulty 

L ay in the fact that the commercial interests owning the various stations 

could (may realise profits when operating in the sere densely populated 

areas. As a result, the country areas, where the need for broadcasting 

vas strongly felt, suffered since the provision of services away from the 

cities did not pay. A 1Zoyal Coml.:mien cans set up in 1927 to study this 

question, and it mom:mended either that the revenue of A Once stations 

should be pooled and aliam], or that the companies operating these 

stations should amalamate to ;rovide a national service. The interests 

behind the A class stations coi-Xerred for severel months, "mat did not 

reach any agreement. The Druce-lbee Government then announced its 

intention of establiLhing a tIational broadcasting Sarvice. 	The 

Postmaster-General's Department 
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took over the a:merahip and operatice of all-eaaaa'"ating A class stations 

and studioa, and the construotion of now regiacial  atations in out.back 
three 

areas ma coanancod. A / year contract for the provision of pro- 

mma was entered into vi.th the new Australian* Broadcasting Caapany, 

v7hiall was formed by various theatre interests. The fee for each 

listenerb licence vas fixed at 24/.; of this the Company was to 

receive 12".„ and the Postmaater-Conerar a Department V.i  viaile the 

remaining V. was to bo paid to u4 zonated tiireless (Australazia) Ltd. 

for the use of certain patent rights. (22) 

Thus the first stop was tab= by a conservtdivo govenmnant, 

and in its original form the Service was conducted jointly by depart. 

mental and private effort. A Conservative Government in Britain bad 

created the British Broadcasting Corporation as a atate-ormod broadcast. 

Jag monopoly in 1926, and this influence no doubt contributed to the 

vide acceptance in Australia of the need for public enterprise in the 

field of broadcasting. Indeed, the 1927 Royal Commission reported 

that : 

"Right at the inception of broadcasting it had been authoritatively 

recogpised that at some stage it would be neceszary to establish 

broadcasting on a. national baata." 

Then, in 1929, the Scullin Labour Government azaumed,offico, and wire-

less traaarlission (inclualin3 broadcasting) was included in the list of 

enteaN-ises the party sought to nationalise. This govarment deter-

mined that it would not renew the contract vith the Australian Broad-

casting Company, and it drafted a 'bill to establish apablic corporation 

to replace the Company. This move was in direct contradiction to the 

Labour Party's policy in regard to public corporations as declared in 
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1930 and the earlier part of 1931, nrd it is difficult to say whether 
abont 

the change was braught/ehief/y by the farce of British exanple„ by a 

genuine change of heart on the part of the Scullin Government, or 

merely by lack of conviction in the Party attitude, Despite the fact 

that the British eenople was a Conservative Peel-pie. it &id involve 
and this appealed to Labour ambitions 

full nationalisation of broadcasting servioee4 moreover simi/arities 

in the proposed Australian organisational pattern suggest that it did 

influence the Scullin Gevereteent s  which in any °ate, wan defeated 

before its bill could be introduced in Parliament. The result, 

however, was that, when the succeediem;Leons lrenistry introduced 

basically similar legislation in 1932, there was general agreament ore 

the priammipleaboth of limited nationalization end of corporation 

nonagement, and only the detaile had to be thrashed out, (23) 

The Australian Broadcasting Cetaxdae'ion Bill preerided for the 
and. 

?aationalleation of cal A class stati'one/for the creation of the A.D.C. 

to provide nroerammee for these statioes„ Technical services 'were, 

as before, to be =prated by the Postreeter-Ger4rare Department, 

altheich the studios were to be taken over by the Coxission. Its only 

major variation fran the bill drafted by the outgoing Labour Government 

was that the proposed salaries for the Choi-man and ViceeChairman of 

the 	were reduced, Lcbour 	rs criticised these reductions 

on the tee-rands that the propmed remuneration would "'either attract men 

of outstanding abilityncn-enable any one outside the higher income 

groups to accept appointeent. (24) Uhat remarkable transformations 

occur In the vieve of politicians during the course of those eheet 

journeys between the Oieceition ana the Treasury Bmehos 	only a 

year or two before a non-labour Opixedtion triem,Lunsuocoasfully to 
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convince a Labour Government that adequate remuneration was necessary 

to ensure that the best brains were available for service en the 

Develeamental 

 

salons. On the GovexTrent side s  Ur, V.T.A. Holman • 13 11.1 

 

- Lbrtin s  H.S.U.), saw one side of the inconsistency, if not 

the other, when he eatz.ressed sympathy with the tehour view. This is 

perhaps not surprising for Helman's xn background was essentially a 

Labour one, aithoudi he had parted =Taixy from the official party on 

the conscription law° with w.n. Hughes. 

The bill as origthally introduced follwed the Labour draft. 

ins in providing a. number of specific Limitations on the powers of 

the Commiasion =dal= in giving the Hinister general power of 

direction. Strong criticism of these p4  vicions s  hmevers  came from 

the backbenchersof the Government party, and s  after/tweak's adjoura-

ment of the debate, Hr. Gullet (Ilartz7, Victoria .Hirtister for Trade 

and Customs) annemced that on reconsideration of the ratter the 

Government is preyared to grant greater power to the Commission than 

was originally intended." (25) Mother mmendment barred the 

Commission Iron breadcaating eponsored programmes, which had originally 

been allowed. These changes were danamoadIgthe labour Orcositien, 

of whom Lk.. ff.'Wein (Labour ,-Hindriarah, sctithIfritztralia) .  was typical, 

saying or the former that "there should always be a Eeaaure of public 

control over essential public servioce." (26) For the Government 

admmareplicd that : 

the n 	purpoae of appointing a railway, or broadcasting, or 

any other commissions  is to ensure that the policy dominating the 

enterprise affected sbofl  be consistent and coherent over a long 

period and protected from the pressure of members of Parliament 
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or members' constituents with axes to grind, exercising its best 

judgnent in the iziterests of the enterprise entrusted to it." (27) 

During the debate, the anisd.on of prescrib:4 eu.alifications for 

members of the Commission was also criticised. 1 .7.=ie suggested that 

the Cc lesion should be "fuLly representative", others that appointees 

should be "exivr.ienced and capable business men vho vould make a 

financial success of the venture". The Postmaster-General stated 

that the Government intended to select persons with qualifications 

similar to those of members of the British Broadcasting Corporation. (28: 

The bill also provided a statutory basin for the appointment 

of a General Zanager to the 4.B.C. Profess.or Blend has pointed out 

that, in arming on the British Broadcasting Corporation as a model, 

the Goveramnt created a body different in maw respects frem older 

Ilustraliax corporations (29). It will be ranambered that, in creating 

the orijnal Momenvealth Bank in 1911, the Cermerviealth Parliament saw 

itself„ in the 1(1.11511aCe of private enterprise, as the board of 

direetass, and domedit necessary, therefore, only to provide a genera 

manager. Nary, after many tentative experiments with different forms 

of control, Pt.wLiammt was being asked to create not only a general 

=lager but also a separate board of directors. The proposed relat. 

ionship betwem the two evoked considerable dicoussion, but was not 

clarified in the lealation end was to cause later difficulties. The 

provision of a full-time Chainnan was considered by some to be prefer-

able to the proposed dual control by a part...tine Ceextissim and a 

General illinager. 
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As it finally became lcs7, the Australion Broadcasting 

0013:1i3SICKI Let 1 932 (30) p.w.i.ded for the appointment by the Governor-

General of a Cormissien of five members, including a Chairman and a 

Vice-Chairman. TOMS of office for members of the original Calmission 

were to be as follows Chairman, not exceeding five years; Vice-

Chairman, not exceeding four years; other three members, each not 

exceeding three years; each further appointment was to be for a term 

not exotica!' three-  years. If a meriber 'vacated his offize before his 

term expired, a rav member was to be appointed for the remainder of 

that term on3y. An menbers were eligible for re-appointment. The 

01101.1111111 V1013 to receive a. salary of £500 p. a., the Vice-Chairman £400 

p.a., and the other Commissioners £300 p.a., each. Other constitut-

ional pcovisions ware fairly similar to wrevioun Australian enactments 

creating public corporations. For example, Comissioners could be 

dismissed by the Governor-General on the grounds of inability to carry 

out any of the provisions of the Act. An office was to be de 

'meant if .';the Malber was dismissed by the Governor-General if he 

became bankrupt, or of unsound, nand, if he regried, if he absented 

himself without leave from all meetings hold during two consecutive 

months, or if he became econercially interested in contracts or agree-

ments made by the Cc:mission. Meetings could be convened at the 

request of the Chairman or%t least three other Commissieners. A 

quorum was to consist of three members; the Chairman had a deliberat-

ive vote, and if there was an eclxrility of votes, he had a second cost-

ing vote. 14,[213,3T, the Comisaion was a body corporate, with 

perpetual arceessi'an and a =men seal; it could acqui.re, hold and 

dispose of real and personal property; it was capable of suing and 
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being sued in its corporate nar.1, and all Courts vnry to talm judicial 

notice of its seal affixed to documents, etc.. 

The COrlaiDt4011 had a large degree of independence in matters 

related to finance and staffing. It was empowered to appoint a General 

Llanager and such other officers as it thought necessary. The staff 

were not subject to the Public Service Act, but only to such conditions 

of service as were determined by the Corrtission. The only central ley 

in the provision that the salaries of the General Manager and the next 

six most highly paid officers were subject to the Governor-General's 

approval. In regard to finance, the broadcast listeners' licence fee 

of 24/- was retained, and of this the Ccratission was to receive 12/... 

This income,. together with other revenue, was to be paid into an 

Australian Broadcasting Corcnission Fund to be oDened with the Comm-

wealth Bank, The Gormis' si'on was eapooered„ subject to the approval of 

the Treasurer and the Postmaster-General, to issue debentures guaranteed_ 

by the Connorzealth Goverrnt„ but not to exceed a total of £50 0000 at 

any mac tim. These moneys were to be vsed for payinent of cri ratint; 

expenses Ind  salaries and any surplus was to be inveSted in Gov=runent 

securities. The Commission was to be finaneianzr self-supporting and 

all accounts were subject to inspection and audit by the Auditor... 

General. licraever, the approval of the Ilirrister was necessary before 

it cxruld nu-chase or clispose of assets valued at metro. than L5,000, or 

before it could enter into a lease for a period longer than five years. 

Dos:J.:Ito the fact that the Comliession was much more independent 

than labour had intended it to be, the Dinister vpas given a number of 

other specific powem Although provision of broadcasting studios was 

the Cormission's respsnability, their location was to be subject to 
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Ulnistorial approval. In aaattion, the ComOlsion was required to 

provide such acecemodation rear the studio as me directed by the 

Master to enable his Department to provide the neeemary technical 

services. The Commission was free to smaivide proormes within the 

broad policy linos laid down in the Act, but was specifically required 

to broadcast av matter the broeasting of which is directed by the 

ninister as being in the public interest." Likewise, the Ilinieter was 

empowered to prohibit the broadcasting of aqy matter, although this had 

to be by notice inwriting 0  while the Act set out Galatians for 

political broadcasts. The Camiasicra 1,7as requLred to submit an annual 

report and balance ehect, together with the statement of the Alicliton. 

General, to the Linister0  for v.cesentation to both ausesof Parliament. 

Finally, to ensure Intimate iniblie control, the Lot enabled the 

Govarner-Geaaral, 1-,here he comadered on emergency timil arisen, to 

authorise the anister to exorcise c=7,1ete control over the national 

Broadcaoting Sorvice in the public interest. Evan so, the A.B.C. as 

oricinally constituted, in generally considered to have possessed a 

6reator degree of freedom thonzo3t other Australlariptiblic (,orperatione 

Thus, another type had been added to the "bewildering 

variety" of public corporatioLz created by Auntralian Parliaments. 

The Labour Party had apparently diocarded its policy of 1930 0  for it 

was naa cormaating to the creation of corporatie,-2s 0  subject to a sub-

stantial degree of political control to ensure that dameratic rights 

of citizens were not endangered by irreeponsible Dublie authorities. 

However, the A.13.0. did not satisfy this Labour requircrLent o  and it 

was almost inevitable that a great deal of attention should be focussed 
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on its early activities since these impinged so closely on the jealouAy 

guarded principles of the democratic way of life, e.r .;. freedem of siecd 

freedem or anzociation and freedeo of religion. 

Indeed, early criticisms shed interesting light on the new 

political outlook. Labour parliamentarians claimed that most of the 

original appointments to the A. 3.C. had been z'cle en political grounds, 

fold  they were still maifizig this claim  as late as 1941. MSS Joan 

onalyr3ie of these appointments suggests that there may have 

boon sane truth in these 1oations (31). 1k. 3. Beasley (I.bour 

est Sydney, 11.3.17.), a representative of the Lang fortion in the 

Federal Party, mole this 2. revealing statement in -gby,1933 

"Lebour has never disguised its belief that in order to have 

the Labour policy carried out, it must appoint to key positions 

persons sympathetic with that policy. The difference is that 

Labour is opal and honest about the matter while the other aide 

pretends all the time that its appointments are ti.e7.7.ouchly 

impartial." (32) 

This vas not the only occasion on which Labour vmpatbisers were to 

°Bat fenh1—  their belief in the morality of political appointments 

to senior officica positions of this nature. For =ample, Fitzpatrick, 
the 

writing eulogistic:any of/Curtin Government's attaapt to restore 

"i)opulee control of the COCEOTWO lth Bank, caxented "Fran 1941 

the Labour Coverrnert appointed Labour men to the Bank Board ....."(33) 

Vrem another angle Bon .hitilkiteta, in his breezy but superficial 

histoxy of federal politics, made this penetrating cement on the Curtin 

Coven et 'a action in rot:01;ring embarrassing Inclewndeats such as 

• Coles fran Parl  I  Arne.nt  (or possibly rewarding them for voting mat 
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Llenzies 3) by appointing them, for example, to the nationing 

CamAssion: 

"Mese were ell actions by the Governmnt wiiich the Opposition 

was entitled to describe as political. In no case, however, did 

the apperintee behave in a manner &laying to himself or to the 

Government, and it vas generally conceded that the duties entailed 

had been performed satisfactorily in every case. Curtin was as 

entitled to make appointments with the stability of his Cavern,- 

ment as prime consideration as naivetes was before him, end. as, in 

fact, 01  leaders of Government are. The vealeieas of such a 

cyst= emerges only then political considerations so tram:scenea all 

others that the appointee lacks the neceesary qualifications for 

the post ho is reouircd to fill." (320 

In fact, Lr. Coles, the with his brother hari  built up throughout 

Australia the network of chain stores which bears his name, served 

with distinction as Chairman of the Rationing Camiseion and was sub-

eequent3,y ap.00inted Chaiman of the 1107 national Airlines COEInif3DiCtl• 

Other criticisms to which the operations of the national 

Broadcasting Service v,rm subjected alnost freva the beginning of 

operations included some against the Cot:mission itself, for the 

secrecy it maintained on the crixstious of relations with the Govern-

ment, staff recruitment, numbers empiwed, and expenditure vitiehenny 

considered to be extravartfint; while others considered that conflict 

would develop between the Cormisen and the Genera/ rianage.r, whom 

position was not clear. In fact, the resignation of the General 

ilanager in 1935 was generally attributed to disagreerrient with the nevi 

chainaan, 	Cleary, vibe me frequently accused of assuming a 

dictatorial attitude. Objection was also taken to censorship 
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Details of these and rmny other criticisms are writs4/1Pd in Joan 

It/dents study of the A.D.C. (35) 

Ae a result of these nunerous Ltiiciris, hich unforttmately 

revealed a large rrazure of confusion and muddled thinking among member 
all 

of/parties where informed opinion and debate could have contributed 

greatly to an understanding of the principles of the public corporation 

various proposals to mend the original Act were brought forward during 

the decade frail 1932 to 1942. Suarestions cane from both sides of 

Darlia=nts  and even their f7L,IrvIrZ were not always consistent in their - 

demands for g'eater or less independence for the Commissicn. For 

cot:ample, four successive non-Labour Postrasters-General at least got as 

far as drafting amending bills, although only ln one case did the 

proposal beet= leo. In 1939 Br. A. Cameron (then Leader of the Peelers 

Country Party), sought to deprive the Ccnnisaion of its auttritze .  in 

personnel matters and to provide a Director-General appointed by-

Governor.Ceneral on the Commission's recourrndation in lieu of the 

General Iffanager appointed dixectl,y by the Commission. At the some timA 

he sought to increase the armlet the CorrAssien might spend without 

Masterial authority to £10,000 and to enable the Ca:mission to replace 

the Fest:aster-General's Department as collector of licence fees. 

Later in the same year 11r. E.3. (now Sir Eric) Ilarrisen 	- 

1•:entworth, Z,T.S.17.) introduced a bill providing that the position of 

General Uansr should be clarified.  by specifying that he was the "Chief 

nrecutive Officer" and as such "responsible 	 for the management of 

the affairs of the Comassion°; that the A.D.O. should be Lven f9t-01  

authority to deterrTine conditions of broadcasting of political speeches, 

and that the'Lliniater's power Should correspondingly be restricted to 
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matters of national interest, as triettnot front matters primarily of 

interest to a political party; and that the IL 23.0. should aesune oentrol 

of its in technical cervices. In 1940 L. H.V. Thorby (Country Party - 

Calam, 17..S.°J.) cemented on the surplus revealed in the last balance-

sheet of the Comisoion and the overall need for Lovernrent economy -, and 

therefore proposed that the =malt of money the Ceomis' zion had  to spend 

should be reduced. Then, in 1941, senator LIcLeay (U.A.P., South 

Australia) proposed to increase the number of Ocerds.Uoners to seven by 

including cne to represent labour interests and one to represent 

cultural interests; Labour, while 	Inc that these interests should 

be represented, ad not agree that it was necessary to increase the 

number of Coraais.'.aaers; the Country Party replied by demandi'ng its own 

representative; and others favoured a Corartison of six members, one frau 

each State. Senator Lleleagis bill also proposed on the one hand to 

increase the financial 'Independence of the Comaissien and to clarify its 

peers in other directions, =don the other to substitute prescription 

of staffing cenclitiono by Governzaent =gin  :Aim  for determination by the 

Ceterlesion, and to provide a. :limo' terial peraer of veto over any action of 

the 

The Labour opi:osition generally supported all proposals aimed 

at restricting the :Lndapondenee of the A.D.C. Labour (lino believed that 

the Cormiseican should be requi'red to give greater detail concerning its 

operations and particularly its relations with the Lliniater in its annual 

reports to Parliament, while both the Governwnt and the Ceendssion 

itself were criticised for imposing an unnecessarily strict censorship 

over broadcasting material. Por the time being, hmever, only one of the 

many proposals was to be acted on. The ameading Act of 1940 (3'6), which 
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passed without opposition as a result of Mr. Thorbes suggestion 

reduced the share of each licence fee to be paid to the C011$891,01 to 

10/... The Casnission complained bitterly in 1941 that this mannounced 

cut was seriously affecting its services. In other respects, its 

constitution and powers remained unchanged. (37) 

However, there was general dissatisfaction about the 

Ca:mission's operational, and many members were amending legislation to 

control the B-class stations. Although Senator McLesky's bill of 1941 

was not proceeded with, a Joint Parliamentary Committee -on Wireless 

Broadcasting was appointed by the Goverment to inquire into all matters 

connected with broadcasting. This Ccamittee, labile recognising that 

steady progress in standard of programs and extension of services had 

followed the creation of the A.B.C., nevertheless took cognisance of 

the many criticisms, and its report was the bAnis of a .completely new 

body of legislation which Federal Parliament enacted in 1942 to regulate 

the broadcasting industry. 

The Joint Parliamentary Comittee on Wireless Broadcasting 

presented its report in 1942. This Comittee, which had functioned 

under the Chairmanship of Senator W.G. Gilson, had not only made a 

detailed investigation into all aspects of broadcasting, but had also 

exandned the principles (such as the degree of staffing, financial, 

and general policy autmorty) that should be observed in determining 

the orgenisatien and powers of management of a public corporation. 

It took evidence on the latter aspect frau Professor F.A. Bland, 

and was influenced by a number of his views, e.g. os the value or a 

Standing ilarliamentary Carad.ttee (38). The First Menzies Goverment, 
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which had appointed the Committee of 	was defeated before 

presentation or the report,- but its recomendations were followed 

closely by the succeeding Curtin Labour Government in resconstituting 

the A.B.C. an in providing for the regulation of ocserarcial broadoastins 

In fact, the new Commission was later to be used as, a model for the 

National Airlines Cc:emission and the Overseas Telecmammicaticos 

Comniscolaas  which were created in the immediate past...ear period; and 

Kiss Itydat has described the report which brought about these changes as 

"an important landmark in Australian adadnistrative development*" (39) 

The three labour raestbers of the Gibson Committee, Senator 

S.K. Amours  and Messrs. A.A. Calwell and W.J.P. Riordan, had added to 

the report an amplification or their views in which theyrecommended 

complete nationalisation of the broadcasting system (40), but apart from 

this there was fairly general agreement on admirdstrative principles both 

during the proceedings of the Canaittee and during the debates on the 

subsequent legialatimu After detailed study of this report, and of 

the Australian Broadcasting Act of 1942 (41) which repealed and replaced 

the Australian Broadcasting Commissicn Act of 1932 as amended to 1940, 

Miss Ryden concluded that they evidenced t 

".*... an earnest and thoroughgoing attempt to define more clearly 

the %viatica% of a Public Corporation to Par3.iamont, Cabinet, the 

Treasury and the Public Service Board, and to ensure it same real 

	

degree of independence, particularly from Ministerial control 		 

it is most interesting to note that ni a ny Labour- speakers (contrary 

to traditional policy) stressed the need for the Caanission to be 

free from political control. Rarely has any Australian legislation. 

been based on a fuller consideration of the factors involved* The 
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reconstitution of the A.B.C. in 1942 was a reassertion of the 

time-henoured conviction of Australian Parlionvnte that the most 

suitable method of administering government enterprise is by a 

Commission with a large degree of auto:low. Although in some 

respect (notably control of nersonnel) the A.B.C.'s independence 

was decreased*  its general powers were more clearly stated than 

before. The sinciples governing such aspects as the size *  method 

of appointment and tenure of office had been clearly laid down .... 

(42 ) 

The 1942 Act dealt separately with the management of the 

"National Broadcasting Service," the regulation of the "ComEr.7.cial 

Broadcasting Service", and the establishment of a Parliamentary Standing 

Camittee on Broadcasting. This thesis is, of course, mainly concerned 

with the Australian Broadcasting Connission itself. This was to continu4 

to provide "adevate and com;relaensive" in-o^arraes for all stations of 

the ITational 3roadcasting Service; and it vras required to np.rovide for 

the collection of news and ir.forzlation as it thinks fit". In addition, 

it now 1-uvl  power to organise and subsidise rAablic concerta under certain 

conditions prescribed by the Act; and it could arrange tours of 

pm:Arent overseas artiste. It was required to establish and use bands 

-md orchestras. There was to be no advertining. The Gibson Ccxarzittee 

had rejected a suggestion that the Cou-assion should assume central of 

technical services. The A.D.C. had no ountrol whatever over the 

commercial static -As,. all power of reEpl .nbicn under the Act being excrete& 

by the Postmaster-General. 

The size of the Comission (i.e. five members) remained un-

changed*  and the only concession to those who sought representation of 
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government activity, the cenditions applicable to permanent stair 

should be the subject of statutory rule 	 V.Te agree with the 

evidence that the appointment of apocis:Used personnel should be by 

selection, but we do not think it proper to permit continuance or the 

present system under which the choice of juniors end other perversent 

staff for routine and nartiini  strative functions is discretionary. 

In a government instrummtality such as the A.D.C. it is most 

important that the method of making appointments should be free frem 

the risk of deference to influences Jilin' ical to social justice 

Even with the safeguards of selection boards, it is conceivable that 

unfair discriminations due to subconscious prejudice or nepotists may 

influence the choice of applicants. Therefore, in order to ensure 

that all classes of the ocemunity moy be afforded prejudice-preor 

opportunities of enterin,g the service of the CorraisUen in these 

positions, we are of the opinion 	 that open ccopetitive exam- 

inations should be stipulated." (43) 

As a result, the 1942 Act prescribed conditions of appointment. The 

Cconissian was to appoint a General llenager and such other officers as it 

thousht necessary; however, they had to be British subjects, to be 

medically fit, to have completed an oath or al'firmaticsi of allegiance, and 

to have passed a prescribed entry examination in open competition with the 

proviso that the Ceeraission could exempt certain classes from Pureiretiens 

Appointments fr.ro examinations iere to be in order of merit, and all 

examinations were to be advertised. Thus, while the staff of the 

Carmissice rmained outside the jurisdiction of the Public Service Act, 

nevertheless their conditions of appointment were brought much closer 

to those obtaining in the regular Public Cervices The 1942 Act also 



prescribed that the Officers Rights Declaration Act, 1928-1940, would 

apply to ex-mevbere of the Commonmalth Public Service appointed to the 

staff of the Ccareission. The salaries of the General Lb:lager and the 

next six most highly paid executive officers remained subject to the 

GovernotaCenexel's approval. Financial provieions were identical to 

those of the 1932 Act, except that the amount of each broadcast 

listeners° licence to be refunded from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to 

the Ceverd.ss.ion (set at 12/- in 1932 and reduced to 10/- in 1940) was 

increased to 11/-, and the Commission was deprived of its right to issue 

debenturee; instead, the Ccemi'saien could borrow up to £30,000 free the 
• 

Consolidated Revenue Fund If, in the Iii.nister Is opinion, the loan was 

warranted. Further rams could be advanced only by special parliamentary 

appropriation. 

general 
The/powera of the 1...Inister were fairly s,irrinnt.  to those 

exercised by him under the earlier Act. Apart from those specifically 

mentioned above, he had to approve all pumhases and sales exceeding 

85,000, all leases exceeding five years, and the location of all studios 

on technical grounds. L'e could order the broadcasting of any ratter 

which he considered to be in the public interest; Likewise he could 

prohibit the Commission from broadcasting any matter. However, all. 

ministerial orders now }WI  to be in writing. This latter provision arose 

from the Gibson Canittee is judgment that 

it is most important that there should be safeguards for 

opposition parties and others and that the broadcasting instrument 

should not becene the monopoly of the government of the day. The 

obligatien of the Piri  ster to 0.v notice to the Ceerdszion in 

writing is a precaution which should be retained to ensure that 
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Ministers will not be able viva vow to issue instructions with 

impunity and without the protection which the Act rieht3,y provides 

for those .who carry out Ministerial directions ..... There is no 

evidence to lead UB to believe °the:case than that the Commission 

has exercised its great powers with calm judgment and measured 

impartiality and such differences as it milt have encountered 

could only have arisen through an itching desire ,  on the part of 

Ministers to assert their authority in a. =nor that Parliament 

never intended and should never sanction." (44) 

In furtherance of this need to safeguard overall parliamentary authority 

from the possibility of concealed ministerial perenrimien as feared, for 

example, by Pranmulca. Bland (45), the new legislation lux/visaed also that 

the Annnr41-. Report submitted by the Colraised.on was now to list specific.. 

t 

(a) all broadcasts made at the Minister's direction; 

(b) all proposed broadcasts prohibited by the Minister; and 

(o) all other cases in which. the Minister has given directions 

other than as prescribed in the Act. 

As a still further safeguard to ensure that the minieterial 

pover of direction could be used formatters ooncanting the national 

interest only, as distinct from matters of interest to a particular 

political party *  the 1942 legislation provided at Section 89 (1) that 

the.A.B.C. may itself deternine the conditions under which "political" 

broadcaets may be made, and also that in exercising this power, the 

Cecniesion is not velject to any °Ulu-provisions of the Act wthich mdeht 

otherwise circumscribe it. There is no evidence to suggest that the 
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A.B.C. has not enjoyed rm ty from yol_, tical direction in this 

important sphere since 1942. However, government pressure on a 

general policy issue vas later to be exercised through the financia.1 

powers retained by the Minister. 

Considerable attention had also been mid by the Gibson 

Cennittee to Professor Mantra view on the desirability of providing 

other than solely the Ministerial link between Parliament and its 

corporation. A Parliamentary Standing Committee on Broadcasting was 

established undrx Part IV of the Act to consider any natter referred to 

it by PcArliament or by the TV ni  ster; and the latter was obliged to 

pass on any requests for consideration by the Committee of any matter 

received frm the A.B.C. or from the Federation of Commercial Broad,-

casting Stations. However, as 'trill be shown later in this thesis, 

this isolated Australian venture with the Standisig Cordattee system 
a 

In relation to/public corporation was not a successful 
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The reconstitution of the A.D.C., in 1942 had been ehrersAterisecl 

by Q m of the fullest and meet cbjective exeminations of the administrat-

ive requirements of a public cerporatien over undertaken In Austraiie., 

and also by an tmusual meaeure of a,cf,reement between. the various political 

parties. One might therefore be pardoned for expect4.‘ng to find that 

operations or the reconstituted ettnieteli<21 were running smoothlzr following 

the pra.ctical application of the results of this incuiry. Ilevever, 

this wee not to be. The annual reports of the A.a.c. for the years 

irrnecliately folio/Ting its reconstitution in 1942 were very critical of 

the parts played both by the Government and by the Parliamentary Standing 

Committee. These events were examined in detail by Lass Ibrdon since 

they represent one of the most searchin* g inouiries ever rode in itegltralla 

as to the constitutional position of a public corporaticn (46). In 

effect, the A.D.C. had endeavoured to assert the independence promised 

for it by Parliament in 1942, but it found a number of obstacles in its 

path. It protested strongly about numerous attempts at interference in 

its affairs, but there were four major sources of frictions 

Pirst, the Commiesicn consistently demanded both control of 

technical services within its studios and restoration of its control over 

the overseas shortwave service, which had been taken over by the Depart-- 

ment of Information late in 1941. Following a favourable report by the 

Parliamentary Standing Committee s  the latter service was handed back to 

the Ceenission in 1942; hammer, it was again transferred to the Depart-

ment of Informatics) in 1944. The report of the Camittee was not 

debatcxl in Parliament. 

Secondly., the Ceivission ooreelained that until the Government 

restored the remaining shillinc, of each licence fee taken from it in 1940, 



it could not provide an adequate standard of service . The Standing 

Committee supported the Commission on this issue and the Government made 

available in 1943, by special appropriation, a sum equivalent to the 

additional income for one year that rould have been received had the 

Commission's proportion of each licence fee been restored to 12/-. The 

Commission then pointed out that the time limit attached to "this finandal 

relief 	 an element of insecurity which hampers its effective tme." 

Again, the report of the Committee was not debated in Parliament. Them 

in 1946, the Commission requested an early review of the allocation of 

licence fees by Pnrliament, and the Parliamentary Committee recommended a 

further grant from Consolidated. Revenue to give immediAte relief in view 

of the Commission's serious financial position. The A.B.C. rejected 

suggestions that it should be financed by parliamentary appropriation on 

the ground that a system of direct revenue "is a sound principle 

particularly appropriate to the independent character of the Commission. 

as decided by Parliament." 

Thirdly, the Commission attempted to come to a more satis-

factory agreement with press organisations for the supply of news. 

Labour members of Parliament had alleged that the press had, under the 

old agreement, forced the A.B.C. to broadcast items of "capitalist" 

interest only, and they wanted to see the Commission completely independ-

ent of the press. Eventually, however, the Commission, which was 

empowered under the 1942 Act to collect news in such manner as it thought 

fit, reached agreement with Australian Associated Press for the supply of 

news items. But the agreement involved a sum in excess of £5000, and. 

the Minister exercised his right to refuse approval. The Commission then 

requested that the matter be referred to the Parliamentary Standing 
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Cecurittee, in its, awn wards "loco. with a view to exploring the merits of 

the proposed agremerats than to clorifyinc the r.od.tian as to its powers 

nnit responsibilities." The Cc:matte° diviCed m rp,..rty lines as for as 

the actual t wa.s concerned, but it reported urlorinously that 

would be itwoper to confer absolute power on a goverment 

trumentality to spend public moneys without seme centrol, and 

that Par iz. t oould be Inrrine to relinquish its paver to control 

the P..B.C. thr.ough the Llniater or the Government in matters 

conceivably affecting high policy undor contracts which involve 

more than ,C3000 or exceed five'jeers." 

If we con read between the lines, it seems that Par T t VMS beginning 

to have second thoughts about the wi..,.dan of granting a large degree of 

independence to corporations. 

This report unp, followed by a most critical Annual Report from 

the Comission for the year wood 30th June, 1944, wad by the resigaatien 

of :a.. Cleary, then Chairman of the Cc:mission. The Camission r 

expressed complete lack of confidence in the Parlieriontary Standing 

Comittee, since although this had been painstaking in its enquiries and 

had supported many of the Cotirdseion's suggestiectI, its reports had not 

been discussed in full Parliament, and there had as a result been no 

clarification either of the extent of the Lbnister's veto power or of the 

de 	of independence of the Cecmissien. 

Then, in announcing the appointrxnt of Mr. 11.J. (nocr, Sir 

Richard) Boyer to succeed La.. Cleary as Chairman in April 1945, the Prime 

Minister (La.. Curtin) declared that the Government recoenised that 

Parliament hod intended to &dye the A.B.C. a position of special 

independence. He addee that: 
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. the healtlysnd beneficial function of national broadcastizig, 

and the -maintenance of blie confidence in the :3ystou must rest ... 

solely on the integrity and the independent judgemoit of the persons 

chosen to ashinister its policy, and not on either review by -  or 

pressure from any sources eutside it, political or non-political. 

This principal holds good in spite of the neceesary responsibility 

of the earraiseion to the rfieilter  for the legitiante use of its 

funds under the terms of the Act, and all the sect,ions of the Act 

should be reed in the light of the above general intent of -Parliament 

in the establishment of the Commission." 

In its 1946 epart the Comaission accepted the Prime Minister's inter-

pretation and stated that .1. 

	 the translation into legal phraseology of an Act which 

embraces the inevitably difficult relationship between national 

broadcasting and Parliament, between the primacy of Parliament and 

the agreed principle of the Ceemiesiaa's .legitimate indepenannce of 

action can never be achieved. In both Britain and Canada it has 

been found more practicable to operate the Act in the light of its 

general intention rather than. by attempting a process of meticulous 

revision of apparently conflicting sections." 

canwhile the Corwrisfl on continued to provide 11017a under emergency 

arrangements with the press and the British Broadcasting Corporation, and 

a draft of a permanent agreement with the press for the. provision of a 

news service for one year at a charge of 420,000 was submitted to the 

Pinister. This also was referred to the Parliamentary Standing 

Cormittee, which divided on party lines as before. Labour members wanted 

the A.D.U. to establish its am news service, while opposition members 

objecte on the frreurr:: that a large sum would have to be provided. A 
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Minister for Aircraft Production), had taken the trouble to excuse the 

apparent modification in the Party's attitnfle in 1942 in the Palming 

words : "V.e have compromised because we realize that war is the major 

issue." (47) The stage was therefore set for a modification of the 

position of the A.B.C. in the immediate post-war period. 

Meanwhile, under the mantle of the Commonwealth's defence 

pmeer end by meane of National Security Regulatiams, numanous boards and 

commissions were set up during the Second World --al: These included 

mnnagerial agencies like the Australian Shipping Board, which was 

established to control the new national shipping line built up during 

the war; quasi-judicial agencies set up to supplement the Court of 

Conciliation and Arbitration and operating in specialised fields of 

indostrial arbitration, such as the Laritime Industries Commizeion, the 

Stevedoring Industry Comission nnii  the Women's EMployeent Board; further 

commodity control agencies such as the Corrianwealth Tinplate Board and 

the Australian Barley, Tobacco,1Theat, Wool, and Hide and Leather 

Industries Boards; advisory agencies like the Man-power Priorities 

Board; administrative agencies ftuictioning within the framework& 

ministerial departments such as the Commonwealth Prices and Rationing 
(47,A. 

Commissionn; and. a great many others./ 	of these were given separate 

identity as corporate bodies, and they would in themselves prove an 

interesting field of research. However, in view of their temporary 

nature while functioning under war-tine regulation they will not be 

treated in this study unless and until continued in permanent legislative 

farm; and for erevioualy mentioned reasons the new /marketing boardswhich 

were =tinned after the war are nlqo e=luded. The corporation known as 

the Cammonwealth Coal Commissiorerwas probably the first of the bodies 

established unden. National Security Regulation to be extended by the 
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passing of separate legislation, end although itself purely a Ceemon-

wealth authority, it is by virtue of its field of operations linked with 

the interesting group of inter-governmental corporations. It Also 

heralded a major development in the control of the staffing policy -of 

Commonwealth corporations. 

THE CatriMILMALTII COAL  

The need for government regulation of theeoat industry was 

apparent for some years prior to the Second.Worldtar. .Thiring the late 

nineteen...twentiea, coal production greatly exceeded demand and the major 

problem as that of finding new mrkets - added to this was the ever-

present fear of unemployment. The New South Wales Government was 

vitally interested, as about eighty percent of the coal mined in 

Australia is produced in that State. Consequently in1930 it appointed 

a Royal Commist:ion to Investigate the industry. The establishment of a 

State Coal Control Board was recommended, but it ens enVaasised that the 

N.S.'. Parliament could only legislate to control the production of coal 

within that State; it had no power to legislate on interstate or over-

seas trade, to fix the earket price of coal outside Its on boundaries, 

or to levy excise duty to finance the operations of the proposed Board. 

The Comiszion reported, therefore, that action by the State would be 

useless unless accompanied by complementary legislation by the Common- 

wealth and perhaps by other States. 

provieo, the Long Labour Government 

to create the State Control Board; 

Labour Government would introduce a 

17ith little regard for this 

in N.S.11. in 1931 introduced a bill 

apparently it hoped that the Scullin 

corresponding bill in the Federal 

Parliement. However, both governments lost office during the year and 

the State bill lapsed. (48) 
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By the early stages of world Vier II the position was vastly 

different. Coal supplies were inadequate, and greater output was 

essential to maintain war production. Using its defence powers, the 

Commomealth Government in 1941 assumed complete control of the industry 

througAsut Australia, and established, by National Security Reguaatian, 

Commonwealth Coal Board to control the supply, distribution, storage and 

use of coal. This Boardremined in existence for only a feu,  months 

it was replaced by a. Coal Commissioner as a corporation sole. In 

Ebbruary 1942, inresponse to danands by the Liners' Federation, and folke 

ing the assumption of office by a Labour Government, the Commission was 

enlarged by the inclusion of employer and employee representatives (40); 

this was apparently a compromise to maintain industrial peace in the 

industry although the load was not followed in later legislationby 

Labour Governments. A. parallel set of National Security Regulations 

created a Central Coal Authority as the forerunner of the present 

arbitration authority, the Coal Industry Tribunal. 

The provisions of the various regulations were superseded iv-

the Coal Production (War-Time) Act 1944 (50) which set up on "authority 

to govern and direct the production, treatsent„ handling, supply, distrib-

ution, marketing and consumption of coal% The authority was given 

regulatory control of all collieries; it was also given power to acquire 

mines in the defence interest and to determine rates of compensation. 

The Act, which also placed the arbitration tribunal on a statutory beats, 

was to cease to operate aix months after the end of the var. The 

authority, known as the Commonwealth Coal Comissioaer, was a corporation 

sole, appointed by the Governor.General to hold office for so long as 

the Act remained in operation, subject to •provisions relating to 

suspension and vacation of office similar to those for the Camicriwoalth 
Railways Coare.seioner. 	Salary was fixed by 
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The provision relating to the Innisterial power of direction 
which was added by amendment during the committee stages, 

on matters of poliey/broucht out an interesting discussion, during theY 

debates an the Coal Production (Uar-Time) FA11 in 1944, between the 

present leaders of the major parties in the Federal Parliament. 

Frequently distinctions have been drawn, in discourses and legislation 

concerning public coTTorations, between matters of policy and matters of 

day-to-dNy aftinistration. However these distinctions arc almost 

invariably vague in the sense that rarely if ever are satisfactory 

definitions given to diztinguich the point where administration finishes 

and policy begins. Professor Bland himself has been criticised for this 

omission. The fact is that policy is extremely difficult to define, 

and there can be little doubt thnt the existence of this loosely-defined 

power of ministerial direction tends to increase the area of political 

control over public corporations. Dr. ILV. EVatt (labour - Barton, 

U.S.W., then Attorney-General and Minister for External Affairs), 

admitted the existence of this problem but believed,in common with Labour 

thinkers at least since 1924, that considerations of democratic 

principle outweighed its disadvantages. Bo stated that : 

"It is quite impossible to define policy 	 but it is essential 

that general ministerial responsibility an the broad policy of the 

bill will still remain with the Govurnment. As a democratic 

principle ..... the Government cannot possibly abdicate its respons-

ibility completely by conferring upon the Coal Commissioner 

exclusively the authority to declare important questions of policy 

	 The general day-to-day administration of this legislation will 

be in the hands of the Cemmissioner, who will exercise the discret-

ionary pavers that are vested in him, but there will be occasions 

on which it will be necessary in the interests of the Commonwealth 
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that Ministerial direction should be given. On such occasions 

the Cemmissioner will have to accept the Government's decisionk  (52). 

R.G. Menzies (then Leader of the Opposition) amid in reply : 

"Bebody can tell what smatter of policy ie 	 There is no 

machinery in this bill for determining what is a matter of policy. 
• er 

The Minister my, mith perfect honesty, spy to the Commissiontthat 

such and such a thing is a matter of policy - that he shall not 

• employ Brown or Jones or Robinson, or that he shall anploy Smith. 

Valois to decide whether it is policy or not? 	 the effect of 

the amendment will be to perpetrate political control of the 

industry ..... when it suits the Government, the Commissioner can 

control the industry and when it does not suit the Government, the 

Minister can intervene and say : 'this is a matter of policy". (53) 

Althourh the Liberal-Country Party group in Parliament opposed the 

Minister's power on policy matters on this and other occasions, the group 

has made no serious attempt when in pa.:er itself to remove such controls. 

In fact, the only distinction in Australian legielatierlgenerally Is 

whether the Minister's pester is restricted to policy issues, or whether 

it is an all-embracing power of direction. 

The debates on the bill leave no doubt that the existing Coal 

Conniseioner, Mr. LR. Eighell, clio held office previously under the 

National Security Realizations and was to continue in officer under the nevi 

lezialatien, was held in high repute by members of all parties; and they 

suggest that in this case the legislation was framed to fit the individual 

rather than vice verses This could explain the absence of many of the 

usual controls over public corporations and also the restriction of the 

covering control to direction over policy only, a direction 'whirl) Dr. Evat1 

inferred would be used sparingly. Bowevar, the trend in staffing policy, 
which has alroady been rtmarked on, was something mite distinct. 
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Despite the provision in the original Act that the Commissioner NM1S to 

cease to function six months after the end of the war, he reucdmed 

operative for SOW4 yeare beyond this time. His powers over 	of 

primarily State interest such as production lapsed with the disappear-

ance of the direct relationship to the Commemealth's dere:wept:river, 

being legally terffinatod by SectionTen of the Coal Industry Act of 

1 946. (54) However for the time being the Commissioner retain.ed 

control over all coal outside- the boundary of the State in -which it was 

produced. Then, a further short Act in 1 948  (55) provide/ that the 

Governor-General could declare from time to time by Proclmnaticrx that 

the Coal Production (Var..Tine) Act would cease to operate ina 

particular State; the first State so named was Queensland, laudrich the 

Commissioner cePsed to operate on 27 January 1949. Tionnwhile another 
public corporsqion, the Joint Coal 2oard, had been eetabliklhedviithin the 
coal industry (56). 

The federal system in Australia, with its rigid separation 

of Commom7calth and State powers and consequent disputes as to location 

• of sovereigPV has given rise to a number of interesting experds'aents 

in the management of undertelcilks of partly regional and partly national 

concern by jointly-constituted pane corporations. Both of the public 

corporations in which. the Cosmomealth has canbined with one= other of 

the Australian States were established during the period 194445. 

These uere the Australian Aluminium Production Commission, established 

during the closing stages of the war and therefore treated in this 

section, and the Joint Coal :,card (the successor to the Cosinowealth 

Coal Commissioner), establiehed in the early part of the post-war period 

and therefore included in the following section of this thesis. 

flemreverv, the idea of co-operative effort to overcome constitutional 

barriers was not new. The River !Surrey Commission, which vmmestablish-

ed at a time when the States still enjoyed very substantial rights, 
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prescribed in same detail in the Agreement are reauired for presentation 

to each Government, While accounts, although subject to annual audit by 

the Commonwealth Auditor-General, are open to inspection "at any 

reasonable time" by State Auditors. Finance for the Commission's works 

in made available in approximately equal shame by the participating 

governments, and although amending agreements and acts subsequent to 

1914-15 have authorised new-  works and increased expenditure by the 

Commission, no major administrative changes have been involved. 

Most of the projects involved in the agreements have been 

carried out by State departments and authorities, and the Commissionle 

role has been that of co-ordinator of the public works of the three 

States in so far as they have concerned water storage, rater transport 

and irrigation projects in the Murray Valley, rather than that of a 

managerial authority in its ova right. The CommOn-x:ealth ban for 

years been represented oa the Commission brsramember of Cabinet, usually 

the Minister for Works, while the States have selected senior officers 

of existing departments or authorities to serve in an ex...officio capacity, 

The Commission thus not only includes representatives of the Commonwealth 

and three States, but also mixes politicians and public servants. 

Vithout legal identity in its on right, it is, moreover, a fragmentary 

agency working for and as part of four ecrIal "masters". Although its 

achievements have been considerable, its position is in this respect very 

different from and theoretically much more complex than that of the 

centrally-directed corporations operating in the inter-governmental 

field. 
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T1111 AUSTRALTAI ILUWEtIULI 11-0D1UraCti COILUSSICti: 

Although suggestions at an official level for the establishment 

of an aluminium industry in Australia hail  been heard since 1941, the. 

first definite step taken was the signing of the 1944 Agreement between 

the Commomealth and Tasmania. The two governments agreed to co-operate 

to establish an industry in Tasmania for the produetion of inept 

aluadnium for defence purposes. The project was strongly criticised 

at the time as being economically unsound, many parliamentarians and 

others claiming that the demand for aluminium would be very considerably 

reduced after the vary  and that high transport costs made the location 

of the industry in Tec.samlie  most undesirable. As the proposed organio- 
the 

ation for the industry became clear,/anti-socialist Oorosition also 

objected to the Government's intention to conduct it as a public enter-

prise. (58) The Inter-Governmental Agreement provided that the 

Commonwealth should take all the necessary steps to establish a Commissica 

to be known as the AustralianAhmablium Production Commission, subject to 

certain conditions as to constitution and finance as prescribed. This 

Commission was in turn required, subject to certain limits to its powers 

and functions, to establish and operate the innnntry; while each 

government vas committed to exercise its legislative and administrative 

powers "in such a way as is calculated to assure the full success and 

&vele/tient or thc. industry." 

To give effect-  to the Agreement, the Commonaealth Parliament 

passed the Aluminium IndwstxyAct 1944 (59). Tbe Agreement itself Was 

included as a schedule to this Act. Companion legislation was passed by 

the Tasmanian Parliament (60). The Cannonwcalth Act provided that the 
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Commission was to be a body corporate, originally consisting of two 

members representing the Commmyealth (one to be Chairman) and two 

representing the State (one to be Vice-Cileirmme). An members were 

to be appointed by the Governor.General, those. representing Tasmania 

first being nominnted by the Tasmani.an Govern'-in-Council. Surprisirk;ly, 

the Act did not ley dorm dismissal procedure, alr did it specify the 

conditions of vacation of office. Later events were to cast grave 

doubts en the wisdom of this omission, which indeed, has never been 

satisfactorily explained. In. other respects also the Commission was 

free from many of the restrictions to which public corporations were 

usually. subjected. In regard to personnel,., for example, it was 

empowered to appoint such staff as it deemed necessary for the execution 
to 

of the Act; its officers were not subject,' either . the Commonwealth or 

the State Public Service Act, and the Commission had unrestricted 

freedom to determine their conditions of service. The Officer's Rights 

Declaration Act applied to ex-Commomealth officers, thtle ex-State 

officers ware regarded as being transferred to the CormanWealth. The 

freedom of the COMILlianiatl in staffing matters seems to have been a by. 

product of the desire to avoid difficulties which could arise if the 

Cocrionwealth were to prescribe conditions conflicting with State 

practices, 

Pinancia13,y, the Cemmon.,ealth and Taanania agreed to contribute 

equal shares towards the establishment of the industry. Under the 1944 

Act the Ccamonwcalth Parliament approved the payment of Z1,500,000 to 

cane either from Consolidated Revenue or from a opecial loan as the 

Commonwealth's contribution. The Act also provided that, when the 

production stage was reached, revenues would be required to meet salaries 
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and expenses, and repayment of interest on the original loan. Accounts 

of the Canmission Imre subject to inspection by the Commonwealth Auditor-

General, who was required to supply nny information the Tamanian 

Premier required; and an annual report was to be submitted to the 

Goraarnweelth Lini  ster, who was required to furnish a copy to the Tam/Innis' 

Premier. The CenrsisW..en was to exercise its powers "subject to any 

directions given on behalf of the Carmonwealth and State by the Comm.-

wealth Minister sanini  storing the Act of the Catmonwealth Parlia.ment." 

Further, the Commiesien could not proceed with any single project 

involving expenditure of more than £50,000 "without first obtaining the 

consent of the Coamorn-realth Minister, who, before consenting, shall 

consult and consider the yleab of' the Tasmanian Praider." The Governor-

General had the usual power to make regulations not inconsistent with 

the Act. 

Following the establishment of the Cemmission, land was acouirec 

at Bell Bay, Tamnania' and construction work carmenced. Ho..ever, 

nromess was slew and the original estimate of the cost of establishing 

the industry proved to be too low. In other respects also the early 

operations of the Australian Alnmirri um Production Comodssion proved 

unsatisfactory, and critician from the Auditor-General and other sources, 

as well as a recognition of the inadequacy of the existing financial 

provision, led, first to amending legislation eight years after the 

creation of the Camissicn, and then, two years later, to the most 

exhaustive enquiry into the constitutional position of a publie 

carporaticn held awing the post-war period in Australia. These events 

will be discussed later in this thesis. 
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lath the Second World ;:inr drawing to a close a Labour Govern- 

ment under La.. J.B. Chifley in ccernand, and planning for post-war- 

reconstruction already nell under way, the curtain was about to open 

an four and a. half  years of what Professor L.P. Crisp has described as 

"..... the most considerable programme of legislative and 

executive measures for nationalisation and public enterprise in 

the Commonwealth's history." (61) 
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1945-1°49  PCS:WAR RIDICII:JritOCTIOV. 

   

In his history of the Federal Labour Party, Professor Crisp 

has recorded many of the Chiflay Government's legislative and executive 

achievements. These achievements, which were carried through con-

currently with the development of Australia's vast post-war immigration 

programme, and with the positive role played in fonli6laffaire including 

leadership of the Gmnll nations in the United Nations : 

extended from such unde 1dnjs as an expanded Ccmmonwealth 

Acoustics Laboratory to the estnblishment of a Stevedoring Industry 

Board to direct that industry, the re-establishment on a peace-time 

basis of a Commonwealth Shipping Line, a public aluminium ingot 

industry (jointly with the Tasmanian Govemlont, under en Act 

initiated by the Curtin Government), a public whaling industry, a 

public monopoly of atomic energy raw, materials, public development 

of television under the Broadcasting Control Board joint Common-

wealth-atate governmental supervision of the New South wales coal 

industry (with power to enter directly the production side of the 

trInir mad open-cut branches of the industry), the great Common-

wealth Snow Piver Hydro-Electric Scheme, the compulsory purchase 

(jointly with other Britial countries) of the private overseas 

telecemmunicationn services, the nationalisation of internal, and 

Australian-owned sections Of overseas trirlines, and finally the 

nationalisation of the 'key of the citadel' . the private banks. 

The Ilieh Court (and, in the second case, the Judicial Committee of 

the Irivy Council) declared ultra virez the Constitution the 

airlines and bank nationalisation measures. In the airline field, 

however, the Goverment corporation - Trans Australia Airlines - 
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was able to acntinue in competition and, thanks to first-class 

direction and, managanent, to achieve enviable pre-eminence. The 

Comanwealth Bank continued not only its control bank..f'tnicrtions but 

compctitive relations with the rrivate bsnicn throzIrih its trading 

bank department 	of even greater isvortance as steDs towards 

the realisation of what the average Australian worker expects of 

his Labour Party %a-re the Chifley Cr;vernment 'a general intervention 

and Taarinille in economic and social affairs ..... Nor should there 

pass without notice the manner in which Chifley and his -  colleagues 

developed joint action 'between Camcmealth and State Governments 

under a. whole range of forrulae cvhich enabled thol-a to go forward 

with their policies and planning despite the otherwise crippling 

limitations of the Federal Constitution ....." (1) 

The sitpificance of these achievennnts, from .tho point of view 

of this thesis, is that in so many cases the public corporation vas 

selected as the administrative form. Again, this was In corritrast to 

the Labour policy of 1930, brat the period rerxesented a .ceartinuation of 

the later Labour vr-actice of creating corporations but limiting their 

autonomy; the limitation was, notiCeablc porticnl ally  in regard to 

staffing, but also in numerous other directions. And again also, 

apparently quite incidentally to its overall activities, tho ethifley 
the 

Government, like/earlier Scullin Labour Government )  was to give voice, 

on a particular occasion with a view to clipping the wings or two 

particular corporations, to a belief in the advontagea of normal depart-

mental aellini.stration (with its combination of Laniaterial and Public 

Service Board control). 
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The volume of legislation asued during the relatively short 

span of the Carley Government is probably at least partly the explanat-

ion why most perl4ementarians paid so little attention to the administrat. 

Ivo detail of the various enactments. Heuever t  the very nature of much 

of the legislation node it inevitable, in the conte.t of the Australian 

political party system, that debaters would be carried away by their 

strong emotional feelings either for or against socialism and thus 

prevented from showingsvida interest in, or exercising objective judgment 

about, administrative provisions. The result of these influences is thal 

from his own point of view, the student of public administration cannot 

fail to remark on the relative barrenness of the poet-'war debates when 

compared with the debates on sim5lar creative legislation a generation 

before. 

ANTIS E1PIRE AIL-WAYS LIMITED: 

After the Second V:orld War, a variant of the corporate form 

of management for pUblic enterprises appeared in the field of overseas 

air transport when the Labour Government acqpired all Shares in Qantas 

Aireays Limited, and thus the right to appoint all members of the 

Board of Directors. Australia's overseas airline industry was thus 

effectively nationalised without the creation by statute of either a new 

ministry or a new corporation, the only legislation involved being the 

appropriation of the necessary money(2). This absence of constituting 

legislation meant that administrative details such as qualifications for 

appointnent, termn of office, salaries, conditions of disminsal and so 

on were loft completely to the decision of the executive. The usual 

requirement of ultimate accountability to parliament was also absent. 
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activity drawn up by Er. D.N. Cheater and discussed in Chapter Three 

of this thesis (2A). 

TIP; AtETILALIAN NATIGILIL 

The Australian rational University Act of 1946 (213) created 

the National University in Canberra, ond provided for 	constitution 

as a body corporate. The legislation followed conventional university 

practice in establishing a Council as the governing body together with 

a Chancellor to be president of the Council and a Vice-Chancellor to be 
Eleven 

chief executive officer. Section / of the Act detailed the constitut-

ion of the Council and the method of appointment of councillors. There 

were to be "not more than thirty members", including representatives of 

both Houses of Federal Parliament, and of the Convocation, students, and 

professional and teaching staff of the University, together with the 

Vice-Chancellor and other persons appointed by the Governor-General by 

reason of knowledge and experience which could "advance the full develop-

ment of the University", and other members co-opted by mcis'ting members 

of the Council. Terms of office varied accxmaing to method .ofapnoint-

moat; re-appointmento were permitted, rthile juniors, bankrupts, persons 

convicted of an offence and sentenced to imprisonment vho have net 

received a free pardon or served the sentence, and Inman° persons, are 

disqualified from appointment. The Chancellor is elected by Council 

from among its number, while the Vice-Chancellor is appointed by the 

Governor.Ceneral to hold office subject to good behaviour for a term of 

seven years. 

The Act further provided that the University should be 

financed by an annual payment deterained by the Treasurer and not 

exceeding £325,000 0  for the first five years of its existence; 
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and thereafter by a set annual grant of £325 1,000, together with fees 

and other revenues. The Council itself mns given wide poaers to nabs 

"Statutes" covadmgcatters such as the nudber, stipend, manner of 

appointment and dismissal of deans, profesaors, lecturers, examiners 

and other officers and servants of the '.:iaiverrsity. Each such statute 

was to be approved by the Covernor-General and notified in the (ommon-

wealth Casette, and would "therea:)on have the force of law." 

The National University obvious/7 has more in common with the 

older Universities than with ether Commonocalth public corporations )  and 

the legislation was quite openly framed withthe intention of preserving 

a much larger measure of freedom than Alas the case with the other 

corporations, i.e, the so-called "academic freedom". The activities of 

theNational University are at present concerned with post-graduate 

research only, althour:a talL'ra ic pvevf_Lion for it to make arrangements 

with the University of Nelbourne for the integration within its orgpnis-

atian of the under-graduate Canberra Thm.versity College, at present 

conducted by that University. The Commonwealth Observatory at Mt. 
Stramlo was transferred from the Department of Interior to the National 
University in 1956 (20). 

Having thus briefly chronicled the appearance of the fully 

public/7.4xwm.d. =new, as distinct fran the ralevionnly known "mixed 

enterpmisel on. the Australian scene, and also the inclusion of a 

Univeraitywithin the broad group of Connanwealth corporations,I shall 

now survey rthat might be called the relevant constitutional developments 

of the period, viz ; 

(a) the cases of inter-governmental co-operation, and 

(b) the nationalisation proposals; 

and then proceed to : 

(c) the contemporary modifications and creations of other 
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corporatism not included in the above grotapiva.;. 

(a) I.,, ,overnmental 

TII JOINT C,011, BOARD: 

Although it vas not the first of the orthodox (in the 

statutory sense) corporations created in the post ,,war period, I shall 

dealfirstwith the Joint Coal Board, both because it is quite out of 

step with the other orthodox corporations of the period in relation 

to the effective degrec of managerial autonomy possessed, and also 

because, by virtue of its "joint" constitution, it is more closely 

related to the corporations discussed at the close of the procedi4e 

section. For the latter reason the following remarks should be read 

in conjunction with those concerning the establishment of the 

Australian Aluminium Production Commission. 
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The Joint Goal Board came into being because riuny  of the mver-es of the 

earlier cool corporation, the CGmramwealth Coal COIZtassioner, became 

ineffective for constitutional reasons in time of peace. 

Both Commonwealth and State Governmente were agreed. that 

continued regulation of the coal industry aftepthe war was dosirale, 

while the Liners* Federation, as in Britain, was-danandin3 complete 

nationalisation. Accordingly, on the cessation of hostilities a Board 

of Inquiry was set up to investigate and report on the need fox- regulat-

ion. This Board of Inquiry consisted of rite. Justice Davideori (who had 

previously figured in the /1.S.V1. Royal ComnisW-on in 1930) 0  soanetiines 

assisted by employer and employee representatives. His report, 
a 

presented in 1946 0  stressed the need for/statutory Federal Authority to 

regulate the industry. He recognised the many constitutional 

difficulties, but argued that a Federal Authority could crant bounties 

(under Section 51 (iii) of the Constitution) to Ed.ne owners who 

voluntarily accepted its jurisdiction, and that as most owners needed 

financial assistance, the majority would co-operate in the scheme. The 

proposal was generally supported by the Liberal Party and tho mine 

owners in N.S.W., but met strong opposition from the /finer& Federation, 

and frem the State Labour Government which desired to participate 

actively in the scheme. These events were exami.'ned in some detail by 

Mr. T.II. Rowley and ass J. Rydan in an article on the Joint Goal Board 

published in 1949. (3) 

- Finally the 11.S.•!. and Carmonwealth Governments reacked 

agreement on an elternat.ive means of overcoming constitutional limit-

ations, and a "joint authority" Ms established under the 1946 Coal 
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Industry Acts which were passed &me",   taneousl,y by both Parliamenats (4.). 

The Acts are generally similar, and give the Joint Coal Board the powers 

needed to "secure and maintain adequate supplies of coal throughout 

Australia." Mcmmver, as the Commonwealth Parliament cannot interfere 

In the domestic affairs of a State the powers given to the Board to 

take over land and mines in IT.S.V. are contained only in the State Act. 

Since neither government was able to vest all the required powers in 

the Board the provisions of the Acts are vaguely worded, and many 

functions are vested in the Board to the extent to which they are net 

in excess of the legislative powers" of the respective governments. 

Joint action by the two governments_ has the% led to a very 

wide measure of control over the coal industry. This control is 

primarily of a regulatory nature, although for some years the Board 

operated a number of =Ines to supplement the output of private owners. 

The Beard, which is a body corporate, consists of three members 

appointed by agreement between the two Governments. No qualifications 

are prescribed and appointments are for terms "not exceeding seven years" 

Members are eligible for re-appointment. No specific grounds of 

dismissal are quoted, but an office is vacated if a meyber engages in any 

other paid employment, becomes bankrupt, takes unauthorized leave, 

resigns, becomes parmanently incapable of performing his duties, or 

becomes financially interested in any contract or agreement made by the 

Board. 

The Acts provide that "the Prime Einistarmyin agreement 

with the Premier of the State, issue directions to the Board on matters 

of policy, and it ie the duty of the Board to observe and carry out any 

directions so given." Defending this provision against criticism tyxthrz 
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by the Cpposition, Prime Minister Chifley stated : 

 

the patty 

 

to which I belong will not set up any authority Which may become in 

itself a complete autocracy." (5) let directions can only be given 

if the Prime Minister and the Premier 	while generally the Board 

appears to have a far , greater degree of independence from ministerial 

interference than most other statutory authorities - for example, 

unlike other corporations, the Board is not required to seek ministerial 

approval for expenditure of amounts in excecs of a stipulated figure 

(frequently 4e5000). Moreover, each of the two covernernts concerned 

undertook not to tAlm any action to ammmi or repeal the Coal Industry 

Actswithout the prior concurrence of the other. Regular annual reports 

are not specifically required by either legislation, but the Acts allow 

either government to demand reports from time to time shaming the policy 

the Board is pursuing or proposes to pursue in the discharge of its 

powers and functions. In fact annual reports have been presented each 

year since 1948449. The staffing position is sir:Iv:Ar  to that of the 

Australian Aluminium Etoduction Commission. Each Parliament meets half 

the costs of administration from Consolidated Revenue, while the Common-

wealth is required to meet all other current expenses. The Board may 

borrcei army-with the consent of the CoomorrArealth Treasurer, and its 

profits are to be allocated to welfare and reserve funds. Accounts are 

to be audited by the Commonwealth Auditor-General. Under the Acts a 

Coal Industry Tribunal, Local Coal Authorities and Mine Conciliation 

Ccumittees were established to replace the arbitration and advisory 

bodies set up under the war-time legislation. 

The 1946 legislation did not satisfy the demands of the 

Miners' Federation for complete nationalioation of the industry as in 
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the United Kingdem., It did slims  however*  that cas-pleznentar7 legle-

lation on a p.,artictaar issue by both Corm:wealth and State Parlizments 

could overcome many constitutional difficulties, and the significance of 

this Ivao not lost cm R.G. lienzies, Leader of the Liberal Party Opposition 
(which hai elevelo7ieci. out of the ijlited :Lustrelie Party) 
in 1947, when he stated during the debate on the Australian National 

• Airlines Bill that : 

"Although a good deal of talk is heard .about the inability of the 

Comonnealth Parliament to nationalise industries such. talk is 

meaningless because *  by means of co-oixratien between a socialist 

Australian parliament and a socialist State parliament *  industries 

could be nationalized to the .full hundred per cent." (6) 

'Another interesting comment on the legislation is that appear-

ing in "Comm Cause", the official organ of the Australian Viiners. 

Federation*  an 10 August 1946. This stated that "the Federation cannot 

be pleased at the failure of the government to see the need for repres-

entation by the mirte,  worknrs in the new coal set-up." (7) Only for 

brief periods, as a matter of expediency, has employee representation 

been a.Uowed in the sonsgment ef Australian public corporations even 

though on occasions the Labour Party has suggested that such a step 

might be taken. Although Acts rarely specify qualifications for 

appointment, successive Australian governments have usually either 

followed the British .wethod of selecting 94oard-members or commissioners 

for general business experience or special qualifications, or, unfort- 

unately as is often alleged, for loyalty to the governing party; 
elected 

however they have not generally favoured appointrrnt of/representatives 

of workers' and consumers. groups as in the syndicalist type of manage-

ment provided for the socialised French industries. The group of 

marketing authorities is, of course, something of an exception. 
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In regard to the demand. of the Miners' Federation / nationalis• 

ation, however, it is interesting to recall the observations of F.R.E. 

'Mau'don on the Hunter River Valley situation in 1927 (8); and also to 

note the record of the Coaleliff !Sine after being taken over by the 

Cc:emonvrealth Coal Comtlissioner in 1944, as described by Hr. Justice 

ravicison in his 1946 report : 

'It might have been anticipated in view of the oft-repeated 

assertions that nationalisation would ensure the remedy for all 

evils in the industry, that the miners would have seized thin 

opportunity of demonstrating their point 	 However, despite the 

provision of underground transport and improved methods of dust 

control s  the average number of days worked per fortnight fell from 

8.75 to 7.7; output per men-shift fell from 2.76 to 2.10 tons; 

average daily absenteeism rose from 43 men to 59; 138,000 tons of 

coal were lost as a result of absenteeism and strilms„ and the 

Common.;ealth Government had lost £37,000 when it decided to close 

the trine. Hence the conclusion sea= inevitable, that when 

industrial disputes occur the disthrbing elements among the men have 

no more regard for the Government ''hen it is in charge than for the 

private owner 	 and the policy of many of the leaders and 

members of' the unions in clamouring for naticonlisation bears every 

indication of being dictated not by concern to procure a greater 

output of coal at lower cost s  but rather to gain a more conplacent 

employers  open to political pressure, so that mine workers may be 

allowed to do less work for more pear s  and to potter along in 

archaic ineptitude." (9) 

Nevertheless the etain-4  of the miners organisation that nationalisaticn 

and control by representative management would improve industrial 
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relations since it would got rid of provocative owners, and would 

eliminate the feeling of exploitation and the evil traditions inherited 

from the past, which resulted in nationalisation and unification of the 

industry under the Natinnel Coal Board in Britain, was not without 

certain support from academic circles in this country. For example, in 

their study "The Australian Coal Industry', Published in 1947, A.G.L. 

Shaw (Senior Lecturer in History at the University of Sydney) and.C611. 

Bruns gave qualified support to nationAlicatim. They. creerai44-m4Axxmm  

recognised the dangers in political apileasement of the miners, but 
era 

believed the tould be overcome by removing the nationalized industry 

train dcer-to.day political control and by ensuring a large measure of 

independence for its nonagement. This of course Involved the creation 

of a public corporation, and Shau and Bruns believed a measure of self-

government in the induatry could be provided by including in the 

governing board representatives nominated by the government from 

"prescribed classes (excluding defeated politicians)". For the sake of 

efficiency they aid not favour elected representatives. (10) 

Presumably workers and consumers would be included among the prescribed 

classes for the mining authority : it is inferred that the "represent-

atives" of these classes would be acceptable to the Bliners° Federation, 

and yet, since they are to be selected and appointed by the 
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the problem of divided loyalties would be overcall°. Vith British 

experience and Australian public opinion testifying aceinst full 

nationalisation, hewever, the prospects of implementing such proposals 

are now much dimmer than in the immediate post-war years. 

The Joint Coal Board established its Need Office in Sydney, 

and branch offices have been set up in most of the 	coal mini.% 
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regions, e.g. Cessnock, Lithgow, Newcastle and Wollengeng. The Board 

itself, unlike its British counterpart, the National Coal Baird, is 

purely a policy-mak'ing body and its members have no particular functional 

responsibilitiee. Ito service is divided into fame departments, namely 

alministrative, Engineering, %Aelfare and Vedical. The Coal inawitry 
separate Arbitration 

Tribunal functions as slAutherity, independent of the Board. 

In addition, a separate Operations Division was set up within 

the Board's am organization in 1948 to handle its own colliery under-

takings. The Operatiens Division acted in its commercial activities 

thmultLprivately*regiotered subsidiary companies =led wholly by the 

Board. The zubsidiary companies engaging in actual mining operations 

were N.S.Y.c Mining Corpany Pty. Ltd., Newstan ColliexyPty. Ltd., and 

the Camoneealth Collieries Pty. Ltd.; ehile a further , subsidiary 

compeny, Coal Lines Insurance Pty. Ltd., served as the agent of the 

Board through which all employers in the coal industry in N. S. ;. were 

required to effect their Workers' Compensation Insurance. The Olvratiene 

Division was subjected to the same supervision and control from the 

Board's technical and regulatory officers as the private mining companies. 

Mr. Kewley and Vass gydan noted in 1949 that the Board's justification 

for setting up the Division was nimilar to that frevently advanced by 

governments in creating corporations : that the ODVC would permit the 

conduct of collieries on sound business lines, and also would free the 

Board's supervisory and policy stafffren the detailed production 14=44 

They also noted that : 

"The position of the board as regulator and supervisor of all mines, 

while =ler and operator of some, is a complex and difficult one, 

but the separation of these functions should clarify administration". 
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In recent months, however, the activities of the Operations Division 

have been drastically curtailed. (12) 

The possibilities of esttenaing the scope of joint undertakbags 

such as the Joint Coal Board were further revealed in an agreement 

signed between the Commonsealth and TrIgrrortian Governments and ratified 

by the Federal Parliament in the Coal Industry (Tasmania) Act 1949. (13) 

The Commonveath Government had previously offered to enter into an 

or/mu:anent with any .:.tate for the enactment of joint coal legislation 

similar to that already passed for new South "%.ales. An authority to 

be imam as the Tasmanian Joint C,cal Loardwasto be set ups  to consist 

of the members of the Joint Coal Board (far N.S.If.) plus one additional 

mcmber to represent Tassania. The powers and functions of this organ-

isation in relation to the Tasmanian coal industry, and the various 

administrative provisionslwere to be similar to those of the pent 

1.S.‘/. organisation. It was intended that parallel legislation should 

be passed by the TUMMW1i/A3 Parliaaent. It is conceivable that the 

extension of such an arrangement could bring allStates within the ambit 

of the Joint Coal Board (or for that matter, other joint authority) with 

little more in effect than a variation in the occupancy of the fourth 

position on the Board to preserve the distinction between States. The 

onsr requirement is that the Commomealth and State Govermomats and 

Ibrliaments must scree that such action is desirable; however tam= 

mmantabis this appears to be an almost insurmountable stumbling:block 

in the path both of those who seek merely to ensure effective co. 

ordination of a national industry and those sho seek by this means to 

achieve full nationalisation. no other State Government accepted the 

Comnetracalth offer in this matter, and even the bill submitted to the 
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Tinian  Parlianent as aremult of the aerement between the Coulon-

wealth and State Governments lapsed for want of enthusiasm in the State 

Legislature. 'Mas t  although the Commonuealth Act remains in the 

statute-book, the Taman-inn Joint Coal Board bac in fact never been 

constituted. 

Another form of inter-governmental corporation appeared in 

Australia in the imediate postwar period. This was the type or 

corporation set up to act as the Australian Subsidiary of an internation-

al corporation, and which vas, of course, closely linked with its inter-

national parent body. "International" corporations within the limits 

of the British Empire wore not unknown in pre-war doers. Perhaps the 

earliest example was the Paafic Cable Board, which will shortly be 

referred to by way of introduction to the Overseas Telecommunications 

COMMiSSiOU. BeLeeen the wars, the British PhosehateComnission 

appeared, consisting of one representative each of the United Kingdom, 

Australia and New Zealand, to operate the phosphate industry on the 

Pacific Island of Nauru, which had been acquired by the three participat-

ing countries under mandate from the League of Nations after the First 

WorldVtir. The Ohristmne Island Phosphate Commission was also set up 

in 1949, by agreement between the Australian and New Zealand Governments, 

and consisting of one Commiseioner appointed by eadh of the two Govern. 

meats, and a third appointed by the Governments jointly; this body is 

closely linked with the British Phosphate Caenissionersdele it employs 

as managing agents. The'bompany'rorm of Qentas Empire Airways has also 

been applied to the British Ccomonwealth field by the establishment 

impediately after the war of British Commeneealth Pacific Airlines 

Limited. This international public corporation was created by agreement 
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but the "C4own Ceasing" was not unknonn in Britain, and as a contaan-

used device of public nAministratien in Canada. 

A co-operative organisation with nilar functions had also 

been created at the close of the First World war, and although net 

strictly a public corporation of the Caunanwealth Government s  it is 

worthy of mention both as the nretleeessor of the J40. - Australian Wool 

Realisation Coomiseion machinery and eine° it represents a unique 

experiment in international public aaninistration. This organiaation 

was the British-Australian Uool Realioation Association Limited, more 

emmonly known as "Bavra". It resulted from negotiations between the 

Australian Central Wool Committee which had managed the Australian Wool 

Fool during the 19140.18Uar, representatives of the wool Industry in 

Australia, and the British Government, and its function was to organise 

the disposal of wool still on hand when acquisitions by the British 

Government ceased, It was incorporated on 27 Jam:It's?' 1921 by registrat-

ion under the Companies Act of Victoria, and consisted of an unusual 

partnership between the Australian wool growerz in a voluntary, collective 

and private capacity on the one hand, and the Britiah Government an the 

other, between whom all proceeds were to be divided equally. The only 

legal interest of the Commonnealth. Government appears to have been the 

promulaation of regulations under Section 112 of the Cuetams Act to 

prevent the ex- rort of wool by the i.d.nority of "free sellers" who did not 

comply with the fixed minimum export price. Baarawaswoamd up follow-

ing the final distribution of proceeds from its operations on 15 March 

1932. 00 

The International Agreemnt creating,T.O.mana btErtmexx 
was appended 
as a Schedule to the Australian Tool Realization Act of 1945 (15). 
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It provided specifically that J.O. should be incorporated as a private 

registered company with a =Anal share capital pf eiLtt shares, four of 

which-wore to behold by nerainees of the Rated Kingdom Government, two 

by =limes of the Australian Goverment, ar,c:1 one cada ly.7 nominees of 

the New Zealand and South African Governments; and that "this compav  

will have three active subsidiaries in the Dominions to act on its 

behalf„  which may be registered as Companies or other legal entities." 

The Directors of therrincipal Cempany" were to consist of on independent 

Chairman appointed by the four Governments by agreement, and eight 

Directors appointed by these Governments in proportion to their share-

holdings. In addition, the Chairmen of the three Dominion subsidiaries 

were to be ex officio Directors, but without voting power. 

• In view or Australia's extensive if ragged experience vii.th 

• comission-type corporations, it was not surprising that the Federal. 

Government selected this type of organisation for the Australian 

subsidiary, and constituted it a body corporate in accordance with the 

provision of the Agreeraent that each subsidiary should be a legal entity■  

Its South African equivalent, the South African cool Disposal Organisat-

ion, vas given similar rorporate status. (16) The Australian oorporat• 

ion was given the title "Australian V.bol iter9isation Coani.ssion"„ and it 

took over the obligations and staff of the Central Wool Committee which 

•had eceded it under the Ilatienal Security i4.egoThtions. The Ccernissioi 

was quasi-representative after the fashion of the Repatriation Commission 

it compriaed a Chairman, an Dxecutive iiTanber, two members selected 

fran a panel of four persons nominated by the Australian V.bolgrowe.rs' 

Council, two members sixdlorl,y rorresentative of the Australian Vool 

Producers' Union, one member vapoottnbeemosoecencl selected from a panel 
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of two persons notrInated by the Federated Storemen and Packeret Union 

of Australia, and two persons "with experience in the valuation and 

marketing of wool." The method of selecting these nrepresentatives" 

• wisely designed to minimise the problem of divided loyalties which 

so often arises when a system of direct election crowbars is employed: 

all medhere were appointed by, and to hold office during the pleasure of, 

the Governor-General, who was also to fix rates of remuneration. 

The Commission was to engage its eau staff, subject to their 

terms and conditions of employment being approved by the Public Service 

Board : this important innovation of the  Coal Production (VYar-Time) 

legislation was also to be perpetuated in other pest-war enactments. 

Although finance was to be provided by Parliamentary appropriation from 

the Consolidated Revenue Fund,, it was balanced by the levying by the 

Government of a contributory charge on all woml camingundar the 

Commission's jurisdiction : this was authorised by cempanien legislation 

in 1945 (17). Accounts were subject to inspection by the Auditor-

General, while the (omission was reouired to submit to the Viwister 

copies of all reports furnished to the Joint Orgenisation. There was 

an unusual procedure for Ministerial intervention : if the Chairman 

dissented from a decision of the Commission, he was entitled to bring 

his dissent to the notice of the Einister, in which CO3474 action was to 

be withheld until the Hinister gave his overriding decision in the 

matter. At first glance this might appear substantially to restrict 

the ability of the Linister to interfere, but it must be remembered that 

the Chairman was to be alanisterial nominee. 

The Commission was empowered to appoint advisory and technical 

committees to advise it on such matters as it thought fit to refer to 
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them, and it took advantage of this provision early in 1946 by 

appointing advisory committees representative of the following sections 

of the trade :Wool Selling Brokers, Wool Buyers and Woollen and 

Worsted Manufacturers. The Comission completed its task:of disposing 

of aocumulated wool stocks in 1951, and the marketing of wool in 

Australia then reverted to the free auction Aysten. 

Rowever the Commission itself remained in existence for the 

pur2ose of distributing to grcuera and dealers the considerable =fits 

which resulted from its earlier operations, the Australian ahare of 

•vAlich amounted to approxim'ately£93,000,000. The greater port of 

this money was distributed. by 1955 under the terms of the Wool Realisat-

ion (Distribution of Profits) Act 1948-55 (18), but the clearing of a 

final £2,500,000 was delayed by the protracted litigation of the 

"Poulton Case". In a further amending; Act in 1957 (19), the period for 

disposing of this money was extended until 30 June 1959 or "earlier 

determined date", after _Lich time it is envisaged that any outstanding 

moneys will then be paid into the Wool Research Trust PLind, and the 

Australian Wool Realisation Camisaion will go out of adntence. 

The Australian Wool Board (renamed Australian Wool Bureau in 

1953) has alwAys been quite distinct frau the Wool Realisation Commisatn, 

and is related by constitutional similarities to the group of commodity 

marketing authorities although it is samawhat different from these in 

function. It was first established by National Security Regulation in 

1939 to undertake econemic arui scientific research in the wool industry; 

and itwasreconstituted by the Wool Use Promotion Act of 1945 (20), 

primari4 as a publicity orfpnisation, the research functions passing to 

the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. However, the Wool 
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Board has also beccme linked with an international authority in its 

on right, even though this MEW be of a rather more informal nature 

than •7.0. 	V.;ith the Wool Boards of New Zealand and South Aftim, it 

has participated in the setting up of en International Wool ru.blicity 

and Research Secatetariat, with headquarters in London, whose function is 

the promotion of wool use through a broad programie of publicity, 

education and research. Further, this body has, in 7 -artnership with 

American wool industry representatives, foztied the Wool Bureau Incorp-

orated, to permit the extension of its functions to the United States 

of America. (21) The Australian cool Testing Authority, a further 

distinct statutory corporation created in 1957 to function within the 

wool induetry, till be briefly discussed in Section Twe(f). 

!JAIL OVIIMEAS TSTI•nontIUNIG1TICO3 COMILISICN AUSTRALIA): 

The second of the Australian usubsidiane' public corperations 

was the Cverseas Telecommnications Ocesniesion (Australia). The early 

*developmnts in the overseas telecomunications industry show that it 

has always heal rerprded as an imperial rather than a national concern, 

and this attitude has been strengthened rather tkie  weakened by post. 

tsar national  i  cation. 

Australia was first brought into direct conmuni'cation with 

the outside world during the late nineteenth century, when a private 

company, the Eastern natension Cable Co., opened a cable service fro= 

Enrzland by way of Africa. 	Then, in 1898, representatives of the 

governments of Great Britain, Canada, New South `Zales,. Victoria, Queens-

land, South Australia and New Zealand Crew up On agreement for the 

laying and operation of a Tram-Pacific All-British cable. Under this 
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agreanent, which was signed by all the interested goverments except 

South Australia in 1699, the Pacific Cable Board was created. The 

Board, which is an interesting example of an early inter-governmental 

corporation, was given legislative force in all participating countries 

by the Pacific Cable ,Aet 1901 of the United Kingdom Parliament (22). 

It =misted of seven menImrs appointed by the various governments as 

follows 

Great Britain 	• two representatives. 

Canada 	 two representatives. 

The Australian Colonies two representatives (at first these 

members were selected by 	..zit 

betvAxan the Colonial Governments; 

later they were appointed by the 

new Commonwealth Government). 

New Zealand 	 one representative. 

The project, which cost 82,000,000, 17E).8 to be financed by the partner 

governments in the following pro:ortions ; Great Britain and Canada - 

each five-eighteenths of the total cost; flew South Vales, Victoria, 

Queensland and ITew Zealand - each one-ninth of total cost. In fact, by 

arrengarnent, l'ritain originally financed the whole project and catch other 

country was required to pay off its debt to Britain in fifty annual 

The cable was opened in 1902 and the 3card remained in 

existence until 1929 (23). 

External wireless services, which were first established in 

Australia in 1912 for the handling of traffic with ships at sea, Titre, 

lilse the internal telecolmunications services, csrned and operated by the 

Postmaster-General's Department until the year 1922. These coastal 
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stations were then transferred to the company ma known as Amalgamated 

Wireless (Australasia) Ltd. (A.U.A.); although the Postmaster-General 

retained the ripht to regulate by virtue of the licensing powers vested 

in him under the 17ireless Telegraphy Act of 1905 (2).. Then, under the 

Wireless 	wont Acts of 1924 and 1927, by which the government shared. 

with private interests in the provision of capital for the expansion of 

A.W.A., this "nax' ed enteeprisen established the beam wireless service. 

(25). The first direct beam radio teleunph service connected Australia  

with 
	

d in 1927; in 1928 a si ni   lar service to North America was 

opened, end since then the service has been extended to many other 

countries.' 

It was soon obvious that, owing to the relatively low capital 

costs involved in its establishment, the beam wireless service was able 

to operate at rates lower than those charged by the cable services. 

Thus, if unrestricted competition were to prevail, the financial position 

of the cable operators would be seriously affected. Yet the cable 

services had two distinct advantages; first, they afforded the only 

completely secret means of communication in time of war, and. second, 

they were not subject to the occasional fading and interruptions which 

occur in long distance ‘Tireless tranaarission. It was therefore 

recoepised that some method of combining the advantages of both systems 

was needed. 

In on endeavour to solve this problem, the Imperial Wireless 

and Cable Conference was convened in London in 1928. Following this 

Conference a company known as imperial and International Communications 

	ted (later lammed Cable and Wireless Limited) was established to 

own and operate the IT npirc Cable network and the United Kingdom cable 
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and wireless services. This Cempany took over the operations of the 

Pacific Cable Board and the various cable companies. The beam wireless 

service and the coastal radio stations in Australia were not involved in 

this merger, and continued to be operated by A..7;.A. Thus, as far as 

this countzy was concerned, the element of competition had not been. 

eliminated, although the cable services mere pleced in the handb of an 

enterprise which man in a far sounder position to maintain them. (26) 

In 1929, however, the short-lived Scullin Labour Government 

announced that it favoured the operation of all overseas telecorannicat-

ions services by a single public authority; and the new Curtin Labour 

hinistry in 1941 drew up a plan, in the mer-time setting, for national-

isation and imperial co-ordination of these s .c- ,Ices. This plan was 

strongly supported by the new Zealand labour Government and was accord-

ingly termed the "Anzac Flan". It was placed before the Commonmealth 

Telecommunications Conference in Landon in 1945, and the attending 

representatives of the governments of Australia, Canada, Intlie, New 

Zealand, South Africa, Southern nhodesia and the United Kincdom drew 

up an agreement based largely on its provisions. The agreement 

provided : 

(a) that the United Kingdom Government would purchase 

compulsorily all the shares in Cable An0  Wireless Ltd.; 

• (b) that the cable service assets previously held by that company 

in the territories of the other partner governments would then 

be transferred to those governments at an agreed price; 

(c) that the other partner governments were to acquire the 

overseas telecoamunications assets of the wireless operating 

companies in each country ; 
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(d) that they were to nominate an exinting department or 

establish a public corporation to operate the services 

newly acquired under (b) and (c); and 

(e) that an organisation representative of all Imrtner govern-

ments would be set up to co-ordinate the activities of the 

various "national bodies". (27) 

The Overseas Telecommunications Act 1946 (28) of the Federal 

Parliament ratified this agreement, accepted the AUstralian assets of 

Cable and tireless Limited, compulsorily acquired the beam wireless and 

coastal radio installations, and created a corporation known as the 

"Overseas Telecommunications Commission (Australia)" as the Australian 

"national body". This is the only statutory Commonmalth corporation 

which operates a nationalised monopoly industry. This was constitut-

ionally pozsible since the field of operations is closely defined and 

the States are not involved, either internally or in their inter-

relations. The Commiasion is required to operate cable and radio-

telegraph facilities for the conduct of public communications between : 

the Commarriealth and other countries, 

the Comanwealth and ships at sea, 

the Commommalth and commercial and private aircraft, 

the Cannouwealth and Oomonwealth Territories, 

any two Commolviealth Territories. 

Goverment comment on the organisation of the Commission was 

limited to the statement of the Minister for Information, Ur. Calwell 

(Labour - Melbourne, Victoria), who introduced the bill, that "the 

Commission is to be constituted on similar lines to the Australian 

National Airlines Commisaion." (29) This in turn was openly modelled 
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on the Australian Broadcasting Coemissicn. Debates cn the =azure 

were mainly concerned with the !writs of socialisation generally ,  

acquisition and compensation procedures, and the desirability of empire 

co-ordination which was generally accepted to the extent that little or 

no consideration was given to possible loss of independence through 
(now Sir Eric) 

integrated control. Lir. E.J 1/Harrison (Liberal - Ventworth„ N.S.111.) 

accepted nationalisation as inevitable in view of the numerical strength 

of the parties in both Houses, but asked : 

"1:hich is preferable control by the Postmastw-Goneral's Depart-

ment, or control by the Ccenission which has been outlined by the 

ster? V:e must study both these systems carefully and realise 

whither each leads. I am not one of those who believe that a 

=mission of this kind is other than a. job-finding body for sane 

particular people whom the government has in mind:" 

He wanted to 101017 TAW there should, be a second public body when the 

Postmaster-General Department was already in the field with a highly-

qualified technical staff, a research section, and the necessary equip-

ment and organisation to give izenediate effect to the scheme. The 

Government's reply was put by Mr. L. Haylen (Labour Parkes, N.S.W.) 

who described the scheme as "a rather com,-.Licated proposal" and 

expressed the view that the vesting of control in a =mission designed 

especially to fit in with the Empire =gemination "seems to be a 

reasonable solution of the difficulties presented." (30) New Zealand 

and South Africa, however, used the existing Poet Office orgenisation 

for the purpose. 
In his gesture of opposition the much-criticised Sir Eric, who is 

now High Ccemissioner to the United Kingdom, merits notice for providing 
one of the very rare occasions in the history of the Federal Parliament 
when a non-Labour member has attempted to justify departmental control 
of a state activity in the face of suggestions for the conduct of that 
activity by a public corporation or "statutory authority." 
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Although lacking thus in adequate examination by members of 

appropriate administrative forms, the debates at the time of the 

Overseas Telecommunications Bill reachNiamere objective level in the 

discussion of staffing requirements. As originally introduced the 

Bill obtained personnel provisions similar to those contained in the 

Natiamal.Airlines Legislation of 1945 / rhich alloaed a substantial 

measure of freedom. Before the Telecommunications measure van enacted, 

however, the Parliaremtary Standing Committee on Broadcasting furnished 

a. report on the staffing rules drafted by the A.B.C., and in the 

discussion that ensued it was strongly argued particularly by Labour 

spokesmen such as Senator Cameron (Labour -Victoria, Postmaster. 

General) that =MI.= conditions should apply to the staffs of all 

Commonwealth instrumentalities. (31) The Government accepted suggest- 
(32) 

ions, arising out of the Bailey Committee Report./for example, that 

Disciplinary and Promotions Appeal Boardethould be provided as in the. 

amending Public Service nnd  Commonwealth Bonk legislation of 1945. 

Both the proposed Overseas Telecommunications Act and also the existing 

Broadcasting Act rere accordingly amended by the inclusion of many 

additional provisions relating to staff in a deepee of detail previously 

found only in regulations. (33) In so far as the fermr was concerned, 

conditions of al,20intmsat were prescribed as in the 1942 Broadcasting 

legislation, and all appointments were to be on probation as in the 

regular 'public service. All positions in the Overseas Telecemmunicatiau 

Commission Service were to be classified and salary ranges determined, 

and the Commission could create abolish and reclassi*positions. 

Selection for promotion was to be based on superior efficiency or equal 

efficiency plus seniority, and the criteria of efficiency were defined. 
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of its services. An annual report is presented, together with such 

other reports the Minister requires. The Minister's approval is also 

necessary for contracts above the usual £5,000 or five year limits, 

for the supply of materials fran outside Lustralia„ and for any 

alteration in rates. 

The Overseas Telecenrunications Act 1946 requires the 

Commission to do all in its power to give effect to the British 

Cemmenwealth agreement, with a view to co-ordinating and developing 

facilities throughout  the Empire, The Commission is, in fact, simply 

the Australian branch of the integrated imperial orgitnisation. It 

operates the two cable syntems, the beam wireless service, and the low-

power stations of the coastal radio service. Internal land-line 

connections are provided by the Dostmazter-General's Department, and 

the fireless and cable services are freely and flexibly, available as 

alternate channels for the clearance of traffic. (34) 

The London Agreement of 1945 had provided form international 

orLanisation to co-ordinate the activities of the Motional Bodies" 

administering the nationalised external telecommunications of the seven 

original partner governeents, and to initiate developrental programmes. 

Howevex this part of the agreement was not ccaviedaut immediately, as the 

interim "Commorsmalth Comomications Council" suggezted, in view of the 

changing state of the British Commonwalth, that modificetionz to the 

accepted constitution for this organisation were necessary to allowrthe 

admission of newdsctielena and the withdrawal of existing partner 

governments. As a result, at a further conference in 'soden in 1948, a 

new "Casuanwealth Telegraphs Lgreement" was signed an behalf of all 
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govermente represented at the original ccnference. The new agreement 

provided that 

(a) the original partner governments may  ani t am, other British 

Coutaomealth Government as a partner to the agreement, 

(b) if any partner government ceases to be a member of the British 

Comeonwealth it shall autanatically cease to be a partner to 

the agreement, and 

(c) if any partner goverment wishes to withdraw for any other 

reason, it may only do so by giving not lees than two years 

notice to the co-ordan' ating body and to the other pattner 

governments. (35 ) 

The international body was finally established by Act of the 

Imperial Pa.rliament at Westminster (36) in May 1949 arid is called the 

Ccxamonwe.alth Telecommunications Board. Details of its constitution 

and powers are set out in the 1948 Agreemmt. It consists of a 

Chairman, appointed jointely by the partner governments, one member 

appointed by each partner government, and one additional member appointed 

by the United Kingdom Government to represent non-self-governing 

territories. Appointments are not to exceed five years but members are 

eligible for re-appointment. The Board is a body corporate with legal 

identity. Issues at Board meetings are decided by a simple majority, wit] 

the Chain= having a castingvote if necessary; but if the issue is 

claimed by a member to be one of government policy and unanimity is not 

obtained, then the Chairmen must refer the matter to the partner govern. 

merits with a report and recomendation, and a decision is dependent on 

the views of the partner kvvernments. Staff is to be recruited from 

all participating countries. The annual budget distinguishes between 
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estimates for current and capital expenditure. A copy of the budget 

is forwarded 

 

to each of the partner governments, who must approve the 

proposed capital expenditure and provide the funds required. Current 

expenses„ ark the other hand, are met from a Central Fund for the receipt 

of the regular contributisons of the serious national bodies. An /annual 

report and. statement of accounts is sulsaitted to each partner govertmeent. 

The amended Commonwealth Telegraphs Agreement provided In 

addition that a further specific agreement clarifying respective powers 

and obligations was to be entered into by the Board, the partner govern. 

merit and the rational body in each country. The main Agreement Le 

attached as a schedule to the Federal Parliament's Overseas Telecommunic-

&time; Act 1952 (37). Sir Earle Page, in introducing the amending bill, 

stated that the government wished to place its approval to the amended 

constitutices on a statutory basis. He added ; 

*The Board today consists of a Chairmen appointed by the peeper 

governments jointly, and nine members representing the United 

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India, Ceylon, 

Southern Rhodesia, and the British colonies and protectorates. 

Pakisten is represented on the Board by an observer.* (38) 

The 1952 Act thus approved Australian participation in the Cana:wealth 

Telegraphs Agreement; and it also included the blanket provision that 

all future amenasents to the Agreeemnt any be approved by regulaticzn 

made by the Governor-General. It is surprising that during the 

debates on these bills neither Labour nor NanrLabour spokesmen in 

Parliament expressed concern at the fact that inevitably some of our 

national sovereigp.ty• must be sacrificed if ye are to take part in an 

International project of this kind. The earnest of strength through 

tmity„ or perhaps more appropriatel,y in this case, greater efficiency 
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through imperial co-ordination, seemed to be widely accepted in this 

country in the immediate post war years. The industry, of course, is 

one which could not function without at least some degree of inter-

national co-operation. 

The Commonwealth Parliament has thus effectively nationalised 

a major and vital industry despite the restrictive features of the 

Constitution. As shown above however, it was an industry which did 

not materially affect the individual States. The Commonwealth was not 

so successful in implementing two other proposals for nationalisation 

in the immediate post-war years, even though these had the full support 

of both the Federal Government and a substantial majority of both 

Houses of Parliament. Yet, although effective nationalisation was not 

achieved, both episOdes had an important bearing on the history of the 

public corporation in this country. Like the Labour Government in 

Britain, and apparently following its example, the Chifley Government 

in AustraJia was accepting the public corporation as the vehicle for 

nationalisation; and in each case, as the natioanlisation proposals 

were judicially defeated, the corporations involved remained in existence 

as competitors in lieu of the intended monopolies. This is one of the 

major differences between most Australian Commenwe:ath corporations and 

their counterparts in Britain, or for that matter in the Australian 

States. The two corporations involved were those operating in the 

, banking and internal air transport industries. 
he 

(b)7Nationalisation Proposals. 
THE COMMONWEALTH BANK iw.:1251:  

Bank nationalisation had occupied a prominent place in the 

various platforms of the Labour Party since the Party 81916 Federal 

Conference. The growth of central banking theory and the disastrous 
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depression and unemployment during the .years around 1930 further 

concentrated the Party's attention on considerations of monetary and 

credit policy. Indeed, as Sir Frederick Etgleston has remarked (39), 

the new widely-accepted view of economic policy first propounded by 

J.M. Keynes had far more in can= with the attitude of the more 

responsible Labour elements during the depression years than it had with 

the deflationary policy followed by the alliance of the Commonwealth 

Bank, the private banks and the anti-Labour Senate majority. It was, 

therefore, perhaps not so surprising that, in Professor Crisp's words I 

at this time the Party turned increasingly and, sometimes 

perhaps all too exclusively, to ccnsiderations of banking policy 

and banking nationalisation." (40) 

When Labour next had an opportunity to further its policy at the Federal 

level - the coming of the Curtin Ministry during the Second World ;7ar - 

it lost little time in securing the appointment of sympathisers to the 

Board of Directors and in providing, by !Tatiana]. Security Regulation, 

for the exercise of stronger central banking controls over banking 

activities. 

In the meantime, however, lIr. JJ3. Chifley, who as a Cabinet 

Minister in the unfortunate Scullin Government had shared Theodore's 

Keynesian policy, had been deeply impressed by the sufferings of the 

Australian worker during the great econemic crisis. Although for the 

time being Chifley had disappeared from Parliament, he was appointed a 

member of the Banking Royal Commission, and as he travelled around 

Australia with the Commission he found, according to Eggleston,"that 

bank managers were routine bureaucrats who had not absorbed the new 

econemic policy", and thuegenerated a deep distrust of all bank officers 

trained in private banks." (41) His dissenting view on the subject of 
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bank nationalisation has already been recorded in connection with the 

Report of this Regal Comisaion un the Monetary and Banking Systems. 

He carried his personal "vendetta" with him to the Primelanisterahip 

in 1945, and thereafter "action against the banks dominated his political 

objectives*" (42) 

Er. Chifley's Government lost no time in introducing into 

Parliament two banking bills of major importance to the national 

=new. One of these, the Banking Act 1 945 (43), Provided for the 

regulation of banking and the protection of the currency and public 

credit of the Ccmcnwealth. It gave the Commonwealth Bank many powers 

of regulation over the trading banks, including the rieit to demmei  

information and regular returns showing details of assets and liabilities, 

smi the right to hold "special deposits" as a compulsory reserve against 

the liabilities of the trading banks. The other, the Ccamonwealth Bank 

Act 1 945 (44), provided for a major reorganisation of the Camenwealth 

Bank itself. 

The latter Act repealed 03  previous legislation dealing with 

the Bank and its various departments and =constituted the whole organ-

isation under the management of a Governor assisted by an Advisory 

Council. This is the type of management labour has consistently 

favoured in recent times, and Mr. Chifley explained that "the Government 

feels that an institution of this character should be under management 

which is entirely divorced from private interests." (45) In lieu of 

the Board of Directors, an Advisory Council consisting of the Secretary 

to the Department of the Treasury, the Deputy Governor of the Bank, an 

additional Treasury representative and two other officers of the Common-

wealth Bank, was appointed to advise the Governor with respect to 
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monetary and banking policy and such other mattera as the Governor 

might refer to it. 

Conscious of the crisis which dem:band when an earlier 

Labour Government endeavoured to give effect to its financial policy in 

the face of the hostile autonany of the Commonwealth Bank, the Government 

desired to reserve for itself the power of direction over matters 

affecting the national econonw. This, of =arse, had been envisaged by 

the Banking Royal Commission in 1936.37, and the relevant clause (Section 

9) of the 1945 Act was based on the recomendation of the Commisnion. 

However, as Professor Giblin pointed out (46), there was one major 

departure fran that roccumemdation. Under the Act the Treasurer aril 

the Bank are required to endeavour to reach agreement in the event of 

any difference of opinion on whether the banking policy is directed to 

the lyeatest advantage of the people of Australia. 	In the event of 

their being unable to roach agreement, the Treasurer may inform the Bank 

that the Government accepts responsibility for the adoption by the Bank 

of its (i.e. the Government's) policy, and that the Government will for 

its part take aRy action withinAts_powers necessary to implement that 

policy. The Bank shall than blare effect to this policy. The departure 

is contained in the underlined phrase. 	The Royal Commission had 

considered that any dictation of policy to the Bank should be accompanied 

by a statement that the government "is in a position to take, and will 

take," such action. The wording of the Act, which Giblin describes as 

a "specious substitute", leaves the Government in effective command, but 

could result in indecisiveness and embarrassment if the Government found 

itself limbic to carry out its part of the policy due to constitutional 

hindrance or a hostile Senate. 
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Notvrithstancling this defect, this part of the legislation 

represented a considerable advance in Australian corporate practice. 

The Bank had ample opportunity to make its vievekromn but it could. net  

In the final resort operate in defiance of the wishes, of the elected 

government. Mereover, for that it was worth, it was frequently -

emphasised that the new formula was intended to apply to policy issues 

only, and the Bank remained more truly autonomous in its mamagerial 

affairs than many other modern corporations ere the Viniater is given 

a general power of direction. Thus Lt. Chifley stated : 

"This procedure is to be invoked only in matters of policy affecting 

the interests of Australia and there can be no interference in the 

relationship of the Bank with its customers, or in matters of dgy-

to-day administration." (47) 

The general functions cf the Bank were reframed in the 1945 

Act to give substance to the now accepted function of a central bank in 

this wording : 

"It shall be the duty of the Commonwealth. Dank, within the limits of 

its pavers, to pursue a monetary and banking policy directed to the 

greatest advantage of the people of Australia, and to exercise its 

powers under this Act and amer the Banking Act 1945 in such a 

manner as, in the opinion of the Bank, mill best contribute to 

(a) the stability of the currency of Australia, 

(b) the maintenance of full employment in Australia, and 

(o) the economic prosperity and welfare of the people of 

Australia." 

, The Act also removed the statutory upper reserve limit to the note issue 

and formally recognised the role of the Bank as a Central Bank by allowing 
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for a seperate division of accounts to be styled "Central Ikulking 

Business". Overall the Bank is divided into the follaving Divisions 

and Departments, all under the direct control of the Governor :- 

Central Banking BUsiness 

General Banking Division 

Rural Credits Department 

Mortgage Bank Department 

Uote Issue Department 

Industrial Finance Department 

Camonwealth Savings Bank 

Conditions of appointment and service of Bank Officers werve brought more 

closely into line with the regular Public Service. Appointments were 

to be made by competitive examination, positions VMDD to b classified, 

and officers were to be protected with respect to promotions, tenure of 

office, dismissal and punishment, by the creation of special Promotions 

Appeals Boards and Disciplinary Appeals Boards ninvilar to those establish-
Overseas Telecommunications 

ed within the Service of the icantezEttarcasmaitextekim Comminsion. The 

Bank: was required to sahmit an annual report to Parliament, and its 

accounts were subject to inspection by the CommoramalthAtralitor-General• 

Describing the general effect of the I 945 Ccurearaealth Bank 

Act, Ur. Chifley pointed out that the legislation was intaided 
Commonwealth 

	 to strengthen the central banking functions of the/Bank; to 

ensure that the financial policy of the Commoirdealth Beak will be in 

harmony with the main decisions on matters of Goveamment policy and 

in the interests of the peopae of Australia; to ensure the develop-

ment and expansion of its general banking fureticau3Ly active 

competition with the trading banks; to return the control of the 
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Commonwealth Bank to the Governor .....; and to assist in 

developing small industries and in enabling the people to secure 

homes. (43) 

Menzies, as Leader of the Opposition, considered the 1945 legislatinn 

to be the most momentous measure before the Federal Parliament for many 

years, and explained the attitude of the Liberal-Country Party Opposition 

thus : 

"The great advantages of a Board are the bringing together of.a 

diversity of experience, the added judepent produced by frank 

discussion by competent men, the added strength Involved in joint 

responsibility and the publicity which a board of directors 

strongly adhering to a view can secure for that view in the event 

of at conflict of opinion on a central badUngeroblem." 

He pointed out that the report of the Royal Cc omission had favoared 

the retention of the Board of Directors, and added that the Opposition 

held txave fear* concerning the possibility of political control of the 

Governor and therefore of the Bank. He complained that the word 

"policy" was not defined and could apply to "matters great or small", 

and that the advisory council was pure window-dresaing since it consist-

ed only of 	Cceenonwealth Bank officers and 	Treasury officials 

and was in no way independent. Reconciling this attitude with that of 

the Royal Cotrxission he stated that s 

	 one man, himself dependent for appointment an the government 

of the any, is not in a strong position to resist or argue about the 

instruction of a Treasurer or a goverment; but aboard of 

directors, consisting of people who are in every other respect 

independent of the Government, is in afar better position 	 to 

object ..... to argue ..... and to publicise its own views." (49) 
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It is interesting to note that Sir Frederick Eggleston 

supported Lx. Menzies' view on this issue. As a true liberal of the 

old school, however, Eggleston's support was qualified, for it also found 

fault with the Bank Board of conservative creation. In his "Reflections", 

he expressed the following opinion : 

'I ..... the Act of 1945 save the Central Bank just that sort of 

control Which an efficient Central Bank can exercise. The Cannon—

wealth Bank was no more efficient than any other agency in the 

economic system 	Its prestige was entirely due to the high 

profits which came to it almost automatically Oran the note issue). 

Nobody in Australia had really worked out the proper function of a 

Central Bank, or the limits of that function. Bank officers and 

politicians combined to overplay the position of the Central Bank 

in the banking system. The only really bad point of the legislation 

of 1945 was the disbanding of the Bank Board and the central  i  satim 

of power in the bands of a Govenior. I do not contend that the 

Bank Board was an ideal board, and its composition shows how little 

we really understand the principlea .ohich should determine the 

structure of State instrumentalities. Members were appointed as 

representing interests and not for their financial knowledge or 

experience. Nevertheless it is always desirable to have a board 

because it is preposterous to give one individuel the power of 

dictation and control contemplated in the 1945 legislation. No one 

individual can i•esibly undertake the responsibility involved; he 

will be botnul to evade risks and play for safety, It must not be 

forgotten that he must be strong enough on occasions to assert his 

view egqinst political leaders who will act according to the poLitinal 

exigencies of the moment. • He should be reinforced by the weight of 
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his board. It will do hi ns no ham to have to prove the case for 

his view to a board, and if the boerd is composed of real inclopencl- 

mat experts and not interests, a politician would have to think 

twice or it before disagreeing with it." (!0) 

Prom the above opinion, it is apparent that Eggleston retained his 

belief in the possible damaging effects of detailed political control of 

public enterprises to the end of his life. However s  his experience had 

been a Icog and active cne, both cm the political and administrative 

side, and he has without doubt devoted more attention to administrative 

principles than the mutt majority of Australian politicians and admin.. 

istrators. Hies view is me*  therefore, which cannot be lightly 

discarded. He added that the bueiness of central banking was like the 

architectural profeesion z in both two entirely afferent skills were 

required - the engineer and the artist in the latter, and the "ordinary 

banker" and the "theorets  eel  ecoaaaist or financier" in the farmer. It 

was "v0=7 difficult,' to find a Bank Governor with all the qualities 

required. 

The staffing provisions of the Commonwealth Bank„ which have 

already been briefly described, were brought closely into line both with 

those of the regular Public Service and of other corporations created or 

reconstituted during the period 1942-46, such as the Overseas Tele-

casounications 0:mission. Indeed, the Labour government was consistent 

in reducing the staffing freed= of the majority of Ccemonwealth oorpor-- 

aticns. Yet, with this exception, the constituticoal organisation of 

the Bank under the 1945 Act was far removed from that of any other 

Caxmonwealth corporation. The enquiry into tho Banking system in 

1936.7 came to a very different conclusion cn the desirable relatice 
between the Minister and the corporation, for example *  from that 
arrived at by the enquiry into the Broadcasting 4stem 
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In 1941-2; and although it was a Labour Government which broadly follow-

ed both recorseendations, no attempt seems to have been ranee to reconcile 

the two methods, or even to recognise that a similar set of administrative 

principles could and should be applied to both corporations. Obviously 

procedural details in regard to operations or regulation in industries 

as different as bankin,r,  and broadcasting will themselves differ it 

would, be mozt unreasonable to suggest otherwise. But in each case 

Fuliement decided to set up a public agency operating within the 

industry, and it decided that departmental management of the public agency 

would be unsuitable as various factors existed which demanded managerial 

autonomy eubject to certain safeguards to ensure ultimate democratic 

accountability. Heece in each case the device of the public corporation 

was adopted, but, except for the trend in personnel policy, there was 

little similarity-  between the two. It is this national habit of incon-

sistency whieh (lenges the so-called "principlea" or "constitutional 

conventions" which are supposed to govern the nee of public corporations 

to lose all shape and moaning, thus making it easier for administrative 

confusion and sometimes abuse to appear. 

If constitutional difficulties had not arisen, it is possible 

that Chifley and his Government may have been content rith the powerful 

central bank they had established in 1945. The Constitution of the 

Commonwe lth of Austral4a involved, in effect, the delegation of certain 

clearly defined powers by the sovereigzState Governnents to the Federal 

Government. State interests have always jealously protected those 

powers which remained with them. They have protested vigorously when 

the Federal Government has appeared to encroach on tiledr rights, and many 

well-qualified authorities consider that the High Court has on occasions 
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gone too far in sympathising vith such elnirts by the States, or by the 

private interests behind them who seek to gain by limiting the Federal 

poem*. In this ease, the High Court hold on appeal from the relbourne 

City Council in 194.7 that the Concomc_alth could not ecrapel the States or 
(51 ) 

their inetrumentalities to bank with the Corraionuaa/th Bank./ Professor 

Saver records that : 

Chifley'e reaction to this was e.cessivoly violent, and in 

particulLr his view that the decision presaged a general attack on 

the 1945 banking legislation was unfounded." (52) 

Chifley at once decided to natioaaliae the whole banUng rzrstem, and 

although the decision was rAile without even the formality of a Cabinet 

meeting it received the support of the Party. 

Thus a further Banking Bill was brought down in 194.7 to provide 

(i) the expansion of the banking business of the Commonrealth Bank, 

(ii) the telcipe over of the beetring business of the private banks 

and the acquisition of property used in that business, end 

the prohibition of private banks carrying on banking business 

in Australia. 

This measure was passed by both Houses and received the Royal Assent. 

As the Banking Act 1947 (53) it exezoted only the State Barilm and Savings 

Bank* from the process of nationalisation. 

The Act provided for the payment of fair and reasonable compen-

sation for all property or shares acqtdred; and it further provided far 

the establishrymt of a I-W(1ra Court of Claim, whose decision was to be 

final and conclesi  ve, to hear end detairdne c1irni for compensa.tion 

arising under the Act. All officers of the private banks were protected 
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in respect of continuance of emplaymmt, salaries /  and eanditione of 

service. The Camaawcalth Bank was required to employ all officers of 

acquired banks on terms not lens favourable than those they previously 

enjoyed, and it was required to provie adequate banking facilities /  to 

conduct it business without discrimination, and to observe the practices. 

and. usagee custamary amnia bankers. 

The validity of this Act was, however, challenged in the High 

Court by the private banks and by the States of Victoria, South Australia, 

and Western Australia, and in a majority judgment delivered on 11 August 

1948: the Court held that certain vital sections were invalid zAnder 

Section 92 of the Constitution, since they permitted interference by the 

Commonwealth in the free movement of interstate trade (54). An appeal to 

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council against this judgment was 

aismissed (55) and the 1947 legislation was finally repealed by the 

Menzies Liberal-Country Party Government in 1951. The Cammmmveatth Bank 

remained in existence both as a Central Bonk:and as a competitor with the 

private banks in the operation of trading and savings bank business; and 
as a major topic 

its activities were to continuc/ixw 	of political debate and 

hostility. 

On the question of nationalisation and the Courts, Professor 

Sawer has written at length about the Obstacles created by the COMM-. 

wealth Constitution for socialist 17edera1 OcammTiments. For example, he 

considered that the earlier judicial decision an the 1945 Banking legis. 

lation 

..... was quite unneceseary and revived a vague ccmstitutional 

doctrine invented by the U.S. Supreme Court which the 114.11 Court 

had apparently laid to rest in 1920." (56) 
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Of the 1948 decision he had this to say : 

"The legislation considered in the Bank case had a multitude of 

defects, owing to the thoroughly-  enflortunate wa,y in which the policy 

was adopted and rushed through Parliament, ana  the ultinato decision 

of the Privy Council turned on a very .X*IA 11  and probably unnecessary 

part of the legislation not the acquisition of the business of the 

trading banks, but the attempt to prohibit these banks from starting 

tre again • • the effect of such decisions as the Dank ITationalis;- 

ation. Case is far from settled, mil it cannot be said doonatically 

that they rule out the possibility of socialisation in the interstate 

sPhere," (57) 	. 

Professor Crisp attributed this restrictive construction by the Courts 

of Section92 of the Constitution to "juristic ingenuity" (75/3)le Eggleston, 

who was a welicitor in private life, for his part believed : 

that the Can-honwealth Parliament has the power to nationalise 

banking, and that, though the decisions of the High Court ma. the 

rrivy Council invalidating the Act were the logical culmination of 

a series of previous decisions, this interpretation was arrived at 

by a painful straining of the VA,rcla of the Constitution." (59) 

Be that as it may, there is little doubt that the courts at least inter-- 

1AL 	ted . public opinion correctly, althou8h this was not their function, 

for the attempt to nationalise the banks was the chief reason for the 

Labour defeat in the 1949 *Federal elections, 

Of equal importance to this survey is the genanil ip anent 

among these authorities about the careless and hasty preparation of the 

bar-it:ins legislation. To Eggleston "the ay/roach to this Ineverxtous 

operation" revealed : 
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et 	 the crude thinidng which pervades most socialist thoudit. 

Dationalisation, in the opinion of socialists, means simply the 

setting up of a mechanism to perform some swirl"'  vmrk. Apparently 

the actual form of the organisation does not matter verymmIdn; how 

the people to run it are to be appointed; what their responsibilit- 

ies are to be; what arrangements are to be made to do various 

typos of business. Apparently public ownership moms that there 

is some sort of apocalyptic change from bad to good." (60) 

Sewer's reference to the "rultitude of defects" in the banking legislation 

has already been recorded; while Crisp has underlined the emotional 

tone with which Labour approached the banking question. In such an 

atmosphere„ of course, little can be achieved in building up and applying 

a set of objective and rational administrative principles. Even so the 

new formula fori ISnisterial relations was a distinct advance on the 

haphazard nature of such provisions in earlier corporate legislation. 

Nevertheless, the clear ultimate subordination of the manage-

ment of corporations to the ministers "in charge" of then on the one 

hand, when considered in the light of the increasing complexities of 

moderrigovernment generally and the consequent elevation in importance 

of apecinlist and senior executive officials in the regylar departments 

an the other hand, emphasises that the traditional distinction between 

departments and corporations is vanishing in practice if not in theory, 
a select 

and u naorlines the point made Vband of scholars of public ariministration 

that the traditional nineteenth and early twentieth century justification 

for the corporations hIsairr siomared. 
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THE AVSMALIAN  NATIO= ALW' CaMSSION: 

The other unaucceseful attempt at nationalisation by the 

Connonwealth Parliament was that of the internal airlines. However, it 

cannot be said that the corperation which carp into earistt.vace az a 

result of that attempt has been unsuccessful. The Australian flaticnai 

Airlines Cecmission, which operates -alder the trade name of Trans- 

Australia Airlines (T.A.A. ), was created by the Chi'fley Labour Goverment 

which follecied the lead of other Dritieh Com:tom-TeaIth Governstats in 

setting up a nationally-owned. domestic airline. The Cormisaion derived 

its authority fram the Australian National .Airlines Act of 1945 (61 ) 

which gave the new national airline an effective monopoly of all internal 

air services by providing for the compulsory acquisition of aircraft and 

other property of private operators. 	In fact, the major private 

operator, Austl •,alian National Airways Proprietary Limited, already 

enjoyed a virtual monopoly of many major inter-state services, and was 

uncontrolled in this monopoly except for the maintenance of safety 

standards by the Department of Civil Aviation, It was intended that 	. 

this near monopoly concern should be transferred by acquisition to public 

ownership and control, together with the few other small-scale private 

operators. 

The nationalisation provisions wore, however, challenged in 

the Nigh Court by Australian National Airways and other airlinc . companies 

on the ground that the Cement/ea:1th Parliament could not rAnle lECW3 with 

respect to air transport in kiatralia (this subject vias unknown when the 

Constitution was passed in 1900, and therefore not included n the list 

of powers delegated to the Cormanwealth); or, if it could, that it could 

not 1ve a power to a corporation to obtain a monopoly to operate 
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interstate airline services became Section 92 of the Constitution 

provided that " 	 trade, commerce and intercourse among the States 

	 shall be absolutely- free." The High Court held that : 

the Commonwelth could create corporations to carry on trade 

and commerce =meg the States, 

it could not give them a monopoly in aparticular field of 

trade and commerce among the States, 

the operation of such airline services ma trade and commerce 

among the Statespand therefore 

the Sections of the Act giving a power to the Corperation to 

obtain a monopoly to operate aervices betueen "any place in a 

State and any place in another State" were invalid as ultra 

vires Section 92 of the Constitution. (62) 

Also for constitutional reasons, T.A.A. is unable to operate 

intm-state services unless specifically authorised by the State concern-

ed. An amending Act of 1947 (63) removed from the legislation those 

clauses which were inoperative because of the Court's decision, and also 
within 

enabled T.A.A. to operate services / the State of Queensland and 

subject to the lave of that State, following an agreement between the 

•Commoneenith and Queensland Governmeats. Similar agreements have 

since permitted the national airline to operate services within the 

boundaries of certain other States. 

T.A.A. thus has never enjoyed the monopoly intended for it, and 

it tine  operated in competition with various private airline services. 

It began in a modest my by reqpieitioning throe Government-ouned 

aircraft in 1946. however, under the bold early leadership of La.. A.V. 

Coles it enjoyed a period of rapid expansion. Acalculated rick was 
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taken by the Commission, the development costs being written off against 

receipts as they occurred, rather than being capitalised and spread over 

a period of years. After shoring deficits for its first three years, 

the Commissioale operations have since generally been profitable, despite 

rising costa (64). It might be said, therefore, that this bold and 

successful financial policy has fully vindicated the claims made by 

Swinburne, Irvine and the earlier Watt in moulding the corporation to 

suit the requiremento of gevernment bueinese activities. And yet the 

"Case of the anarinieze Production Coemizeionn, which was moving' towards 

an explosive situation at the time T.A.A. was thus expanding its service 

and beaming firmly established, was to'shom that the provision of a 

public corporation was not a certain recipe for success, and that, 

depending on a combination of personalities and legal requirmeats„ it 

could result in far greater confusion, timidity and lack of initiative 
even 

than was likely / in the regular departments. 

The Australian National Airlines Gemmiesion itself consists 

of five members appointed by the Governor-General, in the first instanem 

for terms or five (Chairman), four (Vice.Cheirman), four, three and two 

years respectively, and thereafter for periods of three years. Members 

are eligible for re-appointient. The Governor-General determines the 

salary of the Chairman, while the Vice-Cheirman receives £500 per annum 

and the other members E.400 per annum No special qualifications for 

appointment are prescribed. Proviaions for termination of appointment 

lommyeaneramikseix and for vacation of office are similar to those 

contained in the Australian Broadcasting Act of 1942, on which this 

legislation was modelled. Likewise a General hanager is to be appeint-

ed by the Airlines Commission, while provisions for the appointment of 

staff are also identical to those which were applied to the Australian 
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Broadcasting Cored.ssicm by the 1542 legislation*  except that only 

clerical officers are required to take a competitive entry examination; 

and the Cmovesesion is required to auhmit to the Minister anneal 

estimates, an anntml report and such other =parte as are =vested. 

Early finence was to be provided by a Zreastxxy exlvance. 

Previsiois for ministerial control have been meamarised thus 

by Mr. GeP.N. Watt, who was moved by the Menzies Cerement trot 

Senretax7ship of the Trmumny to Cliainventhip or the Contissinn in MO 

(he had previously been a part-time member of the Commission), and who 

contributed an article cm its operations to the Special Number of the 

Australian Jacenal of Public Administration on Public Enterprise 

The Cc:mission has been granted wide powers under the Act, and. 

only certain natters., such as contracts for capital expenditure in 

excess of prescribed limits, and salaries of higher executives, 

are reserved for the Minister. The Minister mey direct the 

Conassion to establish developmental services and will reimburse 

the Connission any losses thus arising, subject to certain 

conditions." (65) 

Although a career public servant (at one stage he held the post 

of Public Service Inepeotor for Victoria), Mr. Watt was apparently not 

appreciated by the Mendes Government as Head of the Treasloy. However*  

he has had considerable overall experience on the managerial side of 

modern public corporations of the commercial tyixe, in various capacities 

such as Deputy Umber of the Australian Aluminium Production Coseissicat, 

Member and Chairman of the National Airlines Cc:emission, Chairman of 

British Cormoneealth Pacific Airlines Limited*  Director of Qantas Estpire 

Airways Lted, and Member of the Advieney Committee to the Cameonwealth 

Bank and his article is therefore worthy of considerable attention. 
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He referred briefly to the establishment, constitution and 

development of the national airline, and also to the great achieveneets 

during its first ten years of operation. lie then discussed the manage-

ment of the airline, and here provided valuable infatuation on the work-

ing of a particular public corporation which is eidely accepted an being 

an efficient orgenisation. For example, he wrote : 

"The business of the Comoission is conducted in fonn similar to 

that of a Company Board of Directors 	The Chairman concentrates 

his attention an policy, long range planning anR overall financial 
control. He also gives special attention to 
Government liaison • 	 He is continually available for discussion 

with Top Management cud 'between monthly meetings deals on behalf of 

the Connission with ong matters which cannot avait the next formal 

meting 	 Any decisions taken on behalf of the Conniesion are 

subject to its authority." (66) 

"Topilanagement" comprisee the General Manager and the Assistant General 

Manger, who share a largo measure of responsibility for all matters 

affecting the Cosmic:mien and the airline. The former is Chief 
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Officer of the Conoission, vhose affair e he administers through the 

Assistant General Manager and the executives in charge of the various 

functional Divisions and State Branches. The Assistant General !Imager 

is directly responsible for day to thy operations end. business activities. 

Certain special aids arc also mde available to the Top Management. There 

is a part-time Administrative Consultant "who operates along the lines of 

an organisation and methods unit in a Coneonvelalth Department", also 

specialist officers such as an Inspector of AirSafety and an Inspector 

of Accounting Systeme. Further,ffin order that the Camiasiaa and Top 

Managancnt may be relieved of inappeepriate detail", senior administrative 

officers have been given "the widest reasonable financial powers and 
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delegations". ldr* 7att expressed the view that the success of T.A.A. 

has. beendue is large measure to high staff morale and the spirit of co 

operation fostered by successive General Lanagers, mho have made every • 

effort to develop team spirit and efficiency. (67) 

On the question of relations with the riirrlatere LI". Vett referred 

to statutory obligations such as the annualreport and other controls which 

"are formal safeguards to Irmisterial responsibility" 	Of the more in. 

tangible aspects, the Commission held the view "that it vas essential to 

des/ direetwith the Minister to keep him informed at first hrulof matters 

affecting him in the conduct of a public authority" There were two broad 

categories of matters which come within the anister's interest : first, 

Commission policy and its relationship to the policy of the Government of 

the day; and second, matters of administration as distinct from policy 

which might be brought before the Einioter by Par sa 7tary question or 

external representations. The Commispion saw it PM its duty to discuss al] 

such matters fully with the lanister how dilVerent from the attitude of 

the original War Service llamas Commissioner and more recently the Australiar 
Eroduetion 

Aluminium/Commission: It is also interesting to note here the Commissionie 

acceptance of the right of Umbers of Parliament to question its activities, 

as opposed to the ZriUsh rractice in this regard. Subject to statutory 

obligations and theae two categories of int/ libles, however, the Coanissias 

believed that : 

"..... public authorities should be left free under the direction of 

their Commiesions or Boards to perform their day to day operations 

guided by their own business judgment, and sense of responsibility, 

propriety aua discretion. Such an approach allowed the public 

authority form of organisation to coMbine the principle of Government 

ownership with the flexibility of private enterprise•" 
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In the case of the Australian ITational Airlines Commission s. the formal 

or statutory safeguard,s 

u •s.. are eupplanentcd end strengthened by frequent personal 

discussions by the Chainnan with the T.Tieister when the opportunity 

is taken to review natters of current interest and ilaportenee. 

In this maemer the Minister is kept 'TMU infmr.,ed of the Commies.- 

ion's deliberations at policy level and in appropriate matters the 

opportunity is taken to ascertain the Meister's visers in re.gard 

to proposed new courses of action." (68) 

In regard to staffing, Lr. Watt pointed to the anemcla os 

position of the Comissien in respect of "the duality" of arbitration 

tribunals to which its employees had access. Thus some or its 

employees joined organisations which submat their 01,04 -ris to the Cannon-

wealth Publio Service _Arbitrator; in other cases the claims went to 

the Ccemaswealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. (69) Since 

Mr. Watt's criticism of this arranz,termat w rittent, howert  the 

T.A.A. atoff have been =awed from the Public Service Arbitrator's 

jurisdiction. Unlike other modern eornorations, the Airlines COMitEaCtl 

Iiz reteined a. sLitastantiU degree of etaffing independence and 

Xewley friA attributed this to a belief that public authorities operating 

competitive business mterxises • should be r-lacca in the Same 
(70) 

pecition as their cormti.torr3. / Admittedly then created, the Comnission 

was intended to operate a menopoly service, but circumstances discussed ;. 

above prevented this. Although the Labour Goverrent reduced the 

personnel freedom of many corporationsin the years irmeediately after the 

establialmant of 	it did not amend those provisions concerning 

this enterprise; while the application of a similar Ciegree of freedom 
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by the succeeding Liberal-Country Party Governerant to the Coastal 

Shipping Conxisalan set up in 1956, despite a general continuation of 

the Labour Government 'e policy of restriction, shows that there is some 

political ameement on this point. Yet sem may dispute the distinctien 

drawn here between competitive transport enterprises and competitive 

enterprises in other fields such as broadcasting and banking. 

I have perused a series of documents prepamdby T.A.A. for 

use in staff training courses, and believe that certain extracts are 

worthy of reproduction because 

(a) they represent a serious attempt to interpret the constitut. 

ional position of the Comiasion for the benefit of its own 

officials (this in itself is unusual), and 

(b) they represent one of the few caeca in Australian literature 

on the "public corporation"-  where the term is used in its wider 

sense to include both publialy-oened companies and statutory 

corporations (this of course is the sense inehich it is used 

in this thesis). (71 ) 

The relevant extracts are contained in Appendix C. 

Althouch useful, haeaver, they contain certain inaccuracies or 

ambiguities in so far as Australian public corporations as a whole are 

concerned. For exam -de, the linking of the concepts of freedom from 

Government control and responsibility to a.Winister of State is paradox-

ical; while only corporations within certain functional classifications, 

but certainly not all corporatione (e.g. Broadcasting Control Board ), 

are empowered to appoint their own officers. These aspects serve to 

emphaeise the difficulty which will inevitably be met in any attempt to 

group all Australian corporations together in the one category for the 
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purpose of making generalisations. Moreover the competitive position 

of T.A.A. is not unique oriong CtmuonweaIth corperatiens : the Octamen-

wealth Bank was also "injected into a ccmpetitive industry", and in so 

far as its trading functions are concerned, continuesto =vote with 

• private banking corporations. It is perhaps less surprising that T.A.A.. 

being a successful corporation itself, should accept the =mon, but in 

Fey opinion not altogether valid, belief in the superiority of the 

corporation over the department as a device for the efficient adminis- 

tration of government enterprise. This may be true in the case of corpor 
ations operating in the high pressure world of competitive "big business 
but it is a doubtful generalisation. 
(c) liodifications and. emotions of Other C )aassittio_j_is. 

TITE TCPATIIIIMOTT inD ow =VICE !K):',10.3 cor.7. -z3irrz continued: 

At the end of the veer the " .Pinner Committee% which was set up 

by the Government to investigate the fu.nctione of the various Carmen-

wealth Departments, with particular reference to the cessation of a 

number of war-time activities, drew attention to the deairability of 

establishing uniform standards of staffing and similar salary classific- 

ations for all Cormonwealth employees. (72) In this connecticn it 
the 

will be recalled that/Caremonwealth Coal Commissioner was legally requir- 

ed in 1944 to obtain the approval of the Public Service Board for 

conditions of employment of staff. This provision, has since been 

applied to numerous other corporations by governments of both political 

colours, whose views on this question are obviousIy in harmony with 

that expreosed by the Pinner Coemittee. 

However the Chiflcy Govenxerat was by .1947 to develop these 

views to a stage analagous to that reached by the earlier Scullin Labour 

administration in 1931. As with the Scullin Government, a responsible 

Minister was to make an official policy statement clearly indicating 
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that the government did not favour admini.stration by agencies apart 

tram the regulor Public Service; and as with the Scullin Goverment, 

this statement had momentary effeet only, being used to justify the 

partial closure of two corporations and then being promptly forgotten 

In introducing legislaticxa designed to bring the ataff of 

the Repatriation end Var Service Homes Cammis&.ons within. the Public 

Service proper, 	Dean= (Carlo, Victoria - Pinister for Defence and 

Post-War Reconstructien) stated that s 

(a) the committee appointed to investigate the various departments 

had recamended that the staffs of Cemmenwealth authorities 

genera/3,y should be brought under the Public Service Act, 

(b) that the Government had also received representations to this 

effect fr.= the High Council of Public Service Organizations, 

and 

(e) that in supportinc. these rec 	ations, the Public Servide 

Com-d.ssioner (1fcr. Thorpe) had expressed the view that 

an independent and virtuallY isolated activity cannot 

have the advantage in its general administration to be 

gained from the assistance end guidance that can come fran 

a centralised body whose officers have an intimate knowledge 

of the organisation and vtorking of many Departments." (73) 

Den= described what purported to be the Government ta 

policy thus 

	 as a principle, the Governmnt feels that as far as possible 

all Gommonweelth activities should be brought directly under the 

Public Service Act, thus ensuring a uniform system for staffing and 

for det=mining matters relating to salary fixation and the general 

conditions of employment of all Commeneealth erapicrites by a 
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centralized body theich be had extensive experience in personnel 

administration," 

Re aeplifiecl this expression of policy as folio= : 

ti • • sr** it will be generally argreed that unless there are very .• 

special reasons for a contrary course, no Cemaormoolth activity 

should stand alone, and, in effect, be excluded frau the oversight 

end review of its organisation, methods, etc., on lines rich 
Seventeen 

Parliamont has laid dam in Section / of the Cassonwcalth Public 

Service Act, just as none with financial responsibility is free 

eras checks imposed by the Audit Mt." OW 

The Opposition, through its "spokesmen, Messrs. Harrison and 

Francis, fulfilled it role by critisizing the measure. The ex.ouncl, 

selected was that the original Repatriation Act provided for the 

staffing of that body exclusively by ex-servicemen, in order to secure 

a softening effect not possible in an ordinary Department (75). However 

a study of the debates on the original Act reveals that this was not 

the only reason for the separation of the staff frees the Public Service. 

The expected temporary nature of the activity had in fact been an import 

ant consideraticn. Moreover, the bill under debatectd not deprive ex-

servicemen of their renresentatian in management of the erganieation; 

the existing staff of the Commission were transferred in block to the 

new liepatriatien Demi-talent; and the Public Service Board continued to 

chow preference to ex-servicemen in new appointments to the Department, 

although as has fairl,y recently been realised this latter policy had a 

detrimental effect on administrative e 4'ficiency. 

This, the Counenwealth Public Service Ltill (No. 1) of 1947, 
Act 

duly became low .  (76), and the emending War Service Homes/(No.1)of 1947 

(77) abolished the statutory poaition of Commieaoner and created in 
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Service Act by the device of vesting in the Chairman all the powers 

and functions of a Permanent Head under that Act but not actroly 

making  him a Permanent Head, and not =11:v31114,v, the authority as a 

Department under the Pub3.io Service Act. I have therefore followed 

both Australian legal intention and general practice in regarding the 

present Repatriation authority as a department and not a corporation, 

in the full realisation that the distinction is even more blurred than 

usual in this caw. 

A Labour Goverment had thus again enunciated a principle 

apparently intended to restrict the usc of public corporations. Again 

however, this principle was not applied generally. Only in the ease of 

one other corporation, the first new' authority to be created after the 

enunciation of this principle (the Australian Broadcasting Control 

Board which will shortly be discussed) was the principle to be used to 

provide for the full integration of a new activity within the regular 

Public Service. In practice, the principle in no way pre-vented the 

f;abour Gcrparafrnt fran creating new public corporations - its further 

af,plieation resulted raerely in depriving them of a greater or lesser 

degree of staffing autaacmy. Az will be seen in the case of the A.B.C., 

the Labour Government was at the same time depriving an important 

corporation of its last claim to financial autonceer. 

ME AUSTRALIAN B1O/0=ST=  CONIIISSIT,  continued. 

It has already been shown that, although the kvadceusting 

legislation of 1942 resulted from one of the most thorough and objective 

examirl' atians in this country into the desirable features of public 

corporation administration, that legislatien in fact did not solve the 
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problems experienced in the management and control of the Natienal 

Broadcasting Service; and that many cententious icsues were raised during 

the later war period. These events, of course, emphssisei the general 

ineffectiveness of the Parliamentary Standing Casaittee on Broadcasting. 

The clarification of Government policy towards the staffing of 

most public corporations in the post-war period has also been referred to 

in its differing effects in coamacaien with the closure of the Repatriat-

ion Ceumission and the creation of the Overseas Telecannanications 

Commission. Parliament in 1946 also legislated (78) to bring the 

staffing provisions of the A.B.C. into line with those awned to the 

latter corparatien. In this ounieetion a. new major Division (Division 

1A of Part II) was inserted into the principal Act under the title of 

"The Service of the Cc:emission". This new Division required that the 

Commission was to appoint a.General Manager and other officers and 

temporary empiloyees. The salary of the General Manager was subject to 

the Governor-General's approval, and the peunent of all other salaries In 

excess of Z1500 were subject to the Minister's concurrence. Conditions 

of appointment were not changed, although all appointments were now to be 

on probation as in the regular public service. Conditions relating to 

promotions and dismissals, appeal machinery and the creation, classificat-

ion, and abolition of positions were sisdlar to those for "The Service of 

the Overseas Telecorsaunications Commicsion." 

The Australian Broadcasting Act of 1946 also satisfied,Iebour 

ambitions in another direction by requiring the A.B.C. to establish its 

own independent news service. However, despite the recommendations of 

the Standing Ctsmittee, no changes were msde  in the financial provisions 

• of the 1942 Act, and the news service had to be finmuleclout of existing 

sources of revenue. already-  regarded as inadeeuate. 
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A recent chronicler of these events, Mee Ian K. Mackay, has 

cemented that : 

In the years that followed (the 1942 legislation) Parliament 

appeared to be completely out of touch with the reel3ties of broad. 

casting." (79) 

The Parliamentary Standing Committee began an examination of the financial 

position in 1947, and the AeB.C., after stressing the rapid increase in 

costs ober the prewar level, reported that it was unable to provide an 

independent news service and to maintain its other services on the 

statutory allocation of 11/. per licence fee. The A.B.C. asserted 

strongly that it did not wish to be subject to the annual budgeting of the 

government of the day, since the edequacy or otherwise of the grant fran 

qonsolidated Revenue might then easily depend on political goodwill. 

However, it stated that it would be satisfied with a system of grants 

based an three year periods, and this suggestion received the support of 

the StandiegCcamittee since it mould facilitate forward planning. This 

recanemilaticn an given little or no attention, however, and a further 

separate committee under Mr. A.A. Fitzgerald (Chairman of the Commonwealth 

Grants Commission) was set up to examine ehe problem. In the meantime, 

expenses in excess of regular income mere net by frequent grants fran 

Consolidated Revenue; and in Mr. /lackey's verde, : 

"By this time the patience of the A.B.C. was exhausted and they 

complained of continual parliamentary interference in their affairs - 

they suggested that it was dangerous for politicians to interfere 

unnecessarily in matters of taste and opinion." (80) 

These events are also examined in detail in Miss Rydon's neelysis which 

has beca referred to previously. 
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Rewever„ Miss Ryden records (81) that independently of and 

despite the investigations, the Labour Goverernmit had been preparing 

legislation to provide for major changea in the regmlatien of Australian 

Broadcasting generally, and for certain changee in the constitution of 

the Australian Broadcasting Cateciesion itself. This Broadcasting Ri 17  

was introdeved into Parliament Ilefore the report of the special committee 

was released; yet it innluded the repeal of all previous legislation 

relating to the finances of the Commission in favour of a financial system 

similar to that used for the regular departments. In addition, the 

Commisaion was deprived of its power to appoint State Broadcasting AdO4cr7 

Committees, and there were also other important amendments. 

The amending Act at 1948 (82) provided for the enlargement of 

the Ceemissicn by the appointment of two additional Comndssioners„ one of 

wheal was to be an officer of the Department of the Treasury, and the other 

an officer of the Postmaster-General's Department. The normal diamissal 

provisians were not to apply to these "Departmental Comiosioners," who 

were to hold office during the "pleasure of the Covernor-Generar and who 

were to receive no remuneration other than their salaries as departmental 

officers. Referring to the aploointhent of departmental officers to the 

Commission :  Miss Bydon has pointed out (83) that the amendment merely 

gave legislative form to a practice which had cane into common usage in 

connection with other corporations. Thus the National Airlines Commiss- 

ion, established in 1945, actually canprised an independeht Chairman end 
who 

vice-ehairman„ and three other Camissioners/ were radio servants 

specially appointed as representatives of the Treasury, the Postmaster-

General's Department and the Department of Civil Aviation. 

in the case of the Overseas Telecommunications Commission created in the 

following year, the three other Comissioners were the Director -General 
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and Assistant Director-General of the PostmastereGeneral's Department, 

and the Secretary of the Treasury. Such appointments had been made 

possible by the fact that the legislation creating these corporations did 

not prescribe cualif'ications for appointment. The inclusion of public 

servants in the management of the A.B.C. was denounced in maw quartets 

at the time, mei  the implications of thin developnent have been examined 

by Miss Ryden. Uhile such members may strengthen the Commission in any 

stand it may take against a government department, nevertheless the 

problem of dual loyalties arises. Public servants are actually servants 

of their Dinistern; her= their appointment to commissions such as the 

A.B.C. increases the potential area of political interference. Althea/le 

there has been much argument on this point, it does not appear to have 

been shown clearly that such appointees have been freed from their depart-

mental loyalties. Such appointments to the corporations of men trained 

within ,  the regular public service departments must, moreover, also have the 

effect of increasing the area of uniitmedAy between the departments and 

the concretions for the reason that the managerial thinking of the men 

involved mill not change appreciably between the departmental office and 

the corporation board-room. It is interesting to note that when the 

Labour Party first demanded representative management of corporations, 
however, 

its desire was the inclusion of nominees of organised labour;/ after 

bitter experience with the Stevedoring Industry Cemmission„ the represent-

atives appointed by the Chifley Government mere its awn officers and not 

labour mpresentatives. The present Liberal-Country Party Government 

has recently legislated to repeal the provision relating to the appoint. 

amet of "Departmental Commissioners" to the A.B.C. (84). 

The 1948 legislation included other provisions of major 

importance also. As mentioned above, all sections of the 1942 Act 
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dealing with finance were repealed. Now. the CC0111.331.011 was required to 

prepare annual estimates in a form prescribed by the Veinter, and to 

submit them to the Minister for inclusion in the overall Government 

estinates. All moneys appropriated. by Parliament for the purposes of 
in 

the Commission, together with other,  moneye received, were to be paid/to 

an account kept by the Commission in the Ccamenmealth Bank. From this 

account, operating expenses and the remuneration of Commissioners and staff 

were to be met. The Commission was no longer required to be financially 

self-supporting, and all expenditure was to be in accordance with the 

approved estimates. Created as a public corporation because of a desire 

to ensure a Greater degree of autonomy and freedom of action than permitted 

of departmente„ the A.B.C. was now reduced to a position identical to that 

of the departments in so far as the control of its cm finances was 

concerned. /et the change was acomepUmlwith very little discussion in 

spite of the unfavourable reports both of the Parliamentary Standiag 

Cen ttee and of the Special Committee which reported favourably on the 

system of independent financial monagament. 

The 1948 breadcasting legislation alai° involved a major change 

in the method of regulation of conmercial broadcasting stations. The 

Labour Government still did not fully implement the Party's declared 

policy of nationalising the "B—clase stations, but it did in this legis-

lation establish a supervisory body with fairly vide powers of regulation 

over these privet° enterprises. This body, the Australian Broadcasting 

Control board, is similar in many respects to the managerial corporations 

created by the Ccenenrealth pote-71-vevearramwaimeate.  Parliament, and is 

generally included in any study of Calmenwealth public corporations. The 

consolidated broadcasting legislation is therefore unique in that it 

constitutes two distinct corporations. 
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Before passing on to a study of the Control Board, it is 

worthy of note that the 1948 legtslation as originally brought dawn in 

the Senate excluded the vital Section 89 of the 1942 Act, which had e;iven. 

the A.B.C. the exclusive power to determine the conditions of political 

broadcasts. The intention was apparently to transfer this discretion to 

the Control Board. However the A.B.C. made nepresentations during the 

passage of the bill to have this power restored to it, and an amendment 

introduced in the Comm' ttee stages not only restored this discretion to 

the Ccernissien but widened its tams to include "controversial" subjects 

as well as "political" subjects. As Ur. Mackay points out, this 

extension would include reliccus and social issues (85). By 1948 then, 

the A.B.C. had been deprived of its independence in both staffing and 

financial matters; and yet its authority in relation to the broadcasting 

of contentious issues had been strengthened to the extent that opportunit-

ies for political interference in its actual proarirae work Were 

severely curtailed. 

THE AUSTRALIAN IIROADCASTING Comm BoA16._ 

The 1948 Act provided for the appointment of three members to 

constitute the Australian Broadcasting Control Board, one to be Chairman 

and all to serve in a full-time capacity. Members, who are not to have 

any financial or executive interest in carnmercial broadcasting, are to 

serve for such terms not exceeding seven years as the Governor-General 

determines.96 13esaineratiori is also determined by the Governor-General, 

while dismissal provisions are Si re 1  m"  to those for the AustrAll  en  

Broadcasting Conraission. 	The Board was later to be enlarged, under the 

Broadcasting Act 1954. (87) by the appointment of two additional part-time 

members to assist in the added volume of work being brought about by the 
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introduction of television services - this development, with other later 

changes in corporations established or reconstituted by the Chifley 

Government, will be discuesed in the next section of this thesis. The 

Board is financed by pnrliamentary apprcpriation, and is required to 

submit an anneal report and balance statement to the Minister for 

presentation to Phrliament. 

The Minister retains the overall power, through licencing, to 

regulate conmercial broadcasting, but is now required to take into acoount 

any recommendations made by the Board as to the exercising of that power. 

On matters listed specifically as coming within the function of the Board, 

however, the Board is to make decisions "subject to any direction of the 

Mai:stern. These matters include the preparation of plaas for the 

extension of broadcasting and television services; the determination of 

location, operating, power and frequeney of indiviclent stations', the 

enforcement of technical standards; the provision of financial and other 

assistance to ensure adequate services, e.g. in rural areas; and the 

control of actual periods of time allotted for various subjects to ensure 

that comprehensive programmes are provided to serve the best interests of 

the general public. The Minister may appoint Broadcasting Advisory 

Cammittees in each State to advise the Australian Broadcasting Control 

Boar 

A significant feature of the Board's constitution is the prowls.. 

ion for staff appointments and conditions of service. The Act provides 

(Section 6 J) that the staff are in all respects to be subject to the 

Public Service Act, and that the Chairman of the Board is to have all the 

powers of a Permanent Bead under that Act. This is the device used to 

inteirate the staff of two former short-lived, Commonwealth public corporat-

ions, the Federal Capital Commission of 1924 and the National Insurance 
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Commission of 1938, into the Public Service as a whole. 

The application of the device in the Caemonwealth field in these 

two instances was quite out-of-step with the may other corporations 

created before, almost simultaneously and since. The device, however, 

was quite commly although admittedly most inconsistently used by some 

State Parliaments, thell.S.:% Hospitals Commission, the Queensland 

Harbours Trust, and the Tasmanian Forestry Conmission being cases in point. 

On equally inconsistent occasions, south Australia has adopted a formula 

which,altheagh fairly similar, is not as restrictive ; 

thus staff of the State Bank of South Australia for example are subject to 

that State Public Service Act except that all powers normaLly exercised 

by the Public Service Commissioner are to be exercised, by the Beak Board. 

A similar ovision was applied to the SouthAuetralian Coneiesioner of 

Highways; ywt the Savings Bank, Electricity Trust and Housing Trust of 

that State are quite independent of the Public Service Act. The circum-

stances relating to the inclusion of the staff of the Commonwealth's 

Repatriation and War SeralceHemes Commissions within the regular Public 

Service have been described : we can see the influence of these circum-

stances in the extension of these staffIngprovimions to the Australian 

Broadcasting Control Board. The Chifley Government's strong belief in 

the application of unifona conditions to all persons serving the Cannon-

wealth found its logical mai  most extreme expression in these cases. Of 

course, like the Repatriation Commission, the Board's organisation is 

largely administrative in function and it is perhaps possible to see a 

closer affinity between it and the normal Public Service Departments than 

is the case with the other modern corporations* 
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On this occasion Senator Carwron (Bastmaster-General) explained 

since the Board is intended toiecome a permanent part of the 

broadcastimenachinery in Australia, it is proposed that the staff 

shall be employed under the Conmenwealth Public Service Act. In 

this way they will enjoy benefits available to other members of the 

Public Service   and their salaries will be subject to 

relevant arbitration wards. The staff of the Board will also be 

subject to the overall authority of the Public Service Board, which 

will be  able to check any undue expansion." (88) 

Be made no reference to the events surrounding the inclusion of the staffs 

of the Repatriation and War Service Homes Ocendssions within the framework 

of the Public Service Act; and made no attempt to explain why, since the 

A.B.C. itself was also "a permanent pert of the broadcasting machinery", 

its staff should not be similarly treated. The administrative develop-

ment passed almost unnoticed by the Opposition, due largely to its fear 

that the Government's sinister aim in imposing further controls was to 

bring complete nationalisation a step closer. 

This fear of the Opposition Parties was shared both by the 

Australian commercial stations and by the A.B.C. itself. The latter 

feared that the autonomy already possessed by it in relation to the 

control of contentious broadcasts would be transferred to the Board, arid 

through this in fact to the government of the day, for, as has been 

pointed out, the Board is subject in general terms to any directions the 

Wnister might care to give. It has already been seen that last-minute 

representations by the A.B.C. secured the retention of this control (89). 

The Control Board today seems to be generally accepted in the broadcasting 

industry as holding, as an impartial tribunal, a watching brief to ensure 

that 
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agents in carrying out its functions at the regional level. Of course s  

the Board itself was subject to any directions the Minister might give . 

but this did not mean necessarily continuous direction as with the depart-

ment. I am not aware that any difficulties have arisen, but the arrange-

ment has intriguing possibilities in the new anee it presents on the 

problem of divided loyalties. Moreover, the episode must cast same 

doUbts on the _necessity of removing the regulatory ftnctions from the 

department, as provided for in the 1948 legislation. 

THE STEMORING INDUSTRY GC/MISSION and 

AUSTRALIAN STATMORING INDUSTRY  BOARD.  

The Stevedoring Industry Commissim was first set up under 

National Security Regulation, and was continued by the Stevedoring 

IndustryrAet 1947 (92). It was desigaed to serve both as an administrat-

ive agency to provide facilities within the waterfront industry, and also 

as a special arbitration tribunal in the same sense as the Coal Industry 

Tribunal and its predecessors have assumed the Commonwealth's arbitration 

powers in respect of another specialised industry; and it was unique 

among the Cemmonwealth corporations in so combining both executive and 

arbitration functions. It was also one of the few examples in this 

country of the widely representative corporation. It consisted of an 

independent Chairman who was appointed by the Governor-General for a five-

year term and who had to be either ajudge of the Court of Conciliation 

and Arbitration or a Conciliation Commissioner (Mr. Justice Kirby held 

this office), and five other members with the following qualifications : 

an officer of the Commonwealth s  a representative of overseas ship-owners, 

a representative of Australian ship-owners, and two representatives of the 

Waterside Workers' Federation. 
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Two years later this represmtative Gormission was abolished 

by the Stevedoring Tndtantry Act '94.9 (93) which substituted the Austral-

ian Stevedoring Industry Board, a non-representative body corporate 

consisting of a Chairman and two other med)ers aprpoinLed by the Governor-

General for terms not exceeding seven years, and vti.thout prescribed 

qualifications. Both Acts provided for the appcdntment by the Mnister, 

from panels of names furnished by the 72edaration, of 7;aterside EMployment 

Committees in each port to serve as lieal agenoies advising and assisting 

the authority. 

Intriucig the 1949 mu, 111r. Dedman described the Act of 

194.7 as a "bold legislative experiment" creating an authority which had 

both administrative and arbitration pcmers in the waterfront industry, 

and which was fully representative of all the interested parties. lie 

recalled that the Government had hoped. that good results would be 

achieved because of the greater opportunity for co-operation of employer 

and employee interests in the joint management scheme. lie then describ-

ed the =milts of this experiment. Difficulties soon arose when 

Ll'essrs. tieal,y and Roach, the representatives of the Waterside Workers* 

Federation, on two separate oct*Fti  erns directed waterside workers to 

strike against the orders of their own (Ycenission. These strikes had 

nothing whatever to do with conditions of eLl-ployment on the waterfront, 

but were intended to serve as a protest acainnt court proceedings against 

Sharkey and ILeXhillips, Crevinmist Party acA.tators, neither of when had 

any connection vrith the industry. This problem of dual loyalties in 

representative authorities (and oven in bodies such as the Aluminium 

Production. Cancission and the A.D. where so-called "Departmental 

Golmiseioners" are appointed) is not uncommon, and is discussed elsewhere 

in this thesis. 
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Australian Stevedoring Industry Board was "the only solution", who had 

made the conflicting policy statement two years earlier. respite his 

earlier view he gave no hint of any exceptional circumstances, following 

the decision to do away with the representative commission, vhich might 

justify the creation of a further separate authority outside the public 

service. Whether he had forgottenthatoontribution or not l he showed no 

realisation of the inconsistent role be was pleyieg. It would appear that 

having achieved its desire for a substantial measure of uniformity in 

government employment, and for effective controls in other directions, 

the Iebour Government was satisfied - it had no thought for administrative 

efficiency as such, and therefore cud not concern itself further with 

abstract principles of public administration. 

Thus the Australian Stevedoring Industry Board replaced the 

Commission, with vide powers overeaters of wharf employment generally, 

but without the final power to settle major industrial disputes; instead 

the Conciliation and Arbitration Court was required to maim one judge 

available continuously to handle waterfront disputes. The appointment 

of staff under both Acts was subject to the Minister's approval, and 

although employees were not subject to the agaic Service Act they were to 

be covered by the same terms and condition* ax temporary employees under 

that Act, unless otherwise determined by the Minister. Both. Acts 

provided for financing by a special tax on man.4b=svmmiesdbywaterside 

labcur. Annual reports were to be furnished in each case, and the 

Minister was enabled to direct the calling of a. meeting at any time. 

Application of funds was subject to any direction of the Minister, and 

under the 1949 Act the Board was required to seek the Minister's approval 

before entering into any Agreement involving expenditure in excess of 

45,000 or a lease of more than five years. 
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The waterfront situation, however, remained a most unhappy 

one, and the succeeding Menzies Government appointed a special caseittee 

to examine and report on all aspects of the industry, including the 

operations of the Board. Following this investigation, legislation was 

introduced in 1956 to replace the Board, by a farther corporation operating 

le the stevedoring induatry, to be known as the Australian Stevedoring 

Industry Authority. This "Authority will be discussed in the next 

section. Meanwhile, before its defeat in December 1949, the Chifley 

Government was to legislate for the creation or reconstitution of four 

more public corporations. 

Two of these corporations, the Australian Shipping Board and 

the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Calpnisation 

(C.S.I.R.O.) were merely adaptations of earlier public corporations. Thus 

in both these cases the form of the authority had been determined many 

years before, and both the Labour Government, and. Parliament as a. whole, 

appeared content to accept a continuation of the public corporation form 

of annagreent. The only contentious issue appears to h-vc been that of 

socialism, raised during the debates an the Shipping BILL The two brand 

new operational authorities created during the last year of the Chifley 

Government were the Australian V7hanag Commission and the Snowy Mountains 

Hydro..Electriellmthority. In view of the statement of Government policy 

at the time of the winding, up of the separate Repatriation Authority, one 

might have expected to see evidence in the debates of =examination of 

the administrative reqpirements -of the two enactments, and a decision on 

the type of organisation needed, based on an evaluation of the relative 

importance of vari,us conflicting considerations. As will be seen, 

however, and as with the SteredollaTIndustry Board, such considerations 

appear to have been generally neglected. 
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THE AUSTRALIAN SFEEP2ING BOARD. 

The 1949 Shipping Act (95) was intended to give legislative 

approval to the re-constituted Shipping Board which was operating under 

the war-time National Security Regulations, and whose predecessor, the 

Australian Ceraronwealth Shipping Board, has already been discussed. The 

Shipping Board was desigried to control the second Commonwealth Shipping 

Line, which, unlike its predecessor, was used almost exclusively on 

Australian coast:a services. It is interesting to note that the Board 

created by regulation included a representative of the employees, but 

there was no such provision in the censequent peace-time legislation (96). 

However, the 1949 Act was not in fact ever proclaimed, and the Shipping 

Board continued to function under the National Security Regulations for 

some years. Further develommts will be discussed in the next section 

of this thesis - however the provisions of the Act will be briefly 

recorded as they represent a further stage in the history of Australia's 

corporate movement. 

The abortive legislation provided for a Board to ocnsist of five 

members, including specifically one officer of the Coamonwealth Public 

Service. The Chairman was to be appointed by the Governor-General for a 

five year term, the other members for three years. The Act also provided, 

in the by now generally accepted rammer, for Public Service Board approval 

of terms and conditions of employment. The Shipping Board was, for 

constitutional reasons, prohibited from operating intra-state services, 

and. in amition the Minister's approval was necessary under the Act before 

a ship could be bought, chartered or sold, before a contract exceeding 

£5,000 or a lease exceeding five years could be entered into, before , 
equipment worth more than £20,000 could be acquired or before any 
equipment whatever could be disposed of. The Minister was empowered to 
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direct the Board to establish any shipping service within its constitut-

ional limits, and provision was made for payment of ccmpensatien by the 

Govezemnt .here such service operated at a loss. A similar provisicst 

it will be rerthhered vapplied to the Commonwealth Ra"ovrays and to the 

Australian National Airlines Ocrnmission. 

THE COIREMMTII SCIllazirIC MID INDIZTRIAL RFSEARCIT ORGANISATION. 

In introducing the Science and Industry Research BiLl on 8 

March 1949, ite. Deafen stated (97) that the Government had for some time 

been considering a reorganisation of the Council for Scientific and 

Industrial Research, whose staff and work had expanded six-fold over the 

last ten years. Pollasing discussions with authorities such as the 

Chairman of the Public Service Board, the Director-General of Post-War 

Reconstruction, the old Council, the British Government, and eminent 

visiting scientists, it bad been decided to remove from the Council work 

related to research for defence purposes, and also to legislate for the 

overall reconstruction of the Council to provide improved admini  stration 

for its expanded activities. The first decision was implemented by the 

transfer of the Council's Aeronautics Division to the Department of 

Supply and Development in 1948, the move being strongly supported by Sir 

Da.vid Itivett (then Chairman of the Council) in the following words: 

"If national eovereigety demands the right to prepare secretly for the 

destruction of other sovereignties, let those who take the respons- 

ibility of making a decision to that effect keep their projects clear 

of those national scientific instutions in. which the traditional 

freedom of science must be maintained.." (98) 

The 1949 legislation (99) was designed to implement the second decision, 

and it provided for the replazement of the Council by a new authority to b 
called the Commemwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 
It. c• T Ti 
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C.S.I.R.O.'s twcutive, or governing body, comprises a Chairman 

and four other members, all appointed ty the Governor-General for terms 

not exceeding seven years. At least three members of the itsecutive must 

possess scientific qualifications, while the Chaim= and two others must 

serve in a full time capacity. There is in addition an Advisory Council 

consisting of the members of the Executive, the Chairman of each State 

Coninittee appointed under the Act, and such other members the may be co-

opted, by consent of the Minister to a recemmendation of the Executive, by 

reason of their scientific lalowledge. State Committees are set up by the 

Governor-Ceneral to act as loaa3. agents both for the Advisory Council and 

for the 14Xecutive. The exercise of any 	by the Executive of 

C.S.I.R.O. is subject to any regulations made under the Act , and to any 

directions the Minister may give - it is not specified that welt directiors 

shall relate to matters or policy only. C.S.I.R.O. is financed by means 

of the normal departmental method of estimates and appropriations throuda, 

the Government's annual budget.: 

The Gibscn Octimittee had reconmended in 1942 that the terms of 

gppointment of ramabers of governing bodies ahead be for prescribed 

periods to reduce the dependence of the appointees on political goodwill. 

/et the G.S.I.R.O. legislation fixed the maximum limit of wean years only, 

leaving the actual term in each case to the discretion of the Government. 

Although the Shipping, Whaling and Sracery Mountains legislation each pre-

scribed fixed terms of appointment, it is noticeable that other creations 

of the same  Government (Joint Coal Board, Broadcasting Control Board and 

Stevedoring Industry Board) also involved toms "not exceeding" the pre-

scribed maximum period. This inconsistency on the part of the chaaftsnen 

and politicians responsible far all this legislation suggests that the 

Report of the Gibson Committee, having served its immediate purpose, was 
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forgotten, and that the relative provisions in subsequent statutes were 

shaped by pure accident on/y. 

The chief innovation of the legislation establishing the 

Orppnisation, however, was contained in its stmMUlgpsavisionz. Like 

other modern corporations, it is required to obtainPublic Service Board 

approval for its terms and conditions of employment. Hosever, it was 

also 

(a) required to select staff in accordance with recruiting methods 

determined by the Public Service Board, and 

(b) required to obtain Public Service Board approval for the size 

of its administrative and clerical establishment. 

In the latter connection, the Act provided, at Section 24, that : 

The maximum razaber of officers and employees of each designatim 

whose duties are primarily of an administrative or clerical nature 

shall be subject to the approval of the Public Service Board." 

Except for the feu corporations treated an departments for staffing 

purposes, this was the first occasion on Much the Public Service Board's 

organisationlmethods and inzpxctoral flinctiams wore extended to the 

autonomous public corporations. As such it represents an important 

development in public administration in this country. This device of 

expanding the area of Public Service Board control over the corporations 

VDS to be copied by the succeeding non-Labour gcmernment an various 

occasions. 

lam. E. Harrison haa  led the Opposition attack on the legiaLatiora, 

claiming that this was attributable solely to the fact that the lack of 

security arrangements in the appointment of Mail' to the Council for 

Scientific and Industrial Research had led to loss of confidence abroad 
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in Australian scientists and/the consecluent refusal of the United States 

to make known to us its awn discoveries. He samrthe measure simply as a 

transfer of scientific activities to ibblic Service Board control to 

ensure that the oath or affirmation of allegiance, and other security 

provisions, would be applied also in the field of public scientific 

research (100). Although the control vested in the Public Service Board 

was partial only, it was certainly more extensive than that applied to 

many other corporations by the Labour Government. On the other hand, 

the Government had only two years before expressed a policy apparently 

aimed at achieving full Public Service Board control over Commonwealth 

activities, and security arrangements did not then have much relevance. 

In denying Mr. Haerison's allegations, the Prime Minister (Mr. Chifley) 

commented that : 

(a) as Treasurer, be had not been happy that any large organisation 

doing Coecomealth work should remain outside the scrutiny of 

the Public Service Board; 

(b) the Govarmnent had oarefully considered whether staff of the 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research dhould be brought 

under control of the Public Service Board; 

(c) the difficulty was that scientists, because of the nature of 

their 'mark, cannot very well be brought under rigid public 

service control, because they must decide what is to be done, 

how it should be done and the numbers to be employed on it; 

(d) the compromise decision aimed at brindne the Council's 

employees into line with the Public Service epnerally, without 

hampering its scientific work (101). 

This statement is consistent with the degree of authority pedrmitted the 

Public Service Board overc .S.I.R.O.'s staff . and yet naRy large 
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New South Wales and Victorian Governramts, both at ministerial and 

official level, and the reaching of a final agreement setting out the 

duties of the proposed authority and the mutual obligations of the three 

Governments, a bill was introduced in the Federal Parliament in 191+9 to 

constitute an authority to undertake the works involved. (102A) 

Surprisingly, however, andcbspite the intexasovernmental 

agreement, the bill drafted by the Chifley Government left the States 

without a voice in executive management of the Authority. Parliamentary 

debate centred around the technical and scientific details of the scherv, 

0.1though Lk.. Menzies criticised the Government's lack of regard for State 

rights, and in cormittee Sir Earle Page, after mentioning the need. to 

stucla carefully the administrative requirements of the plan, suggested an 

amendment• to the effect that the Associate Commissioners should be rep-

resentatives of the States involved - this was rejected on the gr.ounds 

that the organisation was an authority of the Coemonwealth, and that 

members must be servants of the Authority and not subject to State 

direction in the performance of their duty (103). That the Commonwealth 

was able to act in this vey demonstrates the great power and prestige 

which had accumulated to it at the expense of the Staten during almost 

fifty years of federation. 

The Snowy Mountains measure constituted a new departure in so 

far as Camonwealth legislation was concerned in that it provided for the 

appointment of a single Commissioner to be assisted by two Associate 

Commissioners. This form of organisation had previously been used in 

TaannalA for the Transport and ilydro•Mectric Commissions of that State, 

although in the case of the latter, the Associate Commissioners held part-

time appointments oily. The Snowy Mountains 1Iydro-Electric Authority is 
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legplly a corporation sole through the personality of the Commissioner, 

while the two Associate Commissioners have the statutory function of 

advising and assisting the Commissioner and of performing such duties as 

he directs. The original appointments were for seven years in respect at 

the Commissioner, and six and five years in respect of the Associate 

Commissioners, while all further apoointmants are to be for set terms of' 

seven years. 

Like C.S.I.R.O. the Authority is required to obtain Public 

Service Board approval for terms and conditions of employment, and to 

select staff in accordance with recruiting methods determined by the 

Public Service Board. However its admdnistrnti.ve establishment is not 

subject to the Beard's approval. 

There is no reference to the Dinister in the section of the A.4:3t 

outlining the powers and. functions of the Authority. However elsewhere 

the DArtster's approval is specifically required for the appoinbnent to 

the Service of the Authority, of non.British subjects, for payment of 

salaries in excess of ,C1,500 p.a., and for contracts involving amounts in 

excess of L100,000. The Auditor-General is required to report the result 

of each audit to the Minister, and the Authority is to furnish an annual 

report and such other reports as the Minister may require. The Governor-

General has the usual power to make regulations. Many of these provisdals 

are of eoursefarly standard for Cereaossvealth earporations, althe y the 

Authority wan given wider latitude in respect to entering into contracts: 

frequently the uncontrolled limit is 4,1000. The Minister was also 

required to recommend for the Treasurer's decision the price at which 

power produced by the Authority was to be sold, while the form of acosirnts t  

raising of loans and provision for reserves were all subject to the 

i'renzurees approval. 
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The First Annual Report of the Snowy Mountains lkydro-Mectric 

Authority (104) included a copy of a "Financial Directive from the 

Treasurer of the Commonwealth issued by the Minister". In this 

"Directive", the Authority was instructed to submit its progrmmme for the 

rext five years to the Minister for his approval, and to fmmmtsh an estimat4 

of the funds needed to implement this programme. Further, three months 

prior to the commencement of each financial year the Authority is required 

to submit to the Minister : 

(a) a statement in broad outline indicating the operations which it 

is proposed to carry out during the ensuing year; the manpower 

and material required, and (where possible) the country of oriek 

of the materials; 

(b) a statement of the ccumitments to be incurred in acquiring 

permanent machinery, equipment, and other capital items during 

that year, and (where possible) the country of origini 

(c) in a form to be approved by the Treasurer, eattmates of the 

expenditure involved in (a) and (b) above; and 

(d) estimates of the receipts (if any) of the Authority during the 

year on capital or other account. 

The Directive also lays down the procedure to be followed in borrowing 

money from the Treasurer following receipt of the Minister's approval for 

such an advance, and it sets out the rate of interest and the tome of 

these loans. It provides also that the Authority shall not, without the 

approval of tho Minister and the Treasurer, enter into any arrangement 

with a State or a Local Authority, involving finance, that may be of 

concern to the Coemcmwealth in its financial relations with the States; 

similarly it shall net introduce any staff pension scheme or provident 

fteni without the Minister's and the Treasurer's approval. Insurance, 
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including workers' cempensation is not to be effected with private 

insurers; and until it commences to sell power, the Authority is to treat 

any insurable losses as part of capital. cost of works. 

This directive is particularly interesting in view of the notice. 

able lack of financial detail in the covering legislation. The a.ssumptioz 

is inevitable that (except, perhaps, for the staffing provisione of the 

1946 acts) the modern legislature does not concern itself with the 

attention to detail which characterised the Acts of twenty years ago .- in 

fact it is content to give the executive a much freer hand in laying down 

procedures relating to the ultimate accountability of such bodies. 

As has been sheee., like the River kturray Commission, the 

Australian Aluminium Production Ccernissicm and the Joint Coal Board, the 

Crermy Mountains liyartl-aectric Authority resulted from an apfivement between 

the Ccemonwealth cud certain States; 	 snA  yet the 

States have no voice in its management. For eight years the CorincewealtEt 

authority to operate within the territory of 17.S.'.7. and Victoria rested on 
application of its 

"a doubtful/defence power. The vast developmental undertakings in the 

Snowy Mountains area have became the shop window of Australia, and the 
the 

magnitute of the scheme and/imagination behind it have impressed alike 

such recent distinguiehed visitors as the President of South Vietnam and 

the Ceylonese Minister of Finance. Yet the following remarks of a news-

paper political correspondent published as late as 21 September 1957, 

under the heeding "Rivers Scheme Official Now", famish a reminder of Sir 

Frederick Eggl.eston's cement on the lack of attention given by the 

Chifley Government to the administrative detail of the scheme (105)1 

U ..... this 17Cek the formal documents were signed which put the 

Snowy River hydro-electric scheme on a constitutional basis. No 
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longer does this vast scheme hang precariously by a tenuous defence 

power which Mr. Menzies as long ago as i949 said was of doubtful 

validity. The States have agreed with the Commonwealth on the 

sharing of water and power, and there is no possibility henceforward 

of this largest development scheme being challenged." (106) 

Despite this, it seems probable-  that the Chifley Goverment had learnt the 

lesson,through its experience Uth the Stevedoring Industry Ceeniseica and 

elsewhere, of divided loyalties in management, and that the legislation 

was framed accordingly. It might perhaps be said that the hasty measure 

involved taking a constitutional risk to ensure administrative harmony in 

the undertaking. 

I'm. AUSTRALIAN I-EALING COMILISSION: 

With true liberal rather than socialist motives, the Chifley 

Government recognised the profitable whaling operations being carried out 

by other countries in the waters around and to the south of Australia, and 

desired to Secure Australian participation in harvesting these riches from 

the seas. The Government decided to establish a publicly-owned industry, 

but no legislative attempt was made to make this a. monopoly or to prevent 

private interests also entering the field. The Australian Whaling 

COmmission therefore filled the role of a "development stimulator" in the 

best liberal tradition. In fact, after ably demonstrating to private 

enterprise that profits could be made from shore -based whaling operations, 

it was before long to be sold oAL to private interests by the succeeding 

non;-Labour Government. 

The only vague reference to type of organisation contained in 

the debates on the Whaling Bill was that made by the Minister to the effect 
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that one of the purposes of the bill was 'to provide for the appointment 

of a central authority to administer-  and manage whaling operations on the 

Government's behAlf". The Opposition criticised the government's policy 

of socialisation, and New South Wales and Tasmanian representa.tives press-

ed the c.lairas of their States for a shore in the new industry; however 

once national ownership had been accepted, members were not concerned with 

methods of organisation (107). 

The administrative provisions of the VihaLin.g Industry Act of 

1949 (108) were fairly typical of recently established corporations. The 

Contaission, which operated from a land station at Came/von in Western 

Australia, ceavvisted of a Chairman and. two other members. The Chair' man 

was appointed for five years in the first instance, and any re-appointment 

was to be for such term as was specified; his appointment could be term-

inated by the Cover-General, and as with all similar enactments since 

1944, no provision was made for parliamentary review of such a decision. 

The other =kers held office during the pleasure of the Governor-General, 

the intention obviously being to allow for the appointment of "depart-

mental commissioners". She exercise of any power by the Cemmission was. 

subject to the directions of the Minister, while an annual report and any 

other reports the Mini  star required were to be furnished. Finance was 

provided in the first instance by a .easurerts advance; after repayment 

of this loan and provision for depreciation, surplus profits were to be 

clisnosed of as the Treasurer, on the Minister's recommendation, decided. 

In fact the industry cost one reLl'Han pounds to establish, but the 

Commission returned substantial profits during its early years of operat-

ions. It was, honever, to be a venture of short duration, for the enter-

prise was sold to private interests by the succeeding 'Menzies Government. 
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In regard to staff, the Whaling Industry Act empowered the 

Commission to appoint its con officers, who had to be British subjects, to 

be mediaLlay fit, and to subscribe an oath or affirmation of allegiance 

(provided that the Binister could exempt certain positions from these 

requirements - this clause was inserted to permit the engagement of 

Norwegian whaling experts). Staff were not subject to the Public Service 

Act, but the approval of the Public Service Board was necelwIry for terms 

and conditions of employment. The Third Annual. Report of the Commission 

recorded that the Public Service Board bad approved the terms and condit-

ions of employment of the Commissionla officers, and that these followed 

closely the terms and conditions of employment of Cozmaonwealth officers 

( 1 C9),. 	In fact o  an analysis of the "Australian Whaling Commission 

Terms and Conditions of Eirployment" as approved by the rUblic Service 

Doan:Ire-wale a large measure of uniformity (110). Certain prescribed 

sections of the Public Service Act were applied by this document to the 

staff of the Commiasicn o  as were the "Common Rule" of the 1.Ablic Service 

Arbitrator relating to sick leave, and also numerous prescribed Regulaticng 

made under the Public Service Act and relating to matters such as salaries, 

leave and holidays, hours of duty and overtime, allowances, incremental 

advancement, promotions end transfers. The Public Service Board in 

effect retained for itself the power to determine clasafications of 

positions in the service of the Cemmiesion; while in maJny other respects 

the Chairman of the '.haling Commission was required to fallow regular 

public service conditions in exercising the staffing powers vested in him. 

There wras one major distinction : unlike the Public Service, the Comae-

wealth Bank, the A.B.C., and certain other corporations in which officers 

mare provided with strong safeguards against arbitrary dismissal the 
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Probebly the first reference to ':ieetion Seventeen of the 'Public 

SeLvice Act in relation to public corporations was that made by 

Dedmaa in justifying the decision to disband the Repatriation and War 

Service HoesComnissions an separate entities - but as has been shown 

little farther notice was taken of this statement. Section Seventeen 

is reproduced at AppendixI);with its emitezis on organisation and. methods 

analysis,training, and other aide to management, it seeks the application 

of business methods to the Public Service. Yet superior efficiency is, 

and has been since the eighteen-eighties, one of the pi-leery merits 

claimed for the public corporation. It is therefore remarkable that this 

efficlency-aeeking paver of the Public Service Board has received 30 

little attention in relation to the =vexations, at a time when many 

other activities of that Board were being extended to cover the corporat-

ions as well as the departments. It is pertinent to recall the appoint-

meat by 	of a pert-time business coeuultant to tem* along similar 

lines to the organisation and methods seetlons within the regular Public 

8ervice. The succeeding nat-Leleur Government ha e in fact gone some 

way towards bridging thisremainizls gap in the pergannel area betteen the 

corporations and the departments, by a lleited  extension of the form of 

Public Service Board control applied for the first ticee to C.S.I.R.O. 

Overall, the governing bodies of the corporations have lost 

their staffing independence except for the right to 'appoint staff (the 

Broadcasting; Control Board has even been deprived of this richt). 

Loreover, as has been shown, same have been reduced in financial manage-

ment also to the same dependence on annual parliamentary appropriations 

as the ordinary departments; while the ultimate ministerial supremacy 

over the affairs of corporations has been generally confirmed. As 
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certain academics have pointed out *  one of the major reasons for the 

invention of the corporation as a device of public Flamini  stration has 

therefore vanished, and there has been too little evaluation of the 

corresponding change in the role of the public corporation. 

The parliamentary debates show a lack of interest in such 

problems of organisation, and it is difficult to find any reasoned 

assessment frau high goverment sources. From the point of view of 

the politician, of course, this night be a waste of time. The non. 

labour parties have needed no convincing that the public corporation is 

a "good thing" - with Labour now apparently sharing that view, there is 

no need for argument or justification. The pity is that in such an 

atmosphere, less attention is being paid to the principles of successful 

organisation. 
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The present Liberal-Country- Party Government under Mr. R.G. 

Menzies took office at the close of 1949. It has continued, with some 

changes in emphasis, the immigration, defence, trade, and foreign policies 

of the preceding Labour Government. The basic difference between the 

two governments has rather been their opposite views an the role of 

public enterrxise, and this of course has been reflected in the history 

of our public corporations. The Menzies Government, like the earlier 

conservative Bruce-Page Goverment before it, is strongly and emotionally 

opposed to =delis% but it shares the vieu of that earlier administration 

that government enterprise is ethical in developmental fields there it 

acts as a stimulus for private enterprise. The Menzies Government has 

also expressed the vieu that government enterprise is justifiee,rhere 

it is necessary to ensure the operation of a healthy ceepotition in 

certain industries such as airlines ehere the alternative seems 7 .11e1/y 

to be a private monopoly; but it has acted vith considerable uncertainty 

in this regard,and various related events have cast serious doubts on its 

sincerity in voicing such an opinion. Dhether the Government is itself 

Epnuine on thio issue or not, it seems mrtain that there are strong 

pressure groups of private business interests, which exercise considerable 

influence Srithe a2fairs of the Liberal and Countryltuides and which are 

opposed to this concept of the validity of public entexerise. 

However, although the politiea3 parties mAy differ on the role 

of public enterpriee in Australia, they are now in practice unanimous in 

accepting the public corporation as an important instrument of such 

enterprise. Consequently in the absence of effective argument and 
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critical evaluation on the subject at the political level the change in 

Governments has brought few new dewier/merits in the adednistrative 

principles governing the use of the corporations. The highlight of the 

period, from the point of view of public naTninistration, he been the 

enquiry by the Joint Parliamentary Committee of EUblic Accounts into the 

administration of the Australian Aluminium Production Commission. The 

organisation of the Comenwealth Timis has remained a hot political issue, 

but arguments concerning this are based on political and not administrat. 

ive implications, In regard to the other corporations genera14, it 

eight be said that the Menzies Government has carried on where the 

Chifley Government left off : the tread towards uniformity of staffing 

conditions in public employment has been continued, even to the extension 

in some instances of further Public Service Board controls; there htn 

been little or no attempt to restore financial self-sufficiency to 

corporations such as the A.B.C.; and there appears to have been no 

-significant chance in the genera/ relationship between government and 

corporations, the Labour-introduced formula governing/relationship 

between the Treasurer and the Cemmonwealth Bank, for example, having been 

endorsed by the ',resent Government. 

In the latter connection, the absence of any clear guiding 

principle in this country was demonstrated by two eurlimges in Parliament 

during 1954. The Commonwaalth Parliament in the earkv nineteen-twenties 

had examined fully the relationship between the Minister and the War 

Service Times Cot:mission (1), but there are serious doubts as to whether 
post--war 

our EXAMM Parliament appreciates the diztination between those matters 

for which the Minister should take responsibility and those in which the 

corporation has finnl  jurisdiction. The following passage suggests that 

the distinction is appreciated : 
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Question by Senator Henty October 1954) : "aat was (a) the cost 

of land, (b) the cost of the building, and (c) the cost of 

furniture and fittings of the new Ccomanweath Bank in Hobart?" 

Answer by' Senator Spooner (representing the Treasurer): "The 

question concerns the internal administration of the Bank, 

which is a matter for the Bank to determine. However the 

Governor of the Bank has informed me that the total cost of 

the Bank's new Hobart premises was about £1,000,000." 

Yet even so this answer was described by Senator Gorton (Victoria) a 

Government supporter, as "arrogant and uninformative", and. raising" the 

important principle' that since statutory authoritiez use taxpayers' 

funds it is competent for :larfibers of Parliament to ask questions and to 

expect to receive adequate replies. (2) In fact, by personal contacts 

and informal discussions between politicians and corporation heads :, many 

such questions can be answered even though there may not be any legal 

requirement for this. Such informal discussions are more often than 

not the chief means by which ministers exercise their .  influence in the 

management of public corporation affairs - the Governor of the Common-

wealth Bank, for instance, cokes frequent visits to Canberra for 

discussions with the Treasurer enc.')  his officers. Uritil recently, the 

Bank maintained a special private aircraft largely for this purpose. 

Little of the subject matter of these discussions in ever recorded for 

public information, or questioned in Parliament, and Ernest Davies, /LP. 

complained in Professor Robsonte "Problems of Natianalised Industry ,  

that British ministers use these "behind-closed-doors" techniques, and 

the consequent absence of written instructions, to exercise their powers 
(3) 

unobtrusively and at the same time to escape answerability in Parlisment./ 
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Thus it was that, Ilion in the Connonwealth Parliament during 

the debate on the Adjourunent on 23 September 4954, the nethods adopted 
by the Stevedoring Industry .  Board in advertising for staff were 

criticised and debated, Sir Phillip McBride (acting Minister ftrrlabour 

and National Service) made this surprising comment: 

"I can assure honorable members that it is easy for me, and the 

department, to furnish any information required by honorable members 

on any subject, whether in regard to (this) or any other organis-

ation." (4) 

And, moreover, there has been no objection to the 

action of the rarliamentary Committee of Public Accounts in ec=indrig the 

administration of the Australian Aluminium Production Commission -yet 

theoretically this Commission is independent in matters of internal dew.- 

to-day administration. 

It will be remembered that Speakers in the British house of 

Commons have ruled out of order questions concerning s  for example s  the 

affairs of the British Broadcasting Corporation. If such a principle 

were adopted in Australia, it would of course be much harder for the 

Labour Party to accept the public corporation. As it is now, the lack 

of a clear body of administrative principles differentiating the corporat-

ions from ministerial departments removes many of the distinctionovnitch 

exist in other countriea between these two forms of public adminidrlition, 

and as a result Australian Labour sensitivity regarding denkeraticrights . 

is not so offended. 

In retard to personnel policy, the similarity in thinking and 

continuity of action of the two governments is forcefully demonstrated by 
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the extension,by the Liberal-Country I.-rty Government in 1953, of the 

requirement for Public Service Board approval for staffing conditions, a 

device invented by aIabour Government, to the commodity marketing boards 

not previously treated in this way. In introducing the necessary amend-

ing bills (5), ir LieBwan (ac,untry Party - Uurray, Victoria, Minister for 

Commerce and Agriculture) said : 

"It is the policy of this Government, as it was of previous govern. 

meats, that salaries and other remuneration payable to employees of 

Commonwealth statutory authorities should carry the approval of the 

Public Service Board 	 no regulations are required, and variat, • 

ions of salaries and other conditions of employment may be made 

effective without delay rrw.. It is proposed that this should apply 

as standard procedure for all Carmonwealth marketing authorities .... 

I make it clear that this amendment merely provides that the condit-

ions of employment attaching to the porti.uwUm post shall be standard 

in relation to other boards. This standordisation will be watched 

by the Public Service Board itself. That applies to the conditions 

attaching to the post and not to the employee. Within those limits 

the right to engage employees or to dispense with their services will 

be entirely within the discretion of the board." (6) 

In answer to opposition to the proposed change fram the Wool Bureau, Mr. 

Ub , explained : 

the Government has felt unable to grant the Bureau the con-

plate freedom which was desired in this Letter. I ma cure, 

however, that in rametiee the Bureau will find that the system is net 

onerous, and that it willrecoglise that the Government hnn  a 

responsibility to preserve pniformity as between the various statutog 

authorities financed out of moneys raised by the Government." (7) 
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The ramoval of the staffs of certain corporations franancess 

to the Public Service Arbitrator, already mentioned in connection with 

the Australian National Airlines Camission„ was a concession towards 

better business management of the corporations. nowever it cannot be 

regarded as s 	icantly reversieg this trend in personnel matters. 

The corporations were previoual,y more handicapped than the departments 

in that they cane under the jurisdiction of two separate arbitration 

tribunals. The great majority of the staff of Commecemalth departments 

had access only to the Public Service Arbitrator, except by way of appeal 

to the Court of Conciliation and Arbitration (or its successor, the 

Commonwealth Conciliation end ArbitratintiCommiesion). The 1956 legis-

latim (8) had the effect of recognising that the majority but 	of 

the staffs of corporations are members of organisationsehick deal 

directly with the latter tribmal, and it placed the corporations in a 

similar position to departmmats by removing anomalies caused by the 

previous duality of external jurisdiction in the field of arbitration. 

Many of the manures taken by the Lbnzies Government have 

involved a further abdication by Parliament from its traditional role of 

supervising government activities. There is, in fact, ample evidence 

that the Commonwealth Parliament is not orgpnig5ed so as to exercise 

effective supervision over adndnistr_tion of a cotiplex nature, and that 

the annual reports of the corporations, and associated material, are not 

closely studied. For example, a, number of years passed between the first 

critical report of the Auditor-General regarding the &Mfrs of the 

Australian Aluminium Production Commission, and the first serious parliam-

entary criticism on the subject. It has already been shown that the 
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Government secured the right, through the Overseas Teleeemunications 

ZiU or 1952, to approve changes in the international telecosmunications 

network ,of which the Overseas Telecommunications Geerlesion (Australia) 

is an integral part„ by regulation ally. Soreover, the Chifley Govern-

ment's lead in nationalising the Australian sector of the oversea.s oirwaye 

ir)iivintry,  without axy reference of atiministrative &stalls to Parliament, 

was also followed by the Menzies iSinistry in its creation of Commonwealth 

Hostels Limited, an oripnisation which will shortly be considered more 

fully. 

During the period at present eivier discussion, the Labour 

Opposition became torn by internal dissention, and the Liberal-Country 

Fa.rty Government, which seined control of the Senate in 1951, further 

increased its majority in the House of Representatives at subsequent 

elections. in this atmosphere the Government was perhaps encouraged 

to pay less respect to Parliament, and it is the Government's owl back- 

benchers who have glAcna restive and cemplained about this neglect. For 

example, when the Government submitted le gislation in 1957 to replace 

the statutory determination of salaries of members of the Cement -ealth 

Grants Commission by fixation by the Governor-General (i.e. in effect by 

the executive), Senators Laught (Liberal - South Australia) and Wriglit 

(Liberal - Taamnia) protested stron&ly that such powers should be 

retained by the Parliament and not delegatea by it to the executive. The 

broad principle is one of great importance to democratic government, 

although. the ground selected for the protest was rather =wising in view 

of the fact that probably all Comonwealth Parliaments since that which 

legislated in 1911 for the creation of the Comonvealth Bank have 

permitted the executive this particular power, which has been applied to 
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numerous (although not all) public corporations and similar agencies. 

Senator McKenna (Labour - Tasmania) pointed this out in offering 

Opposition support to enable the Government to defeat its own dissident 

Senators and to ensure the survival of the bill. The protesting 

Senators had also claimed that the proposal would rednce the independence 

of the Grants Commission by celinc it more dependent on political goodwilJ 

and the following statement by 	McKenna, in arguing that parliam- 

entary approval of changes in salary was alone of little importance, is 

also worthy of canment 

"talat kind. of assurance of the independence of a statutory office 

is it when the executive government retains the power both to 

appoint and to dismisa There is only one assurance of independence 

and that is the kind of independence conferred upon the judges and 

	 that conferred upon the Auditor-General, which makes his case 

a distinctive one." (9) 

The distinction in the case of the Auditor-General is apparently that 

the Governor-General may only suspend and that disaimull is subject to 

the passing of an address by each House of Parliament praying for removal. 

Of all corporation chiefs in the Commonwealth's history, only the 

Director of the old Institute of Science and Industry enjoyed this high 

degree of protection. However, suspension in a,number of cases has been 

subject to parliamentary nen..t.disallowance. For ming years pest the 
even 

practice of affording/this decree of "assurance of independence" to 
and 

oommissioners/ board members has been vanishing. To my mind, however, 

there is no satisfactory answer as to why this assurance was proposed for 

the National Insurance Ccamissioners in 1939 0  but not for the A.D.U. in 

1932. The former constituted an authority which was little more than a 
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glorified department; but surely the very reasons for constituting 

the latter as a. public corporation were sufficient to make its case as 

distinctive as that of the AnOitor-General. 

A strong hint that the underlying political and economic 

philosophy of the new Government would not favour the continuation in 

their existing fann of publio enterprises whose operations adversely 

affected the profitability of private undertakings was given by the 

disposal of the public interest in Amalgamated Urelese (AustraIasia) 

Limited and Commoaacalth Oil Refineries Limited. in 1952. The Comm-

wealth's interest in these two companies was sold out to private enter-

prise on the typically anti-socialist view that the industries were 

established on a sound basis and were no longer in need of government 

financial support* 

Other practical effects of this philosophy included. 

the disposal of the public whaling industry and the closure 

of the AustralianijbalAng Commission; 

the passing of legislation to restrict Trans Australia 

Airlines in the competition it was providing for the privately-

owned lustralian Vational Airways Pty. Ltd.; 

the prolonged state of uncertaint& In relation to the future 

of the competitive activities of the banking airlines and 

shipping corporations; end 

(d) very recently the Couaonaealth Government 'a unilateral announce-

ment of the closure of the mining operations of the Joint Coal. 

Board. 

These developments will new be considered in connecticawith the various 

corporations concerned; and the new corporations created by the Menzies 
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Government in the developeentalztecl et fields will also 

be examined together with the wasting corporations which have been 

reconstituted by this Government. 

In addition to discussing these essentiany political develop. 

ments in the history of the Commonwealth's public corporations, a number 

of important administrative enquiries conducted during the period will be 

eamarised in greater or lesser detail according to the emphasis attached 

during each enviry to the overA11 principles governing the public 

corporation. The enquiries concerned are : 

that by officers of the regular Public Service concerning the 

operation of publiciy.owned hostels; 

the Royal Comaission an Television; 

the investigation by the Itrliammtary Joint Committee at 

Public Accounts into the edifiers of the Australian Aluminium 

Production Commission; 

the "Statutory Committee" of encluiry into the stevedoring 

industry, and 

the Senate Select Committee an the Development of Canberra. 

Because of those crees.currents and the inability to separate 

them all in point of time, I have found it difficult to determine any 

logical order for the treatment of the various corporations involved in 

these events. However, I have decided to group the relevant happenings 

into the followingbitud divisions; 

(a) Bar4 Creations (i.e. Corporations created prior to "The Case 

of the Aluminium Production Ceumis'sion")1 

(b) Atti.Socialipt Political geanures (i.e. Attempts to limit or 

destroy public enterprise); 
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(0) Eajor Inquiry (1.e. "The Case of the Pileminito Productien 

Ccemissiofi); and 

(d) Recent Creations (i.e. Corporations created or reconstituted 

since tho"Case of the Aluminium Production CormisAorY). 

Lly chief concern is that the enquir-  y listed under (c) above is without 

doubt the major administrative landmark or the period, and that the 

organisation of this section should therefore be so devised as to 

facilitate an enalys.is or its impact on actual administrative develop... 

ments. It is of course too early for these events to assume their 

proper historical sicnificance - in fact, the position of the Comm-

wealth Bank, Australia's most powerful public corporation, is most 

uncertain at the time of writing. 

(a) 	 Creat 

C0112.011,211401 HOSTELS  =TED: 

It has already been shown that (antes pire Airways has 

emerged as one of Australia's major public corporations - yet it is 

registered as a private =many, and the legislature was only required 
for the, buying of shares. 

to find the necessary funds,/ -!ommonwecath Hostels Limited is in an 

even more unusual position, since its creation required no legislative 

backing whatsoever - it was established by executive decision only, as 

its capital assets had already been p.--mvided within an existing departmer 

BY 1950 hostels were beir.g operated by a number of Commessealth 

Departments, r-....cbots? and ITational Service co:Aral:ling over sixty and 

Imizration, Intesior, Poetrnster-Ga)e-rol's, Supply and Works man;y more. 

This divided r.1921agaLent was resulting in unnecessary duplication of 

services, and mssund accounting methods and largo stock losses wore not 
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unusual. Consequently, whilst abroad, liz. &L.. Bland (then Assistant 

Secretary, Department of Labour and rational Service, nnii  son of 

Itofeesor P.A. Bland), examined the methods of government hostel manage. 

ment in Britain and the Zkited States of America; end on his return he 

*ft 'tted a case for the re-orgi3nisatien of Coreacerwealth hostels under a 

single autcnomous authority (10). It is interesting to note that these 

preliminary objective discussions. were handled purely on an official 

level, between senior officers .  of the departnents involved and the Public 

Service Board, the Solicitor-General, the Secretary of the Prime Ilinisteel 

Departwnt, and high Treasury officials. As the matter was not fully 

debated by Parliament and as no rani.sterial otatements were nefle except 

inadecuate replies to questions, it has been necessary to examine depart-

mental files to discover the basis of the creation of this corporation in 

its unusual fortis Even so, Liz. Bleeld's original proposal T.= rather 

drastically altered before the autonomous authority came into being, end 

scgoo conftleien nOW exists as to which was the primary consideration 

motivating its creation. In the follote paragraphs I shall endeavour 

to illustrate the various factors involved but I do not pretend to be 

able to distinguish cause from effect. It is apparent that the various 

authorities concerned in the negotiations were not all influenced by 

identical considerations. I believe, hovever, that one factor which 

playecl a mejor role in the final decision MS the strong public demand, 

which had been encouraged by the carar,aiolinc,,  Liberal and Country Parties 

during their recently successful election AP s y for a reduction in 

the size of the Ceemme..:alth Public Service; and that another was 

Cabinet's desire to find a billet in which to shelve an unwonted Foramen 

Head. 
illand's submission was modified and transuitted to the 

Public Service *Board by :.-1•• Funnel?, then. Seceetery of the De4.:artment 
of Labour and National Service. Summaristxl, the transfer of hostel 
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activities from departmental control to an autonomous authority was 

requested on the following grounds : 

(a) financial methods in the Public Service were unsuitable, 

(b) existing purchasing arrangements were inflexible, 

(c) staffing and administrative methods were also unsuitable. 

Mr. Punnell suggested the appointment of apart-time Board coneistin.g 

of the Permanent Head of the Department of Lebour and National Service 

and two men with wide experience in the catering business, andagaaeral 

manager an chief executive officer. The Public Service Board was from 

the beginning in general ameament with the proposals, claiming that : 

the new arrangments are aimed at obtaining an entirely 

nema approach to management, and  the application of business methods 

to the conduct ef hostels." 

The Board emphasised that success would depend, (utile quality of the 

men selected as co-directors anii  general manager. To a suggestion 

from the department that the Public Service Inspectoral Staff might be 

used to give asaietance to the new 'elect, on staffing problems, the Board 

replied that it did not favour any proposal which might limit the General 

Manager's authority and control in running hostels an a business basis. 

This attitude is in marked contrast to that of aa Thorpe, a previous 

Public Service Comaiesionar. (11) 

In his submisaion, aa Dland left open for further consider-

ation the form of the proposed ornisation -w;iether it was to be a 

registered coopaw or statutory corporation. However he pointed out 

that "the former course has the advantage of being achievable by Cabinet 

and allain'ietrative action alone; the latter would need special 

Ied.slatien." Indeed, as he showed, the former had been aLopted in 
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the UnitedlUmcdcm. It is also interesting to note his argument that 

creation of such an organisation nould 'tenable a reduction of staffing in 

existingDepartments and avoid the present progressive :Increase inevitable 

as Departnents continue to =rend hostel activities." (12) The 

possibility of thus concealing the Commermalth's interest was rut elearIv 

in another v.wr by the Secretary of the Prime it-trvister'sDepartnent, uho 

wrote as followe : 

"The public corporation is the developing concept and the Common-

wealth, cakes uee of it both in its basic form of a body incorporated 

by statute and its very practical form of a nomanitraains concern 

in which the Commonwealth Government is sole or majority shareholder. 

The traditional legal view is that a company possesses an identity 

separate and distinct frem that of its shareholders and an this 

basis it may well be that a company in zhich the Contonwealth owns 

all the shares could engage In activities which the Comnecreealth 

itself or a body corporate created by a Ceemenwealth statute could. 

not carry on. It seems to mei  therefore, to be undesirable to make 

an official overt recognitLea that such a limibedompany is an 

authority of the Commonwealth. By so doing we make it easy for the 

Courts to subject such a company to the 11mitations to which the 

Cc=onwealth is subject. I would think that for the present we 

should aim at the 

 

degree of flevibility. Ut .10 nt ttt 

 

have in mind such a Simple thing as the operation by Qantas 

Empire Airways Ltd. of a service between Sydney and Lord Bowe 

Island which is an intra-state nicht and which the Commonwealth has 

no obvious power to conduct. 
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As previous.1,y mentioned, the Government was at the time seriously 

concerned at reducing the lumber of Camonnealth Public Servants, and 

this mace= probably influenced the form of its decision; it is also 

likely that the Public Service Board recognised that the posal could 

be utilised to satisfy in part the Government's dwand for a cut of 

10,000 in the number of Commonwealth Public Servants. It vrill be noted 

that in the final Cabinet declaim reference was made only to those 

hsotels operated by the Department of Labour and National Service; the 

need to co-ordLiate the divided central of governmat hostels appears 

to have been an original motivating factor, and yet in the ensuing 

procedings this aspect appears to have been overlookxd. Later acka 

other hostels, but not thoze operated by the Department of Works in 

Canberra, were vested in the new Hostels organisation. 

Cabinet made one other major change in the final proposals. 

It appointed Mr. Funne11 as m11.41= chairman of the Board of Director 

of Commormealth Hostels Limited, whereas previous suggestions envisaged 

a partoetime chairman only. Four other part-time directors were appoint. 

ed, including the Permanent Head of the Department of 'migration. 

Mr. H.A. Bland, original author of the scheme, succeeded Mr. Funne11 as 

Pennanent Head of the Department of Labour and National Service. This 

move lends support to the claim made in certain responsible quarters tha' 

the authority was famed to provide a pretext for removing Mr. Funne11 

in order that Mr. ILA. Bland could become Secretary of the Department. 

It is generally accepted that the Government was looldng for 

means to replace certain Permanent Heads of Departments who had served 

the previous Labour administration, by persons whose political affiLiat-

ions it found more acceptable. Mr. Futmell, Mr. aatt. (who had 
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helped. Chifley draw up his banking proposals and MS moved from the 

Treasury to the Chairmmmship of T.A.A.), and Dr. Burton (moved free 

External Affairs to the post of High Commissioner in Ceylon) are 4131 

cases in point. Whether Mr. 	nell's appointment to Ccatncetwealth 

Hostels Ltd. was the motivating factor as far as the Government 111813 

concerned, or whether it was a "happy release" made possible by seizing 

the opportunity to convert the proposed. part-time Chairmanship of the 

organisation devised, in administrative minds to a full-time post isnot 

clear,althougt my research suggests that the latter is the more likely 

possibility. Uhichevar is the case, hoyever, the episode revealsa 

further degeneration in political motives in using the device of the 

public corporation. Nevertheless, I believe that the transfer of the 

hostels to a separate management under Mr. Funnell proved successful fame 

the point of view of commercial efficiency, PTIA  that the hostels are now 
or 

in a sound( financial position than when under departmental control. 

Many officers of the Public Service who had been engegedin 

the administration of hostels transferred to Commonwealth Hostels 

Limited and the discussions concerning the creation of machinery to 

protect their rights of service lent further support to that point of 

view which favoured 
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the establishment of a company rather than a statutory body with 

legally defined pewers, for the reason that there would then be no need 

to publicise the fact that the company was an authority of the 

wealth, and it could be expected to operate unrestricted by legal and 

constitutional barriers. The opinion of the Secretary of the Prime 

Ulnister's Department has already- been referred to. The 

General, ProfeseorK.H. Bailey s  commented that the company was not 

identified in law as an authority of the Cemmonwealth, rhen advising that 

the Officers Rights Declaration Act should not be amended but that some 

less specific way should be found to provide for the retention of the 

rights of Commonwealth Officers transferred to the enploommt of the 

company. (15) 

Following its establishment the organisation was registered 

under Victorian Comperw Darras a private company; its constitution, which 

was incorporated in the articles of registration, had been prepared by 

executive act emly. The comparative ease with which the Government was 

able to remove an important public activity from the normal channels of 

accountability to Parliament opene up many poscibilities in the field of 

the publicly uncontrolled (but perhaps politically dominated) public 

corperationo  possibilities whichshould alarm thovalliebelieve that the 

eesence of democracy is the preservation of lines of responsibility from 

the a&linistration through the Uinister to Parliament and the people. 
The unusual form of 
this corporation, moreover, was shaped in the minds of public servants, 

the so-called "bureaucracy". 
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THE FLAX COMMISSICIT: 

The first legislation creating anew orthodox corporation to 

be passed during the sweorklMenzies regime was the Flax Industry Act 1953 

(15A) - this legislation passed through Parliament almost simultaneously 

with that giving legal form to the Australian Atomic Energy Commission, 

which will next be discussed. In introducing the bill, Lr. McEwma 

(Minister for Commerce and Agriculture) stressed the importance to the 

natinnal defence interest of flax production. Be stated that, during 

and since World War II, flax straw had been purchalmdfrom farmers and 

processed into fibre in a number of mills operated by the Flax Production 

Committee functioning within his own department. The Government had 

unsuccessfully tried to dispose of these mills to private enterprise, and 

now wished to provide a legislative basis for the continuation of process.. 

tee activities under a "goveanment commission". This fann of control 

had been chosen, in the Minister's wards, simply because : 

The Government would prefer not to become involved as a principal 

operator in this production activity." (153) 

The Flax Commission, as it was called, consisted of five meMbers, 

including a Chairman and Deputy that:man, all appointed by the Governor-

General. They were not given fixed terms, but were to had office 

during pleasure, while normal provisions applied for vacation of offices. 

The Commission was financed by Treasury advance to permit the taking over 

of the flax mills, and since the Act provided machinery for the disposal 

of profits, was obviously expected to meet subsequent costs primarily fran 

revenue. It was to appoint its own staff subject to prescribed condit-

ions, while the conditions of their employment were subject to Public 
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Service Board agrpraval. Section 14. (3) of the Act specifically provided 

that "the exercise of a power by the Co -mission is subject to the 

directions, if au, of the Minister". The Minister was also empowered 

to direct the holding of a meeting by the Ccemiesion, to approve staff 

appointments other than under the prescribed conditions, and to approve 

salaries over £2000 p.a. The Ccemission was to furnish an annual report 

and such other reports as the minister required, and the Au.diter-General 

was to report specially to the Ministar the result of each audit of the 

Cc:mission's accounts. 

Apart from a small mill owned by the Western Australian State 

Governnont and operated under lease by a Co-operative, the Commission 

had a national monopoly in its own field. It operated seven mills in 

Victoria. and South Australia. However, it encountered serious financial 

difficulties, due largely to a depressed world market for its product. 

The industry was reviewed both by the Tariff Board and an inter-depart-

mental committee; as a result of the first review, a series of Acts 

was passed to provide for the payment of bounties to subsidise the 

industry, and as a result of the second, the Commonwealth Government 

announced its intention, on 20 November 1957, of vacating the field 

of flax production and closing the Commiesion, after the procesning of 

the current harvest is oanpleted (15 C). 
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11.7,STRALLAIIIITclac uari)mr  	 

The debates an the Atomic bberEor D611  in 1953 oonfixsmd that 

political interest in the relative merits of different types cd'adadm.- 

istrative organisationl was lacking, no matter what group occupied. the 

Goverment benches. The conventional type of carporationwas generally 

accepted almost without (pectic% and the only thorough attanpt to 

evaluate the relative importance of the opposing factors of flexibility 

of managemoat and public accountability of recent-enoughmemoryct the 

time was that carried out, not by Cabinet or by Perliament, but by 

departmntal officials, and which resulted in the creation of an 

tmeonventional cerporatim 'mown as Commonsealth nostels Linated- gas 

has been sham, however, in the final analysis  the formation of tilt;  

authority should poobably to attributed to far less noble and less 

objective reasontags than those originally brought out by the adainistr-

at 	enquiries. The Government was satisfied to revert to the 

orthodox type of corporation for the national atomic energy authority, 

anC in this also some attentienvas doubtless paid to overseas develop-

ments : whereas both the United Kira:Ida and the 'United. States bad used 

a privatelywregistered company for their public hostels administration, 

both had accepted the statutory corporation for atomic energy centre:a. 

In fact the Atomic kncrey Coconiasion was constituted in Novelber, 1952 

and a number of proposals formulated by it were in the Covammenttim htnids 

before a bill ostensibly for its creation was brought down in liarltement. 

In introducing this Bill en19 riarch 1953, 24r. Peale (Liberal. - 

Paramatta, 	"_,Iinister for Supply) referred to earlier tentative 

legislation (16) associated vith the devolopoent of atamic energy 

research in Australia, the remensibilitiea for which had been userettered 
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emongst several departments or were not possessed by ony of them". 

In regard to the form of the new authority, lir. Beale deemed it un-

necessary to say anything by way of explanation except that the 

legislaticn 

eet up the Atomic Eery Carca' =ion and it incluclen 

mew provisions that are usually Embodied in statutes ineorporat-

ing bodies of this sort." 

'Sr. R.G. Casey (,1 fli   ster for aternal Affairs), in supporting the bill, 

ar3ded that 

"The Atomic &lora Coend.ssion has been modelled 	 on similar 

bodies in Great Britain, the United States of America, Canada end 

South Africa, but the measure is based more cloaely on the 

Canadian legislation than any other." 

The Opposition also supported the Bill, and its Leader (Dr. II.V. Evatt) 

made it clear that he considered the secrecy and 8ecurit7 provisions to 

be those rract worthy of ascussion and. examination. (17) 

Thus confirmed in exiatence by the Atomic &orgy Act 1953 (18), 

the Australian Atomic Energy Ccemiseion VMS given the rim/ comnon legal 

status of a body corporate. It consists of a Chairman, a Deputy 

Chaim and cne other member, all appointed by the Governor-General 

for terms not =ceding seven years. The Governor...General is ealpowered 

to determine salaries and to terminate appointments for inability, 

inefficiency and misbehaviour, and except with Lis penaissicn, the 

Chairman is prohibited from engtging in any other paid employment. 

Offices are to be vacated for the usual reasons, and also if a member 

becomes commercially interested, except within prescribed. limits *  in axr 

contract or agreement entered into by or on behalf of the Ca:mission. 
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The proviso here has a significance which will be discussed in connect. 

ion with the Australian Aluminium Productiaa. Ocermission (19). The 

Master is empowered to convene meetings of the Camission, and the 

ComissLon is required to oceiply with any directions he may issue in 

relation to the perromence of its functions or the exercise of its 

pavers. In regard to operations in the external territories of the 

Comaonwealth the l'ilnister's prior approval must be obtained in all 

cases, and before issuing eweli anproval he is required to confer with 

the Minister for Territories. The appointment of Advisory Committees, 

and. the entering into of contracts involving more than £25,000 are also 

subject to ?Jim  oterial approval. The Cannission in required to submit 

annual esthaates of exiv.nditure, and its operating expenses are to be 

met by par 

 

tary appropriation. Tatla an eye to the future when. the iva go ■ 

 

=anemia' production of atomic enerv may become a revenue-produoing 

activity, there is provision Ono for the liinister to decide hew the 

profits of the Commission, if any, are to be applied. 

The Coanicoion is empowered to appoint its am staff, although 

the Act prescribes the basic requirements for eligibility for appoint-

ment. With the Einisteris approval a non-British subject mey be 

appointed; vihile his approval is also required for Staff MOVOTICIlt la 

positions carrying salary of ,C1750 p.a. or hiffiar. As with other 

recently established corporations, the Commissien is required to obtain 

the approval of the rublic SerVice Board for the terms and conditions of 

ezaployment of its officers era employees; while Section 24. of the Act 

repeated that innovation of the Science and Industry Act of I 949 (20) 

by requiring also that ; 
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"The maxbize number of officers reel amployeen of each designatien 

ehose duties are prienrily of on administrative or clerical nature 

shall be a number approved by the Public Service Board." 

Little time was lost in implementing the pmelaions of the Act 

relating to the establislernnt of Advieary Committees. The Annual 

Report of the Cecnissien for the year 1954-55 (21) recorded that the 

Ceemission had received valuable t3cientific assistance both froze the 

Scientific Advisory Comittee and from the Advisory Caneittee on 

Uranium Vining. Thin Report alao recorded the formation of a twenty-

member Business Advisory Group, consisting of praninent industrialists 

end commercial men, together with a leading representative of the trade 

union movement. Thin was broadly similar to advisory bodies which had 

been set up to assist the atomic energy authorities in Britain and the 

United States. The Australian Group was to meet at approximately six-

monthly intervals, and the intention ins that that the Camiselen would 

seek at these periodical reetim,rs the moments ern  advice of the Group 

on its plans for atomic energy development, the promees of these 

scheres, reel their effect on industry. COI the surface the Group apps 

rather too large and heterogeneous, arid its meetings too infrequent, to 

permit forceful assistance and concerted aumestions and criticism. 

Hoeever feuch depends on the incentive end All of the embers to render 

a valuable public service nnd mc;tre time is needed before a sound Jett-

ment can be formed on this question. 

The Aentralian Atomic thergy Commission, which is operating at 

prenent ereler the Chnimen,  ship of Pre:rower J.T. Baxter, is building up 

a large scientific research establishment at Luca  n  Heights, near Sydney. 

It is also active in encouraging, and subsidising by scholarships and 
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other means, research into nuelmuiphysics at other Australian 

thimersities and training institutions. It may logically be grouped in 

that class of corporations seen by Professor ..ebb to require a large 

=sure of antonow for "cultural" reasons. On the other hand, both by 

virtue of its largo exIoenditure of public =ley and its obvious connect-

ion with the Government's reavonsibility for defence s  it cannot be 

divorced entirely from Government control. Hence once again the 

appropriate Yinister is given fairly extensive powers of direction over 

the Coumission's affairs - there Is not even that legal restriction of 

his powers to matters of policy vhich is supposed to exist in the frame-

next of the ideal public corporation, but which in so frequently absent 

in Australia. Once again, in this canpromising of administrative 

principles  lines of responsibility arc confused and consequently a 

heavier burden is placed an the various personalities involved to ensure 

the harmonic= and succeseulvorting of the organisation. 

Pollowing a brief description of the changes which have 

recently occurred or are at present under consideration, for  

rather than nnistrative reasons, in the ormnisation of various 

Commonwealth corporations, it will be sham that these Australian 

custons of carelessly designed legislation and confused areas of 

responsibility have contributed to mismanagement and chaos in the 

affairs of an important public corporation. 

(b) Anti-Socialist Politica:1 Heasures. 

COMEN...11.11211 j.2....2ifEri 1 1-1 

After assuming office in 1949 s  the Uenziesilinistry quickly 

brought down a bill aimed at reconstituting the Board at Directors of 
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the CCIAMOCIMalth Bank. This step was in weer/mice with the view 

strangly held and firmly pressed by all non-Labour Governments since 

1924 that only such a Board could ensure the truly independent and im-

partial management of the Bank. The Labour Ihrty's open host4 l4ty  to a 

Bank Board composed of representatives of the world of big business, 

whose interests almost inevitably IA:WU alien to these of the Party, was 

again in evidence. In the present decade this wide gulf between the 

views of the two major political groups on this issue has, in fact, 

became the only real and lasting point of political interest in Australie' 

in so far as the administration of public enterprises is concerned. 

Thus it vas that the CommonucalthBank Dill introduced by the Menzies 

Govamlnent was twice 	_..ejected by a Senate in which the Labour 

Party held the majority of seats; and Tir. Uensies obtained a Double 

Dissolution of :Parliament as a eansecuence of this. 

During the ensuing election campaign, politic:inns, press am/ 

electors devoted the major part of their attention to the issue of 

Coomumion, nnd the Lienzies Government was re-elected primarily an its 

prtmise to richt this menace. However, although this received little 

if any pdblic notice as an election issue,Lir. Menzies did promise also 

to restore the Comoonucalth 3ank Board as a priority measure if returned 

to Parliament. (22) 

The amending Act of 1951 (23),as it finally passed both Houses 

and received thalloyal Assent, drew quite a. clear legislative distinct-

ion betwesn the management of the Bank, which broadly ranained in the 

hands of the Governor OB before, and the consideration of questions of 

policy, which became the function of the Bank Board. The terms of 

office of the Governor and Lputy Governor were net significantly chanEsA 
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placed the final responsibility directly on the Government itself 

instead of leaving much to the Treasurer as in the 1945 Act; it also 

included provision for written statements of the various viewpoints 

involved in any contentions issue that might arise, obviously to safe-

guard the Beerdfrem possible irresponsible political action in much the 

same way that the &3.C. was intended to be protected. by the requirement 

that ministerial directions should be published in the Annual Reports of 

the Cemaission. Thus, if after frank discussion the disacreenent 

persisted, the Bank Board was 11CAI to submit a formal statement of its 

views in writing to the Treasurer. The Treasurer in turn was now 

required to make a recommendation to the Gemernordaeneral, who was to 

determine the policy to be adopted by the Bank in accordance with the 

advice of the Federal Executive Council. In other rxrds, whereas the 

appropriate ninister is given ultimate authority over policy natters in 

most public corporations, the Minister in this case was required by law 

first to submit his views and obtain the concurrence of the full execut-

ive; for what it was worth, the final responsibility for the Bank's 

policy thus rested with the Government as a whole. After informing the 

Bank of the policy so det 	ds  the mending Act further provided that 

the Treasurer was to lay before each House of thrliammt, within fifteen 

sitting days, a copy of the order ckAeremeing the policy, a statement by 

the Government in relation to the matter on which the difference of 

opinion - arose, and a copy cf the statement furnished by the Bank Board 

to the Treasurer. The 1951 Lot also recuired the Governor of the Bank 

and the Secretary of the Treasury to establiah a close liaison with each 

other and to keep each other fully informed on all matters of joint 

concern. 
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In a further amending Act in 1953 (24), the Menzies Governarnt 

legislated for the creation of the Cozramwealth Traaing Bank as a 

distinct banking institution operating under the Coaergmeealth Bank Boards 

The Trading Bank, v:11:_ich took over that division of the parent Bank's 

accounts previously known as "General Banking Business", was constituted 

a body corporate in its am riFJlt, and tun placed wider the immediate 

control of a General Managers This officer was to be appointed by the 

Governor-General to serve in a full time capacity for a term not exceed,- 

trig seven years; in other respects also his conditions of service were 

similar to those of the Governor and Deputy Governor of the parent Bank. 

The staff of the Trading Bank was to be made avail eble by the Connor- 

wealth Bank frau within the overall Cesinonenalth BnYftr Service, which 
Central Bank Section, the 

already serv..ed also theAlavings Bank and the Note Issue, Rural Credits, 

Mortgage Bank and Industrial Finance Departments. 

The Prime Lanister (Mr. R.G. Ilenzies), who introduced this 

explained that its twofold purpose was to create a separat-

ely incorporated Commonwealth Trading Bank in lieu of the General Banking 

Division of the Comonwealth Bank, end also "to protect the trading bankq 

in so far as that protection can be given by statute, against unfair 

competition from the Conmeneealth Bank." (25) In reply, Dr. :Watt 

claimed that the Government's aim was to weaken permanently the 

"peoples' bank", which from its inee7)tion was intended to carry on 

general banking business. After referring to the provision for the 

appointment of the General Lfanager by the GovernoroGeneral as being in 

effect a pow-er of veto over the Bank Board, he quoted fran the Royal 

COMLiZeliCti on the Bpniring and Llonetary aystems, which had. favoured the 

conduct of trading bank activities an an adjunct to. central banking 

policy. The Labour argument, then, was that clearly the real purpose 
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of the legislation ccias to weaken the Commonwealth Rank oxi its trading 

side comared with the private banks, to subvert and destroy the 

structure of the sank founded by lzbour in 1912 and strengthened by 

Labour in 1945, and to gi.ve an unfair advantage to the private banks. (20 

These exchanges were, in fact, to set 04 pattern for later 

argument on the political level about the future of the Comonlyealth 

Dank, and the 1953 legislation wa.s merely a foretaste of more revolut-

ionary - or fr‘..0 the Labe= point of views, more reactionary proposals 

to come. In 1953, Lb.. BeLahen (Liberal Lowe, 	denied that 

the Government Izas acting at the request of the private banks (27), i  but 

by 1957 the pressure of grivate interests was openly admitted by their 

awn repmsentative. 

Reports of pressure on the Goverment, both from its own 

back benchers and frail private 	Duch as the trading banks, for a 

re-orepnisation of the Commortauslth flank to restrict its powers and to 

maim more difficult any later attempt by Labour to nationalise the 

industry, were current for a number of years; and on Z. September 1957 

the Federal Treasurer (Sir Arthur Fadden) finally announced the Govern

mnt's plans for re.organisatien at a comb:incd meeting of members of the 

Liberal and Country Parties in Fedora rarliment. Details of the plan 

NV= .von. procrin.mt and genv,..rally favourable attention in the dMly 

press (28), but Labour leaders loft no doubt that they regarded the plan 

as being de5igied to bring about the effective destruction of the 

"Itoplez Daniel in the interests of big business. Indeed, en the day 

following Sir Arthur's announcemmt, 1.1r. 	 fors= 

Chairman of the Australian Bankers' Assoolatiaa, ms recorded as having 

said that : 
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(a) the separation of the Calmonwealth Tradiag Bank and the 

Ca:mom:ealth Central Bank wcsild. safeomnd pxlvate banks 

against any possibility of unfair competition frcm the 

Connonwealth Bank; 

(b) that he himself, as representative of the private banks, had 

sought the banking reform at a conference with the Federal 

Goverrgnent in February 1957; 

(c) and that the Government's pi Ails  were in line with the 

representations of' the tracring banks at that Conference. (29) 

Such remarks, of course, lend weight to Labour accusations that the 

present Goverment 's economic policy is loaded in favour of big business 

interests; and there is little doubt that the Co7ernment is subject to 

considerable pressure frau these groups, without whose financial support 

it would have little chance of organising a successful election campaign 

The Government's proposnl involved the setting up of an 

entirely separate institution to be called the Rev 	: Bank of Australia 

to replace the central bank section of the existing bank. This was to 

include the present Vote Issue and Rural Credits Departments. The 

remainder of the present Cecznonwealth Bank grov was to come under a. 

body to be knovn as the Ccamcmealth Banking Corporation. This was to 

include the Cesrpnwealth Trading Bank, the Canuonwealth Savings Bank and 

a now Cainarracalth Development Bank, the latter combining the present 

Industrial Finance and Lbrtgam Bank Departments of the Comnarraecath 

Bank. Each of the three banks under the Banking Corporation was to halm 

separate legal identity, separate anseta, liabilities and accounts, and 

a separate generalimulager. 
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The Government planned to place both the Reserve Bank and the 

Commonwealth Banking Corporatien under the overall control of boards 

fairly aiin.Uar in constitution to the present Bank Board, and the 

formula reconnended by the Banking Royal Cc:emission and adopted in the 

current Ccemonwealth Bank legislation to ensure ultimate Government 

control ves to be retained for both institutions. Thus each Board 

would be required to keep the Government infonaed of its eolicys  and in 

the event of a disagreement the Government Ivoula have power to issue 

directions. Executive management of the Reserve Bank and its depart. 

ments would rest with a Governor, and the Reserve Bank mild have its 

own special staff. In this connection, Sir Arthur Fadden announced 

that existing officers of the Coneuxemelth Bonk would be given  an 
ed 

opportunity to choose rkiether they wish/to transfer to the service of the 

Reserve'Benk or of the Barden' g Corporation. (30) 

The detailed administrative provisions designed to achieve this 

re-organisation of the bank, to replace the existing special accounts 

provisions of the Banking Act with a TICAT eystem of reserve deposits to be 

held by the various trading banks in the Reserve Bank, and to subject the 

Commonwealth Trading Bank to the payment of inceme tax, were included. in 

a aeries of iburteen bills introduced in the House of Representatives on 

2/4. October 1957. The Labour Party announced that it would oppose the 

major bills clause by clause, but most observers at the tire considered 

that the Government would obtain the accessory mejority in both Housca. 

The dovernix.nt „ 	cth  had lost itz absolute 3crate majority, woe hopirk_-; to 

take advantace of the fact that a number of Labour Zenators were absent 

on account ce serious illneso and would be unlikely to vote ea the 

Banking Bills. 
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The Bills penned the House of Representatives where the 

Goverment had a large majority, arid were hurriedly introduced into 

the Senate without prior notice, the Government having previously made 

!MOM its intentien not to grant pairs. In one of the most sensational 

scenes the Senate has lIncen, sick Labour Senators were called into the 

House, and with a full Opposition vote including break-arra,y Democratic 

Labour and Queersland Labour Senators, divisions were called on the fire 

reading and the Dills defeated without even the custanary second-reading 

speech. Press reports of the episode suggest that the Senate Chamber 

took on the appearance of a hospital ,with nurses and doctors in 

attendance. One of the sick members, Senator Arnold, who voted from 

a wheel rthctir, had underome ouroi.cal treatment for a Ivo ipant Growth 
operation 

oidit days before, and tam due for mother/way soon. (31) 

The Government's intention to re-introduce these Banking Bills 

was made knorn in the Governor-General's speech opening the new session 

of Parliament on 25 February 1958. The Bills were re-introduced in the 

House of Representatives on 13 March 1958, end as at the date of typing 

this thesis their fate has not been decided. Dr. Evatt has reported 
Parliamentary 

that the/Letbour Party 	earried a. resolution pledging its irrevocable 

oppositien to the proposals, in the following terms : 

"In the opinion of the party the legislation involves a direct 

attack on and tho organised disecrination of the Catmeeracalth Bank 

of Australia in a way which would impede its Ainctions and destroy 

its usefulness as a trustee for the people of Australia." (32) 

It appears rolli unly that the legislation will pass during the present 

sitting of Parliamnt, and the possibility of a further Double Dissolutial 

therefore esizts. Press commentators, hmever, have voiced the belief 
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that the Government in more likely to favour an oven fight over the 

banking issue at the general elections due late in 1958. Meanwhile 

labour members are suggesting that it is the Governmnt's desire to 

reward the present Treasurer (Sir Arthur Faddm) by arrointing hie 

Chainvon of the Ewer-wed BankingCanmration. It is therefore safe to 

aeg that banking will remain one of the most contentious issues of 

Federal politics for sane tine to cane, and in this absoephere it i 

unfortunately inevitable that censideratlens of administrative 

efficiency must be neglected. 

This phase in the history of the Ccauenueelth's public 

corporations is obviously inccuplete, and emPhasises that no finality 

can be reached in the study of such living administrative organisations. 

I shall now move on to a brief study of other Carxxnwealth corporations 

which have been affected by the political and econaaic philosopty„ 

rather than the administrative minciple, of the Menzies Goverrtaelt* 

rytEVIALIAN  NATIONAL AINLITIFS anas,---zoN  continued:  

Following the unsuccessful attempt of the Labour Govarnment 

to nationalise the internal airlines of Australia, the anti-Labour 

groups made clear their belief in the cantinuatian of private enterprise 

in this field. As with the Commemealth Dank they soubht neonate) 

limit the 'unfair" competition provided by the national airline-- thus 

the Menzies Government concluded a fifteen-year agreamat with 

Australian National Airways Froprietary Limited, then the chief private 

internal operator, which provided for : 

(a) the granting by the Commonwealth of financial assistance, by 

wag of guaranteed loan, for the purchase of new aircraft for 

use by the private compom•in competition with the Gavernment 
airline. 
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(b) the refteing of airercute Charges payable by the can :puny, 

(0 the ensuring of a. substantially equal distribution of airmail 

between the company and Trans-Australia Airlines, 
(d) making Government business freely available to the company, 
(e) the rationalisation of air services in the interests of econopy 

and. efficiency, 

(e) the equitable division of available aircraft between the cweeeny 

and Trans-Australia Airlines, and. 

(g) a guarantee that the Ccestoneealthxr.ould not, in the exercise of 

its various powera„ discriminate against the company. 

The Agreement was ratified 'by, and published, as a schedule to, the Civil 

Aviation (Agreement) Act 1952. (33) In effect the Government had 

forfeited the peoples' right to give their cren collective custom to their 

own airline, and had thus inevitably weakened its financial poisitiaa. As 

in the era of the Brume-Page Goverment, the Labour Onpeeition was 

extremely critical of this weakening of the peoples' assets. Basically, 

of course, the Liberal and Country Parties contest the peoples' right to 

own such an enterprise and its continuation appears to be a matter of 

expediency rather than conviction on the Government's part. This differenco 

of opinion is paramount in Australian politics today, with the consequence 

that there is uncertainty about the future of the public corporations 

involemel. Pew doubts are, hcwever, cast upon the efficiency of the 

Australian National Airlines Commission, which runs Trans-Australia 

and the 1952 Aereement at least appeared to guarantee its 

existence for a further fifteen years. 

The Agreement also provided for the appointment of a. Chairman to 

decide on any matters relating to the review of services where the two 

parties fail to agree. The former Chief Justice of the High Court, Sir 

John Latham, has in this capacity of arbitrator decided some points of 
disagreement. 
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The Civil Aviation (Agreement) Act was accompanied by an amend-

ing Austrelian National Airlines Act (34). For reasons later to be 

revealed by the Public Accounts Caerittee in its enquiry into the affairs 

of the Australian Aluminium Production Ccervisaion (35), it was found 

necessary to modify the disqualification ssovisions applying to members 

of the Air' 'lines Conmission. Thus the amending Act of 1932 made less 

restrictive the conditions under which Ceeslissioners were prohibited from 

holding a financial interest in transactions of the Camaission; and it 

also contained, the provision that the national airline should herceforward 

be subject to all forms of taxation. Other major changes in the financial 

provisions included clauses to the effect that moneys advanced by the 

Treasurer were to becane the capital of the Corsaission, that this was 

repayable to the Commenweal.th at such times and in such amounts as were 

determined by the Treasurer *  and that any profits were to be applied as 

the Minister determined with the concurrence of the Treasurer. In the 

exercising of these political disoretions consideration was to be given 

any advice furnished by the Commission in relation to its financial affbire. 

The position of the National Airlines Ccomission agaix' became 

the subject of public debate and speculation when it became obvious that 

the management of the privately-owned Australian National Airways was 

dissatisfied with the airlines arrangement. airgestions that the 

disposal of the national oipline was under consideration to eliminate the 
major competition a,sp,inst the caepanyls serviee were scarcely countered by 

the Government, and the position was clarified only by the decision of the 

company to sell out. This followed an unsuccessful attempt to persuade 

the Government to set up a Holding Company to co-ordinate fully Australian 

air services, with the various operators, both raiblie and private, funct-

ioning as subsidiaries (36). The interests of Australian National 
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Ainvays Proprietary Limited were acquired by Ansett Transport 

industri'es Tdvi  twit  the transaction being ccmpleted on 6 October 1957, 

and the new cembined airline has been called Ansett—A..T.T.A. The anti—

socialist ;Master for Civil Aviation (Senator Paltridge — Liberal, 

Western Australia) even avfuted certain statements made by P.W. fladdy, 

former Chairmen of Australian. National AinirSYS, in connection with the 

unfair oempetitien of "the solialist airline." (37) Although the true 

positeen is obscured by its as 	with other Ansett enterkelses, 

wee heed should frobahkir be paid to the view that as the previously 

relatively small &watt Aireays had succeeded in bending up a vast 

financial italiire on a lower scale of fares than charged by either of 

the major airlines, there was a relevant difference in the degree of 

efficiency in management of the private airlines. Maw other opinions 

have also been offered, and. I do not pretoad. to Ira= the true position . 

probably there is an element of truth in many' of the assertions made on 

either side. 

Thearever, the overall effect of the constitution of T.A.A. as 

a public corporatien and the subsequent rationalisatien agreement has 

been described to ne by a senior official of the airline in this WV 

that, despite allegations by private interests to the contrary, in its 

relationship to the Covernment (including payment of taxation), T.A.A. 

suffers frcm all the disadvantages of private enterprise and enjc5rs 

none of the advantages of a government department. 

Lletuerihile the Menzies Government seems cceinitted to a policy 

of preservinz both the major airlines, public and private, the justific-

ation being that only in this way can the public receive the benefits 

arising Prom active competition. However this reasoning seems to 
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ignore the fact that any agreement for ratiorealisatien of services or 

an charges, as existed between Trans-Australia Airlines and Australian 

National AireAys reduces the element of true canimtition. 

A new supplementary agreement was quickly drawn up in 1957, to 

effect scoe modifications to the original agreement necessitated by the 

changed situation, and to govern, the relations between firms-Australia 

Airlines and Ansett-.A.Ii.A. during the remainder of the fifteen yeaxe.terra 

of the original agreement (374. However, the basic rationalisatice 

plan is retained. It is for the future to decide whether such an agree-

rent will prove to be arv more acceptable to the private operator than 

(lid the last; aed elect what effect poesibly more vigorous cornretition 

may have on the Australian National Airlines Oarreission. It is Ono 

interesting to speculate on the possible consequences of the return of a 

Labour Government to the Treasury benches. The uncertainty of the 

economic background, and even the very existence of-  public enteriorisea 

in Australia is thus amply deebonstrated; however this can today scarcely  

be construed as a reason for the use of public corporaticns, an it vies in 

the case of "temeorary" activities after the First World War, since 

their staff* are protected by security of employment almost to the same 

extent as are /those in the regular Public Servi.ce. 

AlraiRALIAIT 	Boni) continuee: 

In regard to the continuation of the Ccainceruealth Shipping Ii  

the first important point is that the Shipping Let, which was debated at 

length during the dying hours of the Chifley Government in 1949, and which 

has been referred to in the previouu section of this thesis, was destined 

never to be proclaimed. A reason for this is not hard to find : it vas 

soon rumoured that the lienzies Government was proposint: to sell the Line 
to private interests. In the Meus' of Representatives on 12 September 
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1952, Mr. A. S. Brakefore. (Labour -}jaribyrneng, Victoria) referred to a 

spate of press publicity an the subject in recent weeks, and in repiyin'g, 

Lir. T.'. BhPluck (Liberal - Curtin, Western Australia; Linister for 

Territories) aamitted that, being non-socialist in outlook and firmly 

°omitted to a. belief in private enterprise, the Government was seeking 

an alternative method of operating essential coastal shipping services 

(38). The Shipping Board thus continued in existence under the premiss. 

ions of the National Security Regulations, and the Line was operating at 

a considerable loss. It is agein a. matter for speculation whether the 

uncertain future contributed to any managerial lack of interest and 

incentive; but if this was the case, one could scarcely blerle the 

officials concerned. 

It was at *Ws stage that the vette= varied from that of the 

nineteen-twenties, when the first Cornonwealth Shipping Line vas sold by 

Viscount Bruce. There were no takers an reasonable terms in the 

nineteen-fifties, and the Government eventmlly introduced legislation to 

reconstitute the management of the Line an a. public authority. The new 

Coastal Shipping Commission will be briefly described at the end of this 

section. 

ABSTRALINN STEMIX4M1INDUSTBYBOARD continued: 

Turning new to the Australian Stevedoring Industry Beard s  

various improvemnts were undoubtedly brought about in the waterfront 

industry as a result of the Beard's efforts. galever, it proved unable 

to brim industrial harmony to the industry, and became increaeingly 

during the early nineteen-fifties the subject of complaint and criticism. 

It was frequently described as an unearranted complication in the affairs 

of the industry, particularly by the Shipping =mantes, and after the 

usual press speculation as to the future of the Board, the Government 
4 	.c — 4 i 	 Het4vt4, 4~..rsr4 44-fflwall tr% ronrnTIVO■ 4nfr f Atevcretarly42117 
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This Committee vras appointed on 25 November 1954. and consisted 

of Mr. 3.13. Tait, Q.C., as Chairman and Messrs. F.J.R. Clbson (National 

Secretary of the Australian Council of 0 a • oyers• rederstions) and 3. 

Shorten (President of the Labour Council of N.S.17.) as Members. It is 

usual3,y referred to as the Tait Cesamittee. After an urlusuelly long 

enquiry, it presented an Interim Report on 28 February 1956, and its 

final and comprehensive Report on 7 March 1957. The final Report (40) 

was organised into sections dealing with matters such a.t. the functioning 

of the industry as a whole, the organisation of the labour force and its 

use, discipline, disputes and stoppages*  costs, prof'its i, shiRain,g and 

freights. The first mentioned was included also in the Interim Report, 

a result of Which the Go,renvaent brought down legiala.tion in 1956 to 

reconstitute the statutory authority operating within the inAnstry.  

The Report of the Statutory Committee had, in zeviewing the 

history of the stevedoring industry, furnished a detailed account of the 

regulatory controls operating from time to time, such as the =presentat-

ive Stevedoring Industry Commissicns. The Cannittee then ems:lined the 

1949 leelslation replacing the statutory Comraissian of 1947,   which had 

become inoperative because of the refusal of representative members to 

participate (41), by the non-representative Australiana-tevedorin' 

Industry Board. It concluded that 
rt..... the Board as constituted by the 1949 Act vas sot a task 

impossible of satisfactory fulfilment and the Board.'s failures have 

in no small measure been due to the unea. tisfactory nature of its 

ocrapositione 

and. that 

fi 	 the ill-cons.idered scheme of the 1 949 Act in the dichotomy of 

power as between the Board and the (Arbitration) Ootzet failed to wort 
ftwfieePravi.nrrilly_a (L9.1 
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It is noted in passing that this is rerely the latest of cony well-

informed opinions criticising the legislation of the Curtin and Chifley 

Governments and Implying that too little care as taken in drafting 

administrative schemes appropriate to proposed functions; other such 
Aluminium 

criticisms recorded in this thesis concern the/Industry Act of 1944, the 

tank nationalisation legislation of 1947 end the Ssowy4lountains Hydro. 

Electric BowerAet of 1949. (43) 

The Committee advanced a number of reasons for this conclusion. 

It described the administrative functions vested in the Board as "most 

comprehensive and widespread as mell as being responsible and difficult"i 

yet it found that the Board consisted of a full-time Chairman and two 

part-time 'members, and that the latter acted 9.n consultative capacity 

only° and "attended only occasionally." The result was that in practice 

the Chairman assumed responsibility for the whole of the policy decisia 

Of the Board and the mholo of its adeinistrative work." Moreover the 

part-time members were a practicing stevedore and a Trearanry official, 

and the problem of divided loyalties was recogaiselbythis Ccmmittee as 

by other enquiries before it. The Committee found also that the absence 

of legislative provieions clearly separating and defining the respective 

functions of the Arbitration Court owl the 'Board contributed to the un-

satisfactory state of the industry. Ileny other mmtknesses were found it 

the detailed legislative previsions governing the Board's operations, and 

also in the Board's on administration. llowever the following passage 

served to emphasise the Board's difficulties, and also lands weight to an 

inference made on other occasions in this thesis IVAC're public oamoratiem 

have been required to function in an atmosphere of uncertainty about 

their future existence $ 
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	 at this point we should refer to one of the reasons advanced 

by the Board in answer to severe criticism of its inactivity and 

ineffectiveness in the exercise of the function conferred upon it of 

regulating and controlling stevedoring operations. This was the 

uncertainty it felt as to its own position in view of certain public 

statements and representations made to the Government, and the 

absence of a firm decision by the Government as to the Board's 

future. We were told by the Chairman of the Board that as early 

as January, 1950, he was informed by the Lonister then administering 

the Act 	that he did not expect the Board would continue in 

existence for any length of time, and the Committee also had evid-

ence as to representations made to the Government an several occas-

ions by the principal shipping interests for the abolition of the 

Board. In the circumstances the Committee feels that it is not 

surprising that the Board was handicapped in the carrying out of the 

difficult functions allotted to it by the legiclation." (4) 

The Comeitlee recorded that strong representations were nada 

an behalf of the Waterside Workers' Federation for the restoration of a 

representative authority. These representations were made by Mr. J. 

Healy, who had himself been one of the members who had sabotaged the old 

Commisaian. Er. Healy stated that the Federation no believed that its 

earlier attitude had been wrong, and that it should have co-operated with 

the Commiseion and the Goverment. Nevertheless, the Gorrnittee, in 

recommending the creation of 

. a strong and independent authority which is in a position to 

make decisions for the industry as a whole, to balance the interests 

of the employers on the one hand and the employees an the other, and 

to hold the scales fairly and evenly between them in the interests 
of the efficiency of the industry." 
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set its face against Healy's proposal, in the belief that the Authority 

should, be independent of the interests directly concerned and non-

representative in character. (45) 

The Tait Conmittee AlnOuade definite reccemendations concern-

ing the composition of the proposednewAutheritee It sought the 

appointment of three full-time members, of whom the Chairman should have 

wide general experiaice and proven administrative capacity, and of whom 

the other members should be drawn respectively from the einp. loyer and 

trade union sides of industry but not connected with either shipping or 

steVedoring interests or the Waterside Workers' I:WV:ration. (46) It 

will be observed that this description of the qualifications desired for 

the two other members of the proposed Authority accurately fits the qual-
the 

ifications of/two other members of the Committee making the recommendat- 

ion. Details of the resulting legislation will be recorded at the close 

of this section - in the meantime, it is necessary to refer to the fate 

of the Australian Whaling Commisoion, 

AUSTRALI All IMMO  COLIASMON continued; 
alY IIIIMMI11.1.121•1111, 

A shore-basedTAnaling industry havinr,  been established an a 

sound and stable basis by the Australian Whaling Commission, the Lienzies 

Government decided to dispeee of the assets of the Commission, whose work 

in the ildevelopment-stimulatorn sense could therefore be considered to be 

complete. The Government brought down legislation in 1956 to provide 

for the repeal of the Tthaling Industry Act of 1949, and for the vesting 

of centrel of the Comisaion's business in the Commtemealth in order to 

permit the latter to arrange a sale to private enterprise. Parallel 

legislation provided for the setting up of a Trust Account from the 

proceeds of this sale, to be used to finance schemes designed to foster 
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the develorinent of the Australian fishing industry by private enterprise, 

Lour spokesmen made the by non customary objection that the Government 

had no right to dispose of the peoples' assets, and asserted that a 

Labour Government, -.Then returned to paser,"might not have any hesitation 

in dealing very arbitrarily with a transaction which we consider is of 

the most phony character." Again, the uncertainties of Australian 

politics are reflected in the history of our public corporations. Yet 

the efficiency of the Australian ';shalinc: Cor3.7ission was never in dispute 

and it had returned an average of £200,000 in profits annually, even 

allowing for early growing pains. not concerned with such considerat-

ione, the Government accepted an offer of £880 0000 payable in four annuli: 

instalments_, and the Australian 7:haling Commiseion passed out of 

existence. (47). 

JartIT COAL BOARD continued; 

The Joint Coal Board again came into the news with the 

announcement late in 1957, first, that the Cominonwealth Government in-

tended as a matter of policy that the Board should withdraw from actual 

mining operations and restrict itself to its regulatory functions only, 

and second, that the Conmenwse/th's co-called pertnerin this venture, 

the N.S.J. Government, objected to the former suniDateral action and 

intended to oppose the sale of the Board's assets (48). DetwIthstandtc 

this, the Conmonwealth had its way : while the agreement of 1946 had 

committed each government to consult the other before taking any action 
Coal 

to amend the/ Industry Acts, the Ccamormalth was able to achieve its 

purpose without resorting to legielation. By another means, however, 

the State Government was able to nave a large part of the situation. 
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The Board called tenders far the perchase of its mines and 

the Carmenecalth Government announced the end of its association with 

the production and marketing of coal on 10 February 1958. Ironically, 

in mak:U.1g this announcement the Minister for National Development 

(Senator' Spooner) revealed that there had been only one tenderer for the 

liewstan and Newcem mines, the Electricity Carmissicre of 	, and that 

the dines had therefore been sold to this "State instrumentality" against 

the better judignent of the Commonwealth, which, in accordance with its 

principles, would have preferred to see the mines sold to private 

enterprise (49)* 

There are few competitive industries in which Cconormealth 

Govertiments have bectme engaged fr= time to time where the Ccomemealth'i 

contribution has not been reviewed and either terminated or reformed by 

the present Governemnt, tbere reform have taken place it would seem 

safe to say that these have "eltned at preaenting the public autherity in 

a form generally more acceptable to the privete intereste backing the 

Governmerxt. I shall now move on to an exeminatiaa of events affecting 

the Australian Alurdnitta Production Cormission during the life of the 

present Government*. In doing so *  I shall consider both the lessons, 

and their effectiveness„ of the only major detailed and objective enquiry 

to concern itself with the role of the public corporation in general 

terms to be underteken in Australia during the peetwevar era, an era in 

which the use of this adurinistrative form has been so rapidly expanding *  

ThE ATETRALIAN ALUIRNIOU ZtODWTION CG Z M.1.-SICtI continued: 

The ectablishmeat of this joint Cu:mission by the Ccernonwealth 
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and Tasmanian Governments during the closing stages of Yl'orld War II has 

already been recorded. However core than ten years were to elapse 

before the project was sufficiently advanced to permit the production 

of aluminium Ingots on even a smell scale. Thus it vas that, in introd. 

using an amendingamminium Industry Bill in 1952, Ni. Beale, CommonweaIU 

meieter for Supply, had mildly stated that theproject at ahead 

rather slemly", and also that "the original estimate of the amomnt 

necessary to complete the project was ouite inadequate." (50). lie had 

explained that the Government of Tasmania had been unable to contribute 

additional money, and that a new agrooeent between the Connonereolth and 

Tasmania bna  therefore been drawn up to provide for an increa.sed con-

tribution by the Commonwealth and for a corresponding increase in Common-

wealth representation on the Comrdssion. The agreement also incorporat-

ed certain other changes. 

The amending Act (51) of the Commonwealth Parliament had 

appropriated a further £4,250,000, thus increasing the Ell&are of the 

capital provided by the Cemmonvealth to £5,750,000;  there was no Change 

in the State's contribution. The number of commissioners was increased 

to five, of wheel four were to represent the Commorreealth and only one 

Tasmenia. In fact, however, the second Tasmanian representative contin-

ued to hold office as one of the additional Commonwealth appointees. 

The Chairman vral to ga a Commonwealth representative but the Vice-

Chairman could be either a. Comanwealth or the State representative. 

redbers were now to hold office on such terns and conditions as the 

Governor-general de-tern:Wed, subject in the case of the %meal.= 

representative, to the concurrence of the Governer-in.-Council. 

Other changes end° by the 1952 Act had ieeluned a provision 

designed to safeguard the interests of the State in the event of the 
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Commomealth wishing to dispose of Its interests in the industry. The 

Commonwealth is required to give three months notice of such intentien, 

and if the State raises an objection, then the disposal is not to proc-

eed unless the Ccenonwealth repoys all moneys contributed by the State, 

together with outstanding interest. In this event, the State is to 

accept the payment offered and will then have no further interest in the 

aesets of the Carrii*OiCO on which it shall cease to be represented. It 

is further provided, however, that euch a disposal by the Commenweelth 

Government must be covered by specific parliamentary approval. Pro-

vision3relating to ministerial control were also strengthened, probably 

following same early criticism of the Commission's financial affairs,by 

the inclusion of a section renuirieg the Auditor-General to report 

specifically to the Linister on the results of his inspections of the 

Commission's accounts. 

As with the Uoal Industry legislation, certain sections of the 

Aluminium IndustryAct (e.g. staffing) were vaguely worded to avoid 

difficulties which might arise in prescribing detailed conditions which 

my conflict; 'with State practices. Although :lobe minor ti_htening up 

(e.g. on conditions of appointment of commissioners) was apparent in the 

1952 amenament, the Act was still very much briefer than most other acts 

establishing public corporations. It is Obvious that the Commokuvealth'E 

pert in the administration of this mulertaldng was by now far greater 
an 

than that of the State, and this affords/interesting comparison with the 

Joint Coal Board. The "junior partner" role of the State was reflected 

in the anxiety of its Labour Government to safeguard its own investment 

in the undertaking in view of the known anti-socialist tendencies of the 

Federal Liberal-Country PartyNanlstr, in office at the time of the 1952 

amendments. 
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In November of 1952, the Auditor-General refused to certify 

the balance-sheet of the Canaliselen for the financial year 1950-54 (52), 

and thus set in motion a gradually increasing discontent and public 

anxiety about the affairs of the Caesissicn„ which was to culminate in 

the sensational enquiry of the Joint Committee of Public_ Accounts in 

late 1954 Arta  early 1955. Criticism of the Casnlission's accounting 

system was repeated in later audit reports, which disclosed wasteful 

expenditure and unsatisfactory records permitting neither valuation of 

assets nor preparation of accurate balance sheets. (53) These reports 

themselves were Esiven little attention when tabled in Parliament, 

although lor revelations were to thaw that the Minister for Supply (Zr. 

Bea).e) leod been somewhat concerned about the position existing in the 

affairs of the Commission, and had. independently taken steps to gain a 

full report during 1Z2. By 1954-, in the absence of any really positive 

action at the political level., the possibility of which was of course 

ectaewhat restricted by the very form of the Consnizeion as an autonomous 

public corporation, allegations of fraud and theft were made from certain 

quarters, and the Commission itself called in the Coemonwealth Investig- 

ation Service. 't,hile this enquiry was proceeding newspaper speculation 
in itself 

and criticism of the apparent inactionwas rife, and this/added textahl 

learit no tesell measure to the widespread public anxiety. 

The Inrliamentary Committee of Public Accounts had already 

decided to investigate the affairs of the Commission, but its progrenue 

for 1954. was interrupted by the Heryal Visit and the dissolution of the 

House of Representatives in April of that year* On reassembling after 

the elections, it decided to defer the investigation to permit the 

Commission to complete the construction of the plant and ccemence prod-

uction free from the distractions that would inevitably be associated 
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pith its enquiry'. However, on II+ October 1954., 17.r. Lt.& Banaard, 

the newly-elected Labour member for Bass (TasEenia), launched parlia- 

mentary debate cm the subject with a iterrinna  for a public enquiry. (50 

The Public Accounts Ccxmittee than reconsidered. its rcroarrce„ tani  

decided to becin immediately on its investigation. (55) 

The Camittee has reported that its enquiry into the affrdls 

of the Australian Aluminium Production Ccvnission was of the most 

unusual and exacting nature. It was, for example, faced with an 

emotionn.P4y.tinged atmosphere throtzhout, and had to reconcile violently 

conflicting statements franwitnesses. Altbzether, it examined twenty— 

nine witnesses, and received and examined a total of 177 statements 
examples 

concerninc the subject of the enest_dry. Typical/of evidence taken end 

re-sorted widely in the press were :- 

I. 	The Auditor-General (ar. J. Brophy) charged that 

(a) the Commission's staff was generally unaware of its 

duties, becuass of the absence of written instructicte 

and directions, 

(b) the stores methods were unsatisfactory, and 

(c) that excessive prices had been raid for Goods and services 

especially in Oeals with firms 1h vihich the Ceamismdmits 

own Chairman, Lt?. G.H. Watson, was associated. 

2. 	The General Manager of the Commission (Mr. A.J. Keast) statei 

that workers had no incentive and that they had the feeling 

that the works would never rum, ne attributed much of the 

poor administration to the fact that the Commission was 

located in Melbourne, its secretarial staff in Sydney, and 

the scene of operations in Tasmania. 
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3. 	The former Chief Accountant of the Ccmaiozion (Mr. P.A.Conde) 

listed thirty-two faults in accounting procedure and stores 

control. He stated that "direct ollegationa of malpractice" 

had come to his notice, nna  commented "If a clever 'man had 

set himself out to create a situation imv7hich he could commit 

fraud without being caught, he could not have done better than_ 

the situation that existed at Bell Bay in 1952." 

Professor P.A. Bland, Chnirman of the Public Accounts Committee, was 

reported to have expressed the view during the hearing that the appoint-

cent of the original Commiesion in 1945 as a part-tine body without 

specific instructions wan a fundamental error which made the failure of 

the project inevitable; and Cemmittce Member H... Leslie to have asked, 

Is there a machine to protect us against Goverment Comuieeione?". The 

:40licitor-General, Professor K. Bailey, for his part, was recorded as 

having remarked that the Aluminium IndustrylIct was practically unique 

in its lack of prohibition against membere of the Ceariseion handling 
with 

transactions iscfirms in which they had a private pecuniary interest, (56 

The Public Accounte Com/Me-els findings were published. In two 

consecutive reports, its Teenty-First and Teenty-Second, shich were 

presented to rnrliamant and ordered to be printed on 7June 1955 and 27 

October 1955 respectively. The reports arc of major importance to 

public aalinistretien in this oeuntrj since they not only represent a 

thorou„li attempt to examine the functiming of, and reasaeu for weak.- 

neeees in, the particular corporaticn involved, but also include, in 

relation to this primry consideration, a closer examination of the 

nattnee and character of the etatutorycorpmetion as a device of govern-

ment than has been attempted for many years. In this connection, it 

should be borne in mind that the Coemittee's Chairman, Professor P.A. 
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Bland, (now Liberal llacel)er for '.arrin3ah, N.S.T.) is probably 

Australia's greatest scholar in this field, and his interest and energy 

were reflected throughout the enc2airy. The reports ore lengthy and 

somewhat involved*  but as the C 

 

ttee itself pointed out, this was • LI Vo 

 

inevitable as maw aspects of the enquiry tharucht to be finished were 

later reopened as new witnesses provided further related information 

and points of view - itwes t  for =ample, quite impossible to separate 

coupletel.), questions such as menagement and accounting. I shall now 

attempt to review as briefly as possible the subject matter and the 

conclusions contained in the two reports. 

Twenty-First 
The main body of the*eport opened with a reference to the 

traditionel definition of the public corporation by Sir Arthur Street 

(then Deputy Chairman of the National Coal Board *  United Kingdect) as a 

autonemous non-profit making body created by Act 

of State to provide a monopoly of goods or services on a comeercial 

basis*  ultimately responsible through a 14.9.nister to the Parliament 

and the public, but free from full and continuous Lanisterial 

centrol." 

The Comittee renii  sod that many Australian corporations would not 

conform to all the features in this definition *" and mentioned specific-

ally the lack of ...aliforalt7 in the field of financial autonenzr (57) - 

finance in, of course, the Mill interest of a "Public Accounts" Committee 

In fact, however, few Ccxeelonwealth corporatione operate mortopAy services 

and the recent trend in staffing and other directions has limited free-

dom of action. 	saw public corporations wasting today were not 

created by Act of State, although those could in the strict sense of the 

term be eliminated from a study of "statutory corporations", the 

expression generally favoured in Australi  and adopted by the Caemittea, 
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For all these reasons, the definition quoted in inadequate in the 

Australian situation. Even in Britain, however, Sir Arthur Street's 

definition is not an all-inclusive one : it does not fit the many corp-

orations existing in fields other than the commercial operation of the 

nationalised industries. 

The Committee recorded that : 

"Australia is usually credited with creating this farm of admin- 

istrative argendeationvdth the founding of the State Savings 

Bank of Victoria in i80." 

It added that since then the statutory corporation hAs been used for a 

groat variety of purposes, and that "the form of the corporation is as 

varied as are its activities." The Committee exaneioxIdmany dissertat-

ions on the reasons for creating corporations, and quoted here and else-

where from the writings of the Et. 1km. Herbert Morrison, 11.1 )., who is 

credited with being both one or the first socialists to recognise that 

nationalisation would present grave administrative problems and at the 

emne-time one of the chief advocates of the public corporation. It 

recognised that "Ilre Morrison would have gone much further than we have 

In Australia in accepting the conseouences of the policy of establishing 

such corporations", by allaaing for effective autonomy at the expense of 

a considerable amount of accountability; and concluded that 2 

	 there is wide agmanant among authorities in this field that 

the statutory corporation is the most suitable device for ensuring 

the eoblic managemmt of economic entei„ 	lees, where there is need 

for flexibility in administration, and for independence from close 

political control. These attributes, esaentialfor successful 

business operation, are seldom present in ordbuulyComernment 
Departments." (58) 
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What I believe to be a most important and valid criticism of this 

coaclusion by Professor Webb will be discuzsed at the end of this 

treatment of the Australian Alaniniurn Production Commissien, 

The Committee examined in sane detail the provisions of 

the Aluminium Industry Acts of the Commonwealth Parlinment, and 

noted that the econaw of words with which they were drafted result-

ed, in a failure to prescribe the powers, duties and organisation 

usnally oet out in some detail in statutes creating such corporat-

iCflp. It then analysed the membership and meetings of the 

Commission, amid considered that too few meetings were hold in 

Tasmania (tweatymectinEs up to the time of the enquiry, 	_ 	-- 

kat had been divided between Hobart, Launceston and Bell Bay, 

cempared with twelve held in sydney and forty-one in belbourne), 

and that the works site was neither inspected regularly nor with 

sufficient frequency. (59) 

The opinion ' of the Solicitor-General (Professor N.H. 

Bailey) on the question of the responsibilities of the Minister in 

relation to the Camnission was then quoted. This opinion stressed 

the existence of "a.pettern or systen of constitutional conventions, 

tmderstandings or practices", but admitted that these conventions 

were "by no means firmly established, and leave roan for much 

diversity of opinion." Professor Bailey also noted that that the 

legal 'provisions contrasted with this bocly of conventions and that, 

in fact, they gave the Minister sufficient power to enable his to 

be as fully responsible for the operations of the Commission, if he 

so desired, as he was for the affairs of his Department. Professor 

Bailey also drew attention to the implications of the wording of the 
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Acts which designated the Cearaissioners as "representatives" either of 

the Cceraonwealth or the :-)tate of TaSnInni- 	This wording implied an 

additional channel for political control. The Ccernittee concluded, in 

much the same way as Senator fallen had argued in that Gag:tail 	enquiry 

into the affiars of the Vier Service limes CCX3MiSai013 in the early 

nineteen-twenties, that 

'Although the Minister is not concerned in the normal course of 

events with the detailri of management, it is in part his duty to 

keep in touch with the running of the Corporation, and if he learns 

of actions or defaults that may affect his accountability to the 

Parliament, he should then take whatever action seems necessary and 

is within his powers." 

Thus the responsibility of the Con:mission to keep the Master fully 

informed of its operations was regarded as of the utmost importance, and 

this was stressed frequently during the Report. The Committee added the;  

"These ratters have not hitherto been considered in Austraiie s. 

where practices are less clearly defined than in 	d." 

It is pertinent to note, however, that this responsibility to keep the 

Minister fully and continuously infomed is rarely present as a legal 

requirement in Acts creating public corporations. The question of the 
all these 

intention of Parliament in establishing this corporation was, forlreasoru 

regarded as being of the utmost importance s- and the. opinion as to the 

"constitutional conventions, understandings or practices" was summed up 
by the Counittee 
with the following propositions ; 

"(i) that the establishment by Darliament of a public corporation 

rather than a Departeent of State as the chosen instrument for 

the conduct of a business undertaking implies an intention 

that the corporation should enjoy a substantiel measure of 

freed= fr.= nolitinal direction and riontrnit 



that ilinistcrial control over the public corporation ohould 

be restricted to matters, of general policy and principle, and 

should not extend to the details of management; 

(iii) that in order to promote business efficiency and flexibility 

it is necessary to accept some dero.tion from the complete 

measure of ianisterial accounta.bility to Parliament which is 

insisted on, in the constitutional rwstans of the British 

CommuneIth, in relation to the Department of State".. (60) 

AS iU be shoan later, however, Professor V.:ebb has corrtested 

the validity of the "constitutienal conventions" described by the 

Solicitorr(kneral end accepted by the Committee. I would go further 

in expreasing the view, strengthened by an analysis of Parli.'amertary 

Debates fram the time the Aluminium Production Conznission was establish-

ed*  that in Australia these "constitutional conventions", which were 

designed in large =azure by the Victorian liberals at the turn cc!' the 

century and which were in evidencerin the federal Parliament fruit time 

to time up to the amending broadcasting legislation of 19)1P, have lost 

their claim to ols--tstence by virtue of the fact that the Parliomentary 

tention". on which they are based is itself no longer inavfLed.r.3 -1ce. 

Legislation is drawn up either in Cabinet or the Draftanan'e Office; 

the Minister ntly or may not Give the stock explanation for the ume of 
but 

corporation managtment during the second-reading speech;,/clenpita the 

fact that acerlemic and administrative surveys have cast grave doubts 032 

the validity of this stock explanation, Parlifmr-nt is not interessted. 

During the original debates on the establishment of the ambits= 

Production Commisoion, members wore not lacking who would contest 

Tasmania's riEht to the industry on parochial grounds; others claimed 

quite erroneously that the market would disappear aftor the war. 	There 
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is, however, little evidence of any consideration of the relative merits 

of the alternative forma of edadnistrative organiaatien, Similarly In 

the debates on the 17halirxg Commisalaa, for example, time was devoted to 

the relative oboe% of various States to the industry but not to the 

relativererits of various organisational forms. Yet, since public 

corporations are now so vddely accepted in Australia, there is a great 

need for this question to be given adequate consideration each time a 

new public activity is proposed* If the system of "constitutional 

conventions" is to be constitutional, it is not sufficient for Ilarliament 

meekly to accept Cabinet dictation on the issue. The Report or the 

Public Accounts Committee's enquiry into the AustralLmAluminium 

Itt&retion Cemmission reveals the chaos caused by the neglect of this 

consideration, apparently at all levels (Parliament, Cabinet and 

Etaftsman) in this instance. 

The next matter to be considered by the Committee was that of 

the position of a Treasury Official appointed as &member of the Commiss-

ion, a practice quite commonly adopted in Australia. British and 

Canadian opinion quoted was opposed to this practice, and brought out (61) 

strongly a recognition of the preblem of divided loyalties that resulted" 

Much attention was then paid to the requirements for auditing 

the work of the Commission* Matters considered included a legal doubt 

as to the extent of the application of the Audit Act to statutory corpor-

ations; the refusal of the Auditor-General to certify the balance-sheets 

of the COMIC131011 and the reasons therefor; the disinclinatim of the 

Commission to implement an Internal Auditing Section as requested by the 

Auditor-General; the lack of adequate information in the latter's reports 

to Phrliamont; saw buck-passing of responsibilities between the Treasury 

and the Audit Office; and the need for a different coetercialised avstem 
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of audit arivngements for statutory corporations. (62) 

The next natter to claim the Caumittee's attentien. was the 

question of Ilembere of the Commission having a pecuniary interest in 

transactions of the Comm/ad-en. The very bald and econcetical form of 

the Governor-General's notice of -appointment of Members of the Commission 

which ignored the inference of the Act that such notice should prescribe 

also terms and conditions of appointment, is reproduced in the report. 

This was contrasted with the detailed legislative provisions of other 

Acts .  which specifically included pecuniary interest as a. disqualifying 

condition, and evoked a recommendation that the two Governments -should 

"give consideration to a general review of the legislation, bearing this 

aspect in mind." Here, and at other stages during the Report *  the 

Cesmittee =mined various transactions of the Commission in which the 

Chairman, Mr. G.H. Ciatson, and to a lesser extent one of the Tasmanian 

representatives, Mr. H.B. Bennett *  did have private pecuniary interests. 

On one particular occasion the picture was so confused that the Coramittee 

'found one of the Chairman's companies sub.centracting with another of his 

cempanies which held the original contract, to do a Job for the Comnissioz 

The unsatisfactory finding in relation to contracts. will be recorded 

shortly. In regard to the queStion of pecuniary interest, the. Ceamittee 

found no evidence of criminal practices, but questioned the wietisr  of 

those concerned. It regarded 

	 the holder of ni.ny high public office, such as the member of 

a Ccamonwealth statutory corporation, as being placed in a position 

of trust and responsibility for moneys and property belcnE,ing to the 

public. Such a member should have over Present in his mind an 

appreciation of that trust and should therefore be most scrupulous 
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in bisections, ferswaring other avenues of benefit, however small, 

that may arise fron his association with the corporation. altheath 

the cambers of these public offices are not in the ntrict sense of 

the word public =vents, 	they should... oomnly with the 
tt 

same high standard of condavt as is expected of Imitate servants (63) 

Various aspects of thn management of the affairs of the 

Commission were next examined, and disclosed a sorry spectacle. Weak-

nesses revealed included the geographical divieiaa of the organisation 

between 4ydney, Melbourne, Launceston. and Boll Bey, and other deficienc-

ies in executive co-ordination. There was, for example, an inadequate 

appreciation of the need for wide delegations to the senior executive 

officer working on the site at Bell Bey." The Cemnittee pointed out 

the difficulties involved in a. Commissiaa of part-time men, who met 

irregularly and infrequently and could only devote "the time that rennin-

cd after they had dealt with their ma affairs", endeavouring to assume 

executive control of a major developmental undertaking. It concluded 

that much of the delay in implementing the project could be attributed 
the 

to/lack of a full-time General Manager for many years. The Cammittva 

also considered the lack of teamwork and differences of opinion among 

senior staff members, awl recorded that "the resulting stresses and 

strains seriously affected the efficient and economic menagenent of the 

work:of the Commission". In many instances these differences arose, 

hoeever, because of the refusal of the Chainaan to laydown the functions 

of the staff, a, neglect to which the Committee considered considerable 

blame should be attached. Moreover, in addition to thelmeakaesses dis-

closedat the higher executive level, "there was a deplorable absence of 

foresight and forward planning in the organisation established by the 

Commission in anticipation of full-scale construction." (64) 
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The question of contracte was then considered in relation to 

specific operations such as the Weasel Islands Bauxite Survey, and the 

purchase of thelW. IlLawarra anti the "Unit° crane. Frequently in 
the Chairman's 

these trassactions/ccmpenlea were Involved, and the Ommittee vms forced 

to comment al the lack of candour by  both the Chairman and theSefere, tazy 

of the Commiauien, in fAiling to furnish the full Cemmission with 

details as to the condition of the purelease and elpets of alteration. 

The frequent omission to call tenders was a contravention of the Audit 

Act and Treasury Regulations, which the Committee considered applied at 

that time to the Commission; unsafe ships were bought without knowledge 

of eesworthiness regulations; and there eas laxity in absolvina con- 

tractors from reeponsibilities for brealelowns. (65) 

In re-rd to the accounting eyetem, the Ceemittee examined 

first the estimates of expenditure made by or on behalf of the Commisaien 

and noted that ; 

"The lack of accuracy in the verious estimates of the full cost 

of the project is a theme that runs right through this section 

of the Pe-eert." 

This uorect also demonstrated clearly the neglect or the Cemmission to 

keep the Minister fully informed of its operatime 	*After receiving 
and conflicting 

carelessly prepared/estimates which largely ionored the rapid upwards 
had 

movement of costs and prices during 1551, the IsnieterAmede acme caustic 

commits in a letter to the Commicaion. The Cemmissionts minutes 

revealed some desire to keep information frem the Minister, who event-

ually intimated that he would attend the meetinr of the Cecrriasien to 

be held in AT/mammy 1553, "to discover from the C:rmission tho true 

position." In regard ti,  the task of estimating, hcmver, the Public 
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Accounts Carittee realized the "dilemsa" of the Careriasion in attempt. 

ing to predict price raovements in that period of rapid inflation. The 

history of the Ceecliel31011 113 accounts syetaa was then traced in detail, 

and this brought out the existence of a rivalry for accounts control 

between the General Manager, rho was first appointed in February 1951, 

and the Secretary in Sydney. This was a further demonstration of the 

absence of any definition of staff responsibilities. The Cazraittee 

recorded that the chaotic accounting system, the Auditor-General's 

comments on which had first b 	t under notice the miamanaganent of 

the affairs of theCommis' sion, was brought about by "a sequence of 

unfortunate personal incidents and regrettable ineptitudes", and that 

"the then Causissien, and in ixarticliThy. its Chairman, were prime-Jay 

responsible for -,.xtaitting this fantastic situation to develop." The 

stores system, which had also been adverse3y =canted on by the Auditor-- 

General, was also caramined„ and revealed a further neglect in defining 

responsibilities, an inability, to keep a proper check upon stores, and 

general lack of leadership, vigour, and care in stores work. (66) 

A special analyale was then rade of the various matters raised 

by 	Fr..J. Storey, who Nmar,i then .Acting Chief Ile.j..neer of the Comeisaloas, 

whose allegations resulted in the calling in of the Conmorreealth Invest-

igation Service s  and ihose disclozures to Mr. Pernard finally led to the 

raising of the matter in the Federal Parliament.. kr. Storey had allege. 

that a sum of MO 76,343 had been incorrectly allocated, and press 

reports  of this implied the likelihood of considerable malpractice at 

Bell Bay; he also claimed that a further amount of EC800,000 had been 

spent unnecessarily, The Coinittee, although well aware of mismanages:int 

and chaos in the CarrIssien*s accounting and stores systems, nevertheless. 

found that lir. Storey was eeeble to substantiate his allegations, ona  
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questioned the veracity of certain other evidence he had given. It 

also censured Mr. Storey for his unethical disclosure of information 

concerning the Commission to an outside source without the Ccamission's 

knowledge and 'permission. The final chapter in the Storey allegations 

also received considerable press publicity, and reflects further 

discredit on the Commission itself. Towards the end of the enquiry, 

the Public Accounts Cemmittee received a statement from the Commission 

which impugned the character of Ur. Storey and refuted his claim to 

possess professional qualifications. The Committee expressed "its 

surprise at the failure of the responsible authorities to investigate the 

qualifications of Mr. Storey". As well as the independent enquiry by 

the Commonwealth Investigation Service, the services of a firm of 

comercial auditors were obtained in an endeavour to value the assets of 

the Commission and to examine the accounting system. As a result of 

these enquiries, the Comittee concluded that shortages and thefts had 

not occurred in sufficient magnitude to materially affect the asset 

values as recorded in the book of accounts. Thus Mr. Storey's original 

expression of doubt about the proper allocation of costs, which in effect 

involved an allegation that .£800,000 had been wasted and Z1,200,000 was 

not accounted for, was shown in its true perspective as being due 

primarily to errors and omissions in recordings and to a weak accounting 

eystem. (67) 

The Twenty-first Report of the Public Accounts Committee 

closed with a summary of the conclusions reached during the enquiry.•

5ost of these have been intimated in the above paragraphs, but for the 

sake of clarity the most important are summarised below :- 
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(a) The creation of the Commission as a statutory corporation 

carried with it the intention of Parliament to give it a 

measure of independence; in particular, freedom from 

Ministerial interference in its day.to-oby acW  ni  strations 

The requirement that the Minister was to be kept fuli,y inform-

ed of the operatic= of the Commission "preserved the doctrine e 

of Ministerial responsibility." 

(b) During 1951 and 1952 the Commission failed to keep the Minister 

continurdly informed of its operations, particularly of the 

great increase in the estimated cost of the whole project. 

(c) The tanister for Supply (Mr. H. Beale) rms exonerated from any 

blame in the "chaos which developed at the tell Bey aluudnium 

project." The Committee was "satisfied that the Minister took 

steps towards remedyirt'g weaknesses in the methods of control*" 

(d) The acts constituting the CaalliSaiCa2 did not clearly set out 

the terms and conditions upon which members held their office. 

(e) Mr. GJI. Watson (former Chairman) and Lk.. H.B. Benmtt, # who 

mimed in business transactions as private individuals with 

the COCIMISSiOrl while members of that Coemissi'on,were "not only 

unwise but showed a lack of appreciation of the limitations 

imposed by official practice.“ 

(f) The failure of the original Commission to appoint a general 

manager immediately the site was selecte,d: in 194.9 had thrown 

an insupportable burden on the Chairman and to a lesser extent 

his colleagues. A part.time board could. not effectively 
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manage the activities of the Comaisaion in a period of rapid 

e zponed. on 

(g) "The failure of all concerned to au41Cr.. provision for the pro-

tection of valuable stores and to install effective methods of 

accounts warrants the acrest censure 	 The weal:messes and 

loose practices at Bell Bay left the door open for manipulat-

ins vouchers and for the illegal removal of stores." 

(Ii) Substantial breaeles of the requirments of the Audit Act and. 

Treasury Regulations had occurred. 

(i) The type of audit conducted at Bell Bay during 1950.51, 1951-52 

and 1952-.53 was inadequate. It was not until november '1954 

that the Auditor-General disclosed any details of his earlier 

criticism of the accounts of the Co:mission to support his 

refusal to certify. The Gorimittee regreted that the Auditor -

General did not see fit to give to 1-larliament a detailed indic-

ation of tIie!  seriousness of the CaltliEISICIII ° 13 accounting system 

at an earlier date. The Committee also fait that a typo of 

commercial audit would be more appropriate to a business under-

taking of this kind. 

(j) The Treasury representative on the C 	on owed a duty to 

the Treasury to report the state of accounts. This duty 

transcended his loyalty to the Connicsion to keep his counsel. 

The representative had apparently not seen his duty in this 

( k) The Comminsion deserved criticism for having failed to mike a 

more careful check of the professional qualifications of 
applicants for positions. 
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(1) The position was Anther aggeo.vated by the neglect or lack of 

releinistrative ability of a number of senior officers of the 

Cc:mission. 

The Twenty-Second Report of the Public Accounts Committee 

included a consideration of cortair' matters left over tram the earlier 

report and also further cements on sane quemtions raised but not fi2.13,7 

developed in that report. The weakness of the internal nmegeternt of 

the Australian Alaminium dnotion Coanied.cea has alreactr been proved, 

and I shall therefore deal now only with those'findings of the Twenty—

Second Report which concern the nature of the statutory corporation 

the broader sense. In this connection it should be noted that written 

evidence 'tele taken from Professor Webb during the latter part of the 
sixteen 

enquiry and published as Appendi .y to the Twenty...Second Report; and 

that as a meat the Camittee appears to have had some second thoughts, 

and applied saw reeereatione to the views it had previously accepted 

from the Solicitor-General and other authorities. The criticisms of 

its findings by 14'refesser Webb to be recorded shortly should therefore be 

taken to refer mainly to the Twentveeirst Report, which was the more 

widely publicised of the two. 

Under the heading "Coanizsion or Department : Mat the 

Statutory Corporaticn ileans", the Camittee repeated its earlier view 

that, vbile the corporation had a long history in Australia, there was 

much leas aprireciaticn here of Ito status than in the United Kingdaa. 

As an inustration, it mentioned the matter of Parliamentax7 euestioning,„ 

in which members assume that the Minister is eqeelly responsible for 

department and corporation, and cemented: 
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"If this were so, there would be no point in creating a statutory 

corporation at all; indeed, such action wouldanrely complicate 

the machinery of adminintratim without affording any advantage." 

The Committee then put forward the traditional arEuments for the public 

corporation (including continuity of policy, flexibility in organisat-

ion, freedan in management and elasticity in finance), together with an 

acknowledgement of the australtan trend nary from autonomy In administ-

ration mad finance, brought about by the desire to use corporations to 

Eive effect to the social and economic policies of the Government of 

the day. It also:recognised that some conventional departments 

managed public utilities and business undertaking°, and added that "the 

original conceptions have been departed fran, and the distinction 

between the tuo forms of Government organisation has became blurred." 

The Committee believed that unless Australia was prepared to grant a 

degree of managerial freedom to its corporations "the burden upon the 

Minister will be intolerable, and the objectives sought in creating the 

statutory corporation will not be obtained." (68) 

The Committee then recorded its appreciation of the difficulty 

in framing a set of overall principles that would apply to all statutory 

corporation:J o  and referred briefly to the problem of classification. 

It canaLdered that the Australian Aluainiun Production Ccamission, as a 

corporation producing goods for sale, could most appropriately be • 4 

ed with the "nationalised industries" in the British sense or the 

"proprietary corporations" which in the Canadian sense manage lending, 

financial, commercial or industrial operations and arc expected to 

finance themselves front the sale of goods or services (69). In the 

absence of any such clear statutory definition in Australia, misunder-

standinge have of course been almost inevitable, and the problem of 
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of co13titutin6 a quanta for talcinL', the canseciamt declaim. It mu,  

noted that -althou8h r.+.:c/toonij ye advized the auainiurt i -xviducticsi 

Cati.A:-.zion or hie interents, this ilinintin: woo not MAC aware of the 

I-vatic:in. It reccuamdea that thedizs' troolificotien. provicienu for 
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members of all beards rro  cormissiaaa be standardised, and sucgested 

the provision in the United Kingdom Atomic LYterar Authority Act as the 

most satisfactory of the various statutory provisions brought to its 

notice. The Committee also desired a closer etumination of tho partic-

ular circumstancen of each corporation to ensure that on olivrolu-late form 

of tenure was prescribed (70). 

The Committee also considered further the relationsbip between 

ster and corporation, and commented that while it apprecinted"the 

logica3. force" of the opposing requirements of autonom and accountabil-

ity, it was "not convinced that in actual natrintatrative experience the 

dilemma is insoluble." in the Committee's opinion, it was appropriate 

that corporations like the Aluminium Production Commission &you'd be 

given substantial autonaw. It regarded the obligation to keep the  

Mi ni  ster continually infozmed as the fundamental democratic safeguard, 

and sought care in ensuring that the other specific previsions for 

control do no mare than "permit the neceosary =noise of a defined 

lanisterial control," and do not make the corixxration "a mere facade 

behind which ainisterial control operates unrestrained." In this 

connection the Cancdttee smelt the views of the Chairmen of the 

follaring C:rmccrmalth public corporations P. 

Australian Droadr;astinz; Commission 

Australian 1-1Aima1 Airlines Commission 

Australian Atomic Energy Caxiisaicrn 

Austro..Uan Aluminium Production Ccemission (as re-constituted) 

Joint Coal Board 

Overseas Telecommunications Comminsion (Australia) 

al wiry Mcuatains Itidro.Blectric Authority. 
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uhat it says 	n (73). 

Further consideration was also given to the question of 

appointing departmental officers to the boards of corporations, and the 

Committee concluded that it Was unwise to appoint either Treasury 

&fie-Iris, or officers of the department of the Ninister respanaible for 

the affairs of the corporation. Amongst its conclusions the riablio 

Accounts Committee made the following important comment under the 

heading "Rationale" : 

"We have thought it wise to devote a very great deal of attoation 

to the nature, character and purposes of the statutory corporation, 

because of the confused thinking an those matters that soma to be 

widespread todAy. Unless the status and function of the statutory 

corporation are properly appreciated, the misunderstandings that 

exist are likely to give rise to much embarrassment, not only to 

the statutory corporations themselves, but also to the Parliament 

and the public." (74) 

This, ther4 was the most extensive enquiry into the use of the 

public corporation in this country for a very long tine. Even more so 

than the cavity by the tbon Committee in the early ninetcon-forties, 

this enquiry consciomoy broadened its scope to seek and examine general 
and 

principles uhich should govern the operations of public corporations/to 

maim recomendatione accordingly. There have of course been a. number 

of such enquiries by students of public administration, but these have 

been neglected at the political level. 

Even so, the Public Accounts Cataittee was net infallible. 

The emphasis placed both by the Solicitor-General and by the Committee, 

which followed his views, on the "intention of Parliament" as a factor 

of great importance in any consideration of statutory corporations has 
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already been questioned. lir. Curtin wee no doubt justified in referelial 

to this in connection with the Australian BroadolstingCommission in 

1944. (75), for the special nature of the public corporation MS debated 

at length, both at the time of the creation and of the reconstitution 

of that body. Uere recently, however, Parliament as a whole has givea 

the impression of not understanding and of caring leas, and the question 

of "Par 

 

tary intent" today seams unfortunately to be irrelevant 3 It' 

 

LIld the intent itself non-existent. 

In a criticism of prevailing thouz;ht on the subject of pane 

corporations, and an interpretation of the Twenty-First Report of the 

Public Accounts Ccoarittec, Professor Webb has amplified the entirely new 

point of vim he put forward in his earlier article "Freedom and the 

Public Corporation'. (76) The critician and interpretation were 

offered in two sources, a memorandum submitted to the While Accounts 

Committee during the later pert of its investigations and printed as an 

appendix to its Twenty*Second. Report (77), and a. further article in the 

Australian Journal of Public Aamilxistration entitled "Statutory Corporata 

ions under Review" nnd published following the release of the 

Committee's Twenty-FLrst Report (78). 

In the latter article Webb presented an interpretation of the 

report which was both appreciative and critical, a..-2d at the same time 

shed further ligbt an the confusionerident in current theory and 

practice, lie believed the real  value of the report lay in the broadea-

ing of the Committee's amapiry to include an caamination of the nature 

and character of the public corporation. Prefesaarinaan„ in his new 

role as Ohairman of the Committee, was to be thanked foroxhiing it in 

the production of a document uhichwae of great value to political 

science, rather than a discourse on technical details of accounting 
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procedure; a.d for muDsc—ang in focussing the Epotlight of the enquiry 

on critical weakaesses in the structure of the Coamiesion and its 

relationships with the governmentolespite a strong press campaign draw-

ing attention to the more sensational allegations. Webb's criticism 

concerned the tendency of the Committee to side in its gmvxmlliimed find-  

in an the nature and purpose of the statutory corporation with these 

"romantics" who write of this device as they think it ought to be, as 

distinct from the "realiste who endeavour to observe it, discuss it and 

evaluate it as it works in practice. The Carmittee endansed. L. Herbert 

Horrison's view that the sole reason for setting up statutory corporat-

ions was to introduce freedom and flexibility into management. This 

was Obviously untrue as a characteristic of most modern corporations, and. 

yet many of these were well-justified on different grtands. The 

Ccumittee also obtained and was influenced by an opinion frcm the 

Solicitor-General which referred to "special conventions and understand-

ings" and "the growing body of accepted principles' which %%re expected 

to operate in lieu of clear legislative provisions to limit political 

controls ...Webb pointed out, in the context of wide-spread general 

confusion on the subject, the difficulty in ascertaining the status and 

content of these principles. It was not, he believed in the best 

interests of the statutory corporation itself : 

	 that vague and all-embracing assumptions should be made 

concerning the degree of ainisterial responsibility. That way 

lies uncertainty which is always the enemy of soundrasnagement."(79) 

Vatile the Committee appeared to have accepted this unsatisfact-

ory proposition in regard to the statutory corporation as a species, it 

had nevertheless demonstrated the damaging effects of such uncertainty in 

the case of the particular corporation under review. It showed, for 
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emwsple, that even those most vitally oonoerned were omUhumed as to the 

reason for the appointeent of a Treasury official to the COMMiSBian 

that the role of the Auditor-General in the examination of accounts had 

been the subject of considerable dispute; and that both the Treasury an 

the Audit Office had attempted to prescribe accounting procedures unsuit. 

ed to a business enterprise. Covering legislation prodded the Einister, 

the Treasurer, and the Auditor-General with elaborate safeguards against 

mismanagement of the affairs of the CO1OiSaCC6 Yet these safeguards 

not only failed when put to the test but worsened the situaticn by dis-

persing responsibility.  and by enforainz procedures unsuited to the 

activities of the Commission. Webb 's view was that, throudh its weak-

manes and succeesez, the report highlichted both the need to classify 

corporations according to their function rather than according to 

abstract ond unreal orgwaisational similarities, and also to ensure that 

central controls wore appropriate to the particular activities and thAt  

the ressonzibilitles of the Wnister zere directly related to MI powers 

over the corporation (80). At the risk of same repetition, his opinioes 

will again be referred to with this latter emphasis in Chapter Three of 

this thesis. 

Ms views on the prevailing philosophy of the public corporate-

ion also fomedthe basis for his memorandum to the Public Accounts 

Committee itself. Although couched in mere general terms, their ex-

prescion at this time was motivated by "The Case of the Aluminium 

Production Commission", and it therefore seems awmopriate to record 

than at this stage. 

The Haldane and Bridgeman Committees in the United Kingdaas  

which reported in 1918 nd 1932 respectively, were both apposed to public 
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corporations; and Mr. A. Tavnley (now Federal Minister associated with 

the Public Service Board) has derided those who consider that the Public 

Service lacks qualities of business management. Yet the wide use of 

the public corporation today stens rim the fact that an overwhelming 

majority of scholars, administr.ators and legislators assume that the 

corporation is far mare capable of using bafimess methods of operation 

than a &par-Went, and begin frcm that assumption to examine the many 

implications of creating public corporations. This basic assemption 

was no doubt correct when the cor,?oration was ref.ined in the late 

nineteenth century, but thrt ordinary public serivce has TrinCIP mew 

advances since than. 'Jebb speaks with a lone voice in querying this 

asstnption, which was, of course, also made by the Public Accounts 

Committee in its enquiry into the affairs of the Aluminium Production 

CQUASSZ1/21. Surely it is fundamental to the study of public corporat. 

ions, and of public administration generally, that an asseamment of the 

validity of this assumption should be made the first and major factor in 

any enquiry such as that of the Wane Accounts Committee. 

'Webb gives four good reasons *It the traditienal view of the 

public corporation, as expressed by "romantics' such as Mr. Morrison (81) 1  

"should be regarded with considerable reserve." First, their rembterks 

usually apply, not to publ.ic corperaticns generally, but to that 

particular class of corporations set up to nonage the nationalised 

industries, which scarcely exist in Australia and which present "highly 

specialised problems". Second, they tend"to underrate the level of 

munagerial efficiency which can be achieved in government departments", 

and to =sumo both that public servants are in!,orently "red-tapdsh" 

and."unadventurous" and that there is no need for "flexibility and a 

spirit of enterprise" in the departments. Third, they see the need for 
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a conpranise between the extremes of efficiency in the business seam 

and public accountability as the sole justification for the public 

corwration, whereas in fact the reasons for setting up corporations 

are much more varied, both in Australia and elsewhere. Fourth, they 

assume that the public corporations are by nature more efficient and 

flexible instruments than government departmento, whereas "there are 

many eases where the wry.. enterprise has at different times been managed 

departmentally and through publio corporations, and comparisons of - 

results do not suggest any inherent superiority in the public corporat-

ion" - here ii,ebb referred to the New Zealand railvrays, and expressed the 

opinion that the corporation "is a device by which certain linfi  tations 

of the departmental form of administration can be overcome", but thst_t 

"it is not a recipe for managerial efficiency." (82) 

lie went on to alammine the decline of corporate freedom, his 

views on which have already been discussed in connection with an caviler 

article (83)„ and the various types of contra/ which have been imp=ed 

on corporations. He examined at some length an aspect with which the 

Public Accounts Cecraittee was not much concerned, i.e. the question of 

control over staffing, and concluded that "the general picture is without 

much pattern of rationality", and that, "as with other controls, there is 

both redundancy and inadequacy". He also questioned the idea of const-

itutions/ conventions covenain.  c the relationships with IP-misters, - 

stressing the uncertainty involved; end added that, to avoid repetitions 

of "Ti-IC Case of the Australian Alumin' ion Production Commission",vahi.'ch 

involved such uncertain assumptions, the relationship should be covered 

by deliberate and careful definition, and the Minister's responsibility 

directly related to the powers conferred ori him by lerP-slation. Ile- also 
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referred to the adoption by the United Kin,,Pdcm Porllama of a proposal 

for the remotion of a rarliantentax7 committee,  to keep under review the 

policies and practices of the nationalised int-Mr-tries, and suggested the 

establishment of a similar committee by the Connonwealth Parliament to 

work towards a closer understanding of the place of the public corporat-

ion in the general scheme of govez-nment and to a resolution of the 

problems of control and responsibility. 00 

Vihatever political scientists have to say about the reports 

of the Public Accounts Ceerclttee the fact remains that for the first 

time for many years some of our members of parliament themselves 

devoted time and effort to examining the aaninistrative requirements 

rather than the political results of govvrnment activity and for this 

we should be thankful. In any case„the, criticisms of the report 

raised in the foregoing paragraphs concern primarily the brIsie ratienal-

isation of the corporation - there is no doubt that the Public Accounts 

Committee had much to offer in the way of improving the framework of 

corporations as we know them in Australia today. 

After eleven years of caddiedpx.keparation production of 

aluminium. ingots coemenced at 13011 Da,,v during 1955. Fran the point of 

view of this thesis, wever, the main interest vial be to see to that 

extent those responsible for administrative emenisation have taken 

notice of the findings of the Public Accounts Ccamittee. 

(0 Recent Creations. 

ATZTRALIAN BROADOAVI1TG COLIMItro/ON 	) 
) Continued. 

AUSTR.ALIAN D:ZOADOASTING  ccarim, BOARD ) 

Recent events coneeming the two public corporations 
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functioning in the field of broadcasting do not fit accurately any 

division of the fourfold grouping I am employing for this final histor-

ical ph/we. These corporations have not been reconstituted in any majce 

sense, although their functions have been revolutionised. Moreover, 

whereas political and economic causes led to the changes in certain 

public corporations discussed in sub-division (b) above, the changes 

brought about in these two corporations are due primarily to scientific 

L-nd technological advances. I have included them in this sub-diviEd.cn 

because the major body of amending legislation - the Broadcasting and 

Television Act (No. 1) of 1956 (85) - occurred after the anquit7 dealt 

with in the preceding paragraphs. 

In the field of sound broadcasting alone, there had been 

considerable expansion. The A.B.C.'s independent news service came 

into full operation in 1947, and today there is a large staff of 

reporters throughout Australia; in addition a London news roam is main-

tained for the collection of overseas news items. A further develop-

ment is the series of agreements made with State Goverments and city 

authorities, under ralich these bear part of the coat of financing the 

symphony orchestras set up by the Comaission in all capital cities; 

17hile its conducted concert tours of celebrated musicians have became a 

regular and notable feature of Australian cultural life. 

Since 1946, the A.B.C. has been required also to broadcast 

proceedings of Federal Parliament in Canberra. This development was 

brought about on one of' the few recaanendations of the Standing Casnittee 

to be translated into effective action, by the passing of the Parliament. 

ary Proceedings Broadcasting Act (86). It is interesting to note that 

this Act set up a further Parliamentary Committee, the Joint Committee 
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on Parliamentary Broadcasting, to consist of nine members drawn from 
function Is to 

both Houses. Iti /determine the conditions of such bavaArmats and to 

instruct the Commission an the days when Parliament is to broadcast and 

the House from which the broadcast will be made. In this one direction 

the A.B.C. thus has no discretion or freedom on political broadcasts 

despite the clarification of its general autonomy in this field in 1942 

and the strengthening of this autonomy in 1948. The political parties 

are thus able to juggle important policy statements to ensure that they 

reach the A.B.C.'s audiences. The Beveridge Broadcasting Cammittee in 

Britain in 1949 di a not favour parliamentary broadcasting because it 

believed this would influence harmfully the character of debates, and 

consequently there is no parallel provision in the United Kingdoms 

Main objection to the scheme in Australia,howevor„ hAA  came from the 

A.B.C. itself, which argues that the necessary rearrangiag of programmes 

while Parliament is in session creates grave difficulties and that too 

many hours are being devoted to the broadcasts, thus restricting the 

time that can" be devoted to "serious programmes". (87) 

I7hen the amount of the broadcast listener's licence fee was 

raised in 1953, the A.B.C. requested a return to the old method of 
a 

financing, i.e. by direct payment of/prescribed portion of this fee to 

the Cemmissiaa, with the proviso that school broadcasts and overseas 

shortwave sessions should continue to be financed by grants from consol-

idated revenue (88). However, despite the fact that this recommendat-

ion was not acted on, and that the A.B.C. continued to operate with 

drastically curtailed managerial independence in matters of finance and 

staffing, its operations generally since the 1948 legAslation which 

contributed to this curtailment have been characterised by far greater 
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smoothness and absence of friction than before. I have discussed this 

phenomenon vrith a senior official of the Caumi.ssicri, and believe a number 

of factors have contributed. For example :- 

(a) while maiaagerial autonomy was largely sacrificed in the series 

of Acts culminating with that of 1948, cultural autonomy (in 

the sense stressed by Professor Webb) was actually increased; 

(b) despite the dependence of the A.D.C. on the Government's annual 

budget and its fears of political pressure through Treasury 

supervision, it has actually been better off financially since 

the change; 

(c) the question of personality also arises - the complicated 

relationships between Minister, Chairman, CCelniSSi013, General 

Manager and staff seem to have been managed far more capably 

since Sir Richard Boyer took command in 1945; and 

(d) sound broadcasting has now reached adulthood and maturity - 

it was largely inevitable that an industry which reached into 

almost every home and which touched so closely "the tender and 

dangerous realms of moral, religious, aesthetic and political 

values" (89) should experience a high quota of grovring-pains. 

In his book "Broadcasting in Australia", Mr. Ian K. Mackay, 

Production Manager of the Macquarie Network of commercial broadcasting 

stations, has sketched the history of the National Broaannsting Service 

and made scme challenging comments thereon. This book, which was 

published as recently as 1957, has been received favourably by the broad. 

casting industry itself. Mr. Mackay compared the dun',  Australian system 

of national and commercial servicesonrier government supervision with the 

United States wstem of private enterprise and with other systems featur-

ing one kind of monopoly control or another. He believed that the 
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Australian system was fandamentally suited to the country's eccnanic 

and social needs, and combined the advantages of both other types of 

control with few of the disadvantages. Re traced the background of 

broadcasting in Australia in same detail, and his book represents prob-

ably the only historical literature, for example, on the short-lived 

partnership between the Postmaster-General's Department and the Australian 

Broadcasting Cempany. Other matters to receive his attention N- ..re the 

foundation and objectives of the A.B.C. sand. its management, political 

relationships (including the policy implications of the ministerial power 

of veto in expenditure of emounts in excess of the prescribed figure, in 

this case Z5C00), financing and programmes; while he expressed. sane 

amazement at the daali  ty of control within the National Broadcasting 

Service between the A.B.C. and. the Post Office over pxygraming and 

technical services respectively - he pointed out that the National 

Services in other British countries managed their own technical services 

without difficulty (90). 

The unfortunate role of the Parliamentary Standing Committee, 

which was neither reappointed nor mourned after the creation of the 

Broadcasting Control Board, was also traced, and the point made that such 

a Committee would be well justified to examine the Annual Reports of the 

Commission, but not, as was the case, to interfere excessively in its 

detailed adminis' tration. This view-  is of course behind the recent 

establishment of a Parliamentary Standing Cemaittee in the United Kingdem 

to analyse and interpret for full parliament the reports of the various 

corporations conducting the natienaliaed industries; however the essent-

ial limitation in function was not brcujat out by Professor Bland in 

recommending the establishnEnt of the caemittee system in Australia, and 
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the consequent neglect to reconcile carefully the terms of reference 

of the Standing Committee on Broadcasting with the principle of 

autamesy on ubidh public corporations are supposedly created led in 

large measure to the failure of the Committee. 1k. Mackay also - 

• believed that a triennial review in some detai2 of the operations of 

the Commission migbt be of value, and that the A.B.C. itself would 

welcome such an investigation as a. means of informing Parliament and 

public of its achievements and its difficulties (91). 

Although an expert on broadcasting, houever, Mr. /lackey made 

no claim to be apolitical scientist, and there are seine technical 

ambiguities in his work concerning mattersubich are incidmatal only to 

the main theme of broadcasting. Nevertheless these ambiguities are 

important hem the point of view of this thesis, since they serve to 

emphasise the confusion both in terminology and constitutional practice 

ubich exists uithin the broad field of public enterprise. For example, 

Mackay was unhapgrin his choice of a description for the British 

Broadcasting Corporation. Because this "has never been a state' 

derartaent and its employees are not civil servants" it was an organis.- 

ation "which many wrongly regard as a state-owned service". (92) To 

him, the British system was therefore sceething quite apart from the 

"state-owned" systems operating in various other countries. He then 

went on to argue that the National part of the Australian sjstem was in 

a similar position to this scheme of statutory corporation control, but 

he was unable to maintain this distinction consistently. In other 

parts of the book he called the A.B.C. a "semi-govezemreat department", 

rta commission answerable to Parliament through a designated Minister", 

and even a "government instrumentality"; and the overall system a 

partnership between the state and private enterprise. It is not clear, 
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however, how the national seat= can be part of the state and the bode 

operating it completely divorced from the state. Moreover, a distinct-

ion in species was suggested between thentn-state Commission" andithe b 
Contr91 Beaeds  which was apparently regarded as merely a Government 

agent (93). Eespite differences in function and degree of ministexial 

direction, from the point of view of the political scientist both are 

public corporations, and the public corporation is after all merely one 

of the three posnible alternatives for 	magng state activity, 

the others being the ordinary departnent and the local authority. The 

weakness would appear to be that in his early isolation of the B.B.C.eU3 

an organisational species and his subsequent attempts to relate the 

A.B.C. to this, Mr. Mackay failed to distinguish between the state as 

the collective entity of citizens and their governing organs, and govern-

ment itself, which is merely the executive of the elected parliament. 

There is no question that both the B.B.C. and the A.B.C. are port of the 

machinery of state, the only point of argument being the degree of 

managerial separaticti frac the gpvernmlont. This of course is the crux 

of any stucly of public corporations. 

The major developnent in this field has been that of television. 

The report of the Royal Commission on Television, released in 1954, 

reccumended the introduction of television services on a similar basis 

to broadcasting cervices, i.e. with parallel national and commercial 

networks. the report pr oopsed that programmes for the National Tele-

vision Service should be provided by the Australian Broadcasting 

Commission, with maaibership increased from seven to nine, and with the 

same safeguards against political interference as in the case of 

broadcasting. This Royal Ccemission announced its acceptance of 
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evidence concerning the special position of public corporations in the 

British Commonwealth and of "the generally accepted principles" which 

apply to then and Ihich, in so far as they rolate to the necessity for 

securing the independence of such bodies from direct political control, 

have special application intim field of broadcasting (54). 

The only immediate change in the related corporations was the 

addition of two part-time members to the Australian Broadcasting Control 

Board, which already conzisted of three full-time members, by the amending 

Broadcasting Act of 1954. (95). This increase was designed to facilitate 

the hearing of applications for licences to conduct television services. 

The part-time appointments were made by the Governor-General, and there 

were certain machinery amendments to ensure, for example, that a part-,time 

member could not become Chairman. 

To a large measure, the Government gave effect to the recommend-

ations of the Television Royal Commission in the Broadcasting and Televizaa 

Act (No. 1) of 1956. (96) This legislation, which took the form of 

amendments and additions to the principal Broadcasting Act 1942-54, 

provided for the establishment and conduct of both the National. Television 

Service and the Ccemercial Television Service. The functions of the 

Australian Broadcasting Commission were enlarged to embrace the provision 

of proommes over the National Television Service, with the Postmaster-

General's Department being required to provide the technical services as 

with the National Broadcasting Service. In his second-reading speech on 

the bill, the Bostnaster-General, (lir. Davidson, Countcy Party - Davison, 

Queensland) explained that the Government had carefully considered whether 

the increased responsibilities would warrant an enlargement of the 

COMMiS3iCals  and had caw to the conclusion that, because of its experienced 
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staff and proven competence in the field of sound broadcasting, there 

was "no need to change the fundamental basis on which the Commission has 

been established over the years." Even so, there was one important 

change in the A.B.C.'s constitution. It was to consist of seven part. 

time comaiesioners as previousiy, but the practice of appointiag 

"departmental eanniesioners" from the Treasury and the 1ostmaster-Genera1'a 

Department was discontinued (97). In effect, two new Commissioners were 

to be appointed to replace these departmental coemissioners, amd it is 

morth remarking that, althoegyt no specific reference was made by the 

Binister to the Report of the enquiry of the Committee of Public Accounts 

into the affairs of the Australian Alundnitra Production Commission, this 

ehange was in accordance with one of the important recommendations 

contained in that report. 

Other relevent provisions of the legislation included : 

(a) the deletion of the statutory prescription of salaries of 

cemmissioners, which were still operative at the 1942 rates 

for the Chairman and Vice-Chairman and at the 1932 rates for 

the other members, in favour of the customary vesting of the 

power of salary fixatice in the Governor-General; 

(b) the vesting in the recently amlamml Central Board of the 

responsibility for ensuring that technical atandarde of all 

television as well as broadcastir;etations are satisfactory, 

and that "adequate and comprehensive programmes" are provided 

in the public interest by the cemnercial stations; this legal 

limitation of the Board's power overA.B.C. programmes to 

technical matters only was a significant development, although 

this limitation had in fact previously been Observed in 

practice; 
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(c) the setting out in detail of the obligations of broadcasting 

and television staticms in regart to the transmitting of 

political matter on an equitable betas, and within these 

limits the confirmation of the A.B.C.'s discretionary power over 

the inclusion of political and contre -aersial subjects in its own 

programmes (old Section(1) renumbered Section 116); 

(d) the application of the same principle of financing that applies 

to the National Broadcasting Service i.e. payment of licence 

foes into Consolidated Revenue, followed by departmental-type 

estimating and appropriation - to the Television Service; 

(e) the increase of the amount up to which the A.B.C. can incur 

expenditure without Ltimisterial approval from £5,000 to £20,000T1 
the amount of salary which can be paid without Ministerial 
approval to £2,500 p.a.; and 

(f) the repeal of that part of the principal Act providing for the 

appointment of the Parliamentary Standing Committee an 

Broadcasting. 

With television as with broadcasting, the non-labour parties seem committed 

to the continuation of a system of cempeting public and private enterprise, 

and there seems little likelihood of the A.B.C. being disturbed by those 

political forces which have affected corporations such as the Whaling 

Commiszion and the Shipping Board. 

During the parliamentary debates, a number of matters of 

interest to the study of public corporations were raised. To mention a 

few examples, Dr. Evatt strongly expressed the view that the Pe.rliammitary 

Standing Committee should be reconstituted to ensure that television should 

be "put beyond the bounds of a mere partisan nroject", but did. not atttaupt 

to show how this Committee could be made an effective instrument. lie also 

criticised the Government's proposal, for which he considered no reason had 



been given, for the exclusion of public servants fr.= the A.B.C. These s  

he believed, had. an  important role to play as "watchdogs of the public 

interest;". Be also desired to see the constitution of the A.B.C. changed 
had 

so as to include a. resident of eadh State. If he/read and digested ther 

views of the Joint Committee of Public Accounts, he chose to ignore its 

findings (98). Mr. L.C. Haylen (Labour, Parkes, I1.S.1L) made it clear 

that the Labour Party, or at least some of its influential memters o  VMN5 

still thinking of complete nationalisation of the industry (99); wesile 

Ite. LA. Leslie (Country Party . Moore, Western. Australia) referred to 

what he considered to be anomolies in the relationship between the A.B.C. 

and the Broadcasting Control Board, and expressed the view that the latter 

should have clear powers of regulation over the former equal to those 

possessed over the commercial stations, and that it was wrong to bring 

"two separate corporate bodies under one legislative enactment", (100) 

Despite such suggestions the Act passed.sithout sa ilor amendment of the 

administrative provisions and any changes along the proposed lines are ea. 

matter for future Gavernmehts to decide. 

To bring this historical treatment of Australian Ceumenweellh 

public corporations up to date, it remains only to refer to the new 

corporations recently established by the Menzies Government. The major' 

new corporations are the EXport Payments Insurance Corporation, the 

Australian Coastal Shipping Commission, and the Australian Stevedoring 

Industry Authority, which were created during 1956, and the National 

Capital Development Commission, created at the close of 1957. The lest 

three named, it will be observed, all represent a continuation in modified 

form of earlier public corporations, although in the case of the Natimma 

Capital Development Commission over a quarter of a century had elapsed 

since the closure of the earlier ftderal Capital Commission. 
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provide for a schane of insurance designedto stirmalate exports by protect-

ing the interests of the producers and traders involved. (103) In 

introducing this legislation, Mr. lialkan (Minister for Trade) advised that 

many other countries had provided public authorities for this purpose : 

for examele, the United Kingdom had an "export credits varant ee depart-

ment responsible to the President of the Board of Trade " (vzhi.ch is itself 

today purely a ministerial department despite retention of -the traditional 

title) rand Canaria  had an 12  export credit insurance corporation operating 

under the Minister for Trade and Commerce". Justifying the proposed 

adminis' trative organisation, the /Waster stated that I: 

"A primary aim, in framing thc bill, was to provide roacimum autoncew 

for the insurance authority, consistent with the neceseary measure 

of Government control over broad policy. It is therefore proposed 

that there should be a statutory corporation, independent of existing 

government departments, under the control of a single oonmissioner. 

The corporation will be responsible to the Parliament through the 

Master." (104) 

The CoriaLssioner was legally constituted a corporation solo, and a 

consultative council of ten members was provided for the conveyance to 

the Commissioner of the views of exporters, rnanufacturers, -trading banks 

and other commercial interests; this council was "not to becane involved 

in the management of the corporation". 

The administrative details of the le51.slaticia ancrest, at least 

in part, that the Coveznment may have been influenced by the Report of the 

Joint Committee of Ealic Accounts on the Aluminium Production Cceraission, 

although the Minister made no reference to this in his secorid reading 

speech. The bill attesnpted to clarify in legal ternel the relationship 
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between the Minister and the corporation, end in doing so incorporated. 

some novel provisions. With the intention of clarifying the Minister's 

position and removing his influence from a large area of the Ccrporatients 

operations even extending to policy, it provided, first that he should be 

kept informed of decisions (=matters of policy, and second, that his 

prior approval mas required only in connection with policy matters under 

three heads, viz: 

(a) the classes of insurance contracts that might be entered into, 

CO the nature of the risks that may be covered, and 

(c) the undertaking of liabilities in relation to trade with 

particular. countries. 

In cases coning under these heads the corporation vs to make recomnend-

ations, and in the event of disagreement s  was then to endeavour to reach 

an agreement with the Minister; if such 	anent ues not reached, within 

a reasonable time, then the Lanister vine to determine the policy to be 

followed. The Minister's approval was net required in relation to any 

particular insurance contract. 

Thus vie see in the first corporation created since the Public 

Accounts Canmittee's J,eport on the Aluminium Production Commission an 

attempt to tighten up the wording and remove auldguities in relation to 

the control of the Minister. The actual wording obviously owes much to 

the Caumenwealth Dank legislation of 1945, although it had taken many years 

to see that the well-considered opinions of the Banking Royal Ccmmission 

might conceivably apply to other public corporation's. Only Lk'. Crean 

(labour - Melbourne Ibrts, Victoria), while debating this clause in 

Committee, neAe any reference to the probable relation to the Report of the 

PUblic Accounts Committee; however, he believed : 
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that anybody who thinks he can simply cut the Gordian Knot 

that binds what might be called day-to-day administration on the one 

hand and policy on the other is attempting the impossible; and to 
eleven 

suggest that the matter has been clearly defined in clause / of this 

bill, as the Minister did, is merely to play upon words". (105) 

Some other Labour speakers congratulated the Government an planing beyond 

doubt the ultimate authority of the Linister and of thus endorsing Labour 

policy on public corporations; but although the Einister'e supremacy was 

emphasised in the manner described above, it applied only to a limited 

number of clearly defined subjects. Mr. Tar. Kewley took the more 
this 

accurate view that, because of/limiting of the area of ministerial power, 

the Corporation was actually an exception to the recent tendency to stress 

accountability at the expense of independence (106). 

There were no other administrative innovations in the legislat-

ion. The Commissioner is appointed by the Governor-General for seven 

years, and his appointment may be terminated for inability, inefficiency 

or adsbehaviour. Conditions of vacation of office are generally similar 

to those of other recent corporations, while the disqualification on 

account of financial interest is especially framed so as to exclude mere 

share-holding in companies under contract to the Corporation. This pro-

vision was 	derived from the Public Accounts Committee Report. 

Provision is also made for the appointment by the Corporation of a 

Principal Executive Officer, while the usual power is given to the Public 

Service Board to approve terms and conditions of employment of officers. 

Payment of salaries in excess of £2500 p.a- is subject tordmisterial 

approval, as are appointments of non-British subjects and persons who ore 

not e4ysically fit or who have not subscribed an oath or affirmation of 
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allegiance. An initial appropriation not exceeding £500,000was to be 

paid by the Treasurer to form the capital of the Corporation sand subseq-

uent loans are provided for, but basically it is intended that earning* 

should eventually cover expenses. Accounts are subject to inspection by 

the Auditor-General, while an annual report of the Corporation's 

operations and quarterly returns of liabilities are required. 

THE AUSTRALIAN COASTAL SHIPPING COLtaSSIali. 

In introducing the Australian Coastal Shipping Commissice Bill, 

Senator Paltridge (Minister for Shipping and Transport) referred briefly 

to the fact that the Commonwealth had been unable to dispose of its 

shipping line on satisfactory terms, and that, as the line was still 

functioning under the authority of the National Security Miming Co-

ordination) Regulations, the Government desired to place the "mode of 

operation... on a more satisfactory and permanent basis". (107) The 

legislation provided for the appointment by the Governor-General of a five 

member Commission, for staggered terms of appointment in the first 

instance and later terms of five years. The Governor-General, who was to 

fix rates of remuneration, could terminate any appointment for inability, 

inefficiency or mismanagement. 	The Act also provided specifically for 

the appointment by the Commission of a. General Manager, who was to be 

Chief Executive Officer. It also repealed the 1949 Shipping Act, which 

had never been proclaimed, and accompanying legislationprovided for a 

type of nationalisation agreement with the private shipping companies 

operating in coastal waters. (108) 

As with the 

 

Payments Insurance Corporation the legislat- a• 

 

ion establishing the new Cc:emission followed the recomendation of the 

Public Accounts Committee in regard to the statuse a member who 
becomes personally interested in a contract entered 
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into by the Commission. As suggested by the Carmittee, the provisions 

in this regard, were modelled on the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 

Act 1954 (109); in fact, the less restrictive pc:U(4y in this regard was 

taken further than in the British legislation, in that a:norther who merely 

held shares in cannon with other members in an incorporated company of 

not less than twenty-five members, but had no other active interest in 

that compaRy, was not even required to disclose his interest. The 

liinister made special reference to the fact that this provision had result-

ed fran the recent investigation by the Public Accounts Committee, and " 

during the committee-stages of the bill, Senator ;right repeatedly 

requested that the proven defects of the Australian Alminium Production 

Commission should be borne in mind (110). Unfortunately, however, such 

references are feu and far between. 

Also of interest is the stated intention of the Government of 

"placing the Commisaion as far as possible in the same position as a 

private operator of ships". (111) Reversing the current trend, the 

legislation was therefore drafted with a view to giving a very considerable 

degree of autonomy to the coamissian, and the Minister's powers were 

correspondingly less than in most modern corporations. However he held 

two important powers: namely, to approve of freiEht rates, and to direct 

the Commiesion to establish services in the public interest, subject to 

reimbursement to the Commission of losses incurred on such services. 

Unlike other modern corporations, this Commission is not required to seek 

Public Service Board approval for terms and conditions of employment of 

staff. It is required to pursue a policy directed towards securing 

revenue sufficient to meat all its expenditure and to pay a reasonable 

re tarn on its capital; and when approving freight rates, the lay:Lister is 
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required to have regard for these obligations. Its ships will normally 

engage in inter-state tries  although on special occasi  one they might go 

overseas; however they are constitutionally prohibited from intra-state 

trndi ne. 

THE AUSTliALIATI STEVFIJORING INDUSTRY  AUTEIORITY.  

The form of the new Australian Stevedoring Industry Authority, 

which was created by the Stevedoring Industry Act 1956 (112), follows ' 

very closely the recommendations of the Tait Committee, which have already 

been discussed (113)6 It consists of a Chairman and two other members 

who are selected train the employer and employee sides of industry but in 

no sense representative of the shipping interests and trade unions directly 

involved. All three members now serve in a full-time capacity and are 

appointed by the Governor-General for terms not exceeding seven years. 

Rates of pay• are fixed by the Governor-General although it is possible 

for a member of the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission to be appoint-

ed as a matter without further remuneration, and without vacating his 

position with that Commission. The Authority, which in a body corporate, 

has a narrower range of functions in the stevedoring industry, and these 

are more clearly defined than was the case with the Board which the 

Authority replaced. These changes werecbsimed. to rerove confusion about 

the location of controls and to prevent overlapping between the owners, 

unions and the Authority. 

The stevedoring organisation continues to be financed from the 

levy on man-hours worked by waterside-workers. Its accounts are subject 

to inspection by the Auditor-General, rho is required to draw the 

	ster's attention immediately to any irregularity discovered. An 

Annual Report land any other irrformation requested, is to be furnished to 
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the Minister, who in addition, is given certain specific powers such as 

approving movements of staff in poaitions c1 ofIsified at over £2000, 

approving various classes of expenditure in excess of £10,000 and leases 

exceeding five years, and declaring that an emergency exists in a 

particular port. 

The Authority is empowered to appoint such officers as it thinks 

necessary and these officers are to constitute the "Service of the 

Authority". Howler, conditions of appointment are laid down in the Act, 

which further provides that the terms and conditions of employment of 

staff, as determined by the Authority, are subject to rUblic Service Board 

approval. Further, the Authority is brought in )tree with the C.S.I.R.O. 

and the Atomic Energy Commission by the provision (Section 15 (8)) 

requiring Public Service Board approval for the total number of aaministr-

ative and clerical personnel to be employed by the Authorityl It is 

known that the inspection staff of the Public Service Board, in examining 

this aspect of the Authority's organisation, found that no serious staffinA 

review had been conducted by the stevedoring organisation, either in its 

present or earlier forms, since its first establishment during World War 

II; that there was a need for improvement in various office procedures 

such as delegations; that sane of tho senior officials had rather out-

moded ideas about their roles as administrators; and that the Authority 

would benefit by having certain of its senior officials attend the 

administrative training courses conducted as a feature of the Public 

Service proper. This recalls the traditional justification, frequently 

aired in the establishment of public corporations, that their organisat-

ional pattern is inherently better equipped to implement efficient pro. 

cedures than the public service departmost; and also the apparent sense 

of achievement with which the theaChairnma of the Australian National 
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Airlixi&nnission wrote in 1956 that, inter Alin, his organisation had 

engaged a part-time administrative consultant -uith the task of emulating 

the work of orEpris* atics and methods units within the regular public 

service 

THE NATIONAL CAPIT.AL DEVELOWENT  caffictssial. 

Finally, in introducing the National Capital Development 

Gotani,ssion Bill in 1957 (115), Mr. A. Fairhall (Liberal - Paters°.  

Minister for Interior and Minister for Works) referred to disappointments 

and criticisms in regard to the progress made in developing Canberra as a 

worthy capital city, and also to the Govermment Is decision to transfer 

• the Central Offices ; of the Defence Group of Departments from Melbourne 

to Canberra during 1959. To implement the latter decision, he added, it 

would be necessary to undertake a developarntal programme of considerable 

maoltude; and in seeking to provide the best possible administrative 

system the Government had therefore paid close attention to the findings 

of a Senate Committee of Enquiry into the Developneat of Canberra, which 

sat during 1955. 

This Committee hadcevoted sane time to a consideration of 

various possible types of administration for the National Capital. It 

took evidence frcm a number of authorities who favoured the "Conraission 

type of administration", including Sir John Butters, the former Chairman 

of the Federal Capital Coraraission, and representatives of the Canberra 

Chamber of Commerce and the Canberra Division of the Institute of 

Engineers. It also heard Mr. L. Withall (Federal Director of the 

Associated Chamber of Manufacturers of Australia) describe the authoritat-

ive coomission" as 
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. the sort of authority which is justifiable at an early stage 

of affairs but mhich could be reasoned, as being totally undemocratic 

at a later stage of affairs;" 

and Sir William Dunk (Chairman of the Public Service Board) express 

the view that there was no reason why departmental administration could 

not sueceed, given a clear authority to make commitments. The Committee 

was referred also, in connection with the desire of the representative of 

the Canberra Chamber of Commerce (Mr. R. Rawe) to have a commission 

consisting of four nominated and four elected members, to the unfortunate 

experience of the earlier Federal Capital Cemmissiaa with elected members. 

The Committee's judgment was that : 

"From the point of view of getting a job done, however, there seems 

to be little argument about a commission's ability". (116) 

At this stage the Committee's report f'urni'shed proof, if this 

was still needed, of the large area of confusion surrounding the use of 

the public corporation in Australia. The Parliamentary Committee of 

Public Accounts,, which had very recently reported on the affeies of the 

aeatralian Aluminitea Production Commission, had recognised that Australia 

had a long if uninspiring history in the use of statutory or public 

corporations, and it had obviously included the large variety of boards, 

commiealons, corporations and similar authoritie within this category. 

In thus weighing the pros and cons of commissien as opposed to departmental 

orgenisation (apparently Without any full and adequate examination of the 

implications of the course it proposed) *  this Senate Conmittee on Canberra 

Developaent had used the heading "Bvidence Recannamling a Commission". In 

the very next section, and apparently under the impression that it was now 

considering a third and completely distinct species of ;alio authority, 
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it used the howling "Evidence Recommending a Corporation". The 

Committee's meaning became soree.7.hat clearer when it reported that "a form 

of administration which is relatively new to Australian thought, but 

apparently very effective in England, is that of the new town type of 

corporation." In giving evidence before the Care/ttee Professor Towndrow 

and others had advocated the creation of an authority similar to the New 

Town Corporations eleich had been developed in post-war Britain. In 

Dritish literature on public .administration„ however, these are accepted 

as being, with the incorporated, boards and ecninissionz just another form 

of the same species of public authority, i.e. the public corporation. 

The terminology used by the senate Committee, however, suggested that its 

membera were not familier with the broao. concept of the public corporation 

(117). 

The Senate Committee concluded that the development of Canberra 

"should be given over to a centralised authority with powers similar to 

those of the Snowy Mountains ITydro-glectric Authority," under a single 

controlling commissioner "with full executive powers under a minister for 

State holding a separate portfolio for Canberra Development." (118) 

Even the latter part of this cenclusion demonstrated the inadequate under-

standing of public actrdnistration by the Committee, for the suggested 

gppointment of a 	ter with the sole duty of holding accountable an 

authoritative commissioner confuses the principles bath of ministerial 

responsibility and of the public corporation itelelf. 

In his second reading speech, Ur. Fairha.11 announced that the 

Government concurred in the need to provide a single "powerful and 

competent commission charged with the responsibility for planning, develop-

ment and construction of Canberra", to replace the existing division of 



powers between the Departments of Interior and Works. Unlike the 

earlier Federal Capital Commission, the functions of the new body were to 

be developmental only, and it was not charged with detailed administrative 

duties of a municipal nature (119). The Government igparel the suggest-

ion that a separate portfolio of Canberra Development should be created. 

Concerning the actes1 constitution of the Conmission, Mr. 

Fairhall advised that : 

• "The commission will be constituted by a comissimer and shall be a 

body corporate. The oommiasioner will be assisted by two associate 

• commissioners appointed by the Governor...General. These associate 

commissioners will be required to CAVD such advice and assistance to 

the commissioner as the coemissionar requires, and shall perform such 

duties as the commissioner directs. The period of appointment shall 

not exceed seven years, but, of course, commissioners and assistant 

commissioners will be eligible for reappointment." 

The form of the commission MB tiTUS to be similar to that of the Snowy 

Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority. The Lanister then gave insignificant 

attention to the detailed administrative provisions, which he dismissed 

as "normal machinery provision in a matter of this kind." He added, 

however, that provision is made : 

.....for the resolution of any difference of opinion between the 

Minister and the Commission on Letters of policy so that, once acme  

in this important field, final authority is not taken out of the bands 

of the Government. Finally the provision of funds by Annlml  approp-

riation and the obligation of the coemission to present an minim',  

report and financial statement to each House of Parliament offers 

ample opportunity for the House to keep under close scrutiny the 

performance of the Coundivdone" (120) 
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Up to the time of writing the main claim of the Naticnal Capital 

Developaant Candasion to public notice has been the offer by the Camaro. 

wealth Government of appointzaent as Camtd.ssioner, at a reputed salary or 
£6,000 p.a., to Itr• A.W. Knight, Tasmanian Hydro-Electric Carmissiaser, 

and the consequent political "storm in a teacup" (121). Pollotdng heated 

protests by the Tasmanian Premier and prcsdnent gummiest figures in 

same other States concerning such "pirating" by the Commonwealth of State 

officials, the Tanzanian Government eventually increased Mr. Knight's 

salary as Ifydro.Electric Cannissioiaer to £7,000 p.a. to make him reputedly 

the highest paid of all officials working xnder either Ccencarealth or 

Tasmanian Covernments• Mr. J.W. Overall, formerly a public servant 

comaring the post of Director of Architecture in the Ccemammealth Depart-

ment of Works, was then appointed to the post of National Capital Develop. 

sent Canzissioner• Up to the time of writing the two associate 

camaissioners have not been named. 

It may safely be concluded that the debates on this and other 

recent public corporation legislation show that not enough attention has 

• been paid by members of Parli.ament to the "landmark" Report of the Public 

Accounts Caamittee in oonnection with the Australian Aluminium Production 

Coninission• It seems fair to cament that although this Report gave 

quite inadequate attention to the basic justification for creating public 

corporations, it did demonstrate that the administrative framework, or in 

other words the body of detailed provisions which members of Parliament 

pass over so lightly., has a lot to do with the success or failure of the 
of 

organisation concerned. This essential less al/ "the Case of the amain. 

ion Production Commission" has not been widely appreciated, nor have the 

Aluminium Industry or Audit Acts been emended as suggested by the 
Camnittee. Even so, although there has been little evidence of any basic 
reorientation of thinking  concerning public corporations, sane individual 
improvements seem 
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to have resulted from the work of the Public Accounts Cannittee. 

The various Cannonwealth departments and corporations existing 

in the Silver Jubilee Year of 1926 were listed in Section Two (C) of this 

thesis. Excluding the non-corporate agencies grouped loosely within the 

departments themselves and also the group of commodity marketing boards, 

there were then ten departments and nine public corporations. Today, 

after another thirty-odd years of overall administrative growth and of 

centralisation of power in the Coamonwealth goverment, particularly during 

the Second World. War and the subsequent period of reconstruction, the 

following twenty-five departments under ministerial control (i.e. excepting 

the five snail "parliamentary departments";and'seNenteen major corporations 

(excluding the marketing and allied primary produce boards, and internat-

ionalorperate, udicial bodies) exist : 

Ministerial Departments. 

Air 	 Navy 

Army 

 

Postmaster-General's 

Attorney-General's 	Primary Industry 

Civil Aviation 	Prime Minister's 

Custcms and Excise 	Repatriation 

Defence 	Shipping and Transport 

Defence Production* 	Social Services 

External Affairs 	SuP1334" 

Health 	Territories 

Interior 	Trade 

Imraigration 	Treasury 

labour and National Service 	Wotks 

National Development 

•Arrangements are currently being made for the absorption of this 
Department within the Department of Supply. 
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Public Corporations. 

Australian Aluminiun Produertioa Commission 

Australian Atomic Energy Commission 

Australian Broadcasting Commission 

Australian Broadcasting Control Board 

Australian Coastal Shipping Commission 

Australian National Airlines Commission 

Australian National University 

Australian Stevedoring Industry Authority 

Commonwealth Bank 

Commonwealth Hostels Ltd. 

Commonwealth Railways 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 

Joint Coal Board 

National Capital revelopneat Commission 

Overseas Telecommunications Comodssion 	Australia) 

Qantas Empire Airways Ltd. 

Snosy Mountains Uydro-Llectric Authority 

The growth in the number of corporations may not have kept pace proport-

ionately with the growth in the number of departments. limmaver, in 1958 

as in 1926, the public corporations occupy a large and important sector 

of the public administration of the Commontealth of Australia. EUblia 

corporations also play an important role in the public administration of 

the six Australian States - but that is outside the scope of this survey. 

There can be no real conclusion to this historical survey, for 

the public corporation is a living device of government, and as far as can 

be predicted today, it is here to stay. The device will therefore devgalop 
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as it applied to new purpoees and as politicians of various political 

Parties play new roles. in the legislative process. Maur scholars of 

public administretion, among them FtofessorP.A. gland, Sir Frederick 

Egglesten, 	Kewlqy and. Ftofessar'ebb, have ohoun„ there is a 

great neod in our cemplex modern society to think out clearly the 

implications of the public cor,oration, and to apply without fear or 

favour the results of tkis thir3idng. Only in this way can we hope to 

develop a really efficient system of public administration. 

We have created public corporations so that the hindrances 

associated with normal methede of accountability can be avoided. Having 

created them, we have imeediately set about inventing alternative methods 

of aceoTmtability which of course bring with them new hindrances. In the 

normal department controls are mercieed by the anister„ the Treasury 

and the Public Service Doard; and the Al7Aitar-General is also involved. 

Vie have alrea4y seen that the same agencies now exercise controls over 

public corporations. The theory of the public corporation sumests that 

we are etill trying to apply in the nineteen-fifties a set of principles 

which was appropriate to the eighteennineties; but the world, and 

public administration, have changed a lot in the interim. 

Kewley wrote of the rer.orts of the Public Accounts 

Committee's enquiry into the Aluminium Production Ccianiesion that they : 

tt 	represent someth547, of a landmark in the Eevelop.ent of 

thought about the statutory corporation in Australia if only because 

they reveal some of the consequences of the failure to profit from 

Australia's long and varied experience with the statutory 

corporation". (122) 
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To summarise, it might be said that there is a graduallyonv.:1-81,,ng 

aoareness of the implications of our previoualy haphazard thin1-  dna on 

the pr.oblem„ and that our scholars are doing a great service in borin' 

out these implications. flu 	ever, in the Australian political climate, 

our leslator.o, with some notable enweptions as revealed by the work of 

the Public Accounts Committee, have not the inclination to =mime 

meticulously the 

 

aspects involved. The task 110W is therefore Ft 

 

surely to attonpt to reduce all the 'maw relovent and often codLicting 

considerations to a few simple propositions which can be readfly 

appreciated and understood. 
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Kewleyta work has dearest:rated conclusively the trend sew from the 

emphasis on autonomy, with a. few recent exceptions, towards emphasis 

on accountability; this trend is apparent in the terms of appointment 

of members of the gemerningtedies of corporations, in provisions for 

the exercise of ministerial control, in staffing and in finance. I do 

not wish to duplicate the work of Mr. Keelw in this direction, and 

will therefore consider the auestion of analysis of trends in statutory 

provisions on3y in so far as it affects the problem of classification. 

lath few exceptions, those who havo examined the functioning 

of our public corporations in recent years have pointed to the need for 

a major reorientation in our thinking an the subject. Present practice, 

as has been shore in this thesis, is frequently confused and inconsistent, 

and even where definite trends are apparent, the administrative 

provisions often seem no longer appropriate to the purposes for which 

they are intended. Yet nest of the critics are content to point out 

the difficv/ties — it is of course much harder to find the answer to 

them, and Professor Webb has performed. &valuable service in this 

direction by leaving the detail to others and himself suggesting a new 

assessment of those old assumptions by which government activities were 

classified as being suitable either for administrrtion by a conventional 

department or by a public corporation. This original approach appears 

to owe something to his close acauaintance with relevant experience in 

New Zealand, where public corporations have found far less favour than 

in this ccuntrYW.It is on this note that / desire to canclude this 

thesis. 
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The argument of this final chapter trill be divided into two 

broad aspects*  namel,,7 why public corperations have been created, and the 

question of classification. In the first of these aspects I shell 

endeavour to draw some general conclusions concerning the role of the 

public corporation in dustralia„ and also the various arguments asivenced 

and their validity*, the constitutional position* and the question of 

efficiency. In the second. I ,favliv  consider various studies made 

concenaing the question of cissnification and attempt to evaluate their 

usefulness in the .kkustralian situation, in the belief that this is an 

essential first step in restoring order to our thinking on the subject 

of public 001TOratiOTIS, Once again,. however, I have found it impossible:. 

to sepomte the two aspects compaetely. I wish to draw particularly, 

inrrty disucasion on classification„ on the work of Ltr. DX. Chester in 

England end Professor Webb in Australia, end in each case this questio*i 

has been closely related to the wider question of rationalising the 

corporation. Licreover, arky consideration of "purpose" as a moans of 

classification must relate to this broader question. 

Iltby Australia has at_etili2 corporations; 
41•60.0.066oke*..-71.000TAILIO 

In my iliszeron submitted to '..;he University of %mania at 

the close of I 954 for the cenvxd of the Diploma of Public Administraticn, 

attenrpted to find an =veer to the creation "Qhy the PtIblic 

Corporation?", in so far as the Comnoarrcalth Parlment was concerned. 

Sumarised, the reasons I was then able to discover primaxvily from en 

analysis of ministerial statements were as follows : 

A. Parra at mcsiatrment copied from evitnii :yr  institutions, either in 

private enterprise, Australian States, or overseas countries. 
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B. Freed= from political interference, 

G. 	To permit greater flexib' ility In management than normal public 

service methods will allow. 

D. Inadevacy of Parliament as effective iostrument of supervisicia 

E. To allow participation of best brains in executive management*  

F. To preserve continuity of policy. 

G. To permit representation of non-governmental interests in 

eaccutive management. 

I. Need for single authority to replace dual or multi-control 

systems. 

I. To overcome constitutional restrictions and facilitate cons 

operation between the Commonwealth and State Governments. 

J. To facilitate operations as a branch of an inter-national 

organisation. 

K. Provision of independent judicial or quasi-judicial authority* 

L. Continuation of previous form of management, and. personnel, 

after nationalisation. 

li. 	To overcome legal restrictions by concealing the interest of 

the 'Cram'. 

A table which I then prepared to illustrate boa these reasonings had 

been applied to the various corporations is included at Appendix r of 

this thesis. 

I concluded at the time that the arguments advanced could be 

divided into two groups, namely : 

(a) those (A,and G to )L) which apply for obvious reasons in 

special circumstances (e.g. as a consequence of Federation), 

and which may or may not be orraplementary to the other group 

of arguments, and 
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However, the belief that such activities would have a short life has 

proved erroneous, and moreover, maw for more temporary activities have 

been organised since as departments of the regular public service, for 

example the Department of Post-War Reconstruction end numerous other 

short-term departments operating during the Second Weald War. 

In the latter connection it is interesting to note that until 

recently the Caancrerealthis RA)lie Service Act provided for the appoint- 
f or 

ment of a "Provisional See-vice" to allow/such "provisional activities" - 

yet it was not at any time caasidered necessary to make use of this 

provision. Commenting on its deletion in the amending public Service 

Act of '1954 Sir Eric, Harrison stated that the provision had been intended, 

to provide "for the establishment in time of need of a temporary service 

with temeorary departments", but had never been used during the thirty-

to years in Nehich it had had legal force because when temporary 

structures -awe needed governments had preferred to create statutory 

authorities to deal with particular matters or - during the war - to 

establish other special-purpose authorities lemeler the National Security 

Regulations. (5) 

A further reason I would now add is perhaps not for removed 

from the frequently expressed general desire for freedom frcm political 

interference - however the context le more specific and the need for 

corporation management frequently greater in such circumstances. The 

Australian National University was, for example, manifestly unsuited for 

departmental of aLei etration for amongst other things departmental officers 

ere specifically pturabited from publicly criticising or cementing on 

actions of the government. As far as I am aware this point has been 
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Of perhaps more relevance o the present search for a means 

of rationalising the public corporation was the impreseion gained that 

there would be justification in arguing that a close aasociati.on with 

the public service midit not be appropriate to an organisation dealing 

on such a large scale with private contractors such as the Kaiser-Walsh. 

..rini-ilaymond Group fro= the United States. Most obso-rvers agree 

that the distrust of the govenxaent department in the United States and 

Canada has been a potent factor in the extensive use of public corporat,. 

ions in those countries; it has also been one of a. number of factors 

operating in the United Kingddea. It may therefore well be that the 

desire to present the various private corporations concerned with a 

controlling authority organised on lines similar to their ONV42  end free 

from the expected unpopularity of a government department, may have bad. 

something to do with the selection of the public corporation as the 
if 

eater' iistrative form in this instance. Even/so, however, responsible 

statements have shown little evidence of such thinking. Another 

impression formed was that of a clear tendency in Australia, whether 

conscious or unconscious, to use public corporations for localised. 

activities. Thus, for example, the development scheme in the Snowy 

Mountains, the aluminium industry in the Bell Bay region of TonmAni  

and the shore-based whaling industry at Carnarvon in 17estern. Australia, 

have all been entrusted to public corporations. This is not to Gay 

that all public corporations are localized, for the organisations of 

the Commonwealth Bank, the Australian Broadcasting Commission and Trans-

Australia Airlines, extend to the remotest corners of Australia. 

However there are as yet no converse cases of Commonwealth departments 

being concerned with localised activities, although Dr. Evatt, in a 
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the Iloadane and Bridgman Comittees reported in the British context. 

likecrise in both countries, other committees of experts have tizea. the 

traditional arguments about greater efficiency in the confraeleiss3. sense 

in recommending the creation of public corporations. The Ac Land 

Ceereittee„ frees snow 1918 report the British Forestry Ccomission was 

derived, is a case in point (10). I believe that it is largely as a 

result of the deliberations of committees of this persuasion that these 

traditional is end, in so far as Australia is concerned, once undoubtedly 

valid — aronents have beocce entrenched in the philosophy of democratic 

government. However, I also believe that such. caeraittees have 

generally failed to give adequate recognition to the fact that the 

activity they were considering was cmcerned with the bun:urea of 

public acifsinistration as much as with. the particular industry or 

technology with which they were familiar. To the extent that they are 

observed, the nrinciples governing the use of the public corporsstion are 

'basically eirailar in all democratic countries; end in supped of res 

contention that these traditional assumtions need reassess, I cannot 

do better than to repeat two provocative queztions posed in 1933, in 

relation to the administration of Britain's public utilities, bzr LarshaU 

Dimock, the American scholar who is now Professor of Politicses1 Seism° 

at the LI-riversity of Chicaso. Dimock s described by Prof.essox- Webb 

as being one of the Trealistcu  as ditiuct frock one of the "rar.stntics" 

who write about public corporations (11). The first of these passages 

is contained in his concludins remsrks about the :British Ibst Office, 

the second in hie general appraisal of the trend towards ve-stinE; control 

of the newer services of state in the "public utility trust " - he used 

the latter term consistently to describe the bodies generally krrovas 

today as public corporations. The relevant passages are as follows 



(a)  "Candid observers have been ready to admit that the Post 

Office has many qualities which business firms lack and which 

they would find difficult to acquire 	such as the high 

standard of education and the fins traditions of its officials 

. An official of the National Institute of Industrial 

Psycholo&v, &few* having made comprehensive irrvestigations in 

the Post Office end in Inany private and. public utility conoerns, 

conauded that' Business houses ought to follow .the. example of 

the Post °trice An it methods and the. Post Office ought to 

follow the examele of business laousesin zaIcth the best of 

itself!, (i.e. in seleal:2.nalwle,) and public relations). May it • 

net be 7)ossible .that Civil. Service pet-sonnol and methods plus 

cemmercial advertising 'and technique ...... ui produoe the 

future's most effective form of public service enterprise?" (12) 

(b) "As a result of experience, it may be found that the public 

utility trust is too far rtenoved frets Parliament to be effect-

ively criticised and controlled in matters relating to 

impertant financial end labour' policies. This form of organ-

isation is exposed to the pressure of interest aroups, with 

the result that log-rolling and personal influence are hard 

to avoid. An appointed bocV, with no constituency to wine' h 

it is effectively responsible, will be in danger of a dulled 

sensitiveness to public needs unless it is honestly and 

carefully chosen. Szataries, fees and overhead costs that the 

average person would consider too high cannot be effectively 

prevented. Moreover, the creation of public boards all of 

which possess important differences, may render the processes 

of popular control so coraplex and indirect that real 
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respcnsibility iifl be met. The American system of 

independent ceranisaien3 suffers frau this defect ..... Great 

Britain should hesitate a long time before seriously vitiating 

her most valuable constitutional principle - real respons- 

ibility for power beamed by public authority." (13) 

Independence Pr= political Interference is a corollary of 

the first premise. No one can doubt seriously that political inter-

ference in certain activities of public corporations (e.g. broadcasting) 

is undesirable. It does seem logical that such activities should be 

divorced frau ministerial deportments - yet there are ancealies. For 

instance, surely in a democracy freedom fram political interference is 

equally important in the conduct of elections as in the management of 

railways or a shipping line. Yet only the State of . N.S.W. has deemed 

it necessary to create an autonomous Faeotoral Commiseion for 

this purpose. The Commonwealth's electoral activities are carried out as 

a function of the Depertnait of the interior under direct ministerial 

control, and this arrangement has not been seriously challenged. More 

oriticiam en the grounds of political interference has In fact been 

levelled %plant the supposedly non-political railway administratiens 

in the Australian States. 	In Ms  connection it is interesting to note 

that a visiting American Pulbright Scholar, an expert on electoral systes i  

recently remarked (14.) on the great advantages enjoyed by Australia, in 

ccmparison with the [kilted States, in having impartially and. meritoriously 

appointed electoral officials. In the United States 'electoral officers .  
are themselves elected on a party-ticket under the "spoils system" ; 
this visitor obviously held the view that an impartial administration was 

possible within an ordinary department, due to the safeguards in appoint-

ment of staff provided by the Public Service Act. Senior public 
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servants have greater security of employment, they hold important 

executive positions, end impartiality is an essential requirement; and 

on the ether hand fewoorporations are legally free free ministerial. 

direction. 
- 

Except in cases where freedom fraa political. control is 

necessary to ensure cultural autonergy(as in broadcasting and university 

management), a good case could therefore be made out for arguing that 

this is not a valid reason for creating public cororations. Limy such 
- 

pro-corporate arguments have been based on pant experience vith inept 

ministers amore recent Tasmanian example of this iiU be reporded 

later in this Chapter (15). And yet Australia prides herself an being 

a democratic country; it is therefore of the utmost importance to 

provide for the accountability of the aebinistration to the people. If 

we insist on applying such democratic principles, the grlity of the 

adhinistration will be as good as the people denerve, because it is 

controlled by their own elected representatives. This is the essence 

of the argument that good government is no substitute for self-government. 

An important argument advanced for the public corporation in 

Britain has been that exemption fran nerml public service control has 

Remitted the retention, by the offer of attractive salaries, of the 

top axecutives of the ere-nationalisation era. Thus, in Britain, top 

=augment is generally better paid in the public corporation than in the 

normal department; but the reason outlined in absent in the Anateal4ee  

scene, with the possible exception of Qantas nmpire Airways. It is 

also significant that here magy boards and =omissions are manned by 

public servants. A comparative survey of salaries in public corporations 

and other fields of government employmmt, made in 1954, is reproduced at 
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Board approval of staffing conditions and recruiting methods, the 

independence of the authorities has been reduced in this direction. 

In fact, apart from the actual engagement of staff, the only effective 

major exemption today for the majority of corporations is from the 

application of Section Seventeen of the Public Service Act vdrich seeks 

efficiency and economy in operation: 

The constitutienea_zailaw 

The doctrine of ministerial responsibility for the administrat-

ion of all state activities is at the root of democratic British constit-

utional theory, on which the Australian system of covernment is based. 

This doctrine presupposes the comprehensive use of the mirxiaterial 

department, in which the elected minister has full executive control. 

Ministers may then be challenged an matters large or small 

especially during parliamentary Question Time, by various members at the 

direct instigetion of interested electors - and any ministerial lapse at 

this time will be seized upon avidly both by public opinion and by the 

Ehrliamentary Opposition. The minister wishes to retain his job, and 

this constant accountability provides an incentive for sound control. 

It also means, however, that the departments must be able to provide 

answers for the minister on amide variety of subjects at a. momemVs notice 

and this rcquir'caent leads to the importance attached to registry work in 

the regular public service. Theoretically, thus is ffred-tape" born, and, 

of course, much of the criticism of ibblie Service efficiency. However, 

such measures taken within a department to satisfy the requirements of 

democratic accountability are an essential part of the department's make-

up, and should not be regarded as a symptom of inefficimey proviued they 

are kept within reasonable limits. The Public Service is ecnseientioualy 
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public controla, the Ninister must in practice sharehdscontrol. The 

Ermanent Head, normally a career public servant, in these modern times 

possesses a large measure of power in his on right, for he has made a 

lifelong study of his highly complicated subject, and few ministers, in 

their relatively short terms of office, can be expected to match this 

knowledge. The current debates on whether the expert is now "on tap" 

or "on top" arise from this question (17). Generally speaking, it 

would be safe to say that ministers are physically able only to concen-

trate on those issues which impinge on overall government policy, and 

even here they are dependent to a considerable degree on the advice of 

their experts; detailed administration and even minor policy issues 

they are largely content to leave to their 1-rmanentlk.ads. 

The public corporation, as opposed to the deportment, openly 

places the greater part of the managerial responsibility in the hands of : 

the govezninc board, which takes the place of the Permanent Head. The 

intention,ix4to grant as such freedom as possible, and the result (at 

least in so far as Australia is concerned l )i.e. the constant weakening 

of this corporate independence, have already been discussed. This lack 

of regard for the claim of the corporation to a. large measure of freedom 

is not as noticeable in the larger democraciea. There politicians have 

usually based their decisions on an accepted act of principles. These 

principles, however, arc unfortunately neglected in Australia. This 

lack, and the consequent inconsistencies in practice, suggest that 

Australia may not in fact have gained much in establishing such a motley 

collection of public corporations. Thera are efficient and inefficient 

corporations; likewise there are efficient and inefficient departments. 

And departments can successfully adninister various activities, for 

example elections, in which any form of political interference in deta9.41 
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=Wd be disastrous; they can also control huge business enterprises 

such as the Australian Fest Office. 

It is pertinent to ask whether the ordinary government depart-

ment is ane more accountable or any less independent than the modern 

Australian corporation. In constitutional doctrine the answer to both 

questions is yes. Put in fact the size and campleldAyof the modern 

department, and the technical knowledge rcquiredin both the professional 

and alimieistretive spheres within it, have meant that the politician has 

been forced more and more to accept the advice of his experts. It 

cannot be doubted that these senior permanent public servants, the w-

eaned "bureaucracy", today occupy a most important and influential 

position; and since the politician is legally and conventionally 

permitted to exercise control at least over matters of policy in the 

public corporation, there is not a great deal of afference between the 

two. It would seem, therefore, that the acderndepartment, unlike its 

predecessor of the nineteenth century, is now a cerapromise between 

cceprehensive accountability and expert management. Yet in constitut-

ional theory it is not, and the public corporation hen been created to 

bring about such a compromise. The popular assumptions about govern-

ment departments thus need bringing up to date, and this process will 

inevitably require aecoeresponding adjustment in the role of the public 

corporation. 

The case for the public corporation is only logical where 

legislators appreciate its peculiar nature as a separate and distinct 

part of the machinery of overnment. 	e should not create corporations 

indiscrindnately, and there should aleays be an extremely sound admin. 

istrative reason for dispensing with departsxmleilmailameent. Once the 
decision is made, however, it must be recognised that 
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the public corporation is indeed a distinct form of 

 

t admin- • f 	OAP 

 

istration, and that the principles of orgenieation and control of 

departments should not automatically be made to fit the corporation. 

Otherwise the reasons for which the corporation was finally selected are 

compromised, and, the corporation itself prejudiced in its chances of 

success. The vary reasons validating the corporation are (or should 

be) automatically the same reasons why departmental controls and 

procedures are unsuitable. This of course may apply to all or only 

sone departmental procedures. For examnle„ where the need for cultural 

autonany is the justification, departmentalaccountingnethodo may not 

matter whereas independence in personnel natters is vital. Where the 

comercial nature of the activity is the justification, then departnental 

accounting and stores methods Liejr  not be appropriate. The recent 

report by the Joint Public Aceounts Conmittee attributes much of the 

chaos at Boll Bay to our irposing traditional hindrances on an organis-

ation deeigned to follow the accepted coanorcial methods of operation. 

These remarks do not necessarily imply that conducting a 

business enterprise is a. valid reason for creating public corporations. 

Prafesmn-Lebb has argued very convincingly that this is no long= so 

because of the coming together in administrative practice of corporations 

and departments - his contribution to the rationalisation of corporations 

hnn already been diccuesed (10). I believe also that, whore monopoly 

industries are involved, it is very important to provide conditions of 

full accountability, for in the absence of competition there is no other 

incentdve for management to study the requirements of the public it 

serves and to satisfy these requirements. Since public favour is of 

the utmost importance in any truly comrotitive situation, accountability 
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are also conducted without undue hindrance within de_artanents, for 

example the Defence Scientific Service of the Department of Supply 

and the Bureau of Llineral Resources within the Department of National 

I.X.velopmant. Public servants in these fields are limited by the 
and security 

obligations of official secrecy/,but in fact theseoblimtionscan also 

be extended as required to corporations such as the Atcmic Diem, 

Commission. 

All this of course, assumes that our politicians, when 

they hold ministerial rank, will genuinely be concerned with the 

good government of their charges. Unfortunately, this has not 

always been the case 	opportunities for abuse in the er t before 

the acceptance of 
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departmental reform were so great that Parkes ardSwinburne, for 

example, were justified in advancing the coreoration as a recipe for 

managerial success. 	Today, however, we cannot reasonably base our 

administrative eystem on the assumption that the control of a minister 

will be bad . 

To sum up these aspects, traditional democratic constitutimial 

theory has much merit, and should not be lightly discarded. Men it Jus t  

the closest consideration must be given to the matter of establishing 

conditions conducive to a high degree of efficiency - for inefficiency 

is much more serious in a non-accountable organisation. This is so 

whatever the justification may have been for creating the corporation 

commercial or otherwise. Whatever the reasons the fact remains that 

the misdeeds of the C;ar Service Homes Comical= afterWorldl.ar I cast 

the Australian taxpayer S3 000,000; and the maladministration of the 

Australian Aluminium Froduction Commission ' 	' cost him a consider- 

able amount in wasteful expenditure. The "cost of accountability" 

chmald be weighed carefully against the cost of such non-accountability. 

Thg_21125tion of  efficiency,:  

In many of the arguments advanced in favour of the public 

corporation, efficiency is an underlying consideration. It is widely 

held that conventional depart:entel organisation is not conduciv to 

efficiency, and that the public corporation will be more efficient than 

the department and some:here near as 'efficient as private entete...Lne. 

Thus the nubile corporation has developed as a compromise between private 

enterprise and the government department, intended to combine the best 

of both worlds. But, as I have suggested above, the use of the term 
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"efficieney" in this sense needs closer examination. The ideal public 

corporation may achieve all the good things expected. of it. But in 

present day Aestralia, the ideal can only be achieved by accident. 

It is not reasonable to apply the sane tests of efficiency to 

government uxxlmlmkingeas to private concerns, since the primary M 1m9  are 

vastly different. Primate enterprise is chiefly concexned with making 

profits; otherwise (unless it receives a government subsidy, in which 

ease the distinction I am now making is confused) it will finish up in 

the Bankruptcy Court, or otherwise cease to function. Government under-

takings, on the other hand, are chiefly concerned with service to the 

public, at whose collective wish they are established; and for a. number 

of reasons, for example 

(a) doring develcymental stages of heavy capital expenditure, 

(b) to provide services at same charge in sparsely an well as 

densely populated areas, 

(c) to keep alternative channels (e.g. of commmications) open 

for use in comes of national emergency, 

(d) in interests of foreign or defence policy, to provide e.g. 

strategic air routes, or overseas shortwave broadcasts, 

it may be considered Resirable partially to met expenses tram taxation, 

whose rates under modern economic theory are fixed in any case largely 

by the need to control the spending power of the public. 

Mr. P.O. Greenland, then Secretary of the Overseas Tele-

communications Commiseion, wan= Secretary to the Atemic alergy 

Commission, expressed the belief in 1950 that public corporations should 

be run (=business lines, and should generally be expected to clear their 
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In other words, then, efficiency cannot be =absolute concept 

in itself, but it must be related to the Objective of the orgeaisation. 

This is a basic principle which should be kept clearly in mind in any 

consideration of public institution; unfortunately, hmever, it is 

too often neglected, and the neglect leads to much of our woolly thinking 

on the subject of public corporations. 

Even if the methods of accountability to the people which our 

democratic form of society demands involve additional costs, it cannot 

be denied that public enterprise stands for social responsibility, and. 

that this, in turn, reqpires that we persevere with methods for achieving 

accountability. We may pay an extra price in administration for 

democracy, but this extra price in itself does not constitute inefficiem 

I believe that a good ease could be made out for arguing that socially-

desirable government enterprises should be accorded the departmental 

tem to ensure a neasure of effective public control, and that to compen-

aatt them for the coots of accountability they should be exec -cited from 

• taxation. To date taxation exemptionz have been determined largely by 

the political colour of the government in control at the time of creation 

or reconstitution of each particular enterpriee Lnbour has generally 

granted exemptions while non.Lebour ha o not. however, it may veil be 

that whoa the advantaees of departmental =ages-lent nointed out by 

• Erofessor -  ebb - for example, better co-ordination with overall govern-

ment activities and freedom frortcumbroue structure at top - are taken 

into account, the so-called entre cost of accountability will largely 

disappear. 

It will be obvious at thin stage that in py opinion, while 

there are many examples of efficient public corporations in Austre3ia, 
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and while there are excellent grounds for creating corporations in 

special circumstances, too much use bnst  been made or the corporation ciee 

a device of public administration in Australia. Mid yet X fully realize 

that no crusade for the wider use of conventional departments can be 

completely justified unless and until there is clear evidence that our 

regular Public Service machinery, which includes all the ministerial 

departments, is operating with the maxilla= possible degree of efficiency 

in the relative sense discussed above. 

The Public Service itself faces maw difficultiea, not the ?met 

of which are 

(a) the unfortuaate empasiz on ex-serviceman recruitment between 

the wars and the consequent uneven age structure, 

(b) the suspicion of the graduate recruit and absence of any strcmg 

incentive to persuade him to joint the Service *  

(c) the vast expansion of the Service during and after World War 

II and the consequent recruiting 0i9ficulties (in particular, 

the acceptance at the basic entry level, in a situation of 

over-full employment, of all persons who satisfied minimum 

entry qualifications, i.e. without any trace of the desirable 

competitive entry procese in which only the better persons 

offering are aeleeted), and 

(d) the groat difficulty experienced in attracting the better class 

of off:cer to Canberra, where the chief offices of departments, 

and consequently the most respoesible positions, are situated 

(leading soeetimes to inept administration end lack of co-

ordination at the higher levels). 

These weaknesses in the overall structure of the Public Service have 
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been cemented on by ratrerous observers,. both Australian and overseas 

(21); and the ibblic Service Board itself is very conscious of than and 

of the need to overcom than. However, whatever measures are taken 

improvement must inevitably be a gradual process. 

Hy second qualification is one which, for obvious reasons, is 

related to the first. Writers on the subject of organisational effic-

iency are increasingly emPhasiaing the problem of "scale". `.612ile I do .  

not dismiss the Importance of financial incentive, I believe the deuce 

of physical separation between management and employee, which varies 

according to the size of the organisation, is an aspect of efficiency 

cennon both in the fields of public and private employment; and that 

this in itself has a major bearing on the need for, and vality of super-

vision, and also on the question of incentive. The point here is that 

the Public Service is a huge conglomeration of sections and activities 

of all shapes .and sizes, and that, throuth very scAe, the problem of 

achieving and maintaining efficiency is a vast and complex one. In the 

smaller public corporation, on the other hand, staff arc able to identify 

themselves more closely with the objectives and ideals of the organisat-

ion for which they work, and .1weeumably it is for this reason easier to 

establish "team spirit" Which is a major step towards efficient operation. 

Yet in the British Civil Service of the early nineteenth century, all 

departments operated as separate and watertight units. The disadvantages 

of this system, and the abuses it permitted, were shown clearly* in the 

Northcote-Trevelyan Repeat of 1854 (22), a report which is widely regarded 

as the father of modern public services in British countries. It was 

clearly demonstrated that any advantages to bo gained from independence 

of departments were oatwelEhed by the edvantages to be gained from co- 
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ordination and the adoption of standardised principles and procedures. 

If this arortent was sound a century ago, it must be even sounder today, 

when the area of governrmat operation is so much wider and affects the 

lives of citizens in so many different viayst. Moreover the tremendous 
strides made in modernising and reforming the departments have been widely 
underrated. 
The pot 	oicb'jsifIcation: 

Vhatev-er the academic arguments may be for and against -the 

public corporation there is no doubt that it has become an important and 

accepted part of public administration. Mx:rever s, I believe that the 

present state of affairs has been shown to be unsatisfactory, and that 

improvements in orpnisation can only cane with the clarification and 

acceptance of a body of administrative principles to govern the use ate 

public corporations. I believe also that a major aspect Of this 

problem is that of evolving a systat of el assificatim of state activity 

to which the various alternative administrative forms can be related 

with a view to selecting the forst most appropriate to each classification. 

It is, of course, manifestly impossible to apply identical 

adminietrative provisions to tasks as widely separated as regulating 

commercial broadcasting stations an manufacturing aluminium ingots 

and yet it is necessary to develop ilich a set of administrative principles 

to replace the unsatisfactory "constitutional convoations". Within 

the term of reference of this thesis, I believe this can best be dorm 

by grouping our large number of ixiblic corporations into as et.f.711 a 

number of elnas.ific.ations as possible, and then clarifying the principles 

remixed for the satisfactory functioning of each tr, oup. Such a 

clarification will of course facilitate an asseement of whether -the 

corporate form is in fact the most appropriate for each particular 

activity. 
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It is necesaary to point (1-2t at the outset of this discussion 

on classification that various contributors to the subject have used 

different starting points. For example : 

(a) 1.1/4.. t4/1. Chester began by censitlering the whole area of state 

administrative activity, and then p1 iced the public corporation 

within this broad field before making further clasalficatious; 

(b) toi'essor 	discussion largely limited itself to the 

public corporations, but wasconcerned 'arirlarily with desirable 

functions rather than with functions actually possessed by 

existing authorities; while 

(c) others such as la-. EsAt and Nr. Willoughby have started by 

examining the existing corporations and have attonpted to box 

these according to certain characteristics, functional or 

otherwise. 

I shall first refer briefly to a number of such studies in classification, 

and then put forward my con suggestions for a functional grouping. As 

this thesis is essentially a study of ezisting Comm's -call% corporations 

I had intended that Iv classification should follow the third method. 

However I found that because of the diverse activities of the existing 

corporations, I could follow Chester and e;_clude purely legislative and 

-judicial functioao, but that apart from this the classification would in 

fact cover all phases of administrative activity - I could not even 

exclude advieory bodies altogether as Chester did in the British setting. 

Yet I believe that these differencee of Letod have no very great 

significance, for it is the result, the claasification itself, which is 

important as the framework for makirK; dee/aims about administrative 

organination. 
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Ur. %ester's stAzi 

tir. Chester beLl.ns his article "Riblic Corporations and the 

Classification of Administrative Bodies" with a brief history of the 

usage of the term "public corporation", in which he derzonstraters the 

numerous end widely differing opinions on just what the term is intended 

to describe. He sums up this section of his article in the following 

words: 

"Recent writingo thus indicate two possible extrme c ea :Li LIE LL-7 for 

the term, viz : 

(i) confined to the national Coal 41oar, British Trarezport 

Cozoission and other boards with a statutory respons-

ibility for the management of self-financing industrial 

or corcercial undertakings; 

(ii) extended to mean all governmental bodies not otherwise 

,classified as a goverment de.partzlent or a local .ctuthority. 

Gore writers appear to take up an intermediate.. position by including 

bodies which are not trading, e.g. the Regional 'kr ...vitt:al Board*, but 

still leaving out a large number of boards". (23) 

lie demonstrates the "inomivenience" of this state of affairs with an 

argument along the following lines t it is often said that the pt - iblic 

corporation is Labotar'e chosen instrment of natioPell  saticx -r; but. in 

view of the wide differencen in the organisational pattern of for 

example, the national A:ta.1 Board (expert and national) and the Port of 

London A:7thority (reesentative and regional), both of which arc called 

public corporations, can we reasonably make such se.eoping stateeoncnts2 
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at present he believen the only answere seen to be, either to describe 

the Labour Partr's chosen instrursent, i.e. the eeblic corporation, in the 

negative way or being an administrative body which is neither a depart-

mentror a local authority, or to dram the distinction between 

"siglificant featuree and incidental details", of which the latter may 

vary considerably without disturbing the status of the body as a public 

corporation. The difficulties here, in Chester's view, are that because 

of numerous incensintencies„ the distinction between the "three cleszes 

of administrative authority" (department, local authority and public 

corporation) is often blurred in practice, and that many of the 

differences between the public corporations themselvee are too important 

to be classed as "incidental details", so that same subdivision of the 

tens "public corporation" beam-nes essential for the sake of clarity (24). 

ile Lit. Chester has drawn perimari3y fran British experiesce, the relev-

ance of his concluedons to the Australian scone, where there is far 

greater confusion than in the United Kir;edom is beyond queatWme 

In an attempt to clear up the first difficulty /1r. Chester 

rules out bodies which are net legal entities, "rxxL-governmental bodies" 

(alth 	he concedes that the tests here are sametimea uncertain, e.g. 

in the case of universities receiving Exchequer grants, and "statutory" 

conpanies such as thee° which managed gas and electricity undertaldnos 

before nationalioatim), judicial and lereielative bodies, and "bodies 

whose sole function is to inquire and report or to advise". However, 

he also concedes that "no broad classification can avoid some bodies 

appearing in two or more categories". Broadly, whet is left consists of 

a diverse croup of 
	

strative bodies" of 'which the three main 

categories may be described as : 
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(i) ministerial departments 

(ii) local authorities 

(iii)the rest.. 

The implication is that, having excluded the various kinds of organis-

ation mentioned,at the tepjinning oc/this paragraph, in the administrative 

or executive field "the rest" and "pc:blic corporations" are syncmcmous. 

W. Chester then suggests certain tests to assess in which category 

partivilex.bedies should be put, for "the names 	 do not help", 

In Britain, of course, thane is no doubt that the Board of Trade and 

Board of Admiralty are ordinary departments : the nomenclature there may 

even boncre conPusingthan in Australia due largely to the retention of 

traditional titles for modernised agencies. He places great importance 

on accountability, and here reveals perhaps the major area in which the 

Australian political elimste provokes muddled thinking : 

"A. practical approach v.... would be to classify according to 

whether Questions could be asked of the Uinister in the House of 

Commons about the day-to-day affairs of the body 	If the 

Minister or the Clark:at the Table could on any matter refuse to 

accept the question on the ground that the natter was a respons-

ibility of the body, then that body must be included in the rose. 

Such a differentiation =fortunately is rarely applied in Australia. 

The test for local authority, he suggests, should be whether the juris- 

diction of the body covers a limited area, and whether its governing 

body is elected by the people of that area; i.e. if a body of local 

jurisdiction is appointed by the Government, it is not a local authority 

but part of the national rest . By elimination, therefore, the rest 

includes : 
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"Any governmental administrative body which has its own statutory 

powers and responsibilities and. is neither a, minister nor a local 

authority." (25) 

With regard to the numerous agencies included in the rest, 

Chester cements that : 

	 their characteristics are too diverse to warrant generalia- 

ations being made about than as though they were a homogeneous 

group. There is )  therefore, an obvious need to classify them so 

that general statements can be made which will be true of all bodies 

in a particular category." 

Be then refers to various systaal of classification proposed by other 

writers. For example, Professor Friedmann, of Australian and Canadian 

as well as United Kingdom experience, suggested a threefold division : 

(i) commercial corporations, designed to run an industry-  or public 

utility according to economic and social principles; 

(ii) social service corporations, designed to carry out a particular 

social service on behalf of the government; 

(iii)supervisory corporatioiTis, having eeseatialiy administrative 

and supervisory functions. 

Sir Arthur Street suggcstet the following diviaions : 

(i) regulatory bodies (non-industrial), with acksinistrative 

functions; 

(ii) regulatory bodies (industrial), concerned vith relationships 

between Governmant and industry, sudh as the Parketing Boards; 

(iii)managerial bodies. 

These are both typical of the "functional" approach. Tlowevor lit. 11.R. 

Greaves, vhose book "Civil Service in the Changing State" has become a 

standard text for students of public administration, opposed any attempt 
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In making this assesment s  he ana.lases the constitutional features of 

the vorioul bodiee ill regard to finance, the character and tenure of the 

board, manIsterial powers p and staff. He speculates that it may be 

possible from this method to grade bodies aecordi:z to their independunce 

and gives the following hypothetical camparieon of two such orsanisaticns 

diccretion. 

:inister's power of 	Can issue general 

Qharacteristic 

Annual Incoae 

Borrowing 

Cempositien of Board 

Tenure of members 

control 

Staff 

Corroratien B. 

Pram sales. 

Om stook. 

Part-time business men. 

Appointed for minimilm 

period of fifteen 

years. 

Can only control at a 

few Er:nor points. 

Corizration A. 

Pa.r1 4Aracntary 

aarol.)riation.. 

Parliamentary 

ammlriation. 

z lairoy  nerving  

Civil Servants. 

Removable at 

EiniStCr 9  a 

directions, and 

his alTroval 

required at many 

points. 

Civil Service 	Not under Civil Service. 

oald anyone be likely to deny that, other things being equal, 

Corporation .A would be likely to be lose independent than 

Corporation B?" he asks. (28) 

Although Chester describes this sketch an "fanciful" it has 

obvious value in the United Kingdom situation there there is sane 

consistency in administrative practice. But I believe that his 
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anakftical approarh to this question of classification cannot contribute 

a great deal towards achieving order and c 'Laxity in thinking on the 

question of administrative organisation 	in the Australian. context. 

Here it v.ould often be found that Corporation A would be more independent 

than Corporation B in some respects but loss so in others. in other 

words, this analytical awroach takes over after the legislators and 

draftsmen have done their worst. The functional or purpone approaches, 

however, take us closer to those basic assumptions which motivate the 

legislators and draftsmen. 

To put this proposition in another way, another aiglisimlan` 

teal/are Goodman, has difitinguished four sets of causes for the striking 

variations found even within the oommarcial corporations in 13ritain. 

These were 

(i) differences in previous history and cantemporary need;:; of the 

industries concerned; 

the different personalities and abilities of the mezi around 

wheel each ort,,anisaticca was built up; 

(iii) the distinction between self-financing and dependent corporat-

ions; 

(iv) the accidents of parliamentary debate and the changing moods 

of successive parliamento. (29) 

The third-cpentioned may be a logical and objective cause, but the overall 

effect of his finding is to reveal the influential role of illogical and 

emotive forces; and I believe the events surveyed in this thesis prove 

that this finding i3 equally applicable to Australian conditions. 

Therefore, any ecjstem of classification of government bodies based cm 

an analysis of the statutory provisions applied to them cannot be any 
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Victoria. The first contributes to the large number of extra-

departmental authorities, and the second to confusion and difficulty in 

arriving at a cctisfactory functional classification. Moreover, this 

latter &meet, which applies (or applied until recently) for example to 

the Ccumemwealth Bank and the Joint Coal Board,han doubtful merit. Dr. 

Limldon asks to what extent the performance of the regulatory function 

night colour the relation to the public eoucht in the provision of the 

service function. 

This problem was examined in Tasmania, folloving the entry of 

the Transport Commission into the field of operating ccrapetitive road 

passenger services, by a, Joint Coia75ttee of both Houses of the State 

Parliament in 1949. The Committee recemmended that both regulatory 

and operative functions be carried oat by the CC:mission, but that the 

branch operating road transport services should be clearly separated 

fran the regulatory officers within the overall orfpnieation and also 

that an Apoeal Tribilnal be created to hear appeals by interested parties 

agninat both regulatory decisions and changes in conditione applying to 

the road transport services (33). These, recommendation°, Which were 

Implemented by eubsequent legislation, sooi to shoe a trend in Australian 

thinking. Similarky the Savings Bank and later the Trading Bank were 

separated from the central banking functions of the Commonwealth Bank, 

while raaainircwitain the Bank's overall organisation; and the Joint 

Coal Board established an Operations Division to control its mining as 

distinct from its regulatory functions. It is pertinent to note that 

the policy of the present Coranonwealth Government isivhatever the 

underlying reason, to divorce coiaaletely regulatory and operation 

functions in the two corporations referred to above. 
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Althouji the Trust has net appeared to any importnnt extent 

in the Commonwealth field, the terms Becrd and Cemmissica are used 

frequently, and it might be said interchangeably. Thus, what had been 

a Shipping Board became a Commisaion in 1956. An occasional Common. 

wealth corporation has also received the official title of Institute or 

Council or Organisatien, although the former two arc now Plmnst defunct. 

It is, however, noticeable that the term Authority has OM03 into 

increasing favour since the creation in 1949 of the Snowy Mountains 

Hydro Electric Authority. Here again, we seen to share a development 

apparent in the United Kingdom, where the Atomic therm. Authority and 

the Independent Television Authority are compar.ative newcomers. Yet 

we find new Cenci:miens being created by the same Coumnsealth Parliament 

which gave us the Australian Stevedoring Industry Authority and the 

Australian Wool Testing Authority, and it is almost impossible to see 

any logical or consistent distinction between the two. Dereover, with 

the development of Industrial Commissions, we find the Commission form 

now being applied to bodies with largely judicial characteristics. 

Confusion in terminology therefore contributes its share to the general 

misurulerstanding of public corporations, and in the present illogical 

climate of political opinion an examination of nomenclature can give few 

leads in a search for an appropriate means of classifying the government 

activities involved. 

Similar conclusions about COMOUIT clth practice were 

included in moments made in Series rola* (Civil) Volume I of the 

official war history, "Australia in the Tier of 1939-i945", by Lt.. Paul 

Hasluck, who is new Wnister for Territories in the Menzies Government, 

and, as such, perpetrator of a aystem of political recruitment to the 



Public Services of the Australian Territories. Mr. Hasluck remarked 

on a number of aspects of war organisation which were typical of the 

Australian administrative scene : these were the tendency to create new 

bodies for each new task that appeared, rather than to add this task to 

an existing organisation with related functions (i.e. the "ad hoc" habit 

referred to by ether observers); the taking of decisions of this sort 

at the political level, not always as the outcome of analysis of need, 

but often for reasons associated with "the comfort of the Cabinet", such 

as the personalities, abilities and ambitions of ministers; and also 

the wide use of boards, ecsenissions, councils and committees as major 

devices of eeintlietration, mid the fact that not enough care was taken 

in the use of the teams themselves. In the latter connection. Mr. 

Haslu.ok himself attempted a 'broad classification to identify the various 

agencies. The main group, he believed, "were comparable with branches a 
departments 	 in their functions," buts 

differed from the usual departmental structure chiefly 

because they were a device for brinOsig into wartime administration 

experts or persons of high standing, either for full-time or part- 

time duty, or for associating in one executive task representatives 

from various branches of the administration or of the community." 

Other croups consisted of representative bodies used for purposes of 

investigation, consultation and advice; and representative bodies used 

for co-ordinating activities of other bodies and establishing liaison 

between them. (35) 

This kind of classification mixes both constitutional and 

functional characteristics. Other Australians, such as Professor 

Bland, have suggested classifications which are based on constitutional 

or other features derived from an analysis of the creating legislation. 
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ici...szroach; 

• In his submission to the 'Gibson Connittee -  of Federal 

Parliament which inquired into broadcasting in the early nineteen-fort ieE 

Professor Bland used what was in effect an analytical clasr.ification in 

describing the various possible alternatives for the .organisation of the 

National Broadcasting Service. Vihilo he VitIS well aware of inconsist-

encies apparent in the staffing, finance and other characteristics of 

existing bodies, he achieved some order by limiting his classification. 

to a consideration of the form of the governing .body itself. In this 

way, he identified eight varieties of administrative organisation 

operating in Australia 

(i) an ordinary department under control of a minister; 

a single cOmissioner with statutory independence (e.g. 

Cosznissioner for Police.); 

) an expert or specialist co:mission of three or m 	e.g. 

State Electricity Commission of Victoria); 

a large representative cdroission operating t3:xot.;gh a 

managing chairman or general maneer (e.g. rielbourne and 

Metropolitan Board of Works); 

(v) a )1311f-official, half-representative board (0.g. 

netropolitan Clater, Sewerage and Drainage Board); 

a representative board of directors .operating throujz a 

general racinager (e.g. Sydney County Council,, which is not a 

multi-ptrrposo municipal authority as its name suggests, but an 

authority charged with the generatim and supply of electricity 

in the Sydney metropolitan area; and in which the Minister 

adjudicates in disagreerents between the Council and the 

General Manager); 
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(vii) a non-representative cam:jest= operating through a general 

manager (e.g. the existing Australian Broadcasting Cannission)i 

(viii) the method adopted for the German 	Post Office, which uses 

a board with the respeesible minister as chairumn,and his 

permanent head and branch headsas members. This arrangement 

applied to a certain extent in the Hospita3sCcamission and 

Water Conservation and Irrigation Ceamission in N.S.W., but 

was =damned here by working experience which showed that 

the Minister cannot be both a representative party man and 

a good administrator. (36) 

Itms two to seven in Blend's grouping would obviously cane 

within Chester's category "the rest", with a big question mark nolinmt 

item eight. In this classification of course, Frofessor Bland was not 
those 

concerned with/municirelactivities which make up D.E. Chester's broad 

category of "local authorities" - this will be equally true of all other 

classifications of Commonwealth activity, for local government is under 

State and not CasnonweAth Government control in the Australian Federal 

system. 

Another Australian working on these lines was Mr. J.E. 

‘oilloughby, who suggested a somewhat similar classification in his 

prize-winninr essay in the Sir George :,birrey Canpetition in 1943. 

rr. Willoughby was concerned only with the statutory corporation, but 

(iid not limit himself to Australian experience. lie discussed six 

possible types : 

(i) the "National Board" suggested by Si(ney and Beatrice Webb in 

their work "A Constitution for the Socialist Cartnonwealth of 

Great Britain" (1920); they envisaged a large degree of 
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• autonow, and a goomming body of sixteen to include the 

principal executive officer as president, and five represent-

atives each of the heads of departments of the undertaking, 

the employees, and the consumers. British countries have 

generally been wary of "the inherent conflict of all functional 

representation" and did not adopt the proposal, but many of 

the a:mac-01a French corporations would broad3,y fit the 

• category, for the French policy of "tripartisme" is denigned 

to permit comsumers and employees to Sharonmmagement of 

nationalised industriec rdth the State. 

(ii) aboard consisting of both members appointed by the government 

and taanbers elected by local authoritiectuldvdth a full tine 

cheinnon as chief executive officer, lending to conflict 
of policy and administrative functions such 
as the Sydney ' -ieter Board (cf. Bland's fifth item); 

(iii) a large board cambial% appointed makers and revesentativms 

e effected interests, such as the Pert of London Authority; 

aboard appointed not by the government but by independent 

appointing trustees, such as the 'London Passenger Transport 

Board. i)escribed as a "panic atta,..pt to remove appointments 

from political influence", this body of appointing trustees 

consisted of the ohaimman of the London County Council, a 

representative of the London Advisory Committee, the Chairmun 

of the London Clearing Bankers, and the Presidentsof the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants and of the Law Society; 

(v) a representative:board of directors opeloltirm;through an 

appointed general manager (Sydney County Council - cf. Blad' 

sixth item); 

(v1) an expert commission (State Lectricity °omission of Victori& 

rilAnd'a third itrall)- (17) 
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Such classifications serve the valuable purpose of facilitating 

jaionents, from ebservation of the working of various enterprises, of 

the relative merits of the broad groups included. Thus Lir. V,illoughby 

is convinced that the larger governing boards are too umniel4y„ and 

that difficulties frequently arise with an overlapping of policy and 

executive functions; he potato to the Sydney County Council an a 

successful undertaking, with the inference that its form could profitably 

be adopted elsewhere. 

It is unfortunate, however, that in this country any attempt 

to relate other characteristics, such as method of financing, to such 

groupings is likely to achieve nothing but confusion, and there see= as 

a. consequence to be little point in taking the broad analytical approach 

suggested by 1.r. Chester any further. Classificationby analysis of 

statutory provisions will have its uses, of course, in spocialiat studies, 

For example, in the field of public finance 	Campbell distinguished, 

-with some minor variations, two broad categories, namely corporations 

functioning within the general budget, and those outside the Treasury 

orbit (38). Even in the accounting field, however, it is necessary 

to expand this classification to take cognizance of certain important 

variations in detail. Socha classification, in the field of Australian 

Cemmonwealth corporations, might take the following form : 

(i) trading concert.= whose revenue is reasonably expected to cover 

expel,xes. Even here expenditure rust usaally be kept within 

the. limits of annual estimates approved by Parliament. • If 

the Government requires any of these corporations to open 

unproductive services in the national interest, any loss 

incurred on these services opened at Government direction is 
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to be recouped frets the Consolidated Revenix Fund (e.g. 

Carmonwealth Railways); 

(ii) enterprises in developmental stage, for which moneys are 

advanced by Parliament. These will later function as 

corporations in the first category (e.g. Snowy i.:011,Mtninrk 

ITydro-Electric Authority); 

(iii) enterprises financed by levy or special fee imposed on sane 

relevant aspect of operations (e.g. Commdity Marketing Boards - 

on goods exported; and A.B.C. to 1948 - wireless licence fees), 

bodies financed from moneys appropriated by Parliament in 

accordance with approved annual estin -ates (e.g. A.B.G. since 

1 94.8)• 

Again, the joint Canmenwealth-State bodies would need to be distinguished 

in some way, and it would seem that the Comore/ealth Bank as it is now 

organised would defy inclusion in any of these categories. It makes 

a huge annual profit, chiefly through the agency of its Note Issue 

Department, and this is applied to Bank Reserve Funds, to pskyment of 

part of interest charge on the .National Debt and to provision of 

advances, research grants, and scholarships. 

In a similar way, a specialist in the personnel field might 

usefully be served by a classification an the basis of relevant 

statutory provisions. then r. R.S. Parker wrote his "Public Service 

Recruitment in Australia" in 1942, he was able to discuss a simple 

distinction which is still relevant in Britain and elsewhere that is, 

whether, for staffing purposes, there is Public Service Board or indemni6 

cut control (39). 	However in recent times Australia has introduced 

a whole scale of variations between these two clear alternatives. Any 
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Lany of these varieties are recent developmente, and tee has now 

disappeared, but they are all necessary to cover the field of Comon-

mealth corporations. In fact, they are probably not comprehensive, 

for there are other factors which have tended to enlarge the area of 

uniformity, for example, the extension of acts complementary to the 

Public Service Act (e.g. Arbitration, Superannuation, Furlough and 

Compensation) to cover the employees of the various corporations, and 

the appointmeeit of senior public servants, schooled in Public Service 

procedures, as members of governing bodies of public corporations. 

The joint authorities seem to be covered by croup (i), but if we look 

to the Australian States we find further complications. South 

Australia provides us with corporations mhose staffs come within the 

Public Service Act but where the particular governing body exercises 

all powers normally vested in the Public Service Commissioner (e.g. 

State Dank of South Australia). This is the formula applied by 
Nine 

Section / of the Ceernorraoalth Public Service Act to the so-called 

"Officers of Parliament", by which the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives and the President of the Senate jointly or separately 

control the staffs of the five "Parliamentary Departmnts" subject to 

the overall provisions of the Apt. South Australia also provides at 

least one corporation in which, althou3h the staff are complete3y 

separate from the VAlic Service, the Public Service Ceredseicrier is 

Given iafluence, through a responsibility to e7amine qualifications 

and report to the flinister, in the selection of the umbers of the 

governing, body (Letroeolitan Mk:Board). 

Another specialist clasaification is the legal one used by 

Professor Sewer (40). This includes the following categories : 
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(i) Crown Corporations - which are "beyond doubt agents of ths 

Crown", e.g. where a minister is incorporated and where 

another authority is specificafly made "subject to a minister"; 

these are corporations which, according to Irofessor Sawer, 

aright just as well have been departments for most legal and 

adminis" trative purposes. 

(ii) "Autonotaous Statutory Corpara.tions" - where there is a large 

measure of recognised autcnow; there has been, according to 

Professor Sewer, a drift over the last few decades free' this 

to the previous category, particularly in the Australian 

States, and an a result of Labour Party influence. This 

category is subdivided by Professor Sewer in this way 

(a) qarketing Authorities, 

(b) Joint Cariaonwealth-State Authorities, 

(c) Local and Regional Authorities, 

(d) Coverramt Banks, 

(e) Miscellaneous. 

(iii) "Other cases" such as educational inatitutions, and the 

boards set up for the purpose of registering members of 

various trades and preCessions. 

In fact, many of the important public corporations with which we have 

teen dealing come ithin the "ariscellemoue" sub-division of category 

(ii), and the legal approach makes no attempt to discriminate further 

between thetz. There is an inpartvnt rd.rzilcrvity between this approach 

and that of Mr. Chester in the Sli.ted le.1n3dcta in both cases the 

degteo of autoncey posseased by the corporation is regarded as being 

a major factor, perh*ps the cardinal factor, in its classification. 
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Profesoor Friedmann, whose work has already been referred to, has 

demonstrated, b-oorover, how unscientific this basis of legal and 

judicial c1A-.1sifications is in the incalsistent and illocj.cal Australian 

setting (41), 

The futility ar such an approach, tram the point of view of 

the political scientist, is sham by the classificatien of extra.- 

departmental public authorities, according to whether they are regarded 

as authorities of the Ccumenwea3.th or of a State, or not, for purposes 

of the application to their employees of the Commonwealth thployeest 

Furlough Act. This classification was drawn .  up by the Commonwoolth 

Treastay Department, Ishich administers that Act, priraarily on the basis 

of legal opinions received (42). Same typical ereslples which reveal 

the inconsistency of this approach are shcsin in the following table, in 

which authorities with simi  Mr.  functions or characteristics, but 

differentky classified, iU be set Opposite each other to facilitate 

Council of the Canberra University 
College. 

Australian Altadiaium Production 
Commission. 

Canberra Community Hospital Board 
(established under Australian ) 
Capital Territory Ordinance). 

Brisbane Hospital Board. 

Queensland State 'Wheat Board. 

Cosmittee of Direction of Fruit 
Marketing (Queensland). 

Metropolitan Meat Industry 
COITLIiSaCIZI (N. -J. " • ) • 

Austrel i an }kat Board. 

Australian Ilational University 

Riverito.—ray Comcd.ssion. 

Royal Perth Hospital (decision 
in this. case later reversed). 

Brisbane 4,111c  Board. 

Egg trarketing Board of 

,'Xicensland Meat Industry Board. 
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Authority of the Cc:mom-selth 	Not an auteority of the 
or a State. 	 Canmeneualth or a State. 

Cont. 
r. ndura Vineyards Protection 

Board (Victoria). 
Pastures Protection Board (N. S.‘1.) 

1 lielbotrrne and Metropolitan Board 
of Works. 

Sriney County Council. 
Melbourne and Metropolitan 

Tramway/3 Board. 

Electricity Authority of tI.S.W. 	Electricity Trust of S.A. 
.1011111111, 	 ••1•011110011111111111111111 

As a final comma on the logal aspect, it should be mentioned that sane 

South Australian statutes specifically provide that the corporations 

they create are not authorities of or under the Crown. 

So much, • Ulm, for systems of classification based on 

Prs1:yses of the statutory ircov.i.sions relating to public corporations.. 

It would be an interestinisr academic exercise to plot the doee of 

consistency with which a &map of Australian Ceenomealth corporations 

cooing tocother urder one eatogoryl 	say. finance, would aL.so come 

together under f3taffing, fora of gover.ning body, tenure of appointment 

of members, derroe of nfalisterial control, and so on. No doubt some 

correlation would be rovea3.ed, b-A there is oleo no doubt that there 

would be Itely cases of inconzistoncy. Uhile the lawyers, financial 

experts, and personnel specialists ore all interested in public oorporat-

ions,. their points of e,rDphasis are afferent; moreover, end generally 

speakingin corm= with scholars of public administration :, their 

starting point is usually the lerslation on which the corporation is 

built. This is large3y inherent in the nature of the various fields of 
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study themselves. Thus it was apolitical scientist, :namely. 

Professor Webb, who in the Australian context delved beneath the 

surface of legislative provisions to query the root assumptions ta. 

motivating forces on which those provisions are based. 

It is, then, to be expected that the political scientist in 

Australia will favour those other approaches to elnssification suggested 

by Lt. Chester but finally discarded in the British situation, i.e. 

the functional and purpose .approacbea. I shall attempt now to show the 

use to which these approaches can be put, but realise that in the final 

resort it is impossible to distinguish clearly between the two, since 

purpose is involved in arw question of function. Thus Professor tebb 

does not attempt to cake this distinction. De suggests a functional 

approach, but this involves also certain purpose characteristics. Even 

so, in Australia the immediate purpose used to justify corporations is 

unfortunately not necessarily consistent with afunctional classification. 

The purpose aqavach itself is for this reason also of no 

groat use in Australia. In the opening stages of this chapter,. I 

referrod to the results of an attempted evaluation of the immediate 

purpose in the creation of Australian Coramonwecath corporations. 

ilowever, being of necessity drawn fran ministerial statements and the 

like, this ar,proach suffered also from the defect that it rooted on the 

basic asstnptions Which were zed° by those responsible, but which were 

not necessarily correct. Uoreover„ this is just the stac,e where these 

illogical and emotive forces described by Goodman are influential. 

For example, public hostility to increases In the size of the Public 
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Service, itself fostered by the non-Labour political parties, is not 

without influence in covernment decioions, for it is mell underetood 

that the otaff of corporations generally are not included in EUblic 

Service empleyment statistics. The previoualy-quoted reference, by 

Ur. Paul Hasluck, to "cabinet comfort", is another case in point (43). 

In a. wider setting, many other orgumnts whose validity may 

be limited in time or geographical area also intrude *  and further 

complicate any atteupt to arrive at a. tunic classification in this way. 

For example *  although many of the reasons advanced in the Conmonwealth 

field are also used by Australian States, the latter appear to be 

motivated more frequently by the view that detailed political control 

loads to abuses such as the granting of favoure, and must therefore be 

avoided, for this reason in particular, to ensure efficient management. 

It will be recalled that mew observers credit Australia with the 

invention of the modern public corporation, and that its greatest 

advocates in the late nineteenth century made much of this argument. 

Moreover, during the nineteen-twenties and thirties, early scholars of 

public aCministration such as Sir Frederick Egr:lestaa and Professor 

Bland furnished manyemiaplea of patronage and inefficiency in political 

management. 	In both cases, the relevant experience mus drawn 

primarily from the operations of the State governments. Even as late 

as 1 946, after a Royal Commiseion had investigated charges of corruption 

laid acainst the Taamanian Forestry Department, and particularly the 

Minister in charge of it, the State Parliament created a Forestry 

Cc:mission in place of the Departnent in order to prevent a recurrence 

of political mismanagement (44). I have expressed the view previously 

in this thesis that Commonwealth politics reach a higher standard than 
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State politics; and it is significant that two of the greatest 

managerial scandals in Ocarnonwealth histery have concerned supposedly 

independent, impartial and efficient (in the business same) public 

corporations, i.e. theWarfarvice flames and Aluminiun Prodbotd,coa 

Commissions, rather than political managements* 

The purpose approach to classifying government activity mar 

well be useful in countries where a. more or less orderly system exists 

for arranging government business* This can be illustrated by the 

example of a little...known country which rarely figures in administrative 

texts and comparisons* In recent discussions with Mr. hbba Babbou, 

Budget Officer of the Imperial Ethiopian Light and Power Authority 

(a public concretion), I learned that there is inEthiopia a clear 

• distinction between the Ministry and the autonomous "Authority 	Use 

latter is used for ccamercial selfefinancing public enterprise, other 

examples being the Imperial Ethiopian Highway, Tobacco Monopoly, 8211 

Telephone and Telegimm*CcemunicatlamsAuthorities. These Authorities 

are separated from the general budget (although the Minister of 1Pinart0e 

has an interest in the disposal of their profits); the Authorities 

themselves subsidise the pensions schemes of their staff, whereas the 

general Treasury subsidises pensions schemes of the departments; there 

is some distinction in conditions of employment as between departnents 

and Authorities; the top executive of the Authority receives his 

appointment direct from the &pen= and takes instructions only from 

him, and not from his political advisers (with parliamentary machinery 

in its infancy, the EMperar, although a constitutional monarch, vtieddmi 

more power than royal beads of state in the older democracies); and 

the title "Authority" is generally used for non-departmental mutes.' 

government agencies* 	Even though this brief outline may present en 
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over-oimplified picture, it does suggest that this nctrdemeleraq7 follows 

clear cut principles in devising its organs of namin 4 stration; and 

that Australia,whero l  after earZy leadership in the field, political 

ifintrigues" have led to at inconsistency and confusion, and where 

maw students fran the newly-independent =retries of South-East Asi, 

come today to study public 	ttration, could itself benefit by 

observing the practices of other ', Awls  and applying their lessons. 

Outside itentralia, of course, the reasaning behind the 

creation of public carportrtionsis often closely connected with national-

isation policy. It is, of course, probably only the restrictive effect 

of the Goomonerealth Constitution ohich prevents a sirOlnr state of 

affairs hero; altnouelnationalimtion itself is possible and does 

occur in the individual laistralian States. The Electricity Trust of 

South Australia, the Electricity Commiosioe of U.S.W. and the Gass and 

Fuel Corporation. of Victoria are typical of State public corporations 

manag nationali•sed industries. PmNnIsta. Robson, in writing of 

Prance's experience, is not alone in using the term "public corporation" 

almoat oponaeously with "nationalised industry" (45). In that 

country ' nationalisation has been effected, and corporations este:bile/ 

ed, for ex mple, because of the popular moralrevolt against the 

armament manufacturers (the so-called "Merchants of j.)eath"), or because 

punitive action was popularly dananded against "collaborationist' 

directors, or because of the belief that anZy impartial State control 

can ensure fair treatment for the various interests camerned in the 

operation of a particular industry. Basically the French have argued, 

on economic, social, moral and ecommaicErounde, that numerous 

industries and services should be nationalised and vested under the 
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organisation is best suited for each classification. This is the 

tm.* suggested in broad outline by 	although my amphasis must 

necessarily differ fron his in the Australian situatits. limmever any 

attempt to classify in this way the whole range of Ceerstrsealth adsin. 

istrati1,0 activities is beyond the scope of this thesis, and it will 

therefore. be  necessary to consider only thelwesent and past Commonwealt 

corporations and group them into functional categories. This I hope 

will facilitate an assesament of whether or not the corporation has been 

the appropriate instrument foresail category, and if so, what should be 

the main characteristics of such corporatias . Same Australian 

attempts have been made to draw up such a classification. 

1"or =ample, Mr. L.R. East, Chairman of the Victorian State 

Rivers and Water Supply Commission, was responsible for a functional 

classification of this sort, which was published in 1948 as part of an 

answer to the question "Why Have Boards and Commissions?" (46). 

Dearme with Victorian agencies only, Mr. East divided the field into 

eidnt distinct functional groupings. These were : 

(i) Qualification Boards (e.g. Veterinary Surgeons Board); 

(ii) Financial Boards (e.g. Superannuation Bomrds); 

Isesstrial Boards (e.g. Workers° Compensation Board and Wages 

Board); 

(iv) Social Beards (e.g. AborigAnes Protection Berard); 

(v) Public Utility- Boards aud Cm:missions (i.e. "the true public 

corporations"); 

(vi) Institutiss-11 Boards (e.g. Zoological Board of Victoria, 

responsible for zoo administration); 

(vii)Commodity Marketing Boards; 
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(viii) Restrictive Boards (e.g. Transport Regulation Board). 

It might be argued that the Qualification and Restrictive Boards, and 

possibly even same others could be grouped under a single "Regulatory" 

category. Nevertheless this is a useful attempt to reduce to an 

orderly system that hybrid group of public agencies Chester describes 

as "the rest". Moreover, the range of functions of the State gevern-

ments is wider than that of the Commonwealth, and we might therefore 

expect to find that a smaller number of categories will suffice for 

the latter. 

In its Twenty-first Retort dealing with the affairs of the 

Australian Aluminium Production. Commission, the Joint Paellamentary 

Coamittee on Public Accounts paid some attention to the appropriateness 

of the corporation for various kinds of state activity. It referred 

to Professor Webbts earlier classification "according to the disposition 

of executive and managerial functions," (47) and also to the fact that 

Webb had specifically referred the Committee to the Canadian attempt 

to differentiate in actual legislation between three different types of 

corporations for purposes of financial control. These Canadian 

classifications, which follow functional lines, axe: 

(i) Departmental corporations, which have administrative, super.. 

visory or regulative functions, closely akin to an ordinary 

deparbont, and are financed by appropriations; 

(Li) Agency corporations, which undertake trading, service or 

procurement functions and usually have revolving funds; 

(iii) Proprietary corporations, which manage lending, financial, 

commercial or Industrial operations and are expected to 

finance themselves from the sale of goods or services (48). 
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Professor Webb's views an the rationale of the public 

corporation were also contained in the submission prepared for the 

Public Accounts Cannittee during its Bell Bay enquiry; his criticisms 

of the notiaa of the "constitutional conventions" have already been 

noted (49). He expanded on these views in a review of the Public 

Aocounts Committee's Report, and the easence of his argunent is contained 

in the following passage s 

"The correct approach to the problcm of statutory corporations as 

agencies of government is, I suggest, not to regard than as one 

category to which certain conventious or principles are applied, 

but to classify than according to their functions and, in the 

15.7)ht of those functions, to deal with such issues as accountability 

end control from the centra. It is obvious, for instance, that 

controls appropriate to regulatory corporations will not be 

appropriate to marketing boards or to corporations which menage 

industrial enterprises. (50) 

cm. 
Webb, whose chaAenre against the basic assumptions/which 

public corporations have been framed has been given prominent attention 

in this thesis, actually moved through a kir' ld of analytical classificat-

Inn to the broad functional approach. Both werc advanced with a view 

to assisting in his main task of rationalising the public corporation. 

In the first, he distingu:..shed two basic organisational patterns for 

public corporations, and statt important defects in both. In the first, 

rthere administrative ranke cow to an apcx in a galoral =sager, Who is 

in turn subject to a policy-making board, the three-way relationship 

(minister-board-general manager) complicates bartSCIa012#3, working relations, 

and there is also the problem of defining the spheres of responsibility 

of the board and its general manager. He might also have referred to 
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the added overhead costs involved in an organisation of this type. 

The second pattern, which is less =mon in Australia involves a 

single authority eaabining policy.making and executive t‘inctions - in 

other words, the policy-making body consists of the executive heads of 

the corporation. This pattern also has many inherent difficulties; 

it was tried and abandoned by the 1.4itish National Coal Board (5i). 

!Lis broad functional approach was advanced as a result of his 

conclusion that the popio  or  assumptions about public corporations have 

little basis in fact, but that the department ha a certain limitations 

which might justify the establishment of public corporations for reasons 

other than the nom largely fioticioun one of superior efficiency. The 

department's upper structure in uniform end rigid : there can be no 

sharing of the functicn of the permanent head to advise the minister 

and execute his orders. Its staff are particularly in Corrtonwealth 

.departmenta r  promoted from within, they are bound by obligations of 

official secrecy, and are comaitted to carry out government policy 

decisions. Because of the first of these limitations, the department 

is unsuitable for that type of enterprise in which it is desired that 

extra-governmental interests should participate in management. Because 

of the second limitation, departmental nrimi  stration is unsuitable 

	 for institutions of higher learning, for research institut- 

ions and for services such an broadcasting which are required to 

provide the community with news services and to promote discussion 

of social and political problems". (52) 

Thus, in ',ebb's view, the public corporation is the logical 

answer : 

(a) where it is desirecl to have representative amagement, although 
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as has been shown by pratical experience here and particular]; 

in Prance this is only likely to sumeed where the interests 

involved share broadly similar aims and. ideas; and 

(b) where "cultural autonagy" is an essential feature. lath 

care, it is possible tto devise a corporation in such away 

alf to satisfy this requirement, without reversing the current 

curtailmaat of "economic autonomy". The Auetzalian Broad. 

casting Commiesion is a generally successful illustration. 

In Australia the corporation seems unfortunately also to be the logical 

answer in fields where it is desired to perform same task overlapping 

the constitutional boundary between Ccancuwealth ami States. The 

Australian Alamiroum Production Caagiesion is an illustration, although 

scarcely a successful one. This appears to be one of the prices we 

have to pay in anode= commits for an out-moded constitution. 

Although Webb does not enlarge on the regulatory function referred to 

in his review of the Public Accounts Committee report, it would seem 

very doubtful that the cumbrous public corporation (except in particular 

cases where the activity to be regulated is itself genuinely-not suited. 

to political management) is necessary here. In fact numerous 

regulatory functions have been carried out satisfactorily by ordinary 

departments. Thisand other commaats in this final chapter are, of 

course, merely indicative ce the kind of objective policy decision on 

administrative organisaticn which should be made and could be facilitated 

by the existence of a generally accepted frammeark classification of 

state activity. 

A surscested Australian classification: 

The functional classification I sugeest for Commonwealth 
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corporations follows closely the pattern suggested by Webb, and allows 

for advisory and. quasi-judicial activities, since corporations lave 

functioned to a limited extent in these fields. The purely administrat-

ive function must also be included, for public corporations have 

operated with doubtful logic in this field. also. The classification 

will need to be subdivided where appropriate to record the distinction 

between national and regional (or localised) corporations, although 

there will not be any of those regional sub.-corporations of national 

corTorations cannon in Britain and France. Undertakings of the "mixed." 

variety, in the traditional or shareholding sense of the word (a/thoudh 

I believe the term might appropriately be used also to describe the 

representative or mixed-managament bodies), as well as international 

corporations in which Australia participates, are excluded for 

convenience; but the "public companies", which I regard as public 

corporations in every sense of the word, although, of course, not 

statutory corporations, will be included in the appropriate categut4y. 

The so-called. "developmaatal" function presents a difficulty, but, 

whore this Object aloneisiresent in the cm_tion of a corporation, it 

will be included in the administrative category. Uhere the development 

is of a particular enterprise, and the intention that the corporation 

will continue as business manager of this enterprise, it will be 

included in the "public utility and trading enterprises" category. 

It is necessary to comment for a moment an the activities 

excludea from this limited classification. In the wider field the 

traditional categories of state activity are the legislative, executive/ 

administrative, and judicial. This is itself basically a functional 
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claeoification; but in the co:vim: modern social service state it is 

inadequate olther for the stuqy of political science or of public 

administrction. ?or the purpoee of this thesis I have followed Chester 

and ignored the legllative and judicial functions. Chester also 

proposed that non-corporate and advisory bodies be discarded. The 

letter play an important part in Coamonwealth administration, for 

examPiLe the Ccamonwealth Grants Commission and the Tariff Board. The 

atudy is, however,, one of public corporations, and therefore the proposal 

that non-corporate bodies be discarded is accepted, corporate status at 

law being almost the only cocoen mark of public corporations : in 

this tokes care of meet advisorsr bodies in the Commonwealth setting. 

On the -ringes of this classification, in a sort of no-man's land, are 

the pure quasi-judicial administrative tribunAla, whose existence has 

been decried by no less a legal personage than Sir Garfield Barwick, Q.C. 

(53). These have also been excluded from this study, although they sey 

have corporate status. However, I find it impossible to exclude the 

advisory and qpasi-judicial functions altogether from my classification, 

since Australian public corporations have from time to time also 

oPelme;ed with a clear charter in these fields. In another no-man's 

land is the vasi-leEielative function, which cleims; considerable 

attention fran students of political science and public administration, 

rind by which authorities created for ems other primary purpose issue 

regulations and other forme of delegated legislation. This regulation 

making is, in the Australian Counonwealth setting, usually reserved for 

the government departments whose mieisterc supervise corporations, 

although the Federal Capital Commission, for example, had its °wrapover 

to issue by-laws. However there are no bodies with purely quasi. 
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legislative functions, and this can therefore be regarded as the 

by-product of the primary function or functions. 

"Functionaris the tern generally, used to describe this sort 

of classification, and it is freely used byLebb, whose thoughts have 

largely provided the stimulus for the closing stages of this thesis. 

Yet, as I have pointed out, one must not be too fussy .  about its applic. 

ation here, for two categories suggested by Webb are indicative of 

important Characteristics rather than functions in the strict sense. 

This raises the grdblem of what to do about the real function of bodies 

coming within these "characteristic" categories. I believe, to avoid 

confusion and also becniase it is the characteristic and not the function 

which dictates the use of the public corporation in such cases, that 

the entry under the "characteristic" category should suffice, with the 

function treated merely as a subsidiary consideration. 

I believe, for these reasons, that a classification along 

the following lines would be of assistance as a framework for re-

assessing basic assumptions about naminintrative organisation and for 

facilitating objective decisions about what fermAethcds and procet -ares 

are most appropriate to particular public activities : 

1. Administrative 

(a) National 

(b) Localised. 

2. Regulatory 

3. Uanagement of public utilitiea and trading enterprises 

(a) National 

(b) Localised. 
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-Dopart,:nont of Civil Aviation. 
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National Insurance Vara/sac:in *Department of Supply. 
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(and Authority) Australian Shipbuilding Board 

Superannuation Board 

National Debt Commission. 

Military, 'Tamil and Air Boards. 

Administrative Localised) 	Federal Capital Carcission Board of Llanagement, Australian War 

*North Australia Comissicn Memorial. 

• National Capital Develorment Comission 

Regulatory 	 *CcovIonvu:alth Bank (from 1924.) 

Comonweolth Coal Commissioner 

Australian lircadeasting Control Board 

Reserve Bank of Australia (proposed) 
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Commonwealth Railways 

Australian Lhaling Commission 

Snowy ifoinitains Ibrdro-Electric Authority 

Institute of Science and Industry 

Council for Ocientifio and Industrial. 

Research. 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 

Research Organisation. 

Australian Broadcasting Commission. 

Australian Dational Univeraity. 

Australian Atomic Baerry COOTAOSiOrl. 

Public utilities and 

trading entorprises 

(localised). 

Cultural, research and 

higher learning 

institutions. 

epartment of Supply (Research and 

Jeveloment Branch). 

tCommenwcaith 14ational Library 

(Farliamentary Department) 

Representative or 	*Repatriation Commission (1920-1946) 

"mixed-management". 	Commodity Mnrketing Authorities. 

*Stevedoring Industry Commission. 

Co-operative Oommomealth- 'Joint Coal Board. 

State ventures 

(Regulatory). 
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Conclusion: 

Professor ‘",ebb has suggested that, in the modern setting, 

the logical justifications for the piblic corporation are those 

'involved in the fourth (cultural) fifth ( mixed-managament), and sixth 

(co-operative Commonwealth-State) categories in this classification; 

and with this view I am in general agreement. The changing context of 

politics and public administration has drastically lessened the force 

of the older justifications which led to the creation of public corpor- 

ations particularly in the third (public utility and trading enterprises) 

category. 

I believe that such a system or classification of government 

activity as that sug, ested in the foregoing is an essential starting 

point in any endeavour to restore order to our thinking about public 

corporations, or about actdnistrative farms as athole. Admittedly, 

the details require refining - for example, I have same doubt as to 

whether an agency such as the Literature Censorship Board regulates or 

judges, and it may well be that the regulatory and quasi-judicial funct-

ions should be combined into a single category - but I believe the broad 

functional type of classification is the only kind on which such a 

crusade can be based,to have any hope of success. Advancing from this 

classification it will be neem;aftrg to make a comprehensive study of 

the various administrative provisions to discover which are most 

appropriate for each category. The Australian Broadcasting Cormission 

today, for example, shows the way towards an administrative vstern which 

may well preserve culturta.autonamy without disturbing the present close 

relationship to the central government in matters of finance and 

staffing. 
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In conclusion, it is necessary to repeat that, despite the 

confusions revealed and the cases of proven inefficiency, there are 

many efficient public corporations. This fact encourages some success 

ful corporation heads, such as Sir Richard Boyer (55), to mnke light of 

the analytical proof of the trend awgy from managerial autonow. 

Indeed, Sir Richardla arguments emphasise the dangers in drawing 
only 

conclusions about corporations/from the legislative provisions which 

apply to them. 	The complicated history of the Commonwealth 

corporations, in which theory, legislation and practice not uncemmonly 

follow different courses, ahows conclusively that the physical organis. 

ation is only one part of successful management; the other is human 

relations. In the public corporations, with the more complicated 

relationships between board and minister on the one hand, and often 

board and general manager on the other, the latter assumes great 

Importance. This of course opens the further important question of 

personalities, but this is one which this thesis has not attempted to 

allSWer. 
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Plan of the Economic Or sation of Soviet &Isaias 

A Plan published in "The Proletarian" -monthly official organ of Australian Comunist Party - 

showing a scheme of a Supreme Economic Council to govern Soviet Russia, afterwards adopted at the 

A.C.T.U. Conference, 1921 2  for implementation in Australia. 
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pendix B (p25 refers). 

COIVODITY  MARKETIEG BOARIX3. 

These notes do not in any sense represent either a compre. 

hensive account or an analysis of the problems of the representative 

commodity boards . they are intended only to fill in in briefest 

outline, a gap in the Commonwealth public corporations surveyed in this 

thesis. 

The commodity marketing authorities uhidh have been created 

by the Commonwealth Parliament are : 

Dried Fruits Control Board 1924. 

Dairy Itoduce Control Board 1924. 
(renamed Auztralian Dairy troduce Board 194.7). 

Canned Fruits Control Board 1926 
(renamed. Austrati.an  Canned Fruits Board 1933). 

Wine Overseas Marketing Board 1929. 
(=named Australian Wine Board 1936). 

Australian Leat Board 1935. 

Australian Apple and Year Board 1938. 

Australian I-ool Board 194.5. 
(renamed Australian Wool Bureau 1953) 

Australian .  r.,heat Board 1943. 

Australian Egg Board 1948. 

Australian Hide and Leather Industries Board 1948-55. 

Australian V.Ool Testing Authority 1957. 

The wheat and wool marketing authorities and the Hide and 

Leather Industries Board were originated during the war by National 
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Security Regulations, the year Shown above being that of the Act giving 

statutory authority for their continuation. Certain other bodies (e.g. 

Barley Board, Tobacco Board) were also created under National Security 

Regulations, but ceased to function at the close of the war. The 

Australian Barley Board of today is a joint undertaking of the Victorian 

and South Australian State Governments. 

Most of these organisations were provided by the Connenwealth 

Parliament at the request of the industries concerned, with the object 

of organising overseas marketing of produce in an orderly manner s  end 

sometimes of advising Australian governments on production problems. 

The wool organisations differ in history and functions from the other 

Boards, being concerned broad.14,  with research and publicity (and in 

the ease of the Testing Authority, standards-testing) rather than 

marketing. The Wheat Board's function is to administer the postowar 

I...heat Stabilisation Plan in conjunction with the Meat Boards or similar 

authorities of the State Governments. 

These authorities have been or 	sad as statutory corporations 

to permit representation of producers, processors, exporters and 

sometimes employees in management, in eformprotectedby the grant of 

statutory powers and rights. As a general rule they also include a 

reoreeentative of the Commonwealth Government as Chairman. 

There are three broad patterns in the form of the governing 

bodies of these authorities. These vary according to overall size of 

the governing body, and may be .;egicribed as early, middle and recent 
early 

patterns. Some typical/constitutions were those of the rtied. Fruits 

(;ontrol Board which consisted of one government nominee, five growers' 
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representatives and two members appointed because of their commercial 

experience; and the Canned Fruits Control Board which consisted of 

ane government nendmee, one member elected to represent privately-owned 

Pna  proprietary canneries and one elected to represent co-operative and 

State-owned canneries. 

Typical of the middle categozy was the original Meat Board, 

which had eighteen members representing the Connonwealth Governnent,and 

producers, procezporo and. exporters on a. State basis; the first Apple 

and Pear /Joan" had sixteen members similarly distributed but with 

emnhasis in dictriblitiob. -cm the major fruit-'growing states; and the 

pair Freduce Board had seventeen Irambers representative of interested 

groups. 

Certain changes in constitution brought about by amending 

legislation in the post.war period have generally resulted from a 

realisation that boards of sixteen, seventeen and eighteen members are 

rather too big and clumsy to work efficiently. They have been reduced 

in size so far as the demand for adequate representation will allow. 

The re-organised Apple and Pear Board is typical of this recent trend. 

It now has twelve members 

One =mime of the Ccemennealth Government. 

Seven growers' representatives, twefor Tasmania and one each for 

the other States. 

Three exporters' representatives, one each for Tannania and 

Western Australia and one for the other four States. 

One employee representative. 

Similarly the Vieat Board's membership has been reduced from eighteen to 

twelve, and the Daizy Produce Board's membership frau seventeen to twelve, 
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Other typical mcdern constitutions are : 

(a) the Egg Board - 

One nominee of the Cccmcnwealth Government. 

Five members representing the State ego‘marketing organis- 

ations of new South Vales, Victoria, t-,lueensland, South 

Australia aullUestern Australia. 

One member with commercial experience. 

One member representing the employees engaged in the 

handling, grading and processing of eggs. 

(b) the re-constituted Wine Board - 

One ncainee of the Commonwealth Government. 

Five representatives of proprietary and privately-ownyl 

vineries and distilleries. 

Two representatives of co-operative wineries and 

Three representatives of grape growers who supply 

vineries and distilleries. 

These Boards are normally financed by the imposition of a 

levy under a separate but complementary Act on exported produce, 

wooly with the proviso that the board involved in each case may 

exempt particular classes of exports fran the levy if it considers 

this course to be desirable. 	They are required to present an annual 

report on their operations to the Minister for presentation to 

Parliament. 	The Minister roust normally approve the conditions for 

the wanting of export licences, etc., recarmended by the Boards; 

and the Boards, of course, are unable to fix the rates of the levies 
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by Which they are financed, since the levies are the subject of 

separate enactments. Finally the Governor-General has the usual 

power to make regulations not inconsistent with the act. The 

Boards are empowered to appoint their own staff, but have been 

included. vsith other statutory authorities in that trend towards 

uniformity of conditions of all staff Imiler Ccamonwealth engoyment 

which has resulted in the legal requirement to seek Public Service 

Board approval for terms and conditions. 

NOMOIWOOMIMMWOMMIII•WolootralMeVae•MMIl ierff eiNVO• 

371 .refers). 

EXT'f./ACT'al 	TRANS-AUSTiLALL4. ArilMa') =UM =Emu tro.it a. 

"The Carrlista= t.ltatua. 

The corporation so established is the Australian National 
an 

Airlines Comission. It is/entity created by Act of Parliament and 

therefore called a statutory corporation. The legal status, powers, 

duties and functions of a statutory corporation depend upon the 

provisions of the Act under which it is established, but in other 

respects it is subject to the general law. 	Generally such a 

corporation is established either to carry out purposes created as 

the result of a political decision or perform functions no longer 

capable of being performed efficiently by Goverment Departments, 

and the former-  usaally ar-quires and carries on some existing 
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business, e.g. The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria, or 

=pewee a new business, e.g. The Australian National 	Aries 

Cocrais.on. All statutory corporations, whether called boards, 

00/111113SiCe or corporations, are known popularly as public corporat-

ions or eemi-government authorities. Most public corporations 

have these characteristics :- 
Cf. Aunt.  Nat.  Air- 

1. Corporate status apart from the Crown lines Act Sections. 

(i.e. the Corroonwea3.th or State Govern- 

ment), 	 6 (1) 

2. Board of Management, 	 7-14, 

3. Business Enterprise, 	 19 

4. Monopoly of product or service, 	 46-49 

5. Freedom from Governmental control, and 	
25 (1) 

6. Responsibility-  to a Ninister of State ) 

and all public corporations have canon basic powers and duties 

ancillary to corporate status viz., 

1. Powers to, 

(a) use a corium seal, 

(b) sue and. be  sued at law, 
	 6 (2) 

(c) lensA, sell and purchase real and 

personal property, 	 21 (1) a 6 (2) 

(a) Delegate powers, 	 16 

(e) appoint officers, and 	 17 & 18 

(f) enter into contracts *  and 	 23 

2. Duties to, 

(a) hold meetings and 	 15 (1) 

(b) report to Mi ni nter 	 40 

In other words public corporations have been born of the need to 

separate traditional governmental functions performed by Departments 
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of State from the trading functions acquired or created by Governments 

and have a coman basic structure. 

PUIVOSe.  

Most public corporations are public utilities ithich do not 

compete with private enterprises in the talc of their product or 

service, e.g. the State Electricity Ccardssions. The Ccamission is 

unique among Ccsmonwealth corporations, because it was injected into a 

competitive industry. The attempt to give it a mosiopoly in the 

industry was abortive and therefore the corporation has had to =mete 

from scratch with private corporations already well entrenched in the 

iniustry 

The Australian National Airlines Commission differs from 

Public Corporations such as British European Airways, British Overseas 

Airways Corporation, Quantas pire Airmws and New Zealand National 

Airways Corporation because it has not a monopoly of business. 

Moreover the Commission's powers, duties and functions are affected by 

the Agreement between the Commonwealth and Australian National Airways 

contained in the Civil Aviation Agreement Act 1952 	The political 

and economic role of the Commission trading as Trato-Australia Airlines 

is therefore exceptional." 

sem....1m001211.-.11M OsOc.114*.■• 
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CZ: 	ilF1 Eir.410 CiEW.WE Act1222=2„ 

In addition to such duties as are elsewhere in this Act 

imposed an it, the Board shall have the following duties : 
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(a) to devise myna for effecting economies end premoting 

efficiency in the managanont and workinp of Departments by - 

(1) improved organisation and procedure; • 

(ii) closer supervision; 

(iii) the simplification of the work of each Department, 

and the abolition of unnecessary work; 

(iv) the co-ordination of the work of the various Depart-

ments; 

(v) the limitation of the staffs of the various Depart-

ments to actual =garment a „ and the. uti  1 1  nation of 

those staffs to the beat advantage; 

(vi) the iwrovement of the training of officers; 

(vii) the avoidance of unnecessazy expenditure; 

(vill) the advising upon systems and methods adopted in 

regard to contracts and for obtaining supplies, and 

upon contracts referred to the Booze by a ILizieter; 

and 

(ix) the eatabliMment of systeras of check in order to 

ascertain hether the return for expenditure is 

aCcquate; 

(b) 	to elcaraine the business of each Department and escertaln 

whether any inefficiency or lack of economy =dater; 

(o) 

	

	to exercise a. critical oversight of the activities, and the 

methods of conducting the busfiness, of each Department; 

(a) 	to maintain a comprehensive and continuous ;wet= of 

measuring and, checkin,y, the economical and efficient working 

If each Department, and to institute standard practice and 

uniform instructions for carrying out recurring work; and 
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(e) such other duties in relation to the Riblie Service as are 

prescribed. 

A pendix E (p. 5 2  7 refer.$). 

12AsoNs  ADVANCED OR =LIED POR TJEC1EAr2./0:3  OP PARTICULAR CORPORATIONS. 

(compiled 1954). 

CO2P0P1.TI0N 

Ccamonwealth 'Bank 	 1911 	Labour 	A B 

River Ilturra,y Commission 	1915 

Commonwealth Railways 	 1917 	iTationalist A BCH 

War Service Homes Commis' s.iatt 	1918 	S1 	B C 

  

 

f"..ALASCUS 
MIN (For 
Code see 
Table Eintlz  

 

Institute of Science and Tnimltry  - 
(now C.S.I.R.0)  

1920 	 BCE 

Repatriation Cornionion 	1920 

Shipping Board 	 1923 

Federal Capital Carrnisaion 	1924. 

North Australia Caradosion 	1926 

Develorment and Micratice, 	1926 
Caamission 

Broadcasting Occuission 	1932  

Ali1n3  urn Production Comissian 	1944 

Ccmonwealth Coal Comdesica 	1944 

Trans.Australit' t Airlines 	1945 

B C 

13CEH 

B CDL:F 

B CDEF 

United 	AB 
Australia 

Labour 	IC 

ODE 

to 
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Vh=01 Realisation Comission 

Joint Coal Board 

Overseas Teleiccenunications 

1945 

1946 

1946 

1 947 

1948 

1949 

194-9 

194-9 

1946 

1953 

I 924..53 	All 

Labour 	ci 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

ft 

1 952 	Liberal 
C.P„ 

Parties 

1.7 

GK 

E 

CE 

1,11 

CM 

iii; 	Stall 

Stevedoring Industry Comission 

Broadcasting Control Board 

Whaling Camxission 

Stevedoring Industry Board 

&Lowy Mountains ity-dro-Electric 
Authority 

Qantas Depire Airways Pty. Ltd. 

Ccuracerealth flestels Ltd. 

Atonic libergy Conmission 

The Commodity Virtiaeting Boards 

(0) stated to be "the only alternative" when the representative 

StevedorinE Industry Commission failed. 

Note: AlthourA rezzons 13 and C have rarely been it forward the the 

nineteen-tventies they have cenerally booan accepted as the basic 

criteria on which the frmework of the zuoderrs public corporation 

has been shaped. 

ppdixF.  537. refers). 

GOLIPADATIVE ALARM. 

(This table was also catTiled in 1954-, and the salaries quoted are at 

1954 rates« lawyever they are included only to facilitate comparisons 

between Groups A and B; and recent marcetnal increases have not 
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affected the relativities shown herein. ) 

A. 	of too salaries in public corporations. 

(i) iblI-time offices  

Clnirman, Atomic Energy Ccenisaion 	 £4,250 

Canna:wealth Railways Couniasioner 	 £3,750 

Chain, C.S.1.2.0. Executive 	 £31500 

Chairman, Broadcasting Control Board 	 £3,250 

General Manager, Australian Broadcasting Commiseion 	£3,250 

Other Pu11-Time Members,. Psoadcasting Control Board 	£3,000 

Other Pull-time Members, C.S.I.R.O. Executive 	£3,000 

General Manager, Overseas Teleoannunicaticas Commissico 	£3,000 
• 	(ii) part-time offices 

Madman, Australian Broadcasting Commission 	 £1 ,250 

1 

e  

	

Overseas Telecommunications Commission 	i 

. Vice-Chairman, Australian Broadcasting Caswissica 

National Airlines Commission 	

503 
i 

Overseas Telc A. 	eam muni.cations Commission 	4°  

Other members, Naticaal Airlines Commission 

Other members, Australian Broadcasting Consissiat 	Z 300 

B.'pleaof to s,.... 	a 	a i....z,..... .larieother piblic offices. 

Chief Justice, High Court 	 £5,000 

	

Judges*  High Court 	 g41500 

Chief Juitge, Arbitration Court 	 £4,500 

Barmanent Heads of Priale Minister's, Treasury, Attorney.. 
250 

General's, Defence and lbstna8ter4enerars Departments 

Commissioner of Taxation 	 £4,250 

Charm% Public Service Board 	 £4,000 

Judge in Bankruptqy 	 24,000 
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£3,500 

High 	 and Ambassadors 	 £3 ,500 

Auditca%4eneral 	 430500 

Chief of Air staff 	 £3,450 

Aviation, Health, Social Services, Immigration and 

Army Departaants. 	

,250 

lisrmanent Heads of External Affairs, Interior, Civil 

A  

Public Service Arbitrater 

Heads of Repatriatim, Air, Navy, Labour end 

Naticnal Service, Territories end Silipuing and Transport 3 000 

Departments. 

Olosunlaviwirmarida.011111.1.1.1111■01•111.0MMWORAIN 

Appendix 0  (p. 10. refers). 

ADDENDA 

The following major developaents have occurred since the main draft of 

this thesis ens completed. 

1. COMMONWEAL= BANK. 

The legislation designed to divide the existing Cassonwea3.th 

Bank into the Reserve Bank of Australia and the Comaamealth Banking 

Corpomtion, the latter comprising Trading, Savings and Developaant 

Banks each as distinct legal entities, which was resubmitted to the 

Senate on 13 March 1958, was again defeated by a oaabined vote of the 

Chief of Naval Staff 	 £3,750 

Chief of General Staff 	 £3,750 

Permanent Heeds of Works. Trade and Customs, Camerce and 

A,griculture, Naticnal Development, Supp3y and Defence C3,500 

Production Departments. 

Public Service Canaissialera 

£3,250 
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Labour Oprosition in that Chamber* Now there seems little likelihood 

that there will be a further Double ssolution of Federal Parliament 

on the Banking issue s  but in view of the widely held belief that the 

nao.labour Parties are outwitted to the change and will resubmit the 

necessary legislation as soon as there is a chance of it surviving in 

both Houses of Parliaments  it will probably be a very live issue in the 

next election campaiga. (For note on earlier events, see supra p.4 45-8). 

2* AusimaxAN ATOMIC REMY comiassum. 

Legislation was passed early in 1958 to enlarge the 

Australian Atomic 

 

Ey Comaiseion* As well as the existing Chairmen, as „A 

 

Deputy Chain= and third Member, all of *Low hold office on a parts. 

time basis, the Casuission now includes a fourth member to hold efface 

ma a full-tire basis and a fifth meatier "who will not necessarily be a 

full-time member% The fourth member is regerded as the "executive 

member", end is given the task of administering the affairs of the 

CCOM1591021 within the policy laid dorm by the full Omission* 

Advantages claimed for the increase in size are that the 

Comaissial now had a wider basis for consultation on the praises it 

is called upon to considers  that. its. responsibilities are growing in 

number and catplexitys  and that the inclusion of additional pcxin.ts of 

view will strengthen the Candesion in dealing with them* 

The fourth member has an unusual status his responsibilities 

appear to be those possessed by the General. Manager of the A.B.C. and. 

but he is also a. somber of the Camaission. Such mixtures or 
policy, and administrative functions in other authorities have been 
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criticised by many observers in the past: moreover, the legislation 

appears to repeat the weakness of the 1924 	01  alth Bank Act, which 

made the Governor of the Bank Chief Executive Officer sitting om the 

Board, but not Chairman of the Board. Following criticisms by Professor 

Giblin and other authorities, the question was resolved in this ease 

when the Bank Board was reconstituted in 1951, It is :strange to 

that the original Act caastituting the Australian Ataxic Ramrgy Commiss. 

ice). specifically provided that the Charfattli was prohibited from angs4ng 

in any other paid employment except with the Minister's permission. 

Obviously the Minister has at some stage given this permission, althougi 

the phraseology at the Act suggests - but d,oes not clarify the possistion 

that Parliament 'mild have preferred otherwise. This sistuatim s  in 

which the Chairmanship is in fact a part-time office only, contributed to 

the need for the amending legislation and the awkward form ZIOW to be 

applied to the Ccandssica. 

The Atomic Energy Act 1958 also included machinery provisions 

to bring conditions relating to vacation of office of members into line 

with recent changes in other corporations, and to clari-ty the per and 

responsibilities of the Auditor-General. 

(References: Conmonwealth ParLiamentary Debates„ H.ofR., 25 listrch 1958, 
p. 615-61 Atomic Energy Act No.1 of 1958; for comparison with 1924 Bank 
Ant, see supra, pd. 202) 

SNOWY MODNTAINs MORO-ELECTRIC AUTEIGRITr  

Legislation is now under consideration in the Federal Parlia-

ment to ratify the inter-governmental agreement on the use of water and 

other resources made available by the operations of the Snowy Mountains 

Mydro•Electric Authority. Preaumab4 similar legislation will be enacted 

by the States involved. 

(Reference: For note on agreement, ee supra p.401 .; also Costscerwealth 
Parliamentary Debates. S... 16 korii. 1957 frau DA 506. 
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Savings TArAk, 24.3, 355s-443, 4451 563, 613 
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